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Database
A database is an organized collection of data. The data are typically organized to model relevant aspects of reality in
a way that supports processes requiring this information. For example, modeling the availability of rooms in hotels in
a way that supports finding a hotel with vacancies.
Database management systems (DBMSs) are specially designed applications that interact with the user, other
applications, and the database itself to capture and analyze data. A general-purpose database management system
(DBMS) is a software system designed to allow the definition, creation, querying, update, and administration of
databases. Well-known DBMSs include MySQL, PostgreSQL, SQLite, Microsoft SQL Server,Oracle, SAP, dBASE,
FoxPro, IBM DB2, LibreOffice Base and FileMaker Pro. A database is not generally portable across different
DBMS, but different DBMSs can by using standards such as SQL and ODBC or JDBC to allow a single application
to work with more than one database.

Terminology and overview
Formally, the term "database" refers to the data itself and supporting data structures. Databases are created to operate
large quantities of information by inputting, storing, retrieving, and managing that information. Databases are set up
so that one set of software programs provides all users with access to all the data.
A "database management system" (DBMS) is a suite of computer software providing the interface between users and
a database or databases. Because they are so closely related, the term "database" when used casually often refers to
both a DBMS and the data it manipulates.
Outside the world of professional information technology, the term database is sometimes used casually to refer to
any collection of data (perhaps a spreadsheet, maybe even a card index). This article is concerned only with
databases where the size and usage requirements necessitate use of a database management system.[1]

The interactions catered for by most existing DBMS fall into four main groups:
•• Data definition. Defining new data structures for a database, removing data structures from the database,

modifying the structure of existing data.
•• Update. Inserting, modifying, and deleting data.
•• Retrieval. Obtaining information either for end-user queries and reports or for processing by applications.
• Administration. Registering and monitoring users, enforcing data security, monitoring performance, maintaining

data integrity, dealing with concurrency control, and recovering information if the system fails.
A DBMS is responsible for maintaining the integrity and security of stored data, and for recovering information if
the system fails.
Both a database and its DBMS conform to the principles of a particular database model.[2] "Database system" refers
collectively to the database model, database management system, and database.[3]

Physically, database servers are dedicated computers that hold the actual databases and run only the DBMS and
related software. Database servers are usually multiprocessor computers, with generous memory and RAID disk
arrays used for stable storage. RAID is used for recovery of data if any of the disks fails. Hardware database
accelerators, connected to one or more servers via a high-speed channel, are also used in large volume transaction
processing environments. DBMSs are found at the heart of most database applications. DBMSs may be built around
a custom multitasking kernel with built-in networking support, but modern DBMSs typically rely on a standard
operating system to provide these functions. [citation needed] Since DBMSs comprise a significant economical market,
computer and storage vendors often take into account DBMS requirements in their own development plans.[citation

needed]
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Databases and DBMSs can be categorized according to the database model(s) that they support (such as relational or
XML), the type(s) of computer they run on (from a server cluster to a mobile phone), the query language(s) used to
access the database (such as SQL or XQuery), and their internal engineering, which affects performance, scalability,
resilience, and security.

Applications and roles
Most organizations in developed countries today depend on databases for their business operations. Increasingly,
databases are not only used to support the internal operations of the organization, but also to underpin its online
interactions with customers and suppliers (see Enterprise software). Databases are not used only to hold
administrative information, but are often embedded within applications to hold more specialized data: for example
engineering data or economic models. Examples of database applications include computerized library systems,
flight reservation systems, and computerized parts inventory systems.
Client-server or transactional DBMSs are often complex to maintain high performance, availability and security
when many users are querying and updating the database at the same time. Personal, desktop-based database systems
tend to be less complex. For example, FileMaker and Microsoft Access come with built-in graphical user interfaces.

General-purpose and special-purpose DBMSs
A DBMS has evolved into a complex software system and its development typically requires thousands of
person-years of development effort.[4] Some general-purpose DBMSs such as Adabas, Oracle and DB2 have been
undergoing upgrades since the 1970s. General-purpose DBMSs aim to meet the needs of as many applications as
possible, which adds to the complexity. However, the fact that their development cost can be spread over a large
number of users means that they are often the most cost-effective approach. However, a general-purpose DBMS is
not always the optimal solution: in some cases a general-purpose DBMS may introduce unnecessary overhead.
Therefore, there are many examples of systems that use special-purpose databases. A common example is an email
system: email systems are designed to optimize the handling of email messages, and do not need significant portions
of a general-purpose DBMS functionality.
Many databases have application software that accesses the database on behalf of end-users, without exposing the
DBMS interface directly. Application programmers may use a wire protocol directly, or more likely through an
application programming interface. Database designers and database administrators interact with the DBMS through
dedicated interfaces to build and maintain the applications' databases, and thus need some more knowledge and
understanding about how DBMSs operate and the DBMSs' external interfaces and tuning parameters.
General-purpose databases are usually developed by one organization or community of programmers, while a
different group builds the applications that use it. In many companies, specialized database administrators maintain
databases, run reports, and may work on code that runs on the databases themselves (rather than in the client
application).

History
With the progress in technology in the areas of processors, computer memory, computer storage and computer
networks, the sizes, capabilities, and performance of databases and their respective DBMSs have grown in orders of
magnitudes.
The development of database technology can be divided into three eras based on data model or structure:
navigational,[5] SQL/relational, and post-relational. The two main early navigational data models were the
hierarchical model, epitomized by IBM's IMS system, and the Codasyl model (Network model), implemented in a
number of products such as IDMS.
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The relational model, first proposed in 1970 by Edgar F. Codd, departed from this tradition by insisting that
applications should search for data by content, rather than by following links. The relational model is made up of
ledger-style tables, each used for a different type of entity. It was not until the mid-1980s that computing hardware
became powerful enough to allow relational systems (DBMSs plus applications) to be widely deployed. By the early
1990s, however, relational systems were dominant for all large-scale data processing applications, and they remain
dominant today (2013) except in niche areas. The dominant database language is the standard SQL for the relational
model, which has influenced database languages for other data models.[citation needed]

Object databases were invented in the 1980s to overcome the inconvenience of object-relational impedance
mismatch, which led to the coining of the term "post-relational" but also development of hybrid object-relational
databases.
The next generation of post-relational databases in the 2000s became known as NoSQL databases, introducing fast
key-value stores and document-oriented databases. A competing "next generation" known as NewSQL databases
attempted new implementations that retained the relational/SQL model while aiming to match the high performance
of NoSQL compared to commercially available relational DBMSs.

1960s Navigational DBMS

Basic structure of navigational CODASYL database model.

The introduction of the term database coincided with the
availability of direct-access storage (disks and drums) from
the mid-1960s onwards. The term represented a contrast with
the tape-based systems of the past, allowing shared
interactive use rather than daily batch processing. The Oxford
English dictionary cites a 1962 report by the System
Development Corporation of California as the first to use the
term "data-base" in a specific technical sense.

As computers grew in speed and capability, a number of
general-purpose database systems emerged; by the mid-1960s
there were a number of such systems in commercial use.
Interest in a standard began to grow, and Charles Bachman,
author of one such product, the Integrated Data Store (IDS),
founded the "Database Task Group" within CODASYL, the
group responsible for the creation and standardization of
COBOL. In 1971 they delivered their standard, which
generally became known as the "Codasyl approach", and
soon a number of commercial products based on this
approach were made available.

The Codasyl approach was based on the "manual" navigation
of a linked data set which was formed into a large network.
Records could be found either by use of a primary key
(known as a CALC key, typically implemented by hashing),
by navigating relationships (called sets) from one record to
another, or by scanning all the records in sequential order. Later systems added B-Trees to provide alternate access
paths. Many Codasyl databases also added a query language that was very straightforward. However, in the final
tally, CODASYL was very complex and required significant training and effort to produce useful applications.
IBM also had their own DBMS system in 1968, known as IMS. IMS was a development of software written for the 
Apollo program on the System/360. IMS was generally similar in concept to Codasyl, but used a strict hierarchy for
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its model of data navigation instead of Codasyl's network model. Both concepts later became known as navigational
databases due to the way data was accessed, and Bachman's 1973 Turing Award presentation was The Programmer
as Navigator. IMS is classified as a hierarchical database. IDMS and Cincom Systems' TOTAL database are
classified as network databases.

1970s relational DBMS
Edgar Codd worked at IBM in San Jose, California, in one of their offshoot offices that was primarily involved in the
development of hard disk systems. He was unhappy with the navigational model of the Codasyl approach, notably
the lack of a "search" facility. In 1970, he wrote a number of papers that outlined a new approach to database
construction that eventually culminated in the groundbreaking A Relational Model of Data for Large Shared Data
Banks.[6]

In this paper, he described a new system for storing and working with large databases. Instead of records being
stored in some sort of linked list of free-form records as in Codasyl, Codd's idea was to use a "table" of fixed-length
records, with each table used for a different type of entity. A linked-list system would be very inefficient when
storing "sparse" databases where some of the data for any one record could be left empty. The relational model
solved this by splitting the data into a series of normalized tables (or relations), with optional elements being moved
out of the main table to where they would take up room only if needed. Data may be freely inserted, deleted and
edited in these tables, with the DBMS doing whatever maintenance needed to present a table view to the
application/user.

In the relational model, related records are linked together with a "key"

The relational model also allowed the
content of the database to evolve without
constant rewriting of links and pointers. The
relational part comes from entities
referencing other entities in what is known
as one-to-many relationship, like a
traditional hierarchical model, and
many-to-many relationship, like a
navigational (network) model. Thus, a
relational model can express both
hierarchical and navigational models, as
well as its native tabular model, allowing for
pure or combined modeling in terms of
these three models, as the application
requires.
For instance, a common use of a database
system is to track information about users,
their name, login information, various
addresses and phone numbers. In the navigational approach all of these data would be placed in a single record, and
unused items would simply not be placed in the database. In the relational approach, the data would be normalized
into a user table, an address table and a phone number table (for instance). Records would be created in these
optional tables only if the address or phone numbers were actually provided.

Linking the information back together is the key to this system. In the relational model, some bit of information was 
used as a "key", uniquely defining a particular record. When information was being collected about a user, 
information stored in the optional tables would be found by searching for this key. For instance, if the login name of 
a user is unique, addresses and phone numbers for that user would be recorded with the login name as its key. This 
simple "re-linking" of related data back into a single collection is something that traditional computer languages are
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not designed for.
Just as the navigational approach would require programs to loop in order to collect records, the relational approach
would require loops to collect information about any one record. Codd's solution to the necessary looping was a
set-oriented language, a suggestion that would later spawn the ubiquitous SQL. Using a branch of mathematics
known as tuple calculus, he demonstrated that such a system could support all the operations of normal databases
(inserting, updating etc.) as well as providing a simple system for finding and returning sets of data in a single
operation.
Codd's paper was picked up by two people at Berkeley, Eugene Wong and Michael Stonebraker. They started a
project known as INGRES using funding that had already been allocated for a geographical database project and
student programmers to produce code. Beginning in 1973, INGRES delivered its first test products which were
generally ready for widespread use in 1979. INGRES was similar to System R in a number of ways, including the
use of a "language" for data access, known as QUEL. Over time, INGRES moved to the emerging SQL standard.
IBM itself did one test implementation of the relational model, PRTV, and a production one, Business System 12,
both now discontinued. Honeywell wrote MRDS for Multics, and now there are two new implementations: Alphora
Dataphor and Rel. Most other DBMS implementations usually called relational are actually SQL DBMSs.
In 1970, the University of Michigan began development of the MICRO Information Management System[7] based on
D.L. Childs' Set-Theoretic Data model.[8][9][10] Micro was used to manage very large data sets by the US Department
of Labor, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and researchers from the University of Alberta, the University
of Michigan, and Wayne State University. It ran on IBM mainframe computers using the Michigan Terminal
System.[11] The system remained in production until 1998.

Database machines and appliances
In the 1970s and 1980s attempts were made to build database systems with integrated hardware and software. The
underlying philosophy was that such integration would provide higher performance at lower cost. Examples were
IBM System/38, the early offering of Teradata, and the Britton Lee, Inc. database machine.
Another approach to hardware support for database management was ICL's CAFS accelerator, a hardware disk
controller with programmable search capabilities. In the long term, these efforts were generally unsuccessful because
specialized database machines could not keep pace with the rapid development and progress of general-purpose
computers. Thus most database systems nowadays are software systems running on general-purpose hardware, using
general-purpose computer data storage. However this idea is still pursued for certain applications by some
companies like Netezza and Oracle (Exadata).

Late-1970s SQL DBMS
IBM started working on a prototype system loosely based on Codd's concepts as System R in the early 1970s. The
first version was ready in 1974/5, and work then started on multi-table systems in which the data could be split so
that all of the data for a record (some of which is optional) did not have to be stored in a single large "chunk".
Subsequent multi-user versions were tested by customers in 1978 and 1979, by which time a standardized query
language – SQL[citation needed] – had been added. Codd's ideas were establishing themselves as both workable and
superior to Codasyl, pushing IBM to develop a true production version of System R, known as SQL/DS, and, later,
Database 2 (DB2).
Larry Ellison's Oracle started from a different chain, based on IBM's papers on System R, and beat IBM to market
when the first version was released in 1978.[citation needed]

Stonebraker went on to apply the lessons from INGRES to develop a new database, Postgres, which is now known as
PostgreSQL. PostgreSQL is often used for global mission critical applications (the .org and .info domain name
registries use it as their primary data store, as do many large companies and financial institutions).
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In Sweden, Codd's paper was also read and Mimer SQL was developed from the mid-1970s at Uppsala University.
In 1984, this project was consolidated into an independent enterprise. In the early 1980s, Mimer introduced
transaction handling for high robustness in applications, an idea that was subsequently implemented on most other
DBMS.
Another data model, the entity-relationship model, emerged in 1976 and gained popularity for database design as it
emphasized a more familiar description than the earlier relational model. Later on, entity-relationship constructs
were retrofitted as a data modeling construct for the relational model, and the difference between the two have
become irrelevant.[citation needed]

1980s desktop databases
The 1980s ushered in the age of desktop computing. The new computers empowered their users with spreadsheets
like Lotus 1,2,3 and database software like dBASE. The dBASE product was lightweight and easy for any computer
user to understand out of the box. C. Wayne Ratliff the creator of dBASE stated: “dBASE was different from
programs like BASIC, C, FORTRAN, and COBOL in that a lot of the dirty work had already been done. The data
manipulation is done by dBASE instead of by the user, so the user can concentrate on what he is doing, rather than
having to mess with the dirty details of opening, reading, and closing files, and managing space allocation.“ [12]

dBASE was one of the top selling software titles in the 1980s and early 1990s.

1980s object-oriented databases
The 1980s, along with a rise in object oriented programming, saw a growth in how data in various databases were
handled. Programmers and designers began to treat the data in their databases as objects. That is to say that if a
person's data were in a database, that person's attributes, such as their address, phone number, and age, were now
considered to belong to that person instead of being extraneous data. This allows for relations between data to be
relations to objects and their attributes and not to individual fields.[13] The term "object-relational impedance
mismatch" described the inconvenience of translating between programmed objects and database tables. Object
databases and object-relational databases attempt to solve this problem by providing an object-oriented language
(sometimes as extensions to SQL) that programmers can use as alternative to purely relational SQL. On the
programming side, libraries known as object-relational mappings (ORMs) attempt to solve the same problem.

2000s NoSQL and NewSQL databases
The next generation of post-relational databases in the 2000s became known as NoSQL databases, including fast
key-value stores and document-oriented databases. XML databases are a type of structured document-oriented
database that allows querying based on XML document attributes.
NoSQL databases are often very fast, do not require fixed table schemas, avoid join operations by storing
denormalized data, and are designed to scale horizontally.
In recent years there was a high demand for massively distributed databases with high partition tolerance but
according to the CAP theorem it is impossible for a distributed system to simultaneously provide consistency,
availability and partition tolerance guarantees. A distributed system can satisfy any two of these guarantees at the
same time, but not all three. For that reason many NoSQL databases are using what is called eventual consistency to
provide both availability and partition tolerance guarantees with a maximum level of data consistency.
The most popular NoSQL systems include: MongoDB, Riak, Oracle NoSQL Database, memcached, Redis,
CouchDB, Hazelcast, Apache Cassandra and HBase, note that all are open-source software products.
A number of new relational databases continuing use of SQL but aiming for performance comparable to NoSQL are
known as NewSQL.
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Database research
Database technology has been an active research topic since the 1960s, both in academia and in the research and
development groups of companies (for example IBM Research). Research activity includes theory and development
of prototypes. Notable research topics have included models, the atomic transaction concept and related concurrency
control techniques, query languages and query optimization methods, RAID, and more.
The database research area has several dedicated academic journals (for example, ACM Transactions on Database
Systems-TODS, Data and Knowledge Engineering-DKE) and annual conferences (e.g., ACM SIGMOD, ACM
PODS, VLDB, IEEE ICDE).

Database type examples
One way to classify databases involves the type of their contents, for example: bibliographic, document-text,
statistical, or multimedia objects. Another way is by their application area, for example: accounting, music
compositions, movies, banking, manufacturing, or insurance. A third way is by some technical aspect, such as the
database structure or interface type. This section lists a few of the adjectives used to characterize different kinds of
databases.
• An in-memory database is a database that primarily resides in main memory, but is typically backed-up by

non-volatile computer data storage. Main memory databases are faster than disk databases, and so are often used
where response time is critical, such as in telecommunications network equipment.SAP HANA platform is a very
hot topic for in-memory database. By May 2012, HANA was able to run on servers with 100TB main memory
powered by IBM. The co founder of the company claimed that the system was big enough to run the 8 largest
SAP customers.

• An active database includes an event-driven architecture which can respond to conditions both inside and outside
the database. Possible uses include security monitoring, alerting, statistics gathering and authorization. Many
databases provide active database features in the form of database triggers.

• A cloud database relies on cloud technology. Both the database and most of its DBMS reside remotely, "in the
cloud," while its applications are both developed by programmers and later maintained and utilized by
(application's) end-users through a web browser and Open APIs.

• Data warehouses archive data from operational databases and often from external sources such as market research
firms. The warehouse becomes the central source of data for use by managers and other end-users who may not
have access to operational data. For example, sales data might be aggregated to weekly totals and converted from
internal product codes to use UPCs so that they can be compared with ACNielsen data. Some basic and essential
components of data warehousing include retrieving, analyzing, and mining data, transforming, loading and
managing data so as to make them available for further use.

• A deductive database combines logic programming with a relational database, for example by using the Datalog
language.

• A distributed database is one in which both the data and the DBMS span multiple computers.
• A document-oriented database is designed for storing, retrieving, and managing document-oriented, or semi

structured data, information. Document-oriented databases are one of the main categories of NoSQL databases.
• An embedded database system is a DBMS which is tightly integrated with an application software that requires

access to stored data in such a way that the DBMS is hidden from the application’s end-users and requires little or
no ongoing maintenance.[14]

• End-user databases consist of data developed by individual end-users. Examples of these are collections of
documents, spreadsheets, presentations, multimedia, and other files. Several products exist to support such
databases. Some of them are much simpler than full fledged DBMSs, with more elementary DBMS functionality.
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• A federated database system comprises several distinct databases, each with its own DBMS. It is handled as a
single database by a federated database management system (FDBMS), which transparently integrates multiple
autonomous DBMSs, possibly of different types (in which case it would also be a heterogeneous database
system), and provides them with an integrated conceptual view.

• Sometimes the term multi-database is used as a synonym to federated database, though it may refer to a less
integrated (e.g., without an FDBMS and a managed integrated schema) group of databases that cooperate in a
single application. In this case typically middleware is used for distribution, which typically includes an atomic
commit protocol (ACP), e.g., the two-phase commit protocol, to allow distributed (global) transactions across the
participating databases.

• A graph database is a kind of NoSQL database that uses graph structures with nodes, edges, and properties to
represent and store information. General graph databases that can store any graph are distinct from specialized
graph databases such as triplestores and network databases.

• In a hypertext or hypermedia database, any word or a piece of text representing an object, e.g., another piece of
text, an article, a picture, or a film, can be hyperlinked to that object. Hypertext databases are particularly useful
for organizing large amounts of disparate information. For example, they are useful for organizing online
encyclopedias, where users can conveniently jump around the text. The World Wide Web is thus a large
distributed hypertext database.

• A knowledge base (abbreviated KB, kb or Δ[15]) is a special kind of database for knowledge management,
providing the means for the computerized collection, organization, and retrieval of knowledge. Also a collection
of data representing problems with their solutions and related experiences.

• A mobile database can be carried on or synchronized from a mobile computing device.
• Operational databases store detailed data about the operations of an organization. They typically process

relatively high volumes of updates using transactions. Examples include customer databases that record contact,
credit, and demographic information about a business' customers, personnel databases that hold information such
as salary, benefits, skills data about employees, enterprise resource planning systems that record details about
product components, parts inventory, and financial databases that keep track of the organization's money,
accounting and financial dealings.

• A parallel database seeks to improve performance through parallelization for tasks such as loading data, building
indexes and evaluating queries.

The major parallel DBMS architectures which are induced by the underlying hardware architecture are:
• Shared memory architecture, where multiple processors share the main memory space, as well as other

data storage.
• Shared disk architecture, where each processing unit (typically consisting of multiple processors) has its

own main memory, but all units share the other storage.
• Shared nothing architecture, where each processing unit has its own main memory and other storage.

• Probabilistic databases employ fuzzy logic to draw inferences from imprecise data.
• Real-time databases process transactions fast enough for the result to come back and be acted on right away.
• A spatial database can store the data with multidimensional features. The queries on such data include location

based queries, like "Where is the closest hotel in my area?".
• A temporal database has built-in time aspects, for example a temporal data model and a temporal version of SQL.

More specifically the temporal aspects usually include valid-time and transaction-time.
• A terminology-oriented database builds upon an object-oriented database, often customized for a specific field.
• An unstructured data database is intended to store in a manageable and protected way diverse objects that do not 

fit naturally and conveniently in common databases. It may include email messages, documents, journals,
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multimedia objects, etc. The name may be misleading since some objects can be highly structured. However, the
entire possible object collection does not fit into a predefined structured framework. Most established DBMSs
now support unstructured data in various ways, and new dedicated DBMSs are emerging.

Database design and modeling
The first task of a database designer is to produce a conceptual data model that reflects the structure of the
information to be held in the database. A common approach to this is to develop an entity-relationship model, often
with the aid of drawing tools. Another popular approach is the Unified Modeling Language. A successful data model
will accurately reflect the possible state of the external world being modeled: for example, if people can have more
than one phone number, it will allow this information to be captured. Designing a good conceptual data model
requires a good understanding of the application domain; it typically involves asking deep questions about the things
of interest to an organisation, like "can a customer also be a supplier?", or "if a product is sold with two different
forms of packaging, are those the same product or different products?", or "if a plane flies from New York to Dubai
via Frankfurt, is that one flight or two (or maybe even three)?". The answers to these questions establish definitions
of the terminology used for entities (customers, products, flights, flight segments) and their relationships and
attributes.
Producing the conceptual data model sometimes involves input from business processes, or the analysis of workflow
in the organization. This can help to establish what information is needed in the database, and what can be left out.
For example, it can help when deciding whether the database needs to hold historic data as well as current data.
Having produced a conceptual data model that users are happy with, the next stage is to translate this into a schema
that implements the relevant data structures within the database. This process is often called logical database design,
and the output is a logical data model expressed in the form of a schema. Whereas the conceptual data model is (in
theory at least) independent of the choice of database technology, the logical data model will be expressed in terms
of a particular database model supported by the chosen DBMS. (The terms data model and database model are often
used interchangeably, but in this article we use data model for the design of a specific database, and database model
for the modelling notation used to express that design.)
The most popular database model for general-purpose databases is the relational model, or more precisely, the
relational model as represented by the SQL language. The process of creating a logical database design using this
model uses a methodical approach known as normalization. The goal of normalization is to ensure that each
elementary "fact" is only recorded in one place, so that insertions, updates, and deletions automatically maintain
consistency.
The final stage of database design is to make the decisions that affect performance, scalability, recovery, security,
and the like. This is often called physical database design. A key goal during this stage is data independence,
meaning that the decisions made for performance optimization purposes should be invisible to end-users and
applications. Physical design is driven mainly by performance requirements, and requires a good knowledge of the
expected workload and access patterns, and a deep understanding of the features offered by the chosen DBMS.
Another aspect of physical database design is security. It involves both defining access control to database objects as
well as defining security levels and methods for the data itself.
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Database models

Collage of five types of database models.

A database model is a type of data
model that determines the logical
structure of a database and
fundamentally determines in which
manner data can be stored, organized,
and manipulated. The most popular
example of a database model is the
relational model (or the SQL
approximation of relational), which
uses a table-based format.

Common logical data models for
databases include:

•• Hierarchical database model
•• Network model
•• Relational model
• Entity–relationship model

• Enhanced entity–relationship model
•• Object model
•• Document model
• Entity–attribute–value model
•• Star schema
An object-relational database combines the two related structures.
Physical data models include:
•• Inverted index
•• Flat file
Other models include:
•• Associative model
•• Multidimensional model
•• Multivalue model
•• Semantic model
•• XML database
•• Named graph
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External, conceptual, and internal views

Traditional view of data[16]

A database management system
provides three views of the database
data:
• The external level defines how each

group of end-users sees the
organization of data in the database.
A single database can have any
number of views at the external
level.

• The conceptual level unifies the
various external views into a
compatible global view. It provides
the synthesis of all the external
views. It is out of the scope of the
various database end-users, and is
rather of interest to database
application developers and database administrators.

• The internal level (or physical level) is the internal organization of data inside a DBMS (see Implementation
section below). It is concerned with cost, performance, scalability and other operational matters. It deals with
storage layout of the data, using storage structures such as indexes to enhance performance. Occasionally it stores
data of individual views (materialized views), computed from generic data, if performance justification exists for
such redundancy. It balances all the external views' performance requirements, possibly conflicting, in an attempt
to optimize overall performance across all activities.

While there is typically only one conceptual (or logical) and physical (or internal) view of the data, there can be any
number of different external views. This allows users to see database information in a more business-related way
rather than from a technical, processing viewpoint. For example, a financial department of a company needs the
payment details of all employees as part of the company's expenses, but does not need details about employees that
are the interest of the human resources department. Thus different departments need different views of the company's
database.
The three-level database architecture relates to the concept of data independence which was one of the major initial
driving forces of the relational model. The idea is that changes made at a certain level do not affect the view at a
higher level. For example, changes in the internal level do not affect application programs written using conceptual
level interfaces, which reduces the impact of making physical changes to improve performance.
The conceptual view provides a level of indirection between internal and external. On one hand it provides a
common view of the database, independent of different external view structures, and on the other hand it abstracts
away details of how the data is stored or managed (internal level). In principle every level, and even every external
view, can be presented by a different data model. In practice usually a given DBMS uses the same data model for
both the external and the conceptual levels (e.g., relational model). The internal level, which is hidden inside the
DBMS and depends on its implementation (see Implementation section below), requires a different level of detail
and uses its own types of data structure types.
Separating the external, conceptual and internal levels was a major feature of the relational database model
implementations that dominate 21st century databases.
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Database languages
Database languages are special-purpose languages, which do one or more of the following:
• Data definition language - defines data types and the relationships among them
• Data manipulation language - performs tasks such as inserting, updating, or deleting data occurrences
• Query language - allows searching for information and computing derived information
Database languages are specific to a particular data model. Notable examples include:
• SQL combines the roles of data definition, data manipulation, and query in a single language. It was one of the

first commercial languages for the relational model, although it departs in some respects from the relational model
as described by Codd (for example, the rows and columns of a table can be ordered). SQL became a standard of
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) in 1986, and of the International Organization for Standards
(ISO) in 1987. The standards have been regularly enhanced since and is supported (with varying degrees of
conformance) by all mainstream commercial relational DBMSs.

• OQL is an object model language standard (from the Object Data Management Group). It has influenced the
design of some of the newer query languages like JDOQL and EJB QL.

• XQuery is a standard XML query language implemented by XML database systems such as MarkLogic and
eXist, by relational databases with XML capability such as Oracle and DB2, and also by in-memory XML
processors such as Saxon.

• SQL/XML combines XQuery with SQL.
A database language may also incorporate features like:
•• DBMS-specific Configuration and storage engine management
•• Computations to modify query results, like counting, summing, averaging, sorting, grouping, and

cross-referencing
•• Constraint enforcement (e.g. in an automotive database, only allowing one engine type per car)
• Application programming interface version of the query language, for programmer convenience

Performance, security, and availability
Because of the critical importance of database technology to the smooth running of an enterprise, database systems
include complex mechanisms to deliver the required performance, security, and availability, and allow database
administrators to control the use of these features.

Database storage
Database storage is the container of the physical materialization of a database. It comprises the internal (physical)
level in the database architecture. It also contains all the information needed (e.g., metadata, "data about the data",
and internal data structures) to reconstruct the conceptual level and external level from the internal level when
needed. Putting data into permanent storage is generally the responsibility of the database engine a.k.a. "storage
engine". Though typically accessed by a DBMS through the underlying operating system (and often utilizing the
operating systems' file systems as intermediates for storage layout), storage properties and configuration setting are
extremely important for the efficient operation of the DBMS, and thus are closely maintained by database
administrators. A DBMS, while in operation, always has its database residing in several types of storage (e.g.,
memory and external storage). The database data and the additional needed information, possibly in very large
amounts, are coded into bits. Data typically reside in the storage in structures that look completely different from the
way the data look in the conceptual and external levels, but in ways that attempt to optimize (the best possible) these
levels' reconstruction when needed by users and programs, as well as for computing additional types of needed
information from the data (e.g., when querying the database).
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Some DBMS support specifying which character encoding was used to store data, so multiple encodings can be used
in the same database.
Various low-level database storage structures are used by the storage engine to serialize the data model so it can be
written to the medium of choice. Techniques such as indexing may be used to improve performance. Conventional
storage is row-oriented, but there are also column-oriented and correlation databases.

Database materialized views

Often storage redundancy is employed to increase performance. A common example is storing materialized views,
which consist of frequently needed external views or query results. Storing such views saves the expensive
computing of them each time they are needed. The downsides of materialized views are the overhead incurred when
updating them to keep them synchronized with their original updated database data, and the cost of storage
redundancy.

Database and database object replication

Occasionally a database employs storage redundancy by database objects replication (with one or more copies) to
increase data availability (both to improve performance of simultaneous multiple end-user accesses to a same
database object, and to provide resiliency in a case of partial failure of a distributed database). Updates of a
replicated object need to be synchronized across the object copies. In many cases the entire database is replicated.

Database security
Database security deals with all various aspects of protecting the database content, its owners, and its users. It ranges
from protection from intentional unauthorized database uses to unintentional database accesses by unauthorized
entities (e.g., a person or a computer program).
Database access control deals with controlling who (a person or a certain computer program) is allowed to access
what information in the database. The information may comprise specific database objects (e.g., record types,
specific records, data structures), certain computations over certain objects (e.g., query types, or specific queries), or
utilizing specific access paths to the former (e.g., using specific indexes or other data structures to access
information). Database access controls are set by special authorized (by the database owner) personnel that uses
dedicated protected security DBMS interfaces.
This may be managed directly on an individual basis, or by the assignment of individuals and privileges to groups, or
(in the most elaborate models) through the assignment of individuals and groups to roles which are then granted
entitlements. Data security prevents unauthorized users from viewing or updating the database. Using passwords,
users are allowed access to the entire database or subsets of it called "subschemas". For example, an employee
database can contain all the data about an individual employee, but one group of users may be authorized to view
only payroll data, while others are allowed access to only work history and medical data. If the DBMS provides a
way to interactively enter and update the database, as well as interrogate it, this capability allows for managing
personal databases.
Data security in general deals with protecting specific chunks of data, both physically (i.e., from corruption, or
destruction, or removal; e.g., see physical security), or the interpretation of them, or parts of them to meaningful
information (e.g., by looking at the strings of bits that they comprise, concluding specific valid credit-card numbers;
e.g., see data encryption).
Change and access logging records who accessed which attributes, what was changed, and when it was changed.
Logging services allow for a forensic database audit later by keeping a record of access occurrences and changes.
Sometimes application-level code is used to record changes rather than leaving this to the database. Monitoring can
be set up to attempt to detect security breaches.
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Transactions and concurrency
Database transactions can be used to introduce some level of fault tolerance and data integrity after recovery from a
crash. A database transaction is a unit of work, typically encapsulating a number of operations over a database (e.g.,
reading a database object, writing, acquiring lock, etc.), an abstraction supported in database and also other systems.
Each transaction has well defined boundaries in terms of which program/code executions are included in that
transaction (determined by the transaction's programmer via special transaction commands).
The acronym ACID describes some ideal properties of a database transaction: Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and
Durability.

Migration
See also section Database migration in article Data migration

A database built with one DBMS is not portable to another DBMS (i.e., the other DBMS cannot run it). However, in
some situations it is desirable to move, migrate a database from one DBMS to another. The reasons are primarily
economical (different DBMSs may have different total costs of ownership or TCOs), functional, and operational
(different DBMSs may have different capabilities). The migration involves the database's transformation from one
DBMS type to another. The transformation should maintain (if possible) the database related application (i.e., all
related application programs) intact. Thus, the database's conceptual and external architectural levels should be
maintained in the transformation. It may be desired that also some aspects of the architecture internal level are
maintained. A complex or large database migration may be a complicated and costly (one-time) project by itself,
which should be factored into the decision to migrate. This in spite of the fact that tools may exist to help migration
between specific DBMS. Typically a DBMS vendor provides tools to help importing databases from other popular
DBMSs.

Database building, maintaining, and tuning
After designing a database for an application arrives the stage of building the database. Typically an appropriate
general-purpose DBMS can be selected to be utilized for this purpose. A DBMS provides the needed user interfaces
to be utilized by database administrators to define the needed application's data structures within the DBMS's
respective data model. Other user interfaces are used to select needed DBMS parameters (like security related,
storage allocation parameters, etc.).
When the database is ready (all its data structures and other needed components are defined) it is typically populated
with initial application's data (database initialization, which is typically a distinct project; in many cases using
specialized DBMS interfaces that support bulk insertion) before making it operational. In some cases the database
becomes operational while empty from application's data, and data are accumulated along its operation.
After completing building the database and making it operational arrives the database maintenance stage: Various
database parameters may need changes and tuning for better performance, application's data structures may be
changed or added, new related application programs may be written to add to the application's functionality, etc.
Contribution by Malebye Joyce as adapted from informations systems for businesses from chapter 5 - storing ad
organizing data. Databases are often confused with spread sheet such as Microsoft excel which is different from
Microsoft access. Both can be used to store information,however a database serves a better function at this. Below is
a comparison of spreadsheets and databases. Spread sheets strengths -1. Very simple data storage 2. Relatively easy
to use 3. Require less planning Weaknesses- 1. Data integrity problems, include inaccurate,inconsistent and out of
date version and out of date data. 2. Formulas could be incorrect Databases strengths 1. Methods for keeping data up
to date and consistent 2. Data is of higher quality than data stored in spreadsheets 3. Good for storing and organizing
information. Weakness 1. Require more planning and designing
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Backup and restore
Sometimes it is desired to bring a database back to a previous state (for many reasons, e.g., cases when the database
is found corrupted due to a software error, or if it has been updated with erroneous data). To achieve this a backup
operation is done occasionally or continuously, where each desired database state (i.e., the values of its data and their
embedding in database's data structures) is kept within dedicated backup files (many techniques exist to do this
effectively). When this state is needed, i.e., when it is decided by a database administrator to bring the database back
to this state (e.g., by specifying this state by a desired point in time when the database was in this state), these files
are utilized to restore that state.

Other
Other DBMS features might include:
• Database logs
• Graphics component for producing graphs and charts, especially in a data warehouse system
• Query optimizer - Performs query optimization on every query to choose for it the most efficient query plan (a

partial order (tree) of operations) to be executed to compute the query result. May be specific to a particular
storage engine.

•• Tools or hooks for database design, application programming, application program maintenance, database
performance analysis and monitoring, database configuration monitoring, DBMS hardware configuration (a
DBMS and related database may span computers, networks, and storage units) and related database mapping
(especially for a distributed DBMS), storage allocation and database layout monitoring, storage migration, etc.
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Database model

Collage of five types of database models.

A database model is a type of data
model that determines the logical
structure of a database and
fundamentally determines in which
manner data can be stored, organized,
and manipulated. The most popular
example of a database model is the
relational model, which uses a
table-based format.

Common logical data models for
databases include:

•• Hierarchical database model
•• Network model
•• Relational model
• Entity–relationship model

• Enhanced entity–relationship
model

•• Object model
•• Document model
• Entity–attribute–value model
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•• Star schema
An object-relational database combines the two related structures.
Physical data models include:
•• Inverted index
•• Flat file
Other models include:
•• Associative model
•• Multidimensional model
•• Multivalue model
•• Semantic model
•• XML database
•• Named graph
•• Triplestore

Relationships and functions
A given database management system may provide one or more of the five models. The optimal structure depends
on the natural organization of the application's data, and on the application's requirements, which include transaction
rate (speed), reliability, maintainability, scalability, and cost. Most database management systems are built around
one particular data model, although it is possible for products to offer support for more than one model.
Various physical data models can implement any given logical model. Most database software will offer the user
some level of control in tuning the physical implementation, since the choices that are made have a significant effect
on performance.
A model is not just a way of structuring data: it also defines a set of operations that can be performed on the data.
The relational model, for example, defines operations such as select (project) and join. Although these operations
may not be explicit in a particular query language, they provide the foundation on which a query language is built.

Flat model

Flat File Model.

The flat (or table) model consists of a
single, two-dimensional array of data
elements, where all members of a
given column are assumed to be
similar values, and all members of a
row are assumed to be related to one
another. For instance, columns for
name and password that might be used
as a part of a system security database.
Each row would have the specific
password associated with an individual
user. Columns of the table often have a
type associated with them, defining them as character data, date or time information, integers, or floating point
numbers. This tabular format is a precursor to the relational model.
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Early data models
These models were popular in the 1960s, 1970s, but nowadays can be found primarily in old legacy systems. They
are characterized primarily by being navigational with strong connections between their logical and physical
representations, and deficiencies in data independence.

Hierarchical model

Hierarchical Model.

In a hierarchical model, data is
organized into a tree-like structure,
implying a single parent for each
record. A sort field keeps sibling
records in a particular order.
Hierarchical structures were widely
used in the early mainframe database
management systems, such as the
Information Management System
(IMS) by IBM, and now describe the
structure of XML documents. This
structure allows one one-to-many
relationship between two types of data.
This structure is very efficient to

describe many relationships in the real world; recipes, table of contents, ordering of paragraphs/verses, any nested
and sorted information.

This hierarchy is used as the physical order of records in storage. Record access is done by navigating through the
data structure using pointers combined with sequential accessing. Because of this, the hierarchical structure is
inefficient for certain database operations when a full path (as opposed to upward link and sort field) is not also
included for each record. Such limitations have been compensated for in later IMS versions by additional logical
hierarchies imposed on the base physical hierarchy.
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Network model

Network Model.

The network model expands upon the
hierarchical structure, allowing
many-to-many relationships in a
tree-like structure that allows multiple
parents. It was the most popular before
being replaced by the relational model,
and is defined by the CODASYL
specification.

The network model organizes data
using two fundamental concepts, called
records and sets. Records contain
fields (which may be organized
hierarchically, as in the programming
language COBOL). Sets (not to be
confused with mathematical sets)
define one-to-many[1] relationships
between records: one owner, many
members. A record may be an owner
in any number of sets, and a member in any number of sets.

A set consists of circular linked lists where one record type, the set owner or parent, appears once in each circle, and
a second record type, the subordinate or child, may appear multiple times in each circle. In this way a hierarchy may
be established between any two record types, e.g., type A is the owner of B. At the same time another set may be
defined where B is the owner of A. Thus all the sets comprise a general directed graph (ownership defines a
direction), or network construct. Access to records is either sequential (usually in each record type) or by navigation
in the circular linked lists.

The network model is able to represent redundancy in data more efficiently than in the hierarchical model, and there
can be more than one path from an ancestor node to a descendant. The operations of the network model are
navigational in style: a program maintains a current position, and navigates from one record to another by following
the relationships in which the record participates. Records can also be located by supplying key values.
Although it is not an essential feature of the model, network databases generally implement the set relationships by
means of pointers that directly address the location of a record on disk. This gives excellent retrieval performance, at
the expense of operations such as database loading and reorganization.
Popular DBMS products that utilized it were Cincom Systems' Total and Cullinet's IDMS. IDMS gained a
considerable customer base; in the 1980s, it adopted the relational model and SQL in addition to its original tools
and languages.
Most object databases (invented in the 1990s) use the navigational concept to provide fast navigation across
networks of objects, generally using object identifiers as "smart" pointers to related objects. Objectivity/DB, for
instance, implements named one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, and many-to-many named relationships that can
cross databases. Many object databases also support SQL, combining the strengths of both models.
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Inverted file model
In an inverted file or inverted index, the contents of the data are used as keys in a lookup table, and the values in the
table are pointers to the location of each instance of a given content item. This is also the logical structure of
contemporary database indexes, which might only use the contents from a particular columns in the lookup table.
The inverted file data model can put indexes in a second set of files next to existing flat database files, in order to
efficiently directly access needed records in these files.
Notable for using this data model is the ADABAS DBMS of Software AG, introduced in 1970. ADABAS has
gained considerable customer base and exists and supported until today. In the 1980s it has adopted the relational
model and SQL in addition to its original tools and languages.

Relational model

The relational model was introduced by E.F. Codd in 1970[2] as a way to make database management systems more
independent of any particular application. It is a mathematical model defined in terms of predicate logic and set
theory, and systems implementing it have been used by mainframe, midrange and microcomputer systems.
The products that are generally referred to as relational databases in fact implement a model that is only an
approximation to the mathematical model defined by Codd. Three key terms are used extensively in relational
database models: relations, attributes, and domains. A relation is a table with columns and rows. The named
columns of the relation are called attributes, and the domain is the set of values the attributes are allowed to take.
The basic data structure of the relational model is the table, where information about a particular entity (say, an
employee) is represented in rows (also called tuples) and columns. Thus, the "relation" in "relational database" refers
to the various tables in the database; a relation is a set of tuples. The columns enumerate the various attributes of the
entity (the employee's name, address or phone number, for example), and a row is an actual instance of the entity (a
specific employee) that is represented by the relation. As a result, each tuple of the employee table represents various
attributes of a single employee.
All relations (and, thus, tables) in a relational database have to adhere to some basic rules to qualify as relations.
First, the ordering of columns is immaterial in a table. Second, there can't be identical tuples or rows in a table. And
third, each tuple will contain a single value for each of its attributes.
A relational database contains multiple tables, each similar to the one in the "flat" database model. One of the
strengths of the relational model is that, in principle, any value occurring in two different records (belonging to the
same table or to different tables), implies a relationship among those two records. Yet, in order to enforce explicit
integrity constraints, relationships between records in tables can also be defined explicitly, by identifying or
non-identifying parent-child relationships characterized by assigning cardinality (1:1, (0)1:M, M:M). Tables can also
have a designated single attribute or a set of attributes that can act as a "key", which can be used to uniquely identify
each tuple in the table.
A key that can be used to uniquely identify a row in a table is called a primary key. Keys are commonly used to join 
or combine data from two or more tables. For example, an Employee table may contain a column named Location 
which contains a value that matches the key of a Location table. Keys are also critical in the creation of indexes, 
which facilitate fast retrieval of data from large tables. Any column can be a key, or multiple columns can be
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grouped together into a compound key. It is not necessary to define all the keys in advance; a column can be used as
a key even if it was not originally intended to be one.
A key that has an external, real-world meaning (such as a person's name, a book's ISBN, or a car's serial number) is
sometimes called a "natural" key. If no natural key is suitable (think of the many people named Brown), an arbitrary
or surrogate key can be assigned (such as by giving employees ID numbers). In practice, most databases have both
generated and natural keys, because generated keys can be used internally to create links between rows that cannot
break, while natural keys can be used, less reliably, for searches and for integration with other databases. (For
example, records in two independently developed databases could be matched up by social security number, except
when the social security numbers are incorrect, missing, or have changed.)
The most common query language used with the relational model is the Structured Query Language (SQL).

Dimensional model
The dimensional model is a specialized adaptation of the relational model used to represent data in data warehouses
in a way that data can be easily summarized using online analytical processing, or OLAP queries. In the dimensional
model, a database schema consists of a single large table of facts that are described using dimensions and measures.
A dimension provides the context of a fact (such as who participated, when and where it happened, and its type) and
is used in queries to group related facts together. Dimensions tend to be discrete and are often hierarchical; for
example, the location might include the building, state, and country. A measure is a quantity describing the fact, such
as revenue. It is important that measures can be meaningfully aggregated—for example, the revenue from different
locations can be added together.
In an OLAP query, dimensions are chosen and the facts are grouped and aggregated together to create a summary.
The dimensional model is often implemented on top of the relational model using a star schema, consisting of one
highly normalized table containing the facts, and surrounding denormalized tables containing each dimension. An
alternative physical implementation, called a snowflake schema, normalizes multi-level hierarchies within a
dimension into multiple tables.
A data warehouse can contain multiple dimensional schemas that share dimension tables, allowing them to be used
together. Coming up with a standard set of dimensions is an important part of dimensional modeling.
Its high performance has made the dimensional model the most popular database structure for OLAP.

Post-relational database models
Products offering a more general data model than the relational model are sometimes classified as post-relational.[3]

Alternate terms include "hybrid database", "Object-enhanced RDBMS" and others. The data model in such products
incorporates relations but is not constrained by E.F. Codd's Information Principle, which requires that

all information in the database must be cast explicitly in terms of values in relations and in no other way
Some of these extensions to the relational model integrate concepts from technologies that pre-date the relational
model. For example, they allow representation of a directed graph with trees on the nodes. The German company
sones implements this concept in its GraphDB.
Some post-relational products extend relational systems with non-relational features. Others arrived in much the
same place by adding relational features to pre-relational systems. Paradoxically, this allows products that are
historically pre-relational, such as PICK and MUMPS, to make a plausible claim to be post-relational.
The resource space model (RSM) is a non-relational data model based on multi-dimensional classification.
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Graph model
Graph databases allow even more general structure than a network database; any node may be connected to any other
node.

Multivalue model
Multivalue databases are "lumpy" data, in that they can store exactly the same way as relational databases, but they
also permit a level of depth which the relational model can only approximate using sub-tables. This is nearly
identical to the way XML expresses data, where a given field/attribute can have multiple right answers at the same
time. Multivalue can be thought of as a compressed form of XML.
An example is an invoice, which in either multivalue or relational data could be seen as (A) Invoice Header Table -
one entry per invoice, and (B) Invoice Detail Table - one entry per line item. In the multivalue model, we have the
option of storing the data as on table, with an embedded table to represent the detail: (A) Invoice Table - one entry
per invoice, no other tables needed.
The advantage is that the atomicity of the Invoice (conceptual) and the Invoice (data representation) are one-to-one.
This also results in fewer reads, less referential integrity issues, and a dramatic decrease in the hardware needed to
support a given transaction volume.

Object-oriented database models

Example of an Object-Oriented Model.

In the 1990s, the object-oriented
programming paradigm was applied to
database technology, creating a new
database model known as object
databases. This aims to avoid the
object-relational impedance mismatch
- the overhead of converting
information between its representation
in the database (for example as rows in
tables) and its representation in the
application program (typically as
objects). Even further, the type system
used in a particular application can be
defined directly in the database,
allowing the database to enforce the
same data integrity invariants. Object
databases also introduce the key ideas
of object programming, such as encapsulation and polymorphism, into the world of databases.

A variety of these ways have been tried Wikipedia:Manual of Style/Words to watch#Unsupported attributionsfor
storing objects in a database. SomeWikipedia:Avoid weasel words products have approached the problem from the
application programming end, by making the objects manipulated by the program persistent. This typically requires
the addition of some kind of query language, since conventional programming languages do not have the ability to
find objects based on their information content. OthersWikipedia:Avoid weasel words have attacked the problem
from the database end, by defining an object-oriented data model for the database, and defining a database
programming language that allows full programming capabilities as well as traditional query facilities.
Object databases suffered because of a lack of standardization: although standards were defined by ODMG, they 
were never implemented well enough to ensure interoperability between products. Nevertheless, object databases
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have been used successfully in many applications: usually specialized applications such as engineering databases or
molecular biology databases rather than mainstream commercial data processing. However, object database ideas
were picked up by the relational vendors and influenced extensions made to these products and indeed to the SQL
language.
An alternative to translating between objects and relational databases is to use an object-relational mapping (ORM)
library.
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Database normalization
Database normalization is the process of organizing the fields and tables of a relational database to minimize
redundancy and dependency. Normalization usually involves dividing large tables into smaller (and less redundant)
tables and defining relationships between them. The objective is to isolate data so that additions, deletions, and
modifications of a field can be made in just one table and then propagated through the rest of the database using the
defined relationships.
Edgar F. Codd, the inventor of the relational model, introduced the concept of normalization and what we now know
as the First Normal Form (1NF) in 1970. Codd went on to define the Second Normal Form (2NF) and Third Normal
Form (3NF) in 1971,[1] and Codd and Raymond F. Boyce defined the Boyce-Codd Normal Form (BCNF) in 1974.[2]

Informally, a relational database table is often described as "normalized" if it is in the Third Normal Form.[3] Most
3NF tables are free of insertion, update, and deletion anomalies.
A standard piece of database design guidance is that the designer should first create a fully normalized design; then
selective denormalization can be performed for performance reasons.[4]

Objectives of normalization
A basic objective of the first normal form defined by Edgar Frank "Ted" Codd in 1970 was to permit data to be
queried and manipulated using a "universal data sub-language" grounded in first-order logic.[5] (SQL is an example
of such a data sub-language, albeit one that Codd regarded as seriously flawed.)[6]

The objectives of normalization beyond 1NF (First Normal Form) were stated as follows by Codd:
1. To free the collection of relations from undesirable insertion, update and deletion dependencies;
2. To reduce the need for restructuring the collection of relations, as new types of data are introduced,
and thus increase the life span of application programs;
3. To make the relational model more informative to users;
4. To make the collection of relations neutral to the query statistics, where these statistics are liable to
change as time goes by.

— E.F. Codd, "Further Normalization of the Data Base Relational Model"[7]

The sections below give details of each of these objectives.
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Free the database of modification anomalies

An update anomaly. Employee 519 is shown as having different addresses
on different records.

An insertion anomaly. Until the new faculty member, Dr. Newsome, is
assigned to teach at least one course, his details cannot be recorded.

A deletion anomaly. All information about Dr. Giddens is lost if he
temporarily ceases to be assigned to any courses.

When an attempt is made to modify (update,
insert into, or delete from) a table, undesired
side-effects may follow. Not all tables can suffer
from these side-effects; rather, the side-effects
can only arise in tables that have not been
sufficiently normalized. An insufficiently
normalized table might have one or more of the
following characteristics:
• The same information can be expressed on

multiple rows; therefore updates to the table
may result in logical inconsistencies. For
example, each record in an "Employees'
Skills" table might contain an Employee ID,
Employee Address, and Skill; thus a change
of address for a particular employee will
potentially need to be applied to multiple
records (one for each skill). If the update is
not carried through successfully—if, that is,
the employee's address is updated on some
records but not others—then the table is left
in an inconsistent state. Specifically, the table
provides conflicting answers to the question
of what this particular employee's address is.
This phenomenon is known as an update
anomaly.

• There are circumstances in which certain
facts cannot be recorded at all. For example,
each record in a "Faculty and Their Courses"
table might contain a Faculty ID, Faculty
Name, Faculty Hire Date, and Course
Code—thus we can record the details of any
faculty member who teaches at least one
course, but we cannot record the details of a
newly hired faculty member who has not yet been assigned to teach any courses except by setting the Course
Code to null. This phenomenon is known as an insertion anomaly.

• Under certain circumstances, deletion of data representing certain facts necessitates deletion of data representing
completely different facts. The "Faculty and Their Courses" table described in the previous example suffers from
this type of anomaly, for if a faculty member temporarily ceases to be assigned to any courses, we must delete the
last of the records on which that faculty member appears, effectively also deleting the faculty member. This
phenomenon is known as a deletion anomaly.
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Minimize redesign when extending the database structure
When a fully normalized database structure is extended to allow it to accommodate new types of data, the
pre-existing aspects of the database structure can remain largely or entirely unchanged. As a result, applications
interacting with the database are minimally affected.

Make the data model more informative to users
Normalized tables, and the relationship between one normalized table and another, mirror real-world concepts and
their interrelationships.

Avoid bias towards any particular pattern of querying
Normalized tables are suitable for general-purpose querying. This means any queries against these tables, including
future queries whose details cannot be anticipated, are supported. In contrast, tables that are not normalized lend
themselves to some types of queries, but not others.
For example, consider an online bookseller whose customers maintain wishlists of books they'd like to have. For the
obvious, anticipated query—what books does this customer want?—it's enough to store the customer's wishlist in the
table as, say, a homogeneous string of authors and titles.
With this design, though, the database can answer only that one single query. It cannot by itself answer interesting
but unanticipated queries: What is the most-wished-for book? Which customers are interested in WWII espionage?
How does Lord Byron stack up against his contemporary poets? Answers to these questions must come from special
adaptive tools completely separate from the database. One tool might be software written especially to handle such
queries. This special adaptive software has just one single purpose: in effect to normalize the non-normalized field.
Unforeseen queries can be answered trivially, and entirely within the database framework, with a normalized table.

Example
Querying and manipulating the data within a data structure which is not normalized, such as the following non-1NF
representation of customers' credit card transactions, involves more complexity than is really necessary:
Customer Jones Wilkinson Stevens Transactions

Tr. ID Date Amount

12890 14-Oct-2003 −87

12904 15-Oct-2003 −50

Tr. ID Date Amount

12898 14-Oct-2003 −21
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Tr. ID Date Amount

12907 15-Oct-2003 −18

14920 20-Nov-2003 −70

15003 27-Nov-2003 −60

To each customer corresponds a repeating group of transactions. The automated evaluation of any query relating to
customers' transactions therefore would broadly involve two stages:
1.1. Unpacking one or more customers' groups of transactions allowing the individual transactions in a group to be

examined, and
2.2. Deriving a query result based on the results of the first stage
For example, in order to find out the monetary sum of all transactions that occurred in October 2003 for all
customers, the system would have to know that it must first unpack the Transactions group of each customer, then
sum the Amounts of all transactions thus obtained where the Date of the transaction falls in October 2003.
One of Codd's important insights was that this structural complexity could always be removed completely, leading to
much greater power and flexibility in the way queries could be formulated (by users and applications) and evaluated
(by the DBMS). The normalized equivalent of the structure above would look like this:

Customer Tr. ID Date Amount

Jones 12890 14-Oct-2003 −87

Jones 12904 15-Oct-2003 −50

Wilkins 12898 14-Oct-2003 −21

Stevens 12907 15-Oct-2003 −18

Stevens 14920 20-Nov-2003 −70

Stevens 15003 27-Nov-2003 −60

Now each row represents an individual credit card transaction, and the DBMS can obtain the answer of interest,
simply by finding all rows with a Date falling in October, and summing their Amounts. The data structure places all
of the values on an equal footing, exposing each to the DBMS directly, so each can potentially participate directly in
queries; whereas in the previous situation some values were embedded in lower-level structures that had to be
handled specially. Accordingly, the normalized design lends itself to general-purpose query processing, whereas the
unnormalized design does not.

Background to normalization: definitions
Functional dependency

In a given table, an attribute Y is said to have a functional dependency on a set of attributes X (written X → Y)
if and only if each X value is associated with precisely one Y value. For example, in an "Employee" table that
includes the attributes "Employee ID" and "Employee Date of Birth", the functional dependency {Employee
ID} → {Employee Date of Birth} would hold. It follows from the previous two sentences that each
{Employee ID} is associated with precisely one {Employee Date of Birth}.

Trivial functional dependency
A trivial functional dependency is a functional dependency of an attribute on a superset of itself. {Employee
ID, Employee Address} → {Employee Address} is trivial, as is {Employee Address} → {Employee
Address}.

Full functional dependency
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An attribute is fully functionally dependent on a set of attributes X if it is:
•• functionally dependent on X, and
• not functionally dependent on any proper subset of X. {Employee Address} has a functional dependency on

{Employee ID, Skill}, but not a full functional dependency, because it is also dependent on {Employee
ID}.Even by the removal of {Skill} functional dependency still holds between {Employee Address} and
{Employee ID}.

Transitive dependency
A transitive dependency is an indirect functional dependency, one in which X→Z only by virtue of X→Y and
Y→Z.

Multivalued dependency
A multivalued dependency is a constraint according to which the presence of certain rows in a table implies
the presence of certain other rows.

Join dependency
A table T is subject to a join dependency if T can always be recreated by joining multiple tables each having a
subset of the attributes of T.

Superkey
A superkey is a combination of attributes that can be used to uniquely identify a database record. A table
might have many superkeys.

Candidate key
A candidate key is a special subset of superkeys that do not have any extraneous information in them: it is a
minimal superkey.
Example:

A table with the fields <Name>, <Age>, <SSN> and <Phone Extension> has many possible superkeys.
Three of these are <SSN>, <Phone Extension, Name> and <SSN, Name>. Of those, only <SSN> is a
candidate key as the others contain information not necessary to uniquely identify records ('SSN' here
refers to Social Security Number, which is unique to each person).

Non-prime attribute
A non-prime attribute is an attribute that does not occur in any candidate key. Employee Address would be a
non-prime attribute in the "Employees' Skills" table.

Prime attribute
A prime attribute, conversely, is an attribute that does occur in some candidate key.

Primary key
One candidate key in a relation may be designated the primary key. While that may be a common practice (or
even a required one in some environments), it is strictly notational and has no bearing on normalization. With
respect to normalization, all candidate keys have equal standing and are treated the same.

Normal forms
The normal forms (abbrev. NF) of relational database theory provide criteria for determining a table's degree of
immunity against logical inconsistencies and anomalies. The higher the normal form applicable to a table, the less
vulnerable it is. Each table has a "highest normal form" (HNF): by definition, a table always meets the
requirements of its HNF and of all normal forms lower than its HNF; also by definition, a table fails to meet the
requirements of any normal form higher than its HNF.
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The normal forms are applicable to individual tables; to say that an entire database is in normal form n is to say that
all of its tables are in normal form n.
Newcomers to database design sometimes suppose that normalization proceeds in an iterative fashion, i.e. a 1NF
design is first normalized to 2NF, then to 3NF, and so on. This is not an accurate description of how normalization
typically works. A sensibly designed table is likely to be in 3NF on the first attempt; furthermore, if it is 3NF, it is
overwhelmingly likely to have an HNF of 5NF. Achieving the "higher" normal forms (above 3NF) does not usually
require an extra expenditure of effort on the part of the designer, because 3NF tables usually need no modification to
meet the requirements of these higher normal forms.
The main normal forms are summarized below.

Normal form Defined by In Brief definition

1NF First normal form Two versions: E.F.
Codd (1970), C.J.
Date (2003)

1970
and
2003 [8]

A relation is in first normal form if the domain of each attribute contains only
atomic values, and the value of each attribute contains only a single value from that
domain.

2NF Second normal
form

E.F. Codd 1971 No non-prime attribute in the table is functionally dependent on a proper subset of
any candidate key

3NF Third normal
form

Two versions: E.F.
Codd (1971), C.
Zaniolo (1982)

1971
and
1982 [9]

Every non-prime attribute is non-transitively dependent on every candidate key in
the table. The attributes that do not contribute to the description of the primary key
are removed from the table. In other words, no transitive dependency is allowed.

EKNF Elementary Key
Normal Form

C. Zaniolo 1982 Every non-trivial functional dependency in the table is either the dependency of an
elementary key attribute or a dependency on a superkey

BCNF Boyce–Codd
normal form

Raymond F. Boyce
and E.F. Codd

1974
[10]

Every non-trivial functional dependency in the table is a dependency on a superkey

4NF Fourth normal
form

Ronald Fagin 1977 Every non-trivial multivalued dependency in the table is a dependency on a
superkey

5NF Fifth normal form Ronald Fagin 1979
[11]

Every non-trivial join dependency in the table is implied by the superkeys of the
table

DKNF Domain/key
normal form

Ronald Fagin 1981
[12]

Every constraint on the table is a logical consequence of the table's domain
constraints and key constraints

6NF Sixth normal
form

C.J. Date, Hugh
Darwen, and Nikos
Lorentzos

2002
[13]

Table features no non-trivial join dependencies at all (with reference to generalized
join operator)

Denormalization
Databases intended for online transaction processing (OLTP) are typically more normalized than databases intended 
for online analytical processing (OLAP). OLTP applications are characterized by a high volume of small 
transactions such as updating a sales record at a supermarket checkout counter. The expectation is that each 
transaction will leave the database in a consistent state. By contrast, databases intended for OLAP operations are 
primarily "read mostly" databases. OLAP applications tend to extract historical data that has accumulated over a 
long period of time. For such databases, redundant or "denormalized" data may facilitate business intelligence 
applications. Specifically, dimensional tables in a star schema often contain denormalized data. The denormalized or 
redundant data must be carefully controlled during extract, transform, load (ETL) processing, and users should not 
be permitted to see the data until it is in a consistent state. The normalized alternative to the star schema is the 
snowflake schema. In many cases, the need for denormalization has waned as computers and RDBMS software have 
become more powerful, but since data volumes have generally increased along with hardware and software
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performance, OLAP databases often still use denormalized schemas.
Denormalization is also used to improve performance on smaller computers as in computerized cash-registers and
mobile devices, since these may use the data for look-up only (e.g. price lookups). Denormalization may also be
used when no RDBMS exists for a platform (such as Palm), or no changes are to be made to the data and a swift
response is crucial.

Non-first normal form (NF² or N1NF)
Denormalization is the opposite of normalization. In recognition that denormalization can be deliberate and useful,
the non-first normal form is a definition of database designs which do not conform to first normal form, by allowing
"sets and sets of sets to be attribute domains" (Schek 1982). The languages used to query and manipulate data in the
model must be extended accordingly to support such values.
One way of looking at this is to consider such structured values as being specialized types of values (domains), with
their own domain-specific languages. However, what is usually meant by non-1NF models is the approach in which
the relational model and the languages used to query it are extended with a general mechanism for such structure; for
instance, the nested relational model supports the use of relations as domain values, by adding two additional
operators (nest and unnest) to the relational algebra that can create and flatten nested relations, respectively.
Consider the following table:

First Normal Form

Person Favourite Colour

Bob blue

Bob red

Jane green

Jane yellow

Jane red

Assume a person has several favourite colours. Obviously, favourite colours consist of a set of colours modeled by
the given table. To transform a 1NF into an NF² table a "nest" operator is required which extends the relational
algebra of the higher normal forms. Applying the "nest" operator to the 1NF table yields the following NF² table:

Non-First Normal Form

Person Favourite Colours

Bob
Favourite Colour

blue

red

Jane
Favourite Colour

green

yellow

red

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Nested_relational_model
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To transform this NF² table back into a 1NF an "unnest" operator is required which extends the relational algebra of
the higher normal forms. The unnest, in this case, would make "colours" into its own table.
Although "unnest" is the mathematical inverse to "nest", the operator "nest" is not always the mathematical inverse
of "unnest". Another constraint required is for the operators to be bijective, which is covered by the Partitioned
Normal Form (PNF).
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External links
• Database Normalization Basics (http:/ / databases. about. com/ od/ specificproducts/ a/ normalization. htm) by

Mike Chapple (About.com)
• Database Normalization Intro (http:/ / www. databasejournal. com/ sqletc/ article. php/ 1428511), Part 2 (http:/ /

www. databasejournal. com/ sqletc/ article. php/ 26861_1474411_1)
• An Introduction to Database Normalization (http:/ / mikehillyer. com/ articles/

an-introduction-to-database-normalization/ ) by Mike Hillyer.
• A tutorial on the first 3 normal forms (http:/ / phlonx. com/ resources/ nf3/ ) by Fred Coulson
• DB Normalization Examples (http:/ / www. dbnormalization. com/ )
• Description of the database normalization basics (http:/ / support. microsoft. com/ kb/ 283878) by Microsoft
• Database Normalization and Design Techniques (http:/ / www. barrywise. com/ 2008/ 01/

database-normalization-and-design-techniques/ ) by Barry Wise, recommended reading for the Harvard MIS.
• A Simple Guide to Five Normal Forms in Relational Database Theory (http:/ / www. bkent. net/ Doc/ simple5.

htm)

Database storage structures
Database tables and indexes may be stored on disk in one of a number of forms, including ordered/unordered flat
files, ISAM, heap files, hash buckets, or B+ trees. Each form has its own particular advantages and disadvantages.
The most commonly used forms are B+ trees and ISAM. Such forms or structures are one aspect of the overall
schema used by a database engine to store information.

Unordered
Unordered storage typically stores the records in the order they are inserted. Such storage offers good insertion
efficiency ( ), but inefficient retrieval times ( ). Typically these retrieval times are better, however, as
most databases use indexes on the primary keys, resulting in retrieval times of or for keys that are
the same as the database row offsets within the storage system.

Ordered
Ordered storage typically stores the records in order and may have to rearrange or increase the file size when a new
record is inserted, resulting in lower insertion efficiency. However, ordered storage provides more efficient retrieval
as the records are pre-sorted, resulting in a complexity of .

Structured files

Heap files
•• Simplest and most basic method

•• insert efficient, with new records added at the end of the file, providing chronological order
•• retrieval inefficient as searching has to be linear
•• deletion is accomplished by marking selected records as "deleted"
• requires periodic reorganization if file is very volatile[clarify]

•• Advantages
•• efficient for bulk loading data
•• efficient for relatively small relations as indexing overheads are avoided
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•• efficient when retrievals involve large proportion of stored records
•• Disadvantages

•• not efficient for selective retrieval using key values, especially if large
•• sorting may be time-consuming
• not suitable for volatile[clarify] tables

Heap files are lists of unordered records of variable size. Although sharing a similar name, heap files are widely
different from in-memory heaps.Wikipedia:Please clarify

Hash buckets
•• Hash functions calculate the address of the page in which the record is to be stored based on one or more fields in

the record
•• hashing functions chosen to ensure that addresses are spread evenly across the address space
• ‘occupancy’ is generally 40% to 60% of the total file size
•• unique address not guaranteed so collision detection and collision resolution mechanisms are required

•• Open addressing
•• Chained/unchained overflow
•• Pros and cons

•• efficient for exact matches on key field
•• not suitable for range retrieval, which requires sequential storage
•• calculates where the record is stored based on fields in the record
•• hash functions ensure even spread of data
•• collisions are possible, so collision detection and restoration is required

B+ trees
These are the most commonly used in practice.
•• Time taken to access any record is the same because the same number of nodes is searched
•• Index is a full index so data file does not have to be ordered
•• Pros and cons

• versatile data structure – sequential as well as random access
•• access is fast
•• supports exact, range, part key and pattern matches efficiently
• volatile files are handled efficiently because index is dynamic – expands and contracts as table grows and

shrinks
• less well suited to relatively stable files – in this case, ISAM is more efficient

Data orientation
Most conventional relational databases use "row-oriented" storage, meaning that all data associated with a given row
is stored together. By contrast, column-oriented DBMS store all data from a given column together in order to more
quickly serve data warehouse-style queries. Correlation databases are similar to row-based databases, but apply a
layer of indirection to map multiple instances of the same value to the same numerical identifier.
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Distributed database
A distributed database is a database in which storage devices are not all attached to a common processing unit such
as the CPU, controlled by a distributed database management system (together sometimes called a distributed
database system). It may be stored in multiple computers, located in the same physical location; or may be
dispersed over a network of interconnected computers. Unlike parallel systems, in which the processors are tightly
coupled and constitute a single database system, a distributed database system consists of loosely-coupled sites that
share no physical components.
System administrators can distribute collections of data (e.g. in a database) across multiple physical locations. A
distributed database can reside on network servers on the Internet, on corporate intranets or extranets, or on other
company networks. Because they store data across multiple computers, distributed databases can improve
performance at end-user worksites by allowing transactions to be processed on many machines, instead of being
limited to one.[1]

Two processes ensure that the distributed databases remain up-to-date and current: replication and duplication.
1.1. Replication involves using specialized software that looks for changes in the distributive database. Once the

changes have been identified, the replication process makes all the databases look the same. The replication
process can be complex and time-consuming depending on the size and number of the distributed databases. This
process can also require a lot of time and computer resources.

2. Duplication, on the other hand, has less complexity. It basically identifies one database as a master and then
duplicates that database. The duplication process is normally done at a set time after hours. This is to ensure that
each distributed location has the same data. In the duplication process, users may change only the master
database. This ensures that local data will not be overwritten.

Both replication and duplication can keep the data current in all distributive locations.
Besides distributed database replication and fragmentation, there are many other distributed database design
technologies. For example, local autonomy, synchronous and asynchronous distributed database technologies. These
technologies' implementation can and does depend on the needs of the business and the sensitivity/confidentiality of
the data stored in the database, and hence the price the business is willing to spend on ensuring data security,
consistency and integrity.
When discussing access to distributed databases, Microsoft favors the term distributed query, which it defines in
protocol-specific manner as "[a]ny SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE statement that references tables and
rowsets from one or more external OLE DB data sources". Oracle provides a more language-centric view in which
distributed queries and distributed transactions form part of distributed SQL.

Architecture
A database user accesses the distributed database through:
Local applications

applications which do not require data from other sites.
Global applications

applications which do require data from other sites.
A homogeneous distributed database has identical software and hardware running all databases instances, and may
appear through a single interface as if it were a single database. A heterogeneous distributed database may have
different hardware, operating systems, database management systems, and even data models for different databases.
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Homogeneous DDBMS
In a homogeneous distributed database all sites have identical software and are aware of each other and agree to
cooperate in processing user requests. Each site surrenders part of its autonomy in terms of right to change schema or
software. A homogeneous DDBMS appears to the user as a single system. The homogeneous system is much easier
to design and manage. The following conditions must be satisfied for homogeneous database:
• The operating system used, at each location must be same or compatible.Wikipedia:Avoid weasel

wordsWikipedia:Please clarify
•• The data structures used at each location must be same or compatible.
•• The database application (or DBMS) used at each location must be same or compatible.

Heterogeneous DDBMS
In a heterogeneous distributed database, different sites may use different schema and software. Difference in schema
is a major problem for query processing and transaction processing. Sites may not be aware of each other and may
provide only limited facilities for cooperation in transaction processing. In heterogeneous systems, different nodes
may have different hardware & software and data structures at various nodes or locations are also incompatible.
Different computers and operating systems, database applications or data models may be used at each of the
locations. For example, one location may have the latest relational database management technology, while another
location may store data using conventional files or old version of database management system. Similarly, one
location may have the Windows NT operating system, while another may have UNIX. Heterogeneous systems are
usually used when individual sites use their own hardware and software. On heterogeneous system, translations are
required to allow communication between different sites (or DBMS). In this system, the users must be able to make
requests in a database language at their local sites. Usually the SQL database language is used for this purpose. If the
hardware is different, then the translation is straightforward, in which computer codes and word-length is changed.
The heterogeneous system is often not technically or economically feasible. In this system, a user at one location
may be able to read but not update the data at another location.

Important considerations
Care with a distributed database must be taken to ensure the following:
• The distribution is transparent — users must be able to interact with the system as if it were one logical system.

This applies to the system's performance, and methods of access among other things.
• Transactions are transparent — each transaction must maintain database integrity across multiple databases.

Transactions must also be divided into sub-transactions, each sub-transaction affecting one database system.
There are two principal approaches to store a relation r in a distributed database system:

A) Replication
B) Fragmentation/Partitioning

A) Replication: In replication, the system maintains several identical replicas of the same relation r in different sites.
•• Data is more available in this scheme.
•• Parallelism is increased when read request is served.
•• Increases overhead on update operations as each site containing the replica needed to be updated in order to

maintain consistency.
• Multi-datacenter replication provides geographical diversity: http:/ / basho. com/ tag/

multi-datacenter-replication/
B) Fragmentation: The relation r is fragmented into several relations r1, r2, r3....rn in such a way that the actual
relation could be reconstructed from the fragments and then the fragments are scattered to different locations. There
are basically two schemes of fragmentation:
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•• Horizontal fragmentation - splits the relation by assigning each tuple of r to one or more fragments.
•• Vertical fragmentation - splits the relation by decomposing the schema R of relation r.

Advantages
•• Management of distributed data with different levels of transparency like network transparency, fragmentation

transparency, replication transparency, etc.
•• Increase reliability and availability
•• Easier expansion
• Reflects organizational structure — database fragments potentially stored within the departments they relate to
• Local autonomy or site autonomy — a department can control the data about them (as they are the ones familiar

with it)
• Protection of valuable data — if there were ever a catastrophic event such as a fire, all of the data would not be in

one place, but distributed in multiple locations
• Improved performance — data is located near the site of greatest demand, and the database systems themselves

are parallelized, allowing load on the databases to be balanced among servers. (A high load on one module of the
database won't affect other modules of the database in a distributed database)

• Economics — it may cost less to create a network of smaller computers with the power of a single large computer
• Modularity — systems can be modified, added and removed from the distributed database without affecting other

modules (systems)
•• Reliable transactions - due to replication of the database
•• Hardware, operating-system, network, fragmentation, DBMS, replication and location independence
•• Continuous operation, even if some nodes go offline (depending on design)
•• Distributed query processing can improve performance
•• Distributed transaction management
•• Single-site failure does not affect performance of system.
• All transactions follow A.C.I.D. property:

•• A-atomicity, the transaction takes place as a whole or not at all
•• C-consistency, maps one consistent DB state to another
•• I-isolation, each transaction sees a consistent DB
•• D-durability, the results of a transaction must survive system failures

The Merge Replication Method is popularly used to consolidate the data between databases.[citation needed]

Disadvantages
• Complexity — DBAs may have to do extra work to ensure that the distributed nature of the system is transparent.

Extra work must also be done to maintain multiple disparate systems, instead of one big one. Extra database
design work must also be done to account for the disconnected nature of the database — for example, joins
become prohibitively expensive when performed across multiple systems.

• Economics — increased complexity and a more extensive infrastructure means extra labour costs
• Security — remote database fragments must be secured, and they are not centralized so the remote sites must be

secured as well. The infrastructure must also be secured (for example, by encrypting the network links between
remote sites).

• Difficult to maintain integrity — but in a distributed database, enforcing integrity over a network may require too
much of the network's resources to be feasible

• Inexperience — distributed databases are difficult to work with, and in such a young field there is not much
readily available experience in "proper" practice
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• Lack of standards — there are no tools or methodologies yet to help users convert a centralized DBMS into a
distributed DBMS[citation needed]

• Database design more complex — besides of the normal difficulties, the design of a distributed database has to
consider fragmentation of data, allocation of fragments to specific sites and data replication

•• Additional software is required
•• Operating system should support distributed environment
• Concurrency control poses a major issue. It can be solved by locking and timestamping.
•• Distributed access to data
•• Analysis of distributed data
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Federated database system
A federated database system is a type of meta-database management system (DBMS), which transparently maps
multiple autonomous database systems into a single federated database. The constituent databases are
interconnected via a computer network and may be geographically decentralized. Since the constituent database
systems remain autonomous, a federated database system is a contrastable alternative to the (sometimes daunting)
task of merging several disparate databases. A federated database, or virtual database, is a composite of all
constituent databases in a federated database system. There is no actual data integration in the constituent disparate
databases as a result of data federation.
McLeod and Heimbigner were among the first to define a federated database system, as one which "define[s] the
architecture and interconnect[s] databases that minimize central authority yet support partial sharing and
coordination among database systems".
Through data abstraction, federated database systems can provide a uniform user interface, enabling users and clients
to store and retrieve data in multiple noncontiguous databases with a single query -- even if the constituent databases
are heterogeneous. To this end, a federated database system must be able to decompose the query into subqueries for
submission to the relevant constituent DBMS's, after which the system must composite the result sets of the
subqueries. Because various database management systems employ different query languages, federated database
systems can apply wrappers to the subqueries to translate them into the appropriate query languages.
• Note: this description of federated databases does not accurately reflect the McLeod/Heimbigner definition of a

federated database. Rather, this description fits what McLeod/Heimbinger called a composite database.
McLeod/Heimbigner's federated database is a collection of autonomous components that make their data
available to other members of the federation through the publication of an export schema and access operations;
there is no unified, central schema that encompasses the information available from the members of the
federation.

Among other surveys, defines a Federated Database as a collection of cooperating component systems which are 
autonomous and are possibly heterogeneous. The three important components of an FDBS as pointed out in are
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autonomy, heterogeneity and distribution. Another dimension which has also been considered is the Networking
Environment Computer Network, e.g., many DBSs over a LAN or many DBSs over a WAN update related functions
of participating DBSs (e.g., no updates, nonatomic transitions, atomic updates).

FDBS architecture
A DBMS can be classified as either centralized or distributed. A centralized system manages a single database while
distributed manages multiple databases. A component DBS in a DBMS may be centralized or distributed. A multiple
DBS (MDBS) can be classified into two types depending on the autonomy of the component DBS as federated and
non federated. A nonfederated database system is an integration of component DBMS that are not autonomous. A
federated database system consists of component DBS that are autonomous yet participate in a federation to allow
partial and controlled sharing of their data.
Federated architectures differ based on levels of integration with the component database systems and the extent of
services offered by the federation. A FDBS can be categorized as loosely or tightly coupled systems.
• Loosely Coupled require component databases to construct their own federated schema. A user will typically

access other component database systems by using a multidatabase language but this removes any levels of
location transparency, forcing the user to have direct knowledge of the federated schema. A user imports the data
they require from other component databases and integrates it with their own to form a federated schema.

•• Tightly coupled system consists of component systems that use independent processes to construct and publicize
an integrated federated schema.

Multiple DBS of which FDBS are a specific type can be characterized along three dimensions: Distribution,
Heterogeneity and Autonomy. Another characterization could be based on the dimension of networking, for example
single databases or multiple databases in a LAN or WAN.

Distribution
Distribution of data in an FDBS is due to the existence of a multiple DBS before an FDBS is built. Data can be
distributed among multiple DB which could be stored in a single computer or multiple computers. These computers
could be geographically located in different places but interconnected by a network. The benefits of data distribution
help in increased availability and reliability as well as improved access times.

Heterogeneity

Heterogeneities in databases arise due to factors such as differences in structures, semantics of data, the constraints
supported or query language. Differences in structure occur when two data models provide different primitives such
as object oriented (OO) models that support specialization and inheritance and relational models that do not.
Differences due to constraints occur when two models support two different constraints. For example the set type in
CODASYL schema may be partially modeled as a referential integrity constraint in a relationship schema.
CODASYL supports insertion and retention that are not captured by referential integrity alone. The query language
supported by one DBMS can also contribute to heterogeneity between other component DBMSs. For example,
differences in query languages with the same data models or different versions of query languages could contribute
to heterogeneity.
Semantic heterogeneities arise when there is a disagreement about meaning, interpretation or intended use of data. At
the schema and data level, classification of possible heterogeneities include:
• Naming conflicts e.g. databases using different names to represent the same concept.
• Domain conflicts or data representation conflicts e.g. databases using different values to represent same concept.
• Precision conflicts e.g. databases using same data values from domains of different cardinalities for same data.
• Metadata conflicts e.g. same concepts are represented at schema level and instance level.
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• Data conflicts e.g. missing attributes
• Schema conflicts e.g. table versus table conflict which includes naming conflicts, data conflicts etc.
In creating a federated schema, one has to resolve such heterogeneities before integrating the component DB
schemas.

Schema matching, schema mapping

Dealing with incompatible data types or query syntax is not the only obstacle to a concrete implementation of an
FDBS. In systems that are not planned top-down, a generic problem lies in matching semantically equivalent, but
differently named parts from different schemas (=data models) (tables, attributes). A pairwise mapping between n
attributes would result in mapping rules (given equivalence mappings) - a number that quickly gets too

large for practical purposes. A common way out is to provide a global schema that comprises the relevant parts of all
member schemas and provide mappings in the form of database views. Two principal solutions can be realized,
depending on the direction of the mapping:
1.1. Global as View (GaV): the global schema is defined in terms of the underlying schemas
2.2. Local as View (LaV): the local schemas are defined in terms of the global schema
Both are explained in more detail in the article Data integration. Alternate approaches to the schema matching
problem and a classification of the same are explained in more detail in the article Schema Matching

Autonomy
Fundamental to the difference between an MDBS and an FDBS is the concept of autonomy. It is important to
understand the aspects of autonomy for component databases and how they can be addressed when a component
DBS participates in an FDBS. There are four kinds of autonomies addressed:
•• Design Autonomy which refers to ability to choose its design irrespective of data, query language or

conceptualization, functionality of the system implementation.
Heterogeneities in an FDBS are primarily due to design autonomy.
• Communication autonomy refers to the general operation of the DBMS to communicate with other DBMS or not.
•• Execution autonomy allows a component DBMS to control the operations requested by local and external

operations.
• Association autonomy gives a power to component DBS to disassociate itself from a federation which means

FDBS can operate independently of any single DBS.
The ANSI/X3/SPARC Study Group outlined a three level data description architecture, the components of which are
the conceptual schema, internal schema and external schema of databases. The three level architecture is however
inadequate to describing the architectures of an FDBS. It was therefore extended to support the three dimensions of
the FDBS namely Distribution, Autonomy and Heterogeneity. The five level schema architecture is explained below.

Concurrency control
The Heterogeneity and Autonomy requirements pose special challenges concerning concurrency control in an FDBS,
which is crucial for the correct execution of its concurrent transactions (see also Global concurrency control).
Achieving global serializability, the major correctness criterion, under these requirements has been characterized as
very difficult and unsolved. Commitment ordering, introduced in 1991, has provided a general solution for this issue
(See Global serializability; See Commitment ordering also for the architectural aspects of the solution).
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Five Level Schema Architecture for FDBSs
The five level schema architecture includes the following:
•• Local Schema is the conceptual concept expressed in primary data model of component DBMS.
•• Component Schema is derived by translating local schema into a model called the canonical data model or

common data model. They are useful when semantics missed in local schema are incorporated in the component.
They help in integration of data for tightly coupled FDBS.

•• Export Schema represents a subset of a component schema that is available to the FDBS. It may include access
control information regarding its use by specific federation user. The export schema help in managing flow of
control of data.

•• Federated Schema is an integration of multiple export schema. It includes information on data distribution that is
generated when integrating export schemas.

•• External Schema defines a schema for a user/applications or a class of users/applications.
While accurately representing the state of the art in data integration, the Five Level Schema Architecture above does
suffer from a major drawback, namely IT imposed look and feel. Modern data users demand control over how data is
presented; their needs are somewhat in conflict with such bottom-up approaches to data integration.
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Referential integrity

An example of a database that has not enforced referential integrity. In this example,
there is a foreign key (artist_id) value in the album table that references a

non-existent artist — in other words there is a foreign key value with no corresponding
primary key value in the referenced table. What happened here was that there was an

artist called "Aerosmith", with an artist_id of 4, which was deleted from the artist
table. However, the album "Eat the Rich" referred to this artist. With referential integrity

enforced, this would not have been possible.

Referential integrity is a property of
data which, when satisfied, requires
every value of one attribute (column)
of a relation (table) to exist as a value
of another attribute in a different (or
the same) relation (table).

For referential integrity to hold in a
relational database, any field in a table
that is declared a foreign key can
contain either a null value, or only
values from a parent table's primary
key or a candidate key.[1] In other
words, when a foreign key value is
used it must reference a valid, existing
primary key in the parent table. For
instance, deleting a record that
contains a value referred to by a
foreign key in another table would
break referential integrity. Some
relational database management
systems (RDBMS) can enforce
referential integrity, normally either by
deleting the foreign key rows as well to
maintain integrity, or by returning an error and not performing the delete. Which method is used may be determined
by a referential integrity constraint defined in a data dictionary.

Formalization

An inclusion dependency over two (possibly identical) predicates and from a schema is written
, where the , are distinct attributes (column names) of and . It

implies that the tuples of values appearing in columns for facts of must also appear as a tuple of
values in columns for some fact of .
Logical implication between inclusion dependencies can be axiomatized by inference rules [2] and can be decided by
a PSPACE algorithm. The problem can be shown to be PSPACE-complete by reduction from the acceptance
problem for a linear bounded automaton.[3] However, logical implication between dependencies that can be inclusion
dependencies or functional dependencies is undecidable by reduction from the word problem for monoids.[4]
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Relational algebra
In computer science, relational algebra is an offshoot of first-order logic and of algebra of sets concerned with
operations over finitary relations, usually made more convenient to work with by identifying the components of a
tuple by a name (called attribute) rather than by a numeric column index, which is called a relation in database
terminology.
The main application of relational algebra is providing a theoretical foundation for relational databases, particularly
query languages for such databases, chief among which is SQL.

Introduction
Relational algebra received little attention outside of pure mathematics until the publication of E.F. Codd's relational
model of data in 1970. Codd proposed such an algebra as a basis for database query languages. (See section
Implementations.)
Both a named and an unnamed perspective are possible for relational algebra, depending on whether the tuples are
endowed with component names or not. In the unnamed perspective, a tuple is simply a member of a Cartesian
product. In the named perspective, tuples are functions from a finite set U of attributes (of the relation) to a domain
of values (assumed distinct from U).[1] The relational algebras obtained from the two perspectives are equivalent.[2]

The typical undergraduate textbooks present only the named perspective though, and this article follows suit.
Relational algebra is essentially equivalent in expressive power to relational calculus (and thus first-order logic); this
result is known as Codd's theorem. One must be careful to avoid a mismatch that may arise between the two
languages because negation, applied to a formula of the calculus, constructs a formula that may be true on an infinite
set of possible tuples, while the difference operator of relational algebra always returns a finite result. To overcome
these difficulties, Codd restricted the operands of relational algebra to finite relations only and also proposed
restricted support for negation (NOT) and disjunction (OR). Analogous restrictions are found in many other
logic-based computer languages. Codd defined the term relational completeness to refer to a language that is
complete with respect to first-order predicate calculus apart from the restrictions he proposed. In practice the
restrictions have no adverse effect on the applicability of his relational algebra for database purposes.

Primitive operations
As in any algebra, some operators are primitive and the others are derived in terms of the primitive ones. It is useful
if the choice of primitive operators parallels the usual choice of primitive logical operators.
Five primitive operators of Codd's algebra are the selection, the projection, the Cartesian product (also called the
cross product or cross join), the set union, and the set difference. Another operator, rename was not noted by Codd,
but the need for it is shown by the inventors of ISBL. These six operators are fundamental in the sense that omitting
any one of them causes a loss of expressive power. Many other operators have been defined in terms of these six.
Among the most important are set intersection, division, and the natural join. In fact ISBL made a compelling case
for replacing the Cartesian product with the natural join, of which the Cartesian product is a degenerate case.
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Altogether, the operators of relational algebra have an expressive power identical to that of domain relational
calculus or tuple relational calculus. However, for the reasons given in section Introduction, relational algebra is less
expressive than first-order predicate calculus without function symbols. Relational algebra corresponds to a subset of
first-order logic, namely Horn clauses without recursion and negation.

Set operators
The relational algebra uses set union, set difference, and Cartesian product from set theory, but adds additional
constraints to these operators.
For set union and set difference, the two relations involved must be union-compatible—that is, the two relations
must have the same set of attributes. Because set intersection can be defined in terms of set difference, the two
relations involved in set intersection must also be union-compatible.
For the Cartesian product to be defined, the two relations involved must have disjoint headers—that is, they must not
have a common attribute name.
In addition, the Cartesian product is defined differently from the one in set theory in the sense that tuples are
considered to be "shallow" for the purposes of the operation. That is, the Cartesian product of a set of n-tuples with a
set of m-tuples yields a set of "flattened" (n + m)-tuples (whereas basic set theory would have prescribed a set of
2-tuples, each containing an n-tuple and an m-tuple). More formally, R × S is defined as follows:

R × S = {(r1, r2, ..., rn, s1, s2, ..., sm) | (r1, r2, ..., rn) ∈ R, (s1, s2, ..., sm) ∈ S}
The cardinality of the Cartesian product is the product of the cardinalities of its factors, i.e., |R × S| = |R| × |S|.

Projection (π)

A projection is a unary operation written as where is a set of attribute names. The result
of such projection is defined as the set that is obtained when all tuples in R are restricted to the set .
This specifies the specific subset of columns (attributes of each tuple) to be retrieved. To obtain the names and phone
numbers from an address book, the projection might be written

. The result of that projection would be a relation which
contains only the contactName and contactPhoneNumber attributes for each unique entry in addressBook.

Selection (σ)

A generalized selection is a unary operation written as where is a propositional formula that consists of
atoms as allowed in the normal selection and the logical operators (and), (or) and (negation). This
selection selects all those tuples in R for which holds.
To obtain a listing of all friends or business associates in an address book, the selection might be written as

. The result would be a relation containing every
attribute of every unique record where isFriend is true or where isBusinessContact is true.
In Codd's 1970 paper, selection is called restriction.
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Rename (ρ)

A rename is a unary operation written as where the result is identical to R except that the b attribute in all
tuples is renamed to an a attribute. This is simply used to rename the attribute of a relation or the relation itself.
To rename the 'isFriend' attribute to 'isBusinessContact' in a relation, 
might be used.

Joins and join-like operators

Natural join (⋈)
Natural join ( ) is a binary operator that is written as (R  S) where R and S are relations.[3] The result of the
natural join is the set of all combinations of tuples in R and S that are equal on their common attribute names. For an
example consider the tables Employee and Dept and their natural join:

Name EmpId DeptName

Harry 3415 Finance

Sally 2241 Sales

George 3401 Finance

Harriet 2202 Sales

DeptName Manager

Finance George

Sales Harriet

Production Charles

Name EmpId DeptName Manager

Harry 3415 Finance George

Sally 2241 Sales Harriet

George 3401 Finance George

Harriet 2202 Sales Harriet

This can also be used to define composition of relations. For example, the composition of Employee and Dept is their
join as shown above, projected on all but the common attribute DeptName. In category theory, the join is precisely
the fiber product.
The natural join is arguably one of the most important operators since it is the relational counterpart of logical AND.
Note carefully that if the same variable appears in each of two predicates that are connected by AND, then that
variable stands for the same thing and both appearances must always be substituted by the same value. In particular,
natural join allows the combination of relations that are associated by a foreign key. For example, in the above
example a foreign key probably holds from Employee.DeptName to Dept.DeptName and then the natural join of
Employee and Dept combines all employees with their departments. Note that this works because the foreign key
holds between attributes with the same name. If this is not the case such as in the foreign key from Dept.manager to
Employee.Name then we have to rename these columns before we take the natural join. Such a join is sometimes also
referred to as an equijoin (see θ-join).
More formally the semantics of the natural join are defined as follows:

where Fun is a predicate that is true for a relation r if and only if r is a function. It is usually required that R and S
must have at least one common attribute, but if this constraint is omitted, and R and S have no common attributes,
then the natural join becomes exactly the Cartesian product.
The natural join can be simulated with Codd's primitives as follows. Assume that c1,...,cm are the attribute names
common to R and S, r1,...,rn are the attribute names unique to R and s1,...,sk are the attribute unique to S. Furthermore
assume that the attribute names x1,...,xm are neither in R nor in S. In a first step we can now rename the common
attribute names in S:

Then we take the Cartesian product and select the tuples that are to be joined:
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Finally we take a projection to get rid of the renamed attributes:

θ-join and equijoin
Consider tables Car and Boat which list models of cars and boats and their respective prices. Suppose a customer
wants to buy a car and a boat, but she does not want to spend more money for the boat than for the car. The θ-join (

θ) on the relation CarPrice ≥ BoatPrice produces a table with all the possible options. When using a condition
where the attributes are equal, for example Price, then the condition may be specified as Price=Price or alternatively
(Price) itself.

CarModel CarPrice

CarA 20,000

CarB 30,000

CarC 50,000

BoatModel BoatPrice

Boat1 10,000

Boat2 40,000

Boat3 60,000

CarModel CarPrice BoatModel BoatPrice

CarA 20,000 Boat1 10,000

CarB 30,000 Boat1 10,000

CarC 50,000 Boat1 10,000

CarC 50,000 Boat2 40,000

If we want to combine tuples from two relations where the combination condition is not simply the equality of
shared attributes then it is convenient to have a more general form of join operator, which is the θ-join (or
theta-join). The θ-join is a binary operator that is written as or where a and b are attribute

names, θ is a binary relation in the set {<, ≤, =, >, ≥}, v is a value constant, and R and S are relations. The result of
this operation consists of all combinations of tuples in R and S that satisfy the relation θ. The result of the θ-join is
defined only if the headers of S and R are disjoint, that is, do not contain a common attribute.
The simulation of this operation in the fundamental operations is therefore as follows:

R θ S = σθ(R × S)
In case the operator θ is the equality operator (=) then this join is also called an equijoin.
Note, however, that a computer language that supports the natural join and rename operators does not need θ-join as
well, as this can be achieved by selection from the result of a natural join (which degenerates to Cartesian product
when there are no shared attributes).

Semijoin (⋉)(⋊)
The left semijoin is joining similar to the natural join and written as R  S where R and S are relations.[4] The result
of this semijoin is the set of all tuples in R for which there is a tuple in S that is equal on their common attribute
names. For an example consider the tables Employee and Dept and their semi join:

Name EmpId DeptName

Harry 3415 Finance

Sally 2241 Sales

George 3401 Finance

Harriet 2202 Production

DeptName Manager

Sales Bob

Sales Thomas

Production Katie

Production Mark

Name EmpId DeptName

Sally 2241 Sales

Harriet 2202 Production

More formally the semantics of the semijoin is defined as follows:
R  S = { t  R, s  S, Fun (t  s) }

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Binary_relation
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where Fun(r) is as in the definition of natural join.
The semijoin can be simulated using the natural join as follows. If a1, ..., an are the attribute names of R, then

R  S = a1,..,an(R  S).
Since we can simulate the natural join with the basic operators it follows that this also holds for the semijoin.

Antijoin (▷)
The antijoin, written as R  S where R and S are relations, is similar to the semijoin, but the result of an antijoin is
only those tuples in R for which there is no tuple in S that is equal on their common attribute names.[5]

For an example consider the tables Employee and Dept and their antijoin:

Name EmpId DeptName

Harry 3415 Finance

Sally 2241 Sales

George 3401 Finance

Harriet 2202 Production

DeptName Manager

Sales Sally

Production Harriet

Name EmpId DeptName

Harry 3415 Finance

George 3401 Finance

The antijoin is formally defined as follows:
R  S = { t : t  R  s  S : Fun (t  s) }

or
R  S = { t : t  R, there is no tuple s of S that satisfies Fun (t  s) }

where Fun(r) is as in the definition of natural join.
The antijoin can also be defined as the complement of the semijoin, as follows:

R  S = R − R  S
Given this, the antijoin is sometimes called the anti-semijoin, and the antijoin operator is sometimes written as
semijoin symbol with a bar above it, instead of .

Division (÷)
The division is a binary operation that is written as R ÷ S. The result consists of the restrictions of tuples in R to the
attribute names unique to R, i.e., in the header of R but not in the header of S, for which it holds that all their
combinations with tuples in S are present in R. For an example see the tables Completed, DBProject and their
division:

Student Task

Fred Database1

Fred Database2

Fred Compiler1

Eugene Database1

Eugene Compiler1

Sarah Database1

Sarah Database2

Task

Database1

Database2

Student

Fred

Sarah

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Complement_%28set_theory%29
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If DBProject contains all the tasks of the Database project, then the result of the division above contains exactly the
students who have completed both of the tasks in the Database project.
More formally the semantics of the division is defined as follows:

R ÷ S = { t[a1,...,an] : t  R  s  S ( (t[a1,...,an]  s)  R) }
where {a1,...,an} is the set of attribute names unique to R and t[a1,...,an] is the restriction of t to this set. It is usually
required that the attribute names in the header of S are a subset of those of R because otherwise the result of the
operation will always be empty.
The simulation of the division with the basic operations is as follows. We assume that a1,...,an are the attribute names
unique to R and b1,...,bm are the attribute names of S. In the first step we project R on its unique attribute names and
construct all combinations with tuples in S:

T := πa1,...,an(R) × S
In the prior example, T would represent a table such that every Student (because Student is the unique key / attribute
of the Completed table) is combined with every given Task. So Eugene, for instance, would have two rows, Eugene
-> Database1 and Eugene -> Database2 in T.
In the next step we subtract R from this relation:

U := T − R
Note that in U we have the possible combinations that "could have" been in R, but weren't. So if we now take the
projection on the attribute names unique to R then we have the restrictions of the tuples in R for which not all
combinations with tuples in S were present in R:

V := πa1,...,an(U)
So what remains to be done is take the projection of R on its unique attribute names and subtract those in V:

W := πa1,...,an(R) − V

Common extensions
In practice the classical relational algebra described above is extended with various operations such as outer joins,
aggregate functions and even transitive closure.

Outer joins
Whereas the result of a join (or inner join) consists of tuples formed by combining matching tuples in the two
operands, an outer join contains those tuples and additionally some tuples formed by extending an unmatched tuple
in one of the operands by "fill" values for each of the attributes of the other operand. Note that outer joins are not
considered part of the classical relational algebra discussed so far.
The operators defined in this section assume the existence of a null value, ω, which we do not define, to be used for
the fill values; in practice this corresponds to the NULL in SQL. In order to make subsequent selection operations on
the resulting table meaningful, a semantic meaning needs to be assigned to nulls; in Codd's approach the
propositional logic used by the selection is extended to a three-valued logic, although we elide those details in this
article.
Three outer join operators are defined: left outer join, right outer join, and full outer join. (The word "outer" is
sometimes omitted.)
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Left outer join (⟕)
The left outer join is written as R ⟕ S where R and S are relations.[6] The result of the left outer join is the set of all
combinations of tuples in R and S that are equal on their common attribute names, in addition (loosely speaking) to
tuples in R that have no matching tuples in S.
For an example consider the tables Employee and Dept and their left outer join:

Name EmpId DeptName

Harry 3415 Finance

Sally 2241 Sales

George 3401 Finance

Harriet 2202 Sales

Tim 1123 Executive

DeptName Manager

Sales Harriet

Production Charles

Name EmpId DeptName Manager

Harry 3415 Finance ω

Sally 2241 Sales Harriet

George 3401 Finance ω

Harriet 2202 Sales Harriet

Tim 1123 Executive ω

In the resulting relation, tuples in S which have no common values in common attribute names with tuples in R take
a null value, ω.
Since there are no tuples in Dept with a DeptName of Finance or Executive, ωs occur in the resulting relation where
tuples in Employee have a DeptName of Finance or Executive.
Let r1, r2, ..., rn be the attributes of the relation R and let {(ω, ..., ω)} be the singleton relation on the attributes that
are unique to the relation S (those that are not attributes of R). Then the left outer join can be described in terms of
the natural join (and hence using basic operators) as follows:

Right outer join (⟖)
The right outer join behaves almost identically to the left outer join, but the roles of the tables are switched.
The right outer join of relations R and S is written as R ⟖ S.[7] The result of the right outer join is the set of all
combinations of tuples in R and S that are equal on their common attribute names, in addition to tuples in S that have
no matching tuples in R.
For example consider the tables Employee and Dept and their right outer join:

Name EmpId DeptName

Harry 3415 Finance

Sally 2241 Sales

George 3401 Finance

Harriet 2202 Sales

Tim 1123 Executive

DeptName Manager

Sales Harriet

Production Charles

Name EmpId DeptName Manager

Sally 2241 Sales Harriet

Harriet 2202 Sales Harriet

ω ω Production Charles

In the resulting relation, tuples in R which have no common values in common attribute names with tuples in S take
a null value, ω.
Since there are no tuples in Employee with a DeptName of Production, ωs occur in the Name attribute of the
resulting relation where tuples in DeptName had tuples of Production.
Let s1, s2, ..., sn be the attributes of the relation S and let {(ω, ..., ω)} be the singleton relation on the attributes that 
are unique to the relation R (those that are not attributes of S). Then, as with the left outer join, the right outer join
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can be simulated using the natural join as follows:

Full outer join (⟗)
The outer join or full outer join in effect combines the results of the left and right outer joins.
The full outer join is written as R ⟗ S where R and S are relations.[8] The result of the full outer join is the set of all
combinations of tuples in R and S that are equal on their common attribute names, in addition to tuples in S that have
no matching tuples in R and tuples in R that have no matching tuples in S in their common attribute names.
For an example consider the tables Employee and Dept and their full outer join:

Name EmpId DeptName

Harry 3415 Finance

Sally 2241 Sales

George 3401 Finance

Harriet 2202 Sales

Tim 1123 Executive

DeptName Manager

Sales Harriet

Production Charles

Name EmpId DeptName Manager

Harry 3415 Finance ω

Sally 2241 Sales Harriet

George 3401 Finance ω

Harriet 2202 Sales Harriet

Tim 1123 Executive ω

ω ω Production Charles

In the resulting relation, tuples in R which have no common values in common attribute names with tuples in S take
a null value, ω. Tuples in S which have no common values in common attribute names with tuples in R also take a
null value, ω.
The full outer join can be simulated using the left and right outer joins (and hence the natural join and set union) as
follows:

R ⟗ S = (R ⟕ S) (R ⟖ S)

Operations for domain computations
There is nothing in relational algebra introduced so far that would allow computations on the data domains (other
than evaluation of propositional expressions involving equality). For example, it's not possible using only the algebra
introduced so far to write an expression that would multiply the numbers from two columns, e.g. a unit price with a
quantity to obtain a total price. Practical query languages have such facilities, e.g. the SQL SELECT allows
arithmetic operations to define new columns in the result SELECT unit_price * quantity AS

total_price FROM t, and a similar facility is provided more explicitly by Tutorial D's EXTEND keyword. In
database theory, this is called extended projection.:213

Aggregation

Furthermore, computing various functions on a column, like the summing up its elements, is also not possible using
the relational algebra introduced so far. There are five aggregate functions that are included with most relational
database systems. These operations are Sum, Count, Average, Maximum and Minimum. In relational algebra the
aggregation operation over a schema (A1, A2, ... An) is written as follows:
G1, G2, ..., Gm g f1(A1'), f2(A2'), ..., fk(Ak') (r)
where each Aj', 1 ≤ j ≤ k, is one of the original attributes Ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The attributes preceding the g are grouping attributes, which function like a "group by" clause in SQL. Then there 
are an arbitrary number of aggregation functions applied to individual attributes. The operation is applied to an 
arbitrary relation r. The grouping attributes are optional, and if they are not supplied, the aggregation functions are

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Tutorial_D
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applied across the entire relation to which the operation is applied.
Let's assume that we have a table named Account with three columns, namely Account_Number, Branch_Name and
Balance. We wish to find the maximum balance of each branch. This is accomplished by

Branch_NameGMax(Balance)(Account). To find the highest balance of all accounts regardless of branch, we could simply
write GMax(Balance)(Account).

Transitive closure
Although relational algebra seems powerful enough for most practical purposes, there are some simple and natural
operators on relations which cannot be expressed by relational algebra. One of them is the transitive closure of a
binary relation. Given a domain D, let binary relation R be a subset of D×D. The transitive closure R+ of R is the
smallest subset of D×D containing R which satisfies the following condition:

There is no relational algebra expression E(R) taking R as a variable argument which produces R+. This can be
proved using the fact that, given a relational expression E for which it is claimed that E(R) = R+, where R is a
variable, we can always find an instance r of R (and a corresponding domain d) such that E(r) ≠ r+.
SQL however officially supports such fixpoint queries since 1999, and it had vendor-specific extensions in this
direction well before that.

Use of algebraic properties for query optimization
Queries can be represented as a tree, where
•• the internal nodes are operators,
• leaves are relations,
•• subtrees are subexpressions.
Our primary goal is to transform expression trees into equivalent expression trees, where the average size of the
relations yielded by subexpressions in the tree is smaller than it was before the optimization. Our secondary goal is
to try to form common subexpressions within a single query, or if there is more than one query being evaluated at the
same time, in all of those queries. The rationale behind the second goal is that it is enough to compute common
subexpressions once, and the results can be used in all queries that contain that subexpression.
Here we present a set of rules that can be used in such transformations.

Selection
Rules about selection operators play the most important role in query optimization. Selection is an operator that very
effectively decreases the number of rows in its operand, so if we manage to move the selections in an expression tree
towards the leaves, the internal relations (yielded by subexpressions) will likely shrink.

Basic selection properties

Selection is idempotent (multiple applications of the same selection have no additional effect beyond the first one),
and commutative (the order selections are applied in has no effect on the eventual result).

1.
2.
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Breaking up selections with complex conditions

A selection whose condition is a conjunction of simpler conditions is equivalent to a sequence of selections with
those same individual conditions, and selection whose condition is a disjunction is equivalent to a union of
selections. These identities can be used to merge selections so that fewer selections need to be evaluated, or to split
them so that the component selections may be moved or optimized separately.

1.
2.

Selection and cross product

Cross product is the costliest operator to evaluate. If the input relations have N and M rows, the result will contain
rows. Therefore it is very important to do our best to decrease the size of both operands before applying the

cross product operator.
This can be effectively done, if the cross product is followed by a selection operator, e.g. (R × P). Considering
the definition of join, this is the most likely case. If the cross product is not followed by a selection operator, we can
try to push down a selection from higher levels of the expression tree using the other selection rules.
In the above case we break up condition A into conditions B, C and D using the split rules about complex selection
conditions, so that A = B  C  D and B only contains attributes from R, C contains attributes only from P and D
contains the part of A that contains attributes from both R and P. Note, that B, C or D are possibly empty. Then the
following holds:

Selection and set operators

Selection is distributive over the setminus, intersection, and union operators. The following three rules are used to
push selection below set operations in the expression tree. Note, that in the setminus and the intersection operators it
is possible to apply the selection operator to only one of the operands after the transformation. This can make sense
in cases, where one of the operands is small, and the overhead of evaluating the selection operator outweighs the
benefits of using a smaller relation as an operand.

1.
2.
3.

Selection and projection

Selection commutes with projection if and only if the fields referenced in the selection condition are a subset of the
fields in the projection. Performing selection before projection may be useful if the operand is a cross product or
join. In other cases, if the selection condition is relatively expensive to compute, moving selection outside the
projection may reduce the number of tuples which must be tested (since projection may produce fewer tuples due to
the elimination of duplicates resulting from omitted fields).
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Projection

Basic projection properties

Projection is idempotent, so that a series of (valid) projections is equivalent to the outermost projection.

Projection and set operators

Projection is distributive over set union.

Projection does not distribute over intersection and set difference. Counterexamples are given by:

and

where b is assumed to be distinct from b'.

Rename

Basic rename properties

Successive renames of a variable can be collapsed into a single rename. Rename operations which have no variables
in common can be arbitrarily reordered with respect to one another, which can be exploited to make successive
renames adjacent so that they can be collapsed.

1.
2.

Rename and set operators

Rename is distributive over set difference, union, and intersection.

1.
2.
3.

Implementations
The first query language to be based on Codd's algebra was ISBL, and this pioneering work has been acclaimed by
many authorities as having shown the way to make Codd's idea into a useful language. Business System 12 was a
short-lived industry-strength relational DBMS that followed the ISBL example.
In 1998 Chris Date and Hugh Darwen proposed a language called Tutorial D intended for use in teaching relational
database theory, and its query language also draws on ISBL's ideas. Rel is an implementation of Tutorial D.
Even the query language of SQL is loosely based on a relational algebra, though the operands in SQL (tables) are not
exactly relations and several useful theorems about the relational algebra do not hold in the SQL counterpart
(arguably to the detriment of optimisers and/or users). The SQL table model is a bag (multiset), rather than a set. For
example, the expression (R ∪ S) − T = (R − T ) ∪ (S − T) is a theorem for relational algebra on sets, but not for
relational algebra on bags; for a treatment of relational algebra on bags see chapter 5 of the "Complete" textbook by
Garcia-Molina, Ullman and Widom.
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Relational calculus
Relational calculus consists of two calculi, the tuple relational calculus and the domain relational calculus, that are
part of the relational model for databases and provide a declarative way to specify database queries. This in contrast
to the relational algebra which is also part of the relational model but provides a more procedural way for specifying
queries.
The relational algebra might suggest these steps to retrieve the phone numbers and names of book stores that supply
Some Sample Book:
1.1. Join book stores and titles over the BookstoreID.
2. Restrict the result of that join to tuples for the book Some Sample Book.
3.3. Project the result of that restriction over StoreName and StorePhone.
The relational calculus would formulate a descriptive, declarative way:

Get StoreName and StorePhone for supplies such that there exists a title BK with the same BookstoreID value
and with a BookTitle value of Some Sample Book.

The relational algebra and the relational calculus are essentially logically equivalent: for any algebraic expression,
there is an equivalent expression in the calculus, and vice versa. This result is known as Codd's theorem.
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Relational database
A relational database is a database that has a collection of tables of data items, all of which is formally described
and organized according to the relational model. Data in single table represents relation, from which the name of the
database type comes from. In typical solutions, tables may have additionally defined relationships with each other.
In the relational model, each table schema must identify a column or group of columns, called the primary key, to
uniquely identify each row. A relationship can then be established between each row in the table and a row in
another table by creating a foreign key, a column or group of columns in one table that points to the primary key of
another table. The relational model offers various levels of refinement of table organization and reorganization called
database normalization. (See Normalization below.) The database management system (DBMS) of a relational
database is called an RDBMS, and is the software of a relational database.
The relational database was first defined in June 1970 by Edgar Codd, of IBM's San Jose Research Laboratory.
Codd's view of what qualifies as an RDBMS is summarized in Codd's 12 rules. A relational database has become the
predominant choice in storing data. Other models besides the relational model include the hierarchical database
model and the network model.
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Terminology

Relational database terminology.

Relational database theory uses
mathematical terminology, which are
roughly equivalent to the SQL
database terminology concerning
normalization. The table below
summarizes some of the most
important relational database terms and
their SQL database equivalents. It was
first introduced in 1970 following the
work of E.F.Codd.

A row or tuple has a relation schema,
but an entire database has a relational schema.

SQL Relational database Description

Row Tuple Data set with specific instances in the range of each member

Column name; Column
data

Attribute name; Attribute
value

Labeled member in the set of elements common to all data sets; A name, word,
number, phrase, etc.

Table Relation; Base relvar Formal data structure

Set of column names Relation scheme; Set of
attributes

A schema

View; Query result; Result
set

Derived relvar A data report from the RDBMS in response to a query

Relations or Tables
A relation is defined as a set of tuples that have the same attributes. A tuple usually represents an object and
information about that object. Objects are typically physical objects or concepts. A relation is usually described as a
table, which is organized into rows and columns. All the data referenced by an attribute are in the same domain and
conform to the same constraints.
The relational model specifies that the tuples of a relation have no specific order and that the tuples, in turn, impose
no order on the attributes. Applications access data by specifying queries, which use operations such as select to
identify tuples, project to identify attributes, and join to combine relations. Relations can be modified using the
insert, delete, and update operators. New tuples can supply explicit values or be derived from a query. Similarly,
queries identify tuples for updating or deleting.
Tuples by definition are unique. If the tuple contains a candidate or primary key then obviously it is unique;
however, a primary key need not be defined for a row or record to be a tuple. The definition of a tuple requires that it
be unique, but does not require a primary key to be defined. Because a tuple is unique, its attributes by definition
constitute a superkey.
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Base and derived relations
In a relational database, all data are stored and accessed via relations. Relations that store data are called "base
relations", and in implementations are called "tables". Other relations do not store data, but are computed by
applying relational operations to other relations. These relations are sometimes called "derived relations". In
implementations these are called "views" or "queries". Derived relations are convenient in that they act as a single
relation, even though they may grab information from several relations. Also, derived relations can be used as an
abstraction layer.

Domain
A domain describes the set of possible values for a given attribute, and can be considered a constraint on the value of
the attribute. Mathematically, attaching a domain to an attribute means that any value for the attribute must be an
element of the specified set. The character data value 'ABC', for instance, is not in the integer domain, but the integer
value 123 is in the integer domain.

Constraints
Constraints make it possible to further restrict the domain of an attribute. For instance, a constraint can restrict a
given integer attribute to values between 1 and 10. Constraints provide one method of implementing business rules
in the database. SQL implements constraint functionality in the form of check constraints. Constraints restrict the
data that can be stored in relations. These are usually defined using expressions that result in a boolean value,
indicating whether or not the data satisfies the constraint. Constraints can apply to single attributes, to a tuple
(restricting combinations of attributes) or to an entire relation. Since every attribute has an associated domain, there
are constraints (domain constraints). The two principal rules for the relational model are known as entity integrity
and referential integrity.

Primary keys
A primary key uniquely specifies a tuple within a table. In order for an attribute to be a good primary key it must not
repeat. While natural attributes (attributes used to describe the data being entered) are sometimes good primary keys,
surrogate keys are often used instead. A surrogate key is an artificial attribute assigned to an object which uniquely
identifies it (for instance, in a table of information about students at a school they might all be assigned a student ID
in order to differentiate them). The surrogate key has no intrinsic (inherent) meaning, but rather is useful through its
ability to uniquely identify a tuple. Another common occurrence, especially in regards to N:M cardinality is the
composite key. A composite key is a key made up of two or more attributes within a table that (together) uniquely
identify a record. (For example, in a database relating students, teachers, and classes. Classes could be uniquely
identified by a composite key of their room number and time slot, since no other class could have exactly the same
combination of attributes. In fact, use of a composite key such as this can be a form of data verification, albeit a
weak one.)

Foreign key
A foreign key is a field in a relational table that matches the primary key column of another table. The foreign key
can be used to cross-reference tables. Foreign keys need not have unique values in the referencing relation. Foreign
keys effectively use the values of attributes in the referenced relation to restrict the domain of one or more attributes
in the referencing relation. A foreign key could be described formally as: "For all tuples in the referencing relation
projected over the referencing attributes, there must exist a tuple in the referenced relation projected over those same
attributes such that the values in each of the referencing attributes match the corresponding values in the referenced
attributes."
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Stored procedures
A stored procedure is executable code that is associated with, and generally stored in, the database. Stored
procedures usually collect and customize common operations, like inserting a tuple into a relation, gathering
statistical information about usage patterns, or encapsulating complex business logic and calculations. Frequently
they are used as an application programming interface (API) for security or simplicity. Implementations of stored
procedures on SQL RDBMSs often allow developers to take advantage of procedural extensions (often
vendor-specific) to the standard declarative SQL syntax. Stored procedures are not part of the relational database
model, but all commercial implementations include them.

Index
An index is one way of providing quicker access to data. Indices can be created on any combination of attributes on
a relation. Queries that filter using those attributes can find matching tuples randomly using the index, without
having to check each tuple in turn. This is analogous to using the index of a book to go directly to the page on which
the information you are looking for is found, so that you do not have to read the entire book to find what you are
looking for. Relational databases typically supply multiple indexing techniques, each of which is optimal for some
combination of data distribution, relation size, and typical access pattern. Indices are usually implemented via B+
trees, R-trees, and bitmaps. Indices are usually not considered part of the database, as they are considered an
implementation detail, though indices are usually maintained by the same group that maintains the other parts of the
database. It should be noted that use of efficient indexes on both primary and foreign keys can dramatically improve
query performance. This is because B-tree indexes result in query times proportional to log(n) where n is the number
of rows in a table and hash indexes result in constant time queries (no size dependency so long as the relevant part of
the index fits into memory).

Relational operations
Queries made against the relational database, and the derived relvars in the database are expressed in a relational
calculus or a relational algebra. In his original relational algebra, Codd introduced eight relational operators in two
groups of four operators each. The first four operators were based on the traditional mathematical set operations:
• The union operator combines the tuples of two relations and removes all duplicate tuples from the result. The

relational union operator is equivalent to the SQL UNION operator.
• The intersection operator produces the set of tuples that two relations share in common. Intersection is

implemented in SQL in the form of the INTERSECT operator.
• The difference operator acts on two relations and produces the set of tuples from the first relation that do not exist

in the second relation. Difference is implemented in SQL in the form of the EXCEPT or MINUS operator.
• The cartesian product of two relations is a join that is not restricted by any criteria, resulting in every tuple of the

first relation being matched with every tuple of the second relation. The cartesian product is implemented in SQL
as the CROSS JOIN operator.

The remaining operators proposed by Codd involve special operations specific to relational databases:
• The selection, or restriction, operation retrieves tuples from a relation, limiting the results to only those that meet

a specific criterion, i.e. a subset in terms of set theory. The SQL equivalent of selection is the SELECT query
statement with a WHERE clause.

• The projection operation extracts only the specified attributes from a tuple or set of tuples.
• The join operation defined for relational databases is often referred to as a natural join. In this type of join, two

relations are connected by their common attributes. SQL's approximation of a natural join is the INNER JOIN
operator. In SQL, an INNER JOIN prevents a cartesian product from occurring when there are two tables in a
query. For each table added to a SQL Query, one additional INNER JOIN is added to prevent a cartesian product.
Thus, for N tables in a SQL query, there must be N-1 INNER JOINS to prevent a cartesian product.
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• The relational division operation is a slightly more complex operation, which involves essentially using the tuples
of one relation (the dividend) to partition a second relation (the divisor). The relational division operator is
effectively the opposite of the cartesian product operator (hence the name).

Other operators have been introduced or proposed since Codd's introduction of the original eight including relational
comparison operators and extensions that offer support for nesting and hierarchical data, among others.

Normalization
Normalization was first proposed by Codd as an integral part of the relational model. It encompasses a set of
procedures designed to eliminate nonsimple domains (non-atomic values) and the redundancy (duplication) of data,
which in turn prevents data manipulation anomalies and loss of data integrity. The most common forms of
normalization applied to databases are called the normal forms.

References

Relational database management system
A relational database management system (RDBMS) is a database management system (DBMS) that is based on
the relational model as introduced by E. F. Codd, of IBM's San Jose Research Laboratory. Many popular databases
currently in use are based on the relational database model.
RDBMSs have become since the 1980s a predominant choice for the storage of information in new databases used
for financial records, manufacturing and logistical information, personnel data, and much more. Relational databases
have often replaced legacy hierarchical databases and network databases because they are easier to understand and
use. However, relational databases have been challenged by object databases, which were introduced in an attempt to
address the object-relational impedance mismatch in relational database, and XML databases.[citation needed]

Market share
According to research company Gartner, the five leading commercial relational database vendors by revenue in 2011
were Oracle (48.8%), IBM (20.2%), Microsoft (17.0%), SAP including Sybase (4.6%), and Teradata (3.7%).
The three leading open source implementations are MySQL, PostgreSQL, and SQLite. MariaDB is a prominent fork
of MySQL prompted by Oracle's acquisition of MySQL AB.
According to Gartner, in 2008, the percentage of database sites using any given technology were (a given site may
deploy multiple technologies):
• Oracle Database - 70%
• Microsoft SQL Server - 68%
• MySQL (Oracle Corporation) - 50%
• IBM DB2 - 39%
• IBM Informix - 18%
• SAP Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise - 15%
• SAP Sybase IQ - 14%
• Teradata - 11%
According to DB-Engines, the most popular systems are Oracle, MySQL, Microsoft SQL Server, PostgreSQL and
IBM DB2.
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History
In 1974, IBM began developing System R, a research project to develop a prototype RDBMS. Its first commercial
product was SQL/DS, released in 1981. However, the first commercially available RDBMS was Oracle, released in
1979 by Relational Software, now Oracle Corporation. Other examples of an RDBMS include DB2, SAP Sybase
ASE, and Informix.it is also developed by ash in 2013.

Historical usage of the term
The term "relational database" was invented by E. F. Codd at IBM in 1970, Codd introduced the term in his seminal
paper "A Relational Model of Data for Large Shared Data Banks".[1] In this paper and later papers, he defined what
he meant by "relational". One well-known definition of what constitutes a relational database system is composed of
Codd's 12 rules. However, many of the early implementations of the relational model did not conform to all of
Codd's rules, so the term gradually came to describe a broader class of database systems, which at a minimum:
• Present the data to the user as relations (a presentation in tabular form, i.e. as a collection of tables with each table

consisting of a set of rows and columns);
•• Provide relational operators to manipulate the data in tabular form.
The first systems that were relatively faithful implementations of the relational model were from the University of
Michigan; Micro DBMS (1969), the Massachusetts Institute of Technology;[2] (1971), and from IBM UK Scientific
Centre at Peterlee; IS1 (1970–72) and its followon PRTV (1973–79). The first system sold as an RDBMS was
Multics Relational Data Store, first sold in 1978. Others have been Berkeley Ingres QUEL and IBM BS12. The most
popular definition of an RDBMS is a product that presents a view of data as a collection of rows and columns, even
if it is not based strictly upon relational theory. By this definition, RDBMS products typically implement some but
not all of Codd's 12 rules. A second school of thought argues that if a database does not implement all of Codd's
rules (or the current understanding on the relational model, as expressed by Christopher J Date, Hugh Darwen and
others), it is not relational. This view, shared by many theorists and other strict adherents to Codd's principles, would
disqualify most DBMSs as not relational. For clarification, they often refer to some RDBMSs as Truly-Relational
Database Management Systems (TRDBMS), naming others Pseudo-Relational Database Management Systems
(PRDBMS).
As of 2009, most commercial relational DBMSes employ SQL as their query language.[citation needed] Alternative
query languages have been proposed and implemented, notably the pre-1996 implementation of Berkeley Ingres
QUEL.
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Relational model
The relational model for database management is a database model based on first-order predicate logic, first
formulated and proposed in 1969 by Edgar F. Codd.[1] In the relational model of a database, all data is represented in
terms of tuples, grouped into relations. A database organized in terms of the relational model is a relational database.

Diagram of an example database according to the Relational model.[2]

In the relational model, related records are linked together with a "key".

The purpose of the relational model is to provide
a declarative method for specifying data and
queries: users directly state what information the
database contains and what information they
want from it, and let the database management
system software take care of describing data
structures for storing the data and retrieval
procedures for answering queries.

Most relational databases use the SQL data
definition and query language; these systems
implement what can be regarded as an
engineering approximation to the relational
model. A table in an SQL database schema
corresponds to a predicate variable; the contents
of a table to a relation; key constraints, other
constraints, and SQL queries correspond to
predicates. However, SQL databases, including
DB2, deviate from the relational model in many
details, and Codd fiercely argued against
deviations that compromise the original
principles.[3]

Overview

The relational model's central idea is to describe
a database as a collection of predicates over a
finite set of predicate variables, describing
constraints on the possible values and
combinations of values. The content of the
database at any given time is a finite (logical)
model of the database, i.e. a set of relations, one
per predicate variable, such that all predicates
are satisfied. A request for information from the
database (a database query) is also a predicate.
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Relational model concepts.

Alternatives to the relational
model

Other models are the hierarchical
model and network model. Some
systems using these older architectures
are still in use today in data centers
with high data volume needs, or where
existing systems are so complex and
abstract it would be cost-prohibitive to
migrate to systems employing the
relational model; also of note are
newer object-oriented databases.

Implementation
There have been several attempts to produce a true implementation of the relational database model as originally
defined by Codd and explained by Date, Darwen and others, but none have been popular successes so far. Rel is one
of the more recent attempts to do this.
The relational model was the first database model to be described in formal mathematical terms. Hierarchical and
network databases existed before relational databases, but their specifications were relatively informal. After the
relational model was defined, there were many attempts to compare and contrast the different models, and this led to
the emergence of more rigorous descriptions of the earlier models; though the procedural nature of the data
manipulation interfaces for hierarchical and network databases limited the scope for formalization.[citation needed]

History
The relational model was invented by E.F. (Ted) Codd as a general model of data, and subsequently maintained and
developed by Chris Date and Hugh Darwen among others. In The Third Manifesto (first published in 1995) Date and
Darwen show how the relational model can accommodate certain desired object-oriented features.

Controversies
Codd himself, some years after publication of his 1970 model, proposed a three-valued logic (True, False, Missing or
NULL) version of it to deal with missing information, and in his The Relational Model for Database Management
Version 2 (1990) he went a step further with a four-valued logic (True, False, Missing but Applicable, Missing but
Inapplicable) version. But these have never been implemented, presumably because of attending complexity. SQL's
NULL construct was intended to be part of a three-valued logic system, but fell short of that due to logical errors in
the standard and in its implementations.[citation needed]

Relational model topics

The model
The fundamental assumption of the relational model is that all data is represented as mathematical n-ary relations, 
an n-ary relation being a subset of the Cartesian product of n domains. In the mathematical model, reasoning about 
such data is done in two-valued predicate logic, meaning there are two possible evaluations for each proposition: 
either true or false (and in particular no third value such as unknown, or not applicable, either of which are often 
associated with the concept of NULL). Data are operated upon by means of a relational calculus or relational
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algebra, these being equivalent in expressive power.
The relational model of data permits the database designer to create a consistent, logical representation of
information. Consistency is achieved by including declared constraints in the database design, which is usually
referred to as the logical schema. The theory includes a process of database normalization whereby a design with
certain desirable properties can be selected from a set of logically equivalent alternatives. The access plans and other
implementation and operation details are handled by the DBMS engine, and are not reflected in the logical model.
This contrasts with common practice for SQL DBMSs in which performance tuning often requires changes to the
logical model.
The basic relational building block is the domain or data type, usually abbreviated nowadays to type. A tuple is an
ordered set of attribute values. An attribute is an ordered pair of attribute name and type name. An attribute value is
a specific valid value for the type of the attribute. This can be either a scalar value or a more complex type.
A relation consists of a heading and a body. A heading is a set of attributes. A body (of an n-ary relation) is a set of
n-tuples. The heading of the relation is also the heading of each of its tuples.
A relation is defined as a set of n-tuples. In both mathematics and the relational database model, a set is an
unordered collection of unique, non-duplicated items, although some DBMSs impose an order to their data. In
mathematics, a tuple has an order, and allows for duplication. E.F. Codd originally defined tuples using this
mathematical definition. Later, it was one of E.F. Codd's great insights that using attribute names instead of an
ordering would be so much more convenient (in general) in a computer language based on relations [citation needed].
This insight is still being used today. Though the concept has changed, the name "tuple" has not. An immediate and
important consequence of this distinguishing feature is that in the relational model the Cartesian product becomes
commutative.
A table is an accepted visual representation of a relation; a tuple is similar to the concept of a row.
A relvar is a named variable of some specific relation type, to which at all times some relation of that type is
assigned, though the relation may contain zero tuples.
The basic principle of the relational model is the Information Principle: all information is represented by data values
in relations. In accordance with this Principle, a relational database is a set of relvars and the result of every query is
presented as a relation.
The consistency of a relational database is enforced, not by rules built into the applications that use it, but rather by
constraints, declared as part of the logical schema and enforced by the DBMS for all applications. In general,
constraints are expressed using relational comparison operators, of which just one, "is subset of" (⊆), is theoretically
sufficient[citation needed]. In practice, several useful shorthands are expected to be available, of which the most
important are candidate key (really, superkey) and foreign key constraints.

Interpretation
To fully appreciate the relational model of data it is essential to understand the intended interpretation of a relation.
The body of a relation is sometimes called its extension. This is because it is to be interpreted as a representation of
the extension of some predicate, this being the set of true propositions that can be formed by replacing each free
variable in that predicate by a name (a term that designates something).
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the free variables of the predicate and the attribute names of the 
relation heading. Each tuple of the relation body provides attribute values to instantiate the predicate by substituting 
each of its free variables. The result is a proposition that is deemed, on account of the appearance of the tuple in the 
relation body, to be true. Contrariwise, every tuple whose heading conforms to that of the relation, but which does 
not appear in the body is deemed to be false. This assumption is known as the closed world assumption: it is often 
violated in practical databases, where the absence of a tuple might mean that the truth of the corresponding 
proposition is unknown. For example, the absence of the tuple ('John', 'Spanish') from a table of language skills
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cannot necessarily be taken as evidence that John does not speak Spanish.
For a formal exposition of these ideas, see the section Set-theoretic Formulation, below.

Application to databases
A data type as used in a typical relational database might be the set of integers, the set of character strings, the set of
dates, or the two boolean values true and false, and so on. The corresponding type names for these types might be
the strings "int", "char", "date", "boolean", etc. It is important to understand, though, that relational theory does not
dictate what types are to be supported; indeed, nowadays provisions are expected to be available for user-defined
types in addition to the built-in ones provided by the system.
Attribute is the term used in the theory for what is commonly referred to as a column. Similarly, table is commonly
used in place of the theoretical term relation (though in SQL the term is by no means synonymous with relation). A
table data structure is specified as a list of column definitions, each of which specifies a unique column name and the
type of the values that are permitted for that column. An attribute value is the entry in a specific column and row,
such as "John Doe" or "35".
A tuple is basically the same thing as a row, except in an SQL DBMS, where the column values in a row are
ordered. (Tuples are not ordered; instead, each attribute value is identified solely by the attribute name and never
by its ordinal position within the tuple.) An attribute name might be "name" or "age".
A relation is a table structure definition (a set of column definitions) along with the data appearing in that structure.
The structure definition is the heading and the data appearing in it is the body, a set of rows. A database relvar
(relation variable) is commonly known as a base table. The heading of its assigned value at any time is as specified
in the table declaration and its body is that most recently assigned to it by invoking some update operator
(typically, INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE). The heading and body of the table resulting from evaluation of some
query are determined by the definitions of the operators used in the expression of that query. (Note that in SQL the
heading is not always a set of column definitions as described above, because it is possible for a column to have no
name and also for two or more columns to have the same name. Also, the body is not always a set of rows because in
SQL it is possible for the same row to appear more than once in the same body.)

SQL and the relational model
SQL, initially pushed as the standard language for relational databases, deviates from the relational model in several
places. The current ISO SQL standard doesn't mention the relational model or use relational terms or concepts.
However, it is possible to create a database conforming to the relational model using SQL if one does not use certain
SQL features.
The following deviations from the relational model have been notedWikipedia:Avoid weasel words in SQL. Note
that few database servers implement the entire SQL standard and in particular do not allow some of these deviations.
Whereas NULL is ubiquitous, for example, allowing duplicate column names within a table or anonymous columns
is uncommon.
Duplicate rows

The same row can appear more than once in an SQL table. The same tuple cannot appear more than once in a
relation.

Anonymous columns
A column in an SQL table can be unnamed and thus unable to be referenced in expressions. The relational
model requires every attribute to be named and referenceable.

Duplicate column names
Two or more columns of the same SQL table can have the same name and therefore cannot be referenced, on
account of the obvious ambiguity. The relational model requires every attribute to be referenceable.
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Column order significance
The order of columns in an SQL table is defined and significant, one consequence being that SQL's
implementations of Cartesian product and union are both noncommutative. The relational model requires there
to be no significance to any ordering of the attributes of a relation.

Views without CHECK OPTION
Updates to a view defined without CHECK OPTION can be accepted but the resulting update to the database
does not necessarily have the expressed effect on its target. For example, an invocation of INSERT can be
accepted but the inserted rows might not all appear in the view, or an invocation of UPDATE can result in
rows disappearing from the view. The relational model requires updates to a view to have the same effect as if
the view were a base relvar.

Columnless tables unrecognized
SQL requires every table to have at least one column, but there are two relations of degree zero (of cardinality
one and zero) and they are needed to represent extensions of predicates that contain no free variables.

NULL
This special mark can appear instead of a value wherever a value can appear in SQL, in particular in place of a
column value in some row. The deviation from the relational model arises from the fact that the
implementation of this ad hoc concept in SQL involves the use of three-valued logic, under which the
comparison of NULL with itself does not yield true but instead yields the third truth value, unknown; similarly
the comparison NULL with something other than itself does not yield false but instead yields unknown. It is
because of this behaviour in comparisons that NULL is described as a mark rather than a value. The relational
model depends on the law of excluded middle under which anything that is not true is false and anything that
is not false is true; it also requires every tuple in a relation body to have a value for every attribute of that
relation. This particular deviation is disputed by some if only because E.F. Codd himself eventually advocated
the use of special marks and a 4-valued logic, but this was based on his observation that there are two distinct
reasons why one might want to use a special mark in place of a value, which led opponents of the use of such
logics to discover more distinct reasons and at least as many as 19 have been noted, which would require a
21-valued logic. [citation needed] SQL itself uses NULL for several purposes other than to represent "value
unknown". For example, the sum of the empty set is NULL, meaning zero, the average of the empty set is
NULL, meaning undefined, and NULL appearing in the result of a LEFT JOIN can mean "no value because
there is no matching row in the right-hand operand".

Relational operations
Users (or programs) request data from a relational database by sending it a query that is written in a special language,
usually a dialect of SQL. Although SQL was originally intended for end-users, it is much more common for SQL
queries to be embedded into software that provides an easier user interface. Many Web sites, such as Wikipedia,
perform SQL queries when generating pages.
In response to a query, the database returns a result set, which is just a list of rows containing the answers. The
simplest query is just to return all the rows from a table, but more often, the rows are filtered in some way to return
just the answer wanted.
Often, data from multiple tables are combined into one, by doing a join. Conceptually, this is done by taking all
possible combinations of rows (the Cartesian product), and then filtering out everything except the answer. In
practice, relational database management systems rewrite ("optimize") queries to perform faster, using a variety of
techniques.
There are a number of relational operations in addition to join. These include project (the process of eliminating 
some of the columns), restrict (the process of eliminating some of the rows), union (a way of combining two tables
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with similar structures), difference (that lists the rows in one table that are not found in the other), intersect (that lists
the rows found in both tables), and product (mentioned above, which combines each row of one table with each row
of the other). Depending on which other sources you consult, there are a number of other operators – many of which
can be defined in terms of those listed above. These include semi-join, outer operators such as outer join and outer
union, and various forms of division. Then there are operators to rename columns, and summarizing or aggregating
operators, and if you permit relation values as attributes (RVA – relation-valued attribute), then operators such as
group and ungroup. The SELECT statement in SQL serves to handle all of these except for the group and ungroup
operators.
The flexibility of relational databases allows programmers to write queries that were not anticipated by the database
designers. As a result, relational databases can be used by multiple applications in ways the original designers did
not foresee, which is especially important for databases that might be used for a long time (perhaps several decades).
This has made the idea and implementation of relational databases very popular with businesses.

Database normalization
Relations are classified based upon the types of anomalies to which they're vulnerable. A database that's in the first
normal form is vulnerable to all types of anomalies, while a database that's in the domain/key normal form has no
modification anomalies. Normal forms are hierarchical in nature. That is, the lowest level is the first normal form,
and the database cannot meet the requirements for higher level normal forms without first having met all the
requirements of the lesser normal forms.[4]

Examples

Database
An idealized, very simple example of a description of some relvars (relation variables) and their attributes:
• Customer (Customer ID, Tax ID, Name, Address, City, State, Zip, Phone, Email)
• Order (Order No, Customer ID, Invoice No, Date Placed, Date Promised, Terms, Status)
• Order Line (Order No, Order Line No, Product Code, Qty)
• Invoice (Invoice No, Customer ID, Order No, Date, Status)
• Invoice Line (Invoice No, Invoice Line No, Product Code, Qty Shipped)
• Product (Product Code, Product Description)
In this design we have six relvars: Customer, Order, Order Line, Invoice, Invoice Line and Product. The bold,
underlined attributes are candidate keys. The non-bold, underlined attributes are foreign keys.
Usually one candidate key is arbitrarily chosen to be called the primary key and used in preference over the other
candidate keys, which are then called alternate keys.
A candidate key is a unique identifier enforcing that no tuple will be duplicated; this would make the relation into
something else, namely a bag, by violating the basic definition of a set. Both foreign keys and superkeys (that
includes candidate keys) can be composite, that is, can be composed of several attributes. Below is a tabular
depiction of a relation of our example Customer relvar; a relation can be thought of as a value that can be attributed
to a relvar.
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Customer relation

Customer ID Tax ID Name Address [More fields…]

1234567890 555-5512222 Munmun 323 Broadway …

2223344556 555-5523232 Wile E. 1200 Main Street …

3334445563 555-5533323 Ekta 871 1st Street …

4232342432 555-5325523 E. F. Codd 123 It Way …

If we attempted to insert a new customer with the ID 1234567890, this would violate the design of the relvar since
Customer ID is a primary key and we already have a customer 1234567890. The DBMS must reject a transaction
such as this that would render the database inconsistent by a violation of an integrity constraint.
Foreign keys are integrity constraints enforcing that the value of the attribute set is drawn from a candidate key in
another relation. For example in the Order relation the attribute Customer ID is a foreign key. A join is the
operation that draws on information from several relations at once. By joining relvars from the example above we
could query the database for all of the Customers, Orders, and Invoices. If we only wanted the tuples for a specific
customer, we would specify this using a restriction condition.
If we wanted to retrieve all of the Orders for Customer 1234567890, we could query the database to return every row
in the Order table with Customer ID 1234567890 and join the Order table to the Order Line table based on Order
No.
There is a flaw in our database design above. The Invoice relvar contains an Order No attribute. So, each tuple in the
Invoice relvar will have one Order No, which implies that there is precisely one Order for each Invoice. But in
reality an invoice can be created against many orders, or indeed for no particular order. Additionally the Order relvar
contains an Invoice No attribute, implying that each Order has a corresponding Invoice. But again this is not always
true in the real world. An order is sometimes paid through several invoices, and sometimes paid without an invoice.
In other words there can be many Invoices per Order and many Orders per Invoice. This is a many-to-many
relationship between Order and Invoice (also called a non-specific relationship). To represent this relationship in the
database a new relvar should be introduced whose role is to specify the correspondence between Orders and
Invoices:
OrderInvoice(Order No,Invoice No)
Now, the Order relvar has a one-to-many relationship to the OrderInvoice table, as does the Invoice relvar. If we
want to retrieve every Invoice for a particular Order, we can query for all orders where Order No in the Order
relation equals the Order No in OrderInvoice, and where Invoice No in OrderInvoice equals the Invoice No in
Invoice.

Set-theoretic formulation
Basic notions in the relational model are relation names and attribute names. We will represent these as strings such
as "Person" and "name" and we will usually use the variables and to range over them. Another
basic notion is the set of atomic values that contains values such as numbers and strings.
Our first definition concerns the notion of tuple, which formalizes the notion of row or record in a table:
Tuple

A tuple is a partial function from attribute names to atomic values.
Header

A header is a finite set of attribute names.
Projection
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The projection of a tuple on a finite set of attributes is .
The next definition defines relation that formalizes the contents of a table as it is defined in the relational model.
Relation

A relation is a tuple with , the header, and , the body, a set of tuples that all have the domain
.

Such a relation closely corresponds to what is usually called the extension of a predicate in first-order logic except
that here we identify the places in the predicate with attribute names. Usually in the relational model a database
schema is said to consist of a set of relation names, the headers that are associated with these names and the
constraints that should hold for every instance of the database schema.
Relation universe

A relation universe over a header is a non-empty set of relations with header .
Relation schema

A relation schema consists of a header and a predicate that is defined for all relations 
with header . A relation satisfies a relation schema if it has header and satisfies .

Key constraints and functional dependencies
One of the simplest and most important types of relation constraints is the key constraint. It tells us that in every
instance of a certain relational schema the tuples can be identified by their values for certain attributes.
Superkey

A superkey is written as a finite set of attribute names.

A superkey holds in a relation if:
• and
• there exist no two distinct tuples such that .

A superkey holds in a relation universe if it holds in all relations in .
Theorem: A superkey holds in a relation universe over if and only if and 
holds in .

Candidate key
A superkey holds as a candidate key for a relation universe if it holds as a superkey for and there is
no proper subset of that also holds as a superkey for .

Functional dependency

A functional dependency (FD for short) is written as for finite sets of attribute names.

A functional dependency holds in a relation if:
• and
• tuples , 

A functional dependency holds in a relation universe if it holds in all relations in .
Trivial functional dependency

A functional dependency is trivial under a header if it holds in all relation universes over .
Theorem: An FD is trivial under a header if and only if .

Closure
Armstrong's axioms: The closure of a set of FDs under a header , written as , is the smallest
superset of such that:

• (reflexivity)
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• (transitivity) and
• (augmentation)

Theorem: Armstrong's axioms are sound and complete; given a header and a set of FDs that only
contain subsets of , if and only if holds in all relation universes over in
which all FDs in hold.

Completion
The completion of a finite set of attributes under a finite set of FDs , written as , is the smallest
superset of such that:

•
The completion of an attribute set can be used to compute if a certain dependency is in the closure of a set of
FDs.

Theorem: Given a set of FDs, if and only if .
Irreducible cover

An irreducible cover of a set of FDs is a set of FDs such that:
•
• there exists no such that 
• is a singleton set and
• .

Algorithm to derive candidate keys from functional dependencies
      INPUT: a set S of FDs that contain only subsets of a header H

      OUTPUT: the set C of superkeys that hold as candidate keys in

              all relation universes over H in which all FDs in S hold

      begin

        C := ∅;          // found candidate keys

        Q := { H };      // superkeys that contain candidate keys

        while Q <> ∅ do
          let K be some element from Q;

          Q := Q – { K };
          minimal := true;

          for each X->Y in S do

            K' := (K – Y) ∪ X;   // derive new superkey
            if K' ⊂ K then
              minimal := false;

              Q := Q ∪ { K' };
            end if

          end for

          if minimal and there is not a subset of K in C then

            remove all supersets of K from C;

            C := C ∪ { K };
          end if

        end while

      end
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Object-relational database
An object-relational database (ORD), or object-relational database management system (ORDBMS), is a
database management system (DBMS) similar to a relational database, but with an object-oriented database model:
objects, classes and inheritance are directly supported in database schemas and in the query language. In addition,
just as with pure relational systems, it supports extension of the data model with custom data-types and methods.

Example of an object-oriented database model.

An object-relational database can be
said to provide a middle ground
between relational databases and
object-oriented databases (OODBMS).
In object-relational databases, the
approach is essentially that of relational
databases: the data resides in the
database and is manipulated collectively
with queries in a query language; at the
other extreme are OODBMSes in which
the database is essentially a persistent
object store for software written in an
object-oriented programming language,
with a programming API for storing
and retrieving objects, and little or no
specific support for querying.

Overview
The basic goal for the Object-relational database is to bridge the gap between relational databases and the
object-oriented modeling techniques used in programming languages such as Java, C++, Visual Basic .NET or C#.
However, a more popular alternative for achieving such a bridge is to use a standard relational database systems with
some form of Object-relational mapping (ORM) software. Whereas traditional RDBMS or SQL-DBMS products
focused on the efficient management of data drawn from a limited set of data-types (defined by the relevant language
standards), an object-relational DBMS allows software developers to integrate their own types and the methods that
apply to them into the DBMS.
The ORDBMS (like ODBMS or OODBMS) is integrated with an object-oriented programming language. The
characteristic properties of ORDBMS are 1) complex data, 2) type inheritance, and 3) object behavior. Complex
data creation in most SQL ORDBMSs is based on preliminary schema definition via the user-defined type (UDT).
Hierarchy within structured complex data offers an additional property, type inheritance. That is, a structured type
can have subtypes that reuse all of its attributes and contain additional attributes specific to the subtype. Another
advantage, the object behavior, is related with access to the program objects. Such program objects have to be
storable and transportable for database processing, therefore they usually are named as persistent objects. Inside a
database, all the relations with a persistent program object are relations with its object identifier (OID). All of these
points can be addressed in a proper relational system, although the SQL standard and its implementations impose
arbitrary restrictions and additional complexityWikipedia:Citing sources
In object-oriented programming (OOP) object behavior is described through the methods (object functions). The 
methods denoted by one name are distinguished by the type of their parameters and type of objects for which they 
attached (method signature). The OOP languages call this the polymorphism principle, which briefly is defined as
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"one interface, many implementations". Other OOP principles, inheritance and encapsulation are related both, with
methods and attributes. Method inheritance is included in type inheritance. Encapsulation in OOP is a visibility
degree declared, for example, through the PUBLIC, PRIVATE and PROTECTED modifiers.

History
Object-relational database management systems grew out of research that occurred in the early 1990s. That research
extended existing relational database concepts by adding object concepts. The researchers aimed to retain a
declarative query-language based on predicate calculus as a central component of the architecture. Probably the most
notable research project, Postgres (UC Berkeley), spawned two products tracing their lineage to that research:
Illustra and PostgreSQL.
In the mid-1990s, early commercial products appeared. These included Illustra[1] (Illustra Information Systems,
acquired by Informix Software which was in turn acquired by IBM), Omniscience (Omniscience Corporation,
acquired by Oracle Corporation and became the original Oracle Lite), and UniSQL (UniSQL, Inc., acquired by
KCOMS). Ukrainian developer Ruslan Zasukhin, founder of Paradigma Software, Inc., developed and shipped the
first version of Valentina database in the mid-1990s as a C++ SDK. By the next decade, PostgreSQL had become a
commercially viable database and is the basis for several products today which maintain its ORDBMS features.
Computer scientists came to refer to these products as "object-relational database management systems" or
ORDBMSs.[2]

Many of the ideas of early object-relational database efforts have largely become incorporated into SQL:1999 via
structured types. In fact, any product that adheres to the object-oriented aspects of SQL:1999 could be described as
an object-relational database management product. For example, IBM's DB2, Oracle database, and Microsoft SQL
Server, make claims to support this technology and do so with varying degrees of success.

Comparison to RDBMS
An RDBMS might commonly involve SQL statements such as these:

   CREATE TABLE Customers  (

       Id          CHAR(12)    NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

       Surname     VARCHAR(32) NOT NULL,

       FirstName   VARCHAR(32) NOT NULL,

       DOB         DATE        NOT NULL

    );

    SELECT InitCap(Surname) || ', ' || InitCap(FirstName)

      FROM Customers

     WHERE Month(DOB) = Month(getdate())

       AND Day(DOB) = Day(getdate())

Most current[3] SQL databases allow the crafting of custom functions, which would allow the query to appear as:

    SELECT Formal(Id)

      FROM Customers

     WHERE Birthday(DOB) = Today()

In an object-relational database, one might see something like this, with user-defined data-types and expressions
such as BirthDay():

    CREATE TABLE Customers (

      Id           Cust_Id     NOT NULL  PRIMARY KEY,
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      Name         PersonName  NOT NULL,

      DOB          DATE        NOT NULL

    );

    SELECT Formal( C.Id )

      FROM Customers C

     WHERE BirthDay ( C.DOB ) = TODAY;

The object-relational model can offer another advantage in that the database can make use of the relationships
between data to easily collect related records. In an address book application, an additional table would be added to
the ones above to hold zero or more addresses for each customer. Using a traditional RDBMS, collecting information
for both the user and their address requires a "join":

     SELECT InitCap(C.Surname) || ', ' || InitCap(C.FirstName), A.city

       FROM Customers C join Addresses A ON A.Cust_Id=C.Id -- the join

      WHERE A.city="New York"

The same query in an object-relational database appears more simply:

    SELECT Formal( C.Name )

      FROM Customers C

     WHERE C.address.city="New York" -- the linkage is 'understood' by 

the ORDB
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Transaction processing
In computer science, transaction processing is information processing that is divided into individual, indivisible
operations, called transactions. Each transaction must succeed or fail as a complete unit; it cannot remain in an
intermediate state.
Since most, though not necessarily all, transaction processing today is interactive the term is often treated as
synonymous with online transaction processing.

Description
Transaction processing is designed to maintain a database Integrity (typically a database or some modern
filesystems) in a known, consistent state, by ensuring that interdependent operations on the system are either all
completed successfully or all canceled successfully.
For example, consider a typical banking transaction that involves moving $700 from a customer's savings account to
a customer's checking account. This transaction involves at least two separate operations in computer terms: debiting
the savings account by $700, and crediting the checking account by $700. If one operation succeeds but the other
does not, the books of the bank will not balance at the end of the day. There must therefore be a way to ensure that
either both operations succeed or both fail, so that there is never any inconsistency in the bank's database as a whole.
Transaction processing links multiple individual operations in a single, indivisible transaction, and ensures that either
all operations in a transaction are completed without error, or none of them are. If some of the operations are
completed but errors occur when the others are attempted, the transaction-processing system "rolls back" all of the
operations of the transaction (including the successful ones), thereby erasing all traces of the transaction and
restoring the system to the consistent, known state that it was in before processing of the transaction began. If all
operations of a transaction are completed successfully, the transaction is committed by the system, and all changes to
the database are made permanent; the transaction cannot be rolled back once this is done.
Transaction processing guards against hardware and software errors that might leave a transaction partially
completed. If the computer system crashes in the middle of a transaction, the transaction processing system
guarantees that all operations in any uncommitted transactions are cancelled.
Generally, transactions are issued concurrently. If they overlap (i.e. need to touch the same portion of the database),
this can create conflicts. For example, if the customer mentioned in the example above has $150 in his savings
account and attempts to transfer $100 to a different person while at the same time moving $100 to the checking
account, only one of them can succeed. However, forcing transactions to be processed sequentially is inefficient.
Therefore, concurrent implementations of transaction processing is programmed to guarantee that the end result
reflects a conflict-free outcome, the same as could be reached if executing the transactions sequentially in any order
(a property called serializability). In our example, this means that no matter which transaction was issued first, either
the transfer to a different person or the move to the checking account succeeds, while the other one fails.
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Methodology
The basic principles of all transaction-processing systems are the same. However, the terminology may vary from
one transaction-processing system to another, and the terms used below are not necessarily universal.

Rollback
Transaction-processing systems ensure database integrity by recording intermediate states of the database as it is
modified, then using these records to restore the database to a known state if a transaction cannot be committed. For
example, copies of information on the database prior to its modification by a transaction are set aside by the system
before the transaction can make any modifications (this is sometimes called a before image). If any part of the
transaction fails before it is committed, these copies are used to restore the database to the state it was in before the
transaction began.

Rollforward
It is also possible to keep a separate journal of all modifications to a database (sometimes called after images). This
is not required for rollback of failed transactions but it is useful for updating the database in the event of a database
failure, so some transaction-processing systems provide it. If the database fails entirely, it must be restored from the
most recent back-up. The back-up will not reflect transactions committed since the back-up was made. However,
once the database is restored, the journal of after images can be applied to the database (rollforward) to bring the
database up to date. Any transactions in progress at the time of the failure can then be rolled back. The result is a
database in a consistent, known state that includes the results of all transactions committed up to the moment of
failure.

Deadlocks
In some cases, two transactions may, in the course of their processing, attempt to access the same portion of a
database at the same time, in a way that prevents them from proceeding. For example, transaction A may access
portion X of the database, and transaction B may access portion Y of the database. If, at that point, transaction A
then tries to access portion Y of the database while transaction B tries to access portion X, a deadlock occurs, and
neither transaction can move forward. Transaction-processing systems are designed to detect these deadlocks when
they occur. Typically both transactions will be cancelled and rolled back, and then they will be started again in a
different order, automatically, so that the deadlock doesn't occur again. Or sometimes, just one of the deadlocked
transactions will be cancelled, rolled back, and automatically restarted after a short delay.
Deadlocks can also occur between three or more transactions. The more transactions involved, the more difficult
they are to detect, to the point that transaction processing systems find there is a practical limit to the deadlocks they
can detect.
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Compensating transaction
In systems where commit and rollback mechanisms are not available or undesirable, a compensating transaction is
often used to undo failed transactions and restore the system to a previous state.

ACID criteria
Jim Gray defined properties of a reliable transaction system in the late 1970s under the acronym ACID — atomicity,
consistency, isolation, and durability.

Atomicity
A transaction’s changes to the state are atomic: either all happen or none happen. These changes include database
changes, messages, and actions on transducers.

Consistency
Consistency: A transaction is a correct transformation of the state. The actions taken as a group do not violate any of
the integrity constraints associated with the state.

Isolation
Even though transactions execute concurrently, it appears to each transaction T, that others executed either before T
or after T, but not both.

Durability
Once a transaction completes successfully (commits), its changes to the state survive failures.

Benefits
Transaction processing has these benefits:
•• It allows sharing of computer resources among many users
•• It shifts the time of job processing to when the computing resources are less busy
•• It avoids idling the computing resources without minute-by-minute human interaction and supervision
•• It is used on expensive classes of computers to help amortize the cost by keeping high rates of utilization of those

expensive resources

Implementations
Standard transaction-processing software, notably IBM's Information Management System, was first developed in
the 1960s, and was often closely coupled to particular database management systems. Client–server computing
implemented similar principles in the 1980s with mixed success. However, in more recent years, the distributed
client–server model has become considerably more difficult to maintain. As the number of transactions grew in
response to various online services (especially the Web), a single distributed database was not a practical solution. In
addition, most online systems consist of a whole suite of programs operating together, as opposed to a strict
client–server model where the single server could handle the transaction processing. Today a number of transaction
processing systems are available that work at the inter-program level and which scale to large systems, including
mainframes.
One well-known[citation needed] (and open) industry standard is the X/Open Distributed Transaction Processing (DTP)
(see also JTA the Java Transaction API). However, proprietary transaction-processing environments such as IBM's
CICS are still very popular[citation needed], although CICS has evolved to include open industry standards as well.
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The term 'Extreme Transaction Processing' (XTP) has been used to describe transaction processing systems with
uncommonly challenging requirements, particularly throughput requirements (transactions per second). Such
systems may be implemented via distributed or cluster style architectures.
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Concepts

ACID
In computer science, ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) is a set of properties that guarantee that
database transactions are processed reliably. In the context of databases, a single logical operation on the data is
called a transaction. For example, a transfer of funds from one bank account to another, even involving multiple
changes such as debiting one account and crediting another, is a single transaction. The chosen initials refer to the
acid test.[citation needed]

Jim Gray defined these properties of a reliable transaction system in the late 1970s and developed technologies to
achieve them automatically.[1]

In 1983, Andreas Reuter and Theo Härder coined the acronym ACID to describe them.[2]

Characteristics

Atomicity
Atomicity requires that each transaction is "all or nothing": if one part of the transaction fails, the entire transaction
fails, and the database state is left unchanged. An atomic system must guarantee atomicity in each and every
situation, including power failures, errors, and crashes. To the outside world, a committed transaction appears (by its
effects on the database) to be indivisible ("atomic"), and an aborted transaction does not happen.

Consistency
The consistency property ensures that any transaction will bring the database from one valid state to another. Any
data written to the database must be valid according to all defined rules, including but not limited to constraints,
cascades, triggers, and any combination thereof. This does not guarantee correctness of the transaction in all ways
the application programmer might have wanted (that is the responsibility of application-level code) but merely that
any programming errors do not violate any defined rules.

Isolation
The isolation property ensures that the concurrent execution of transactions results in a system state that would be
obtained if transactions were executed serially, i.e. one after the other. Providing isolation is the main goal of
concurrency control. Depending on concurrency control method, the effects of an incomplete transaction might not
even be visible to another transaction.[citation needed]

Durability
Durability means that once a transaction has been committed, it will remain so, even in the event of power loss,
crashes, or errors. In a relational database, for instance, once a group of SQL statements execute, the results need to
be stored permanently (even if the database crashes immediately thereafter). To defend against power loss,
transactions (or their effects) must be recorded in a non-volatile memory.
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Examples
The following examples further illustrate the ACID properties. In these examples, the database table has two
columns, A and B. An integrity constraint requires that the value in A and the value in B must sum to 100. The
following SQL code creates a table as described above:

CREATE TABLE acidtest (A INTEGER, B INTEGER CHECK (A + B = 100));

Atomicity failure
Assume that a transaction attempts to subtract 10 from A and add 10 to B. This is a valid transaction, since the data
continue to satisfy the constraint after it has executed. However, assume that after removing 10 from A, the
transaction is unable to modify B. If the database retained A's new value, atomicity and the constraint would both be
violated. Atomicity requires that both parts of this transaction, or neither, be complete.

Consistency failure
Consistency is a very general term which demands that the data must meet all validation rules. In the previous
example, the validation is a requirement that A + B = 100. Also, it may be inferred that both A and B must be
integers. A valid range for A and B may also be inferred. All validation rules must be checked to ensure consistency.
Assume that a transaction attempts to subtract 10 from A without altering B. Because consistency is checked after
each transaction, it is known that A + B = 100 before the transaction begins. If the transaction removes 10 from A
successfully, atomicity will be achieved. However, a validation check will show that A + B = 90, which is
inconsistent with the rules of the database. The entire transaction must be cancelled and the affected rows rolled back
to their pre-transaction state. If there had been other constraints, triggers, or cascades, every single change operation
would have been checked in the same way as above before the transaction was committed.

Isolation failure
To demonstrate isolation, we assume two transactions execute at the same time, each attempting to modify the same
data. One of the two must wait until the other completes in order to maintain isolation.
Consider two transactions. T1 transfers 10 from A to B. T2 transfers 10 from B to A. Combined, there are four
actions:
• T1 subtracts 10 from A.
• T1 adds 10 to B.
• T2 subtracts 10 from B.
• T2 adds 10 to A.
If these operations are performed in order, isolation is maintained, although T2 must wait. Consider what happens if
T1 fails half-way through. The database eliminates T1's effects, and T2 sees only valid data.
By interleaving the transactions, the actual order of actions might be:
• T1 subtracts 10 from A.
• T2 subtracts 10 from B.
• T2 adds 10 to A.
• T1 adds 10 to B.
Again, consider what happens if T1 fails halfway through. By the time T1 fails, T2 has already modified A; it cannot
be restored to the value it had before T1 without leaving an invalid database. This is known as a write-write
failure,[citation needed] because two transactions attempted to write to the same data field. In a typical system, the
problem would be resolved by reverting to the last known good state, canceling the failed transaction T1, and
restarting the interrupted transaction T2 from the good state.
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Durability failure
Assume that a transaction transfers 10 from A to B. It removes 10 from A. It then adds 10 to B. At this point, a
"success" message is sent to the user. However, the changes are still queued in the disk buffer waiting to be
committed to the disk. Power fails and the changes are lost. The user assumes (understandably) that the changes have
been made.

Implementation
Processing a transaction often requires a sequence of operations that is subject to failure for a number of reasons. For
instance, the system may have no room left on its disk drives, or it may have used up its allocated CPU time.
There are two popular families of techniques: write ahead logging and shadow paging. In both cases, locks must be
acquired on all information that is updated, and depending on the level of isolation, possibly on all data that is read
as well. In write ahead logging, atomicity is guaranteed by copying the original (unchanged) data to a log before
changing the database.Wikipedia:Disputed statement That allows the database to return to a consistent state in the
event of a crash.
In shadowing, updates are applied to a partial copy of the database, and the new copy is activated when the
transaction commits.

Locking vs multiversioning
Many databases rely upon locking to provide ACID capabilities. Locking means that the transaction marks the data
that it accesses so that the DBMS knows not to allow other transactions to modify it until the first transaction
succeeds or fails. The lock must always be acquired before processing data, including data that are read but not
modified. Non-trivial transactions typically require a large number of locks, resulting in substantial overhead as well
as blocking other transactions. For example, if user A is running a transaction that has to read a row of data that user
B wants to modify, user B must wait until user A's transaction completes. Two phase locking is often applied to
guarantee full isolation.[citation needed]

An alternative to locking is multiversion concurrency control, in which the database provides each reading
transaction the prior, unmodified version of data that is being modified by another active transaction. This allows
readers to operate without acquiring locks, i.e. writing transactions do not block reading transactions, and readers do
not block writers. Going back to the example, when user A's transaction requests data that user B is modifying, the
database provides A with the version of that data that existed when user B started his transaction. User A gets a
consistent view of the database even if other users are changing data. One implementation, namely snapshot
isolation, relaxes the isolation property.

Distributed transactions
Guaranteeing ACID properties in a distributed transaction across a distributed database where no single node is
responsible for all data affecting a transaction presents additional complications. Network connections might fail, or
one node might successfully complete its part of the transaction and then be required to roll back its changes,
because of a failure on another node. The two-phase commit protocol (not to be confused with two-phase locking)
provides atomicity for distributed transactions to ensure that each participant in the transaction agrees on whether the
transaction should be committed or not.[citation needed] Briefly, in the first phase, one node (the coordinator)
interrogates the other nodes (the participants) and only when all reply that they are prepared does the coordinator, in
the second phase, formalize the transaction.
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Create, read, update and delete
In computer programming, create, read, update and delete (CRUD) (Sometimes called SCRUD with an "S" for
Search) are the four basic functions of persistent storage. Sometimes CRUD is expanded with the words retrieve
instead of read, modify instead of update, or destroy instead of delete. It is also sometimes used to describe user
interface conventions that facilitate viewing, searching, and changing information; often using computer-based forms
and reports. The term was likely first popularized by James Martin in his 1983 book Managing the Data-base
Environment. The acronym may be extended to CRUDL to cover listing of large data sets which bring additional
complexity such as pagination when the data sets are too large to hold easily in memory.
Another variation of CRUD is BREAD, an acronym for "Browse, Read, Edit, Add, Delete".

Database applications
The acronym CRUD refers to all of the major functions that are implemented in relational database applications.
Each letter in the acronym can map to a standard SQL statement and HTTP method:

Operation SQL HTTP

Create INSERT POST

Read (Retrieve) SELECT GET

Update (Modify) UPDATE PUT / PATCH

Delete (Destroy) DELETE DELETE

Making full use of HTTP methods, along with other constraints, is considered "RESTful".
Although a relational database provides a common persistence layer in software applications, numerous other
persistence layers exist. CRUD functionality can be implemented with an object database, an XML database, flat text
files, custom file formats, tape, or card, for example.

User interface
CRUD is also relevant at the user interface level of most applications. For example, in address book software, the
basic storage unit is an individual contact entry. As a bare minimum, the software must allow the user to:
•• Create or add new entries
•• Read, retrieve, search, or view existing entries
•• Update or edit existing entries
•• Delete/deactivate existing entries
Without at least these four operations, the software cannot be considered complete. Because these operations are so
fundamental, they are often documented and described under one comprehensive heading, such as "contact
management", "content management" or "contact maintenance" (or "document management" in general, depending
on the basic storage unit for the particular application).
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Notes

Null (SQL)

The Greek lowercase omega (ω)
character is used to represent Null in

database theory.

Null is a special marker used in Structured Query Language (SQL) to indicate
that a data value does not exist in the database. Introduced by the creator of the
relational database model, E. F. Codd, SQL Null serves to fulfill the requirement
that all true relational database management systems (RDBMS) support a
representation of "missing information and inapplicable information". Codd also
introduced the use of the lowercase Greek omega (ω) symbol to represent Null
in database theory. NULL is also an SQL reserved keyword used to identify the
Null special marker.

Null has been the focus of controversy and a source of debate because of its
associated three-valued logic (3VL), special requirements for its use in SQL
joins, and the special handling required by aggregate functions and SQL
grouping operators. Computer science professor Ron van der Meyden
summarized the various issues as: "The inconsistencies in the SQL standard mean that it is not possible to ascribe
any intuitive logical semantics to the treatment of nulls in SQL."[1] Although various proposals have been made for
resolving these issues, the complexity of the alternatives has prevented their widespread adoption.

For people new to the subject, a good way to remember what null means is to remember that in terms of information,
"lack of a value" is not the same thing as "a value of zero"; similarly, "lack of an answer" is not the same thing as "an
answer of no". For example, consider the question "How many books does Juan own?" The answer may be "zero"
(we know that he owns none) or "null" (we do not know how many he owns, or doesn't own). In a database table, the
column reporting this answer would start out with a value of null, and it would not be updated with "zero" until we
have ascertained that Juan owns no books.

History
E. F. Codd mentioned nulls as a method of representing missing data in the relational model in an 1975 paper in the
FDT Bulletin of ACM-SIGMOD. Codd's paper that is most commonly cited in relation with the semantics of Null (as
adopted in SQL) is his 1979 paper in the ACM Transactions on Database Systems, in which he also introduced his
Relational Model/Tasmania, although much of the other proposals from the latter paper have remained obscure.
Section 2.3 of his 1979 paper details the semantics of Null propagation in arithmetic operations and well as
comparisons employing a ternary (three-valued) logic when comparing to nulls; it also details the treatment of Nulls
on other set operations (the latter issue still controversial today). In database theory circles, the original proposal of
Codd (1975, 1979) is now referred to as "Krokk tables". Codd later reinforced his requirement that all RDBMS
support Null to indicate missing data in a 1985 two-part article published in ComputerWorld magazine.
The 1986 SQL standard basically adopted Codd's proposal after an implementation prototype in IBM System R. 
Although Don Chamberlin recognized nulls (alongside duplicate rows) as one of the most controversial features of 
SQL, he defended the design of Nulls in SQL invoking the pragmatic arguments that it was the least expensive form 
of system support for missing information, saving the programmer from many duplicative application-level checks 
(see semipredicate problem) while at the same time providing the database designer with the option not to use nulls 
if he so desires; for example, in order to avoid well known anomalies (discussed in the semantics section of this 
article). Chamberlin also argued that besides providing some missing-value functionality, practical experience with 
Nulls also led to other language features which rely on Nulls, like certain grouping constructs and outer joins.
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Finally, he argued that in practice Nulls also end up being used a quick way to patch an existing schema when it
needs to evolve beyond its original intent, coding not for missing but rather for inapplicable information; for
example, a database that quickly needs to support electric cars while having a miles-per-gallon column.
Codd indicated in his 1990 book The Relational Model for Database Management, Version 2 that the single Null
mandated by the SQL standard was inadequate, and should be replaced by two separate Null-type markers to
indicate the reason why data is missing. In Codd's book, these two Null-type markers are referred to as 'A-Values'
and 'I-Values', representing 'Missing But Applicable' and 'Missing But Inapplicable', respectively. Codd's
recommendation would have required SQL's logic system be expanded to accommodate a four-valued logic system.
Because of this additional complexity, the idea of multiple Null-type values has not gained widespread acceptance in
the database practitioners' domain. It remains an active field of research though, with numerous papers still being
published.

Null propagation

Arithmetic operations
Because Null is not a data value, but a marker for an unknown value, using mathematical operators on Null results in
an unknown value, which is represented by Null. In the following example, multiplying 10 by Null results in Null:

10 * NULL          -- Result is NULL

This can lead to unanticipated results. For instance, when an attempt is made to divide Null by zero, platforms may
return Null instead of throwing an expected "data exception - division by zero". Though this behavior is not defined
by the ISO SQL standard many DBMS vendors treat this operation similarly. For instance, the Oracle, PostgreSQL,
MySQL Server, and Microsoft SQL Server platforms all return a Null result for the following:

NULL / 0

String concatenation
String concatenation operations, which are common in SQL, also result in Null when one of the operands is Null.
The following example demonstrates the Null result returned by using Null with the SQL || string concatenation
operator.

'Fish ' || NULL || 'Chips'   -- Result is NULL

This is not true for all database implementations. In an Oracle RDBMS for example NULL and the empty string are
considered the same thing and therefore 'Fish ' || NULL || 'Chips' results in 'Fish Chips'.

Comparisons with NULL and the three-valued logic (3VL)
Since Null is not a member of any data domain, it is not considered a "value", but rather a marker (or placeholder)
indicating the absence of value. Because of this, comparisons with Null can never result in either True or False, but
always in a third logical result, Unknown. The logical result of the expression below, which compares the value 10
to Null, is Unknown:

SELECT 10 = NULL       -- Results in Unknown

However, certain operations on Null can return values if the value of Null is not relevant to the outcome of the
operation. Consider the following example:

SELECT NULL OR TRUE   -- Results in True
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In this case, the fact that the value on the left of OR is unknowable is irrelevant, because the outcome of the OR
operation would be True regardless of the value on the left.
SQL implements three logical results, so SQL implementations must provide for a specialized three-valued logic
(3VL). The rules governing SQL three-valued logic are shown in the tables below (p and q represent logical states)"
The truth tables SQL uses for AND, OR, and NOT correspond to a common fragment of the Kleene and
Łukasiewicz three-valued logic (which differ in their definition of implication, however SQL defines no such
operation).

p q p OR q p AND q p = q

True True True True True

True False True False False

True Unknown True Unknown Unknown

False True True False False

False False False False True

False Unknown Unknown False Unknown

Unknown True True Unknown Unknown

Unknown False Unknown False Unknown

Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown

p NOT p

True False

False True

Unknown Unknown

Effect of Unknown in WHERE clauses
SQL three-valued logic is encountered in Data Manipulation Language (DML) in comparison predicates of DML
statements and queries. The WHERE clause causes the DML statement to act on only those rows for which the
predicate evaluates to True. Rows for which the predicate evaluates to either False or Unknown are not acted on by
INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE DML statements, and are discarded by SELECT queries. Interpreting Unknown
and False as the same logical result is a common error encountered while dealing with Nulls. The following simple
example demonstrates this fallacy:

SELECT * 

FROM t 

WHERE i = NULL;

The example query above logically always returns zero rows because the comparison of the i column with Null
always returns Unknown, even for those rows where i is Null. The Unknown result causes the SELECT statement to
summarily discard each and every row. (However, in practice, some SQL tools will retrieve rows using a comparison
with Null.)
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Null-specific and 3VL-specific comparison predicates
Basic SQL comparison operators always return Unknown when comparing anything with Null, so the SQL standard
provides for two special Null-specific comparison predicates. The IS NULL and IS NOT NULL predicates
(which use a postfix syntax) test whether data is, or is not, Null.
The SQL standard contains an extension F571 "Truth value tests" that introduces three additional logical unary
operators (six in fact, if we count their negation, which is part of their syntax), also using postfix notation. They have
the following truth tables:[2]

p true false unknown

p IS TRUE true false false

p IS NOT TRUE false true true

p IS FALSE false true false

p IS NOT FALSE true false true

p IS UNKNOWN false false true

p IS NOT UNKNOWN true true false

The F571 extension is orthogonal to the presence of the boolean datatype in SQL (discussed later in this article) and,
despite syntactic similarities, F571 does not introduce boolean or three-valued literals in the language. The F571
extension was actually present in SQL92, well before the boolean datatype was introduced to the standard in 1999.
The F571 extension is implemented by few systems however; PostgreSQL is one of those implementing it.
The addition of IS UNKNOWN to the other operators of SQL's three-valued logic makes the SQL three-valued logic
functionally complete,[3] meaning its logical operators can express (in combination) any conceivable three-valued
logical function.
On systems which don't support the F571 extension, it is possible to emulate IS UNKNOWN p by going over every
argument that could make the expression p Unknown and test those arguments with IS NULL or other
NULL-specific functions, although this may be more cumbersome.

Law of the excluded fourth (in WHERE clauses)
In SQL's three-valued logic the law of the excluded middle, p OR NOT p, no longer evaluates to true for all p. More
precisely, in SQL's three-valued logic p OR NOT p is unknown precisely when p is unknown and true otherwise.
Because direct comparisons with Null result in the unknown logical value, the following query

SELECT * FROM stuff WHERE ( x = 10 ) OR NOT ( x = 10 );

is not equivalent in SQL with

SELECT * FROM stuff;

if the column x contains any Nulls; in that case the second query would return some rows the first one does not
return, namely all those in which x is Null. In classical two-valued logic, the law of the excluded middle would allow
the simplification of the WHERE clause predicate, in fact its elimination. Attempting to apply the law of the
excluded middle to SQL's 3VL is effectively a false dichotomy. The second query is actually equivalent with:

SELECT * FROM stuff;

-- is (because of 3VL) equivalent to:

SELECT * FROM stuff WHERE ( x = 10 ) OR NOT ( x = 10 ) OR x IS NULL;

Thus, to correctly simplify the first statement in SQL requires that we return all rows in which x is not null.
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SELECT * FROM stuff WHERE x IS NOT NULL;

From the above, it's easy observe that for SQL's WHERE clause a tautology similar to the law of excluded middle
can be written. Assuming the IS UNKNOWN operator is present, this is p OR (NOT p) OR (p IS UNKNOWN) is
true for every predicate p. Among logicians, this is called law of excluded fourth.
There are some SQL expressions in which it is less obvious where the false dilemma occurs, for example:

SELECT 'ok' WHERE 1 NOT IN (SELECT CAST (NULL AS INTEGER))

UNION

SELECT 'ok' WHERE 1 IN (SELECT CAST (NULL AS INTEGER));

produces no rows because IN is translates to an iterated version of equality over the argument set and 1<>NULL is
Unknown, just a as 1=NULL is Unknown. (The CAST in this example is needed only in some SQL implementations
like PostgreSQL, which would reject it with a type checking error otherwise. In many systems plain SELECT NULL
works in the subquery.) The missing case above is of course:

SELECT 'ok' WHERE (1 IN (SELECT CAST (NULL AS INTEGER))) IS UNKNOWN;

Effect of Null and Unknown in other constructs

Joins

Joins evaluate using the same comparison rules as for WHERE clauses. Therefore, care must be taken when using
nullable columns in SQL join criteria. In particular a table containing any nulls is not equal with a natural self-join of
itself, meaning that whereas is true for any relation R in relational algebra, a SQL self-join will
exclude all rows having a null value anywhere.[4] An example of this behavior is given in the section analyzing the
missing-value semantics of Nulls.
The SQL COALESCE function or CASE expressions can be used to "simulate" Null equality in join criteria, and the
IS NULL and IS NOT NULL predicates can be used in the join criteria as well. The following predicate tests for
equality of the values A and B and treats Nulls as being equal.

(A = B) OR (A IS NULL AND B IS NULL)

CASE expressions

SQL provides two flavours of conditional expressions. One is called "simple CASE" and operates like a switch
statement. The other is called a "searched CASE" in the standard, and operates like an if...elseif.
The simple CASE expressions use implicit equality comparisons which operate under the same rules as the DML
WHERE clause rules for Null. Thus, a simple CASE expression cannot check for the existence of Null directly. A
check for Null in a simple CASE expression always results in Unknown, as in the following:

SELECT CASE i WHEN NULL THEN 'Is Null'  -- This will never be returned

              WHEN    0 THEN 'Is Zero'  -- This will be returned when i

 = 0

              WHEN    1 THEN 'Is One'   -- This will be returned when i

 = 1

              END

FROM t;

Because the expression i = NULL evaluates to Unknown no matter what value column i contains (even if it
contains Null), the string 'Is Null' will never be returned.
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On the other hand, a "searched" CASE expression can use predicates like IS NULL and IS NOT NULL in its
conditions. The following example shows how to use a searched CASE expression to properly check for Null:

SELECT CASE WHEN i IS NULL THEN 'Null Result'  -- This will be returned

 when i is NULL

            WHEN     i = 0 THEN 'Zero'         -- This will be returned

 when i = 0

            WHEN     i = 1 THEN 'One'          -- This will be returned

 when i = 1

            END

FROM t;

In the searched CASE expression, the string 'Null Result' is returned for all rows in which i is Null.
Oracle's dialect of SQL provides a built-in function DECODE which can be used instead of the simple CASE
expressions and considers two nulls equal.

SELECT DECODE(i, NULL, 'Null Result', 0, 'Zero', 1, 'One') FROM t;

Finally, all these constructs return a NULL if no match is found; they have a default ELSE NULL clause.

IF statements in procedural extensions

SQL/PSM (SQL Persistent Stored Modules) defines procedural extensions for SQL, such as the IF statement.
However, the major SQL vendors have historically included their own proprietary procedural extensions. Procedural
extensions for looping and comparisons operate under Null comparison rules similar to those for DML statements
and queries. The following code fragment, in ISO SQL standard format, demonstrates the use of Null 3VL in an IF
statement.

IF i = NULL THEN

      SELECT 'Result is True'

ELSEIF NOT(i = NULL) THEN

      SELECT 'Result is False'

ELSE

      SELECT 'Result is Unknown';

The IF statement performs actions only for those comparisons that evaluate to True. For statements that evaluate to
False or Unknown, the IF statement passes control to the ELSEIF clause, and finally to the ELSE clause. The
result of the code above will always be the message 'Result is Unknown' since the comparisons with Null
always evaluate to Unknown.

Analysis of SQL Null missing-value semantics
The groundbreaking work of T. Imielinski and W. Lipski (1984) provided a framework in which to evaluate the
intended semantics of various proposals to implement missing-value semantics. This section roughly follows chapter
19 the "Alice" textbook. A similar presentation appears in the review of Ron van der Meyden, §10.4.

In selections and projections: weak representation
Constructs representing missing information, such as Codd tables, are actually intended to represent a set of
relations, one for each possible instantiation of their parameters; in the case of Codd tables, this means replacement
of Nulls with some concrete value. For example,
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the Codd table

Name Age

George 43

Harriet NULL

Charles 56

may represent the relation

Name Age

George 43

Harriet 22

Charles 56

or equally well the relation

Name Age

George 43

Harriet 37

Charles 56

A construct (such as a Codd table) is said to be a strong representation system (of missing information) if any
answer to a query made on the construct can be particularized to obtain an answer for any corresponding query on
the relations it represents, which are seen as models of the construct. More precisely, if is a query formula in the
relational algebra (of "pure" relations) and if is its lifting to a construct intended to represent missing information,
a strong representation has the property that for any query q and (table) construct T, lifts all the answers to the
construct, i.e.:

(The above has to hold for queries taking any number of tables as arguments, but the restriction to one table suffices
for this discussion.) Clearly Codd tables do not have this strong property if selections and projections are considered
as part of the query language. For example, all the answers to

SELECT * FROM Emp WHERE Age = 22;

should include the possibility that a relation like EmpH22 may exist. However Codd tables cannot represent the
disjunction "result with possibly 0 or 1 rows". A device, mostly of theoretical interest, called conditional table (or
c-table) can however represent such an answer:

Result

Name Age condition

Harriet ω1 ω1 = 22

where the condition column is interpreted as the row doesn't exist if the condition is false. It turns out that because
the formulas in the condition column of a c-table can be arbitrary propositional logic formulas, an algorithm for the
problem whether a c-table represents some concrete relation has a co-NP-complete complexity, thus is of little
practical value.
A weaker notion of representation is therefore desirable. Imielinski and Lipski introduced the notion of weak
representation, which essentially allows (lifted) queries over a construct to return a representation only for sure
information, i.e. if it's valid for all "possible world" instantiations (models) of the construct. Concretely, a construct
is a weak representation system if

The right-hand side of the above equation is the sure information, i.e. information which can be certainly extracted
from the database regardless of what values are used to replace Nulls in the database. In the example we considered
above, it's easy to see that the intersection of all possible models (i.e. the sure information) of the query selecting
WHERE Age = 22 is actually empty because, for instance, the (unlifted) query returns no rows for the relation
EmpH37. More generally, it was shown by Imielinski and Lipski that Codd tables are a weak representation system
if the query language is restricted to projections, selections (and renaming of columns). However, as soon as we add
either joins or unions to the query language, even this weak property is lost, as evidenced in the next section.
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If joins or unions are considered: not even weak representation
Let us consider the following query over the same Codd table Emp from the previous section:

SELECT Name FROM Emp WHERE Age = 22

UNION

SELECT Name FROM Emp WHERE Age <> 22;

Whatever concrete value one would choose for the NULL age of Harriet, the above query will return the full column
of names of any model of Emp, but when the (lifted) query is ran on Emp itself, Harriet will always be missing, i.e.
we have:

Query result on Emp:
Name

George

Charles

Query result on any model of Emp:
Name

George

Harriet

Charles

Thus when unions are added to the query language, Codd tables are not even a weak representation system of
missing information, meaning that queries over them don't even report all sure information. It's important to note
here that semantics of UNION on Nulls, which are discussed in a later section, did not even come into play in this
query. The "forgetful" nature of the two sub-queries was all that it took to guarantee that some sure information went
unreported when the above query was ran on the Codd table Emp.
For natural joins, the example needed to show that sure information may be unreported by some query is slightly
more complicated. Consider the table

J

F1 F2 F3

11 NULL 13

21 NULL 23

31 32 33

and the query

SELECT F1, F3 FROM

  (SELECT F1, F2 FROM J) AS F12

  NATURAL JOIN

  (SELECT F2, F3 FROM J) AS F23;

Query result on J:
F1 F3

31 33

Query result on any model of J:
F1 F3

11 13

21 23

31 33

The intuition for what happens above is that the Codd tables representing the projections in the subqueries lose track 
of the fact that the Null values in the columns F12.F2 and F23.F2 are actually copies of the originals in the table J.
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This observation suggests that a relatively simple improvement of Codd tables (which works correctly for this
example) would be to use Skolem constants (meaning Skolem functions which are also constant functions), say ω12
and ω22 instead of a single NULL symbol. Such an approach, called v-tables or Naive tables, is computationally less
expensive that the c-tables discussed above. However it is still not a complete solution for incomplete information in
the sense that v-tables are only a weak representation for queries not using any negations in selection (and not using
any set difference either). The first example considered in this section is using a negative selection clause, WHERE
Age <> 22, so it is also an example where v-tables queries would not report sure information.

Check constraints and foreign keys
The primary place in which SQL three-valued logic intersects with SQL Data Definition Language (DDL) is in the
form of check constraints. A check constraint placed on a column operates under a slightly different set of rules than
those for the DML WHERE clause. While a DML WHERE clause must evaluate to True for a row, a check constraint
must not evaluate to False. (From a logic perspective, the designated values are True and Unknown.) This means that
a check constraint will succeed if the result of the check is either True or Unknown. The following example table
with a check constraint will prohibit any integer values from being inserted into column i, but will allow Null to be
inserted since the result of the check will always evaluate to Unknown for Nulls.

CREATE TABLE t (

     i INTEGER,

     CONSTRAINT ck_i CHECK ( i < 0 AND i = 0 AND i > 0 ) );

Because of the change in designated values relative to the WHERE clause, from a logic perspective the law of
excluded middle is a tautology for CHECK constraints, meaning CHECK (p OR NOT p) always succeeds.
Furthermore, assuming Nulls are to be interpreted as existing but unknown values, some pathological CHECKs like
the one above allow insertion of Nulls that could never be replaced by any non-null value.
In order to constrain a column to reject Nulls, the NOT NULL constraint can be applied, as shown in the example
below. The NOT NULL constraint is semantically equivalent to a check constraint with an IS NOT NULL
predicate.

CREATE TABLE t ( i INTEGER NOT NULL );

By default check constraints against foreign keys succeed if any of the fields in such keys are Null. For example the
table

CREATE TABLE Books

( title VARCHAR(100),

  author_last VARCHAR(20),

  author_first VARCHAR(20),

FOREIGN KEY (author_last, author_first)

  REFERENCES Authors(last_name, first_name));

would allow insertion of rows where author_last or author_first are NULL irrespective of how the table Authors is
defined or what it contains. More precisely, a null in any of these fields would allow any value in the other one, even
on that is not found in Authors table. For example if Authors contained only ('Doe', 'John'), then ('Smith', NULL)
would satisfy the foreign key constraint. SQL-92 added two extra options for narrowing down the matches in such
cases. If MATCH PARTIAL is added after the REFERENCES declaration then any non-null must match the foreign
key, e. g. ('Doe', NULL) would still match, but ('Smith', NULL) would not. Finally, if MATCH FULL is added then
('Smith', NULL) would not match the constraint either, but (NULL, NULL) would still match it.
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Outer joins
SQL outer joins, including left outer joins, right outer joins, and full outer joins, automatically produce Nulls as
placeholders for missing values in related tables. For left outer joins, for instance, Nulls are produced in place of
rows missing from the table appearing on the right-hand side of the LEFT OUTER JOIN operator. The following
simple example uses two tables to demonstrate Null placeholder production in a left outer join.
The first table (Employee) contains employee ID numbers and names, while the second table (PhoneNumber)
contains related employee ID numbers and phone numbers, as shown below.

ID LastName FirstName

1 Johnson Joe

2 Lewis Larry

3 Thompson Thomas

4 Patterson Patricia

|+ Employee

ID Number

1 555-2323

3 555-9876

|+
PhoneNumber

The following sample SQL query performs a left outer join on these two tables.

SELECT e.ID, e.LastName, e.FirstName, pn.Number

FROM Employee e

LEFT OUTER JOIN PhoneNumber pn

ON e.ID = pn.ID;

The result set generated by this query demonstrates how SQL uses Null as a placeholder for values missing from the
right-hand (PhoneNumber) table, as shown below.

ID LastName FirstName Number

1 Johnson Joe 555-2323

2 Lewis Larry NULL

3 Thompson Thomas 555-9876

4 Patterson Patricia NULL

|+ Query result

Aggregate functions
SQL defines aggregate functions to simplify server-side aggregate calculations on data. Except for the COUNT(*)
function, all aggregate functions perform a Null-elimination step, so that Null values are not included in the final
result of the calculation.
Note that the elimination of Null values is not equivalent to replacing those values with zero. For example, in the
following table, AVG(i) (the average of the values of i) will give a different result from that of AVG(j):
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i j

150 150

200 200

250 250

NULL 0

|+ Table
Here AVG(i) is 200 (the average of 150, 200, and 250), while AVG(j) is 150 (the average of 150, 200, 250, and
0). A well-known side effect of this is that in SQL AVG(z) is not equivalent with SUM(z)/COUNT(*).

When two nulls are equal: grouping, sorting, and some set operations
Because SQL:2003 defines all Null markers as being unequal to one another, a special definition was required in
order to group Nulls together when performing certain operations. SQL defines "any two values that are equal to one
another, or any two Nulls", as "not distinct". This definition of not distinct allows SQL to group and sort Nulls when
the GROUP BY clause (and other keywords that perform grouping) are used.
Other SQL operations, clauses, and keywords use "not distinct" in their treatment of Nulls. These include the
following:
• PARTITION BY clause of ranking and windowing functions like ROW_NUMBER
• UNION, INTERSECT, and EXCEPT operator, which treat NULLs as the same for row comparison/elimination

purposes
• DISTINCT keyword used in SELECT queries
The principle that Nulls aren't equal to each other (but rather that the result is Unknown) is effectively violated in the
SQL specification for the UNION operator, which does identify nulls with each other. Consequently, some set
operations in SQL, like union or difference, may produce results not representing sure information, unlike operations
involving explicit comparisons with NULL (e.g. those in a WHERE clause discussed above). In Codd's 1979
proposal (which was basically adopted by SQL92) this semantic inconsistency is rationalized by arguing that
removal of duplicates in set operations happens "at a lower level of detail than equality testing in the evaluation of
retrieval operations."
The SQL standard does not explicitly define a default sort order for Nulls. Instead, on conforming systems, Nulls can
be sorted before or after all data values by using the NULLS FIRST or NULLS LAST clauses of the ORDER BY
list, respectively. Not all DBMS vendors implement this functionality, however. Vendors who do not implement this
functionality may specify different treatments for Null sorting in the DBMS.

Effect on index operation
Some SQL products do not index keys containing NULL values. For instance, PostgreSQL versions prior to 8.3 did
not, with the documentation for a B-tree index stating that

B-trees can handle equality and range queries on data that can be sorted into some ordering. In particular, the
PostgreSQL query planner will consider using a B-tree index whenever an indexed column is involved in a
comparison using one of these operators: < ≤ = ≥ >
Constructs equivalent to combinations of these operators, such as BETWEEN and IN, can also be
implemented with a B-tree index search. (But note that IS NULL is not equivalent to = and is not indexable.)

In cases where the index enforces uniqueness, NULL values are excluded from the index and uniqueness is not
enforced between NULL values. Again, quoting from the PostgreSQL documentation:
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When an index is declared unique, multiple table rows with equal indexed values will not be allowed. Null
values are not considered equal. A multicolumn unique index will only reject cases where all of the indexed
columns are equal in two rows.

This is consistent with the SQL:2003-defined behavior of scalar Null comparisons.
Another method of indexing Nulls involves handling them as not distinct in accordance with the SQL:2003-defined
behavior. For example, Microsoft SQL Server documentation states the following:

For indexing purposes, NULL values compare as equal. Therefore, a unique index, or UNIQUE constraint,
cannot be created if the key values are NULL in more than one row. Select columns that are defined as NOT
NULL when columns for a unique index or unique constraint are chosen.

Both of these indexing strategies are consistent with the SQL:2003-defined behavior of Nulls. Because indexing
methodologies are not explicitly defined by the SQL:2003 standard, indexing strategies for Nulls are left entirely to
the vendors to design and implement.

Null-handling functions
SQL defines two functions to explicitly handle Nulls: NULLIF and COALESCE. Both functions are abbreviations
for searched CASE expressions.

NULLIF
The NULLIF function accepts two parameters. If the first parameter is equal to the second parameter, NULLIF
returns Null. Otherwise, the value of the first parameter is returned.

NULLIF(value1, value2)

Thus, NULLIF is an abbreviation for the following CASE expression:

CASE WHEN value1 = value2 THEN NULL ELSE value1 END

COALESCE
The COALESCE function accepts a list of parameters, returning the first non-Null value from the list:

COALESCE(value1, value2, value3, ...)

COALESCE is defined as shorthand for the following SQL CASE expression:

CASE WHEN value1 IS NOT NULL THEN value1

     WHEN value2 IS NOT NULL THEN value2

     WHEN value3 IS NOT NULL THEN value3

     ...

     END

Some SQL DBMSs implement vendor-specific functions similar to COALESCE. Some systems (e.g. Transact-SQL)
implement an ISNULL function, or other similar functions that are functionally similar to COALESCE. (See Is
functions for more on the IS functions in Transact-SQL.)
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NVL
The Oracle NVL function accepts two parameters. It returns the first non-NULL parameter or NULL if all
parameters are NULL.
A COALESCE expression can be converted into an equivalent NVL expression thus:

COALESCE ( val1, ... , val{n} )

turns into:

NVL( val1 , NVL( val2 , NVL( val3 , … , NVL ( val{n-1} , val{n} ) … )))

A use case of this function is to replace in an expression a NULL value by a fixed value like in NVL(SALARY, 0)
which says, 'if SALARY contains a NULL value, replace it with 0'.
There is, however, one notable exception. In most implementations, COALESCE evaluates its parameters until it
reaches the first non-NULL one, while NVL evaluates all of its parameters. This is important for several reasons. A
parameter after the first non-NULL parameter could be a function, which could either be computationally expensive,
invalid, or could create unexpected side effects.

Data typing of Null and Unknown
The NULL literal is untyped in SQL, meaning that it is not designated as an integer, character, or any other specific
data type. Because of this, it is sometimes mandatory (or desirable) to explicitly convert Nulls to a specific data type.
For instance, if overloaded functions are supported by the RDBMS, SQL might not be able to automatically resolve
to the correct function without knowing the data types of all parameters, including those for which Null is passed.
Conversion from the NULL literal to a Null of a specific type is possible using the CAST introduced in SQL-92. For
example:

CAST (NULL AS INTEGER)

represents an integer which has the Null value.
The actual typing of Unknown (distinct or not from NULL itself) varies between SQL implementations. For example
the following

SELECT 'ok' WHERE (NULL <> 1) IS NULL;

parses and executes successfully in some environments (e.g. SQLite or PostgreSQL) which unify a NULL boolean
with Unknown but fails to parse in others (e.g. in SQL Server Compact). MySQL behaves similarly to PostgreSQL
in this regard (with the minor exception that MySQL regards TRUE and FALSE as no different from the ordinary
integers 1 and 0). PostgreSQL additionally implements a IS UNKNOWN predicate, which can be used to test
whether a three-value logical outcome is Unknown, although this is merely syntactic sugar.

BOOLEAN data type
The ISO SQL:1999 standard introduced the BOOLEAN data type to SQL, however it's still just an optional,
non-core feature, coded T031.
When restricted by a NOT NULL constraint, the SQL BOOLEAN works like the Boolean type from other
languages. Unrestricted however, the BOOLEAN datatype, despite its name, can hold the truth values TRUE,
FALSE, and UNKNOWN, all of which are defined as boolean literals according to the standard. The standard also
asserts that NULL and UNKNOWN "may be used interchangeably to mean exactly the same thing".[5]
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The Boolean type has been subject of criticism, particularly because of the mandated behavior of the UNKNOWN
literal, which is never equal to itself because of the identification with NULL.
As discussed above, in the PostgreSQL implementation of SQL, the null value is used to represent all UNKNOWN
results, including the UNKNOWN BOOLEAN. PostgreSQL does not implement the UNKNOWN literal (although it
does implement the IS UNKNOWN operator, which is an orthogonal feature.) Most other major vendors do not
support the Boolean type (as defined in T031) as of 2012.[6] The procedural part of Oracle's PL/SQL supports
BOOLEAN however variables; these can also be assigned NULL and the value is considered the same as
UNKNOWN.

Controversy

Common mistakes
Misunderstanding of how Null works is the cause of a great number of errors in SQL code, both in ISO standard
SQL statements and in the specific SQL dialects supported by real-world database management systems. These
mistakes are usually the result of confusion between Null and either 0 (zero) or an empty string (a string value with a
length of zero, represented in SQL as ''). Null is defined by the ISO SQL standard as different from both an empty
string and the numerical value 0, however. While Null indicates the absence of any value, the empty string and
numerical zero both represent actual values.
A classic rookie error is attempting to use the equality operator to find NULL values. Most SQL implementations
will execute the following query as syntactically correct (therefore give no error message) but it never returns any
rows, regardless of whether NULL values do exist in the table.

SELECT *

FROM sometable

WHERE num = NULL;  -- Should be "WHERE num IS NULL"

In a related, but more subtle example, a WHERE clause or conditional statement might compare a column's value
with a constant. It is often incorrectly assumed that a missing value would be "less than" or "not equal to" a constant
if that field contains Null, but, in fact, such expressions return Unknown. An example is below:

SELECT *

FROM sometable

WHERE num <> 1;  -- Rows where num is NULL will not be returned, 

                 -- contrary to many users' expectations.

Similarly, Null values are often confused with empty strings. Consider the LENGTH function, which returns the
number of characters in a string. When a Null is passed into this function, the function returns Null. This can lead to
unexpected results, if users are not well versed in 3-value logic. An example is below:

SELECT * 

FROM sometable

WHERE LENGTH(string) < 20; -- Rows where string is NULL will not be returned.

This is complicated by the fact that in some database interface programs (or even database implementations like
Oracle's), NULL is reported as an empty string, and empty strings may be incorrectly stored as NULL.
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Criticisms
The ISO SQL implementation of Null is the subject of criticism, debate and calls for change. In The Relational
Model for Database Management: Version 2, Codd suggested that the SQL implementation of Null was flawed and
should be replaced by two distinct Null-type markers. The markers he proposed were to stand for "Missing but
Applicable" and "Missing but Inapplicable", known as A-values and I-values, respectively. Codd's recommendation,
if accepted, would have required the implementation of a four-valued logic in SQL. Others have suggested adding
additional Null-type markers to Codd's recommendation to indicate even more reasons that a data value might be
"Missing", increasing the complexity of SQL's logic system. At various times, proposals have also been put forth to
implement multiple user-defined Null markers in SQL. Because of the complexity of the Null-handling and logic
systems required to support multiple Null markers, none of these proposals have gained widespread acceptance.
Chris Date and Hugh Darwen, authors of The Third Manifesto, have suggested that the SQL Null implementation is
inherently flawed and should be eliminated altogether, pointing to inconsistencies and flaws in the implementation of
SQL Null-handling (particularly in aggregate functions) as proof that the entire concept of Null is flawed and should
be removed from the relational model. Others, like author Fabian Pascal, have stated a belief that "how the function
calculation should treat missing values is not governed by the relational model."[citation needed]

Closed world assumption
Another point of conflict concerning Nulls is that they violate the closed world assumption model of relational
databases by introducing an open world assumption into it. The closed world assumption, as it pertains to databases,
states that "Everything stated by the database, either explicitly or implicitly, is true; everything else is false." This
view assumes that the knowledge of the world stored within a database is complete. Nulls, however, operate under
the open world assumption, in which some items stored in the database are considered unknown, making the
database's stored knowledge of the world incomplete.
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Candidate key
In the relational model of databases, a candidate key of a relation is a minimal superkey for that relation; that is, a
set of attributes such that
1. the relation does not have two distinct tuples (i.e. rows or records in common database language) with the same

values for these attributes (which means that the set of attributes is a superkey)
2. there is no proper subset of these attributes for which (1) holds (which means that the set is minimal).
The constituent attributes are called prime attributes. Conversely, an attribute that does not occur in ANY candidate
key is called a non-prime attribute.
Since a relation contains no duplicate tuples, the set of all its attributes is a superkey if NULL values are not used. It
follows that every relation will have at least one candidate key.
The candidate keys of a relation tell us all the possible ways we can identify its tuples. As such they are an important
concept for the design of database schema.

Example
The definition of candidate keys can be illustrated with the following (abstract) example. Consider a relation variable
(relvar) R with attributes (A, B, C, D) that has only the following two legal values r1 and r2:

r1

A B C D

a1 b1 c1 d1

a1 b2 c2 d1

a2 b1 c2 d1

r2

A B C D

a1 b1 c1 d1

a1 b2 c2 d1

a1 b1 c2 d2

Here r2 differs from r1 only in the A and D values of the last tuple.
For r1 the following sets have the uniqueness property, i.e., there are no two distinct tuples in the instance with the
same values for the attributes in the set:

{A,B}, {A,C}, {B,C}, {A,B,C}, {A,B,D}, {A,C,D}, {B,C,D}, {A,B,C,D}
For r2 the uniqueness property holds for the following sets;

{B,C}, {B,D}, {C,D}, {A,B,C}, {A,B,D}, {A,C,D}, {B,C,D}, {A,B,C,D}
Since superkeys of a relvar are those sets of attributes that have the uniqueness property for all legal values of that
relvar and because we assume that r1 and r2 are all the legal values that R can take, we can determine the set of
superkeys of R by taking the intersection of the two lists:

{B,C}, {A,B,C}, {A,B,D}, {A,C,D}, {B,C,D}, {A,B,C,D}
Finally we need to select those sets for which there is no proper subset in the list, which are in this case:
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{B,C}, {A,B,D}, {A,C,D}
These are indeed the candidate keys of relvar R.
We have to consider all the relations that might be assigned to a relvar to determine whether a certain set of
attributes is a candidate key. For example, if we had considered only r1 then we would have concluded that {A,B} is
a candidate key, which is incorrect. However, we might be able to conclude from such a relation that a certain set is
not a candidate key, because that set does not have the uniqueness property (example {A,D} for r1). Note that the
existence of a proper subset of a set that has the uniqueness property cannot in general be used as evidence that the
superset is not a candidate key. In particular, note that in the case of an empty relation, every subset of the heading
has the uniqueness property, including the empty set.

Determining candidate keys
The set of all candidate keys can be computed e.g. from the set of functional dependencies. To this end we need to
define the attribute closure for an attribute set . The set contains all attributes that are functionally
implied by .
It is quite simple to find a single candidate key. We start with a set of attributes and try to remove successively
each attribute. If after removing an attribute the attribute closure stays the same, then this attribute is not necessary
and we can remove it permanently. We call the result . If is the set of all attributes, then

is a candidate key.
Actually we can detect every candidate key with this procedure by simply trying every possible order of removing
attributes. However there are much more permutations of attributes ( ) than subsets ( ). That is, many
attribute orders will lead to the same candidate key.
There is a fundamental difficulty for efficient algorithms for candidate key computation: Certain sets of functional
dependencies lead to exponentially many candidate keys. Consider the functional dependencies

which yields candidate keys:
. That is, the best we can expect is an algorithm that is efficient with respect to the

number of candidate keys.
The following algorithm actually runs in polynomial time in the number of candidate keys and functional
dependencies:

 K[0] := minimize(A);  /* A is the set of all attribute */

 n := 1; /* Number of Keys known so far */

 i := 0; /* Currently processed key */

 while i < n do

   foreach α → β ∈ F do
     S := α ∪ (K[i] − β);
     found := false;

     for j := 0 to n-1 do

       if K[j] ⊆ S then found := true;
     if not found then

       K[n] := minimize(S);

       n := n + 1;

The idea behind the algorithm is that given a candidate key and a functional dependency , the reverse
application of the functional dependency yields the set , which is a key, too. It may however be
covered by other already known candidate keys. (The algorithm checks this case using the 'found' variable.) If not,
then minimizing the new key yields a new candidate key. The key insight is (pun not intended) that all candidate
keys can be created this way.
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Foreign key
In the context of relational databases, a foreign key is a field (or collection of fields) in one table that uniquely
identifies a row of another table. In other words, a foreign key is a column or a combination of columns that is used
to establish and enforce a link between the data in two tables.
For example, consider a database with two tables, a CUSTOMER table that includes all customer data and an
ORDER table that includes all customer orders. Suppose that the business requires that each order must refer to a
single customer. To reflect this in the database, the primary key (e.g., CUSTOMERID) in the CUSTOMER table is
added to the ORDER table, where it is called a foreign key. Since CUSTOMERID in the ORDER table uniquely
identifies a row of the CUSTOMER table, it says which customer placed the order.
The table containing the foreign key is called the referencing or child table and the table containing the candidate key
is called the referenced or parent table. Since the purpose of the foreign key in the referencing table is to identify a
row of the referenced table, the value of the foreign key must be equal to the candidate key's value in some row of
the primary table or else have no value, i.e., the NULL value. This rule is called a referential integrity constraint
between the two tables. Because violations of referential integrity constraints can be the source of many database
problems, most database management systems enforce referential integrity constraints, providing mechanisms to
ensure that every non-null foreign key corresponds to a row of the referenced (or parent) table.
Foreign keys play an essential role in database design. One important part of database design is making sure that
relationships between real-world entities are reflected in the database by references, using foreign keys to refer from
one table to another. Another important part of database design is database normalization, in which tables are broken
apart and foreign keys make it possible for them to be reconstructed.
Multiple rows in the referencing (or child) table may refer to the same row in the referenced (or parent) table. For
this reason, the relationship between the two tables is called a one to many relationship between the referenced table
and the referencing table. The child and parent table may be the same table, i.e. the foreign key refers back to the
same table. Such a foreign key is known in SQL:2003 as a self-referencing or recursive foreign key.
A table may have multiple foreign keys, and each foreign key can have a different parent table. Each foreign key is
enforced independently by the database system. Therefore, cascading relationships between tables can be established
using foreign keys.
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Defining foreign keys
Foreign keys are defined in the ISO SQL Standard, through a FOREIGN KEY constraint. The syntax to add such a
constraint to an existing table is defined in SQL:2003 as shown below. Omitting the column list in the
REFERENCES clause implies that the foreign key shall reference the primary key of the referenced table.

ALTER TABLE <table identifier>

   ADD [ CONSTRAINT <constraint identifier> ]

      FOREIGN KEY ( <column expression> {, <column expression>}... )

      REFERENCES <table identifier> [ ( <column expression> {, <column expression>}... ) ]

      [ ON UPDATE <referential action> ]

      [ ON DELETE <referential action> ]

Likewise, foreign keys can be defined as part of the CREATE TABLE SQL statement.

CREATE TABLE table_name (

   id    INTEGER  PRIMARY KEY,

   col2  CHARACTER VARYING(20),

   col3  INTEGER,

   ...

   FOREIGN KEY(col3)

      REFERENCES other_table(key_col) ON DELETE CASCADE,

   ... )

If the foreign key is a single column only, the column can be marked as such using the following syntax:

CREATE TABLE table_name (

   id    INTEGER  PRIMARY KEY,

   col2  CHARACTER VARYING(20),

   col3  INTEGER REFERENCES other_table(column_name),

   ... )

Foreign keys can be defined with a stored procedure statement.Wikipedia:Please clarify

sp_foreignkey tabname, pktabname, col1 [, col2] ...  [, col8]

• tabname: the name of the table or view that contains the foreign key to be defined.
• pktabname: the name of the table or view that has the primary key to which the foreign key applies. The primary

key must already be defined.
• col1: the name of the first column that makes up the foreign key. The foreign key must have at least one column

and can have a maximum of eight columns.
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Referential actions
Because the database management system enforces referential constraints, it must ensure data integrity if rows in a
referenced table are to be deleted (or updated). If dependent rows in referencing tables still exist, those references
have to be considered. SQL:2003 specifies 5 different referential actions that shall take place in such occurrences:
•• CASCADE
•• RESTRICT
•• NO ACTION
•• SET NULL
•• SET DEFAULT

CASCADE
Whenever rows in the master (referenced) table are deleted (resp. updated), the respective rows of the child
(referencing) table with a matching foreign key column will get deleted (resp. updated) as well. This is called a
cascade delete (resp. update).

RESTRICT
A value cannot be updated or deleted when a row exists in a referencing or child table that references the value in the
referenced table.
Similarly, a row cannot be deleted as long as there is a reference to it from a referencing or child table.

NO ACTION
NO ACTION and RESTRICT are very much alike. The main difference between NO ACTION and RESTRICT is
that with NO ACTION the referential integrity check is done after trying to alter the table. RESTRICT does the
check before trying to execute the UPDATE or DELETE statement. Both referential actions act the same if the
referential integrity check fails: the UPDATE or DELETE statement will result in an error.
In other words, when an UPDATE or DELETE statement is executed on the referenced table using the referential
action NO ACTION, the DBMS verifies at the end of the statement execution that none of the referential
relationships are violated. This is different from RESTRICT, which assumes at the outset that the operation will
violate the constraint. Using NO ACTION, the triggers or the semantics of the statement itself may yield an end state
in which no foreign key relationships are violated by the time the constraint is finally checked, thus allowing the
statement to complete successfully.

SET DEFAULT , SET NULL
In general, the action taken by the DBMS for SET NULL or SET DEFAULT is the same for both ON DELETE or
ON UPDATE: The value of the affected referencing attributes is changed to NULL for SET NULL, and to the
specified default value for SET DEFAULT.

Triggers
Referential actions are generally implemented as implied triggers (i.e. triggers with system-generated names, often
hidden.) As such, they are subject to the same limitations as user-defined triggers, and their order of execution
relative to other triggers may need to be considered; in some cases it may become necessary to replace the referential
action with its equivalent user-defined trigger to ensure proper execution order, or to work around mutating-table
limitations.
Another important limitation appears with transaction isolation: your changes to a row may not be able to fully 
cascade because the row is referenced by data your transaction cannot "see", and therefore cannot cascade onto. An
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example: while your transaction is attempting to renumber a customer account, a simultaneous transaction is
attempting to create a new invoice for that same customer; while a CASCADE rule may fix all the invoice rows your
transaction can see to keep them consistent with the renumbered customer row, it won't reach into another
transaction to fix the data there; because the database cannot guarantee consistent data when the two transactions
commit, one of them will be forced to roll back (often on a first-come-first-served basis.)

Example
As a first example to illustrate foreign keys, suppose an accounts database has a table with invoices and each invoice
is associated with a particular supplier. Supplier details (such as name and address) are kept in a separate table; each
supplier is given a 'supplier number' to identify it. Each invoice record has an attribute containing the supplier
number for that invoice. Then, the 'supplier number' is the primary key in the Supplier table. The foreign key in the
Invoices table points to that primary key. The relational schema is the following. Primary keys are marked in bold,
and foreign keys are marked in italics.

  Supplier ( SupplierNumber, Name, Address, Type )

  Invoices ( InvoiceNumber, SupplierNumber, Text )

The corresponding Data Definition Language statement is as follows.

  CREATE TABLE Supplier (

     SupplierNumber  INTEGER NOT NULL,

     Name            VARCHAR(20) NOT NULL,

     Address         VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,

     Type            VARCHAR(10),

     CONSTRAINT supplier_pk PRIMARY KEY(SupplierNumber),

     CONSTRAINT number_value CHECK (SupplierNumber > 0) )

  CREATE TABLE Invoices (

     InvoiceNumber   INTEGER NOT NULL,

     SupplierNumber  INTEGER NOT NULL,

     Text            VARCHAR(4096),

     CONSTRAINT invoice_pk PRIMARY KEY(InvoiceNumber),

     CONSTRAINT inumber_value CHECK (InvoiceNumber > 0),

     CONSTRAINT supplier_fk FOREIGN KEY(SupplierNumber)

        REFERENCES Supplier(SupplierNumber)

        ON UPDATE CASCADE ON DELETE RESTRICT )
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Unique key
In an entity relationship diagram of a data model, one or more unique keys may be declared for each data entity.
Each unique key is composed from one or more data attributes of that data entity. The set of unique keys declared for
a data entity is often referred to as the candidate keys for that data entity. From the set of candidate keys, a single
unique key is selected and declared the primary key for that data entity. In an entity relationship diagram, each entity
relationship uses a unique key, most often the primary key, of one data entity and copies the unique key data
attributes to another data entity to which it relates. This inheritance of the unique key data attributes is referred to as
a foreign key and is used to provide data access paths between data entities. Once the data model is instantiated into
a database, each data entity usually becomes a database table, unique keys become unique indexes associated with
their assigned database tables, and entity relationships become foreign key constraints. In integrated data models,[1]

commonality relationships[2] do not become foreign key constraints since commonality relationships are a
peer-to-peer type of relationship.
In a relational database, a "Primary Key" is a key that uniquely defines the characteristics of each row (also known
as record or tuple). The primary key has to consist of characteristics that cannot be duplicated by any other row.
The primary key may consist of a single attribute or a multiple attributes in combination. For example, a birthday
could be shared by many people and so would not be a prime candidate for the Primary Key, but a social security
number or Driver's License number would be ideal since it correlates to one single data value. Another unique
characteristic of a Primary Key as it pertains to a relational database, is that a Primary Key must also serve as a
Foreign Key on a related table[citation needed]. For example:

Author Table Schema:

AuthorTable(AUTHOR_ID,AuthorName,CountryBorn,YearBorn)

Book Table Schema:

Book Table(ISBN,Author_ID,Title,Publisher,Price)

Here we can see that AUTHOR_ID serves as the Primary Key in AuthorTable but also serves as the Foreign Key on
the BookTable. The Foreign Key serves as the link and therefore the connection between the two "related" tables in
this sample database.
In a relational database, a unique key index can uniquely identify each row of data values in a database table. A
unique key index comprises a single column or a set of columns in a single database table. No two distinct rows or
data records in a database table can have the same data value (or combination of data values) in those unique key
index columns if NULL values are not used. Depending on its design, a database table may have many unique key
indexes but at most one primary key index.
A unique key constraint does not imply the NOT NULL constraint in practice. Because NULL is not an actual value
(it represents the lack of a value), when two rows are compared, and both rows have NULL in a column, the column
values are not considered to be equal. Thus, in order for a unique key to uniquely identify each row in a table, NULL
values must not be used. According to the SQL[3] standard and Relational Model theory, a unique key (unique
constraint) should accept NULL in several rows/tuples — however not all RDBMS implement this feature
correctly.[4][5]

A unique key should uniquely identify all possible rows that exist in a table and not only the currently existing rows
[citation needed]. Examples of unique keys are Social Security numbers (associated with a specific person[6]) or ISBNs
(associated with a specific book). Telephone books and dictionaries cannot use names, words, or Dewey Decimal
system numbers as candidate keys because they do not uniquely identify telephone numbers or words.
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A table can have at most one primary key, but more than one unique key. A primary key is a combination of
columns which uniquely specify a row. It is a special case of unique keys. One difference is that primary keys have
an implicit NOT NULL constraint while unique keys do not. Thus, the values in unique key columns may or may
not be NULL, and in fact such a column may contain at most one NULL fields.[7] Another difference is that primary
keys must be defined using another syntax.
The relational model, as expressed through relational calculus and relational algebra, does not distinguish between
primary keys and other kinds of keys. Primary keys were added to the SQL standard mainly as a convenience to the
application programmer.[citation needed]

Unique keys as well as primary keys can be referenced by foreign keys.

Defining primary keys
Primary keys are defined in the ANSI SQL Standard, through the PRIMARY KEY constraint. The syntax to add
such a constraint to an existing table is defined in SQL:2003 like this:

  ALTER TABLE <table identifier> 

      ADD [ CONSTRAINT <constraint identifier> ] 

      PRIMARY KEY ( <column expression> {, <column expression>}... )

The primary key can also be specified directly during table creation. In the SQL Standard, primary keys may consist
of one or multiple columns. Each column participating in the primary key is implicitly defined as NOT NULL. Note
that some DBMS require explicitly marking primary-key columns as NOT NULL.[citation needed]

  CREATE TABLE table_name (

     

     ...

  )

If the primary key consists only of a single column, the column can be marked as such using the following syntax:

  CREATE TABLE table_name (

     id_col  INT  PRIMARY KEY,

     col2    CHARACTER VARYING(20),

     ...

  )

Differences between Primary Key and Unique Key:

Primary Key
1. A primary key cannot allow null values. (You cannot define a primary key on columns that allow nulls.)
2. Each table can have at most one primary key.
3. On some RDBMS a primary key automatically generates a clustered table index by default.
Unique Key
1. A unique key can allow null values. (You can define a unique key on columns that allow nulls.)
2. Each table can have multiple unique keys.
3. On some RDBMS a unique key automatically generates a non-clustered table index by default.
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Defining unique keys
The definition of unique keys is syntactically very similar to primary keys.

  ALTER TABLE <table identifier> 

      ADD [ CONSTRAINT <constraint identifier> ] 

      UNIQUE ( <column expression> {, <column expression>}... )

Likewise, unique keys can be defined as part of the CREATE TABLE SQL statement.

  CREATE TABLE table_name (

     id_col   INT,

     col2     CHARACTER VARYING(20),

     key_col  SMALLINT,

     ...

     CONSTRAINT key_unique UNIQUE(key_col),

     ...

  )

  CREATE TABLE table_name (

     id_col  INT  PRIMARY KEY,

     col2    CHARACTER VARYING(20),

     ...

     key_col  SMALLINT UNIQUE,

     ...

  )

Surrogate keys
In some design situations the natural key that uniquely identifies a tuple in a relation is difficult to use for software
development. For example, it may involve multiple columns or large text fields. A surrogate key can be used as the
primary key. In other situations there may be more than one candidate key for a relation, and no candidate key is
obviously preferred. A surrogate key may be used as the primary key to avoid giving one candidate key artificial
primacy over the others.
Since primary keys exist primarily as a convenience to the programmer, surrogate primary keys are often used—in
many cases exclusively—in database application design.
Due to the popularity of surrogate primary keys, many developers and in some cases even theoreticians have come to
regard surrogate primary keys as an inalienable part of the relational data model. This is largely due to a migration of
principles from the Object-Oriented Programming model to the relational model, creating the hybrid
object-relational model. In the ORM, these additional restrictions are placed on primary keys:
•• Primary keys should be immutable, that is, not changed until the record is destroyed.
•• Primary keys should be anonymous integer or numeric identifiers.
However, neither of these restrictions is part of the relational model or any SQL standard. Due diligence should be
applied when deciding on the immutability of primary key values during database and application design. Some
database systems even imply that values in primary key columns cannot be changed using the UPDATE SQL
statement[citation needed].
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Alternate key
It is commonplace in SQL databases to declare a single primary key, the most important unique key. However,
there could be further unique keys that could serve the same purpose. These should be marked as 'unique' keys. This
is done to prevent incorrect data from entering a table (a duplicate entry is not valid in a unique column) and to make
the database more complete and useful. These could be called alternate keys.[8]
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Superkey
A superkey is defined in the relational model of database organization as a set of attributes of a relation variable for
which it holds that in all relations assigned to that variable, there are no two distinct tuples (rows) that have the same
values for the attributes in this set. Equivalently a superkey can also be defined as a set of attributes of a relation
schema upon which all attributes of the schema are functionally dependent.
Note that the set of all attributes is a trivial superkey, because in relational algebra duplicate rows are not permitted.
Also note that if attribute set K is a superkey of relation R, then at all times it is the case that the projection of R over
K has the same cardinality as R itself.
Informally, a superkey is a set of attributes within a table whose values can be used to uniquely identify a tuple. A
candidate key is a minimal set of attributes necessary to identify a tuple, this is also called a minimal superkey. For
example, given an employee schema, consisting of the attributes employeeID, name, job, and departmentID, we
could use the employeeID in combination with any or all other attributes of this table to uniquely identify a tuple in
the table. Examples of superkeys in this schema would be {employeeID, Name}, {employeeID, Name, job}, and
{employeeID, Name, job, departmentID}. The last example is known as trivial superkey, because it uses all
attributes of this table to identify the tuple.
In a real database we do not need values for all of those attributes to identify a tuple. We only need, per our example,
the set {employeeID}. This is a minimal superkey – that is, a minimal set of attributes that can be used to identify a
single tuple. So, employeeID is a candidate key.
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Example

English Monarchs

Monarch Name Monarch Number Royal House

Edward II Plantagenet

Edward III Plantagenet

Richard III Plantagenet

Henry IV Lancaster

First, list out all the (non-empty) sets of attributes:
• {Monarch Name}
• {Monarch Number}
• {Royal House}
• {Monarch Name, Monarch Number}
• {Monarch Name, Royal House}
• {Monarch Number, Royal House}
• {Monarch Name, Monarch Number, Royal House}

Second, eliminate all the sets which do not meet superkey's requirement. For example, {Monarch Name, Royal
House} cannot be a superkey because for the same attribute values (Edward, Plantagenet), there are two distinct
tuples:
• (Edward, II, Plantagenet)
• (Edward, III, Plantagenet)
Finally, after elimination, the remaining sets of attributes are the only possible superkeys in this example:
• {Monarch Name, Monarch Number} (Candidate Key)
•• {Monarch Name, Monarch Number, Royal House}
In real situations, however, superkeys are normally not determined by this method, which is very tedious and
time-consuming, but by analyzing functional dependencies (FD).
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Surrogate key
A surrogate key in a database is a unique identifier for either an entity in the modeled world or an object in the
database. The surrogate key is not derived from application data.

Definition
There are at least two definitions of a surrogate:
Surrogate (1) – Hall, Owlett and Codd (1976)

A surrogate represents an entity in the outside world. The surrogate is internally generated by the system but is
nevertheless visible to the user or application.

Surrogate (2) – Wieringa and De Jonge (1991)
A surrogate represents an object in the database itself. The surrogate is internally generated by the system and
is invisible to the user or application.

The Surrogate (1) definition relates to a data model rather than a storage model and is used throughout this article.
See Date (1998).
An important distinction between a surrogate and a primary key depends on whether the database is a current
database or a temporal database. Since a current database stores only currently valid data, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between a surrogate in the modeled world and the primary key of the database. In this case the
surrogate may be used as a primary key, resulting in the term surrogate key. In a temporal database, however, there
is a many-to-one relationship between primary keys and the surrogate. Since there may be several objects in the
database corresponding to a single surrogate, we cannot use the surrogate as a primary key; another attribute is
required, in addition to the surrogate, to uniquely identify each object.
Although Hall et al. (1976) say nothing about this, othersWikipedia:Citing sources have argued that a surrogate
should have the following characteristics:
•• the value is unique system-wide, hence never reused
•• the value is system generated
•• the value is not manipulable by the user or application
•• the value contains no semantic meaning
•• the value is not visible to the user or application
•• the value is not composed of several values from different domains.

Surrogates in practice
In a current database, the surrogate key can be the primary key, generated by the database management system and
not derived from any application data in the database. The only significance of the surrogate key is to act as the
primary key. It is also possible that the surrogate key exists in addition to the database-generated UUID (for
example, an HR number for each employee other than the UUID of each employee).
A surrogate key is frequently a sequential number (e.g. a Sybase or SQL Server "identity column", a PostgreSQL or
Informix serial, an Oracle SEQUENCE or a column defined with AUTO_INCREMENT in MySQL) but doesn't
have to be. Having the key independent of all other columns insulates the database relationships from changes in
data values or database design (making the database more agile) and guarantees uniqueness.
In a temporal database, it is necessary to distinguish between the surrogate key and the primary key. Typically, every 
row would have both a primary key and a surrogate key. The primary key identifies the unique row in the database, 
the surrogate key identifies the unique entity in the modelled world; these two keys are not the same. For example, 
table Staff may contain two rows for "John Smith", one row when he was employed between 1990 and 1999, another
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row when he was employed between 2001 and 2006. The surrogate key is identical (non-unique) in both rows
however the primary key will be unique.
Some database designers use surrogate keys systematically regardless of the suitability of other candidate keys,
while others will use a key already present in the data, if there is one.
A surrogate key may also be called a synthetic key, an entity identifier, a system-generated key, a database sequence
number, a factless key, a technical key, or an arbitrary unique identifier.[citation needed] Some of these terms describe
the way of generating new surrogate values rather than the nature of the surrogate concept.
Approaches to generating surrogates include:
• Universally Unique Identifiers (UUIDs)
• Globally Unique Identifiers (GUIDs)
• Object Identifiers (OIDs)
• Sybase or SQL Server identity column IDENTITY OR IDENTITY(n,n)
• Oracle SEQUENCE
• PostgreSQL or IBM Informix serial
• MySQL AUTO_INCREMENT
• AutoNumber data type in Microsoft Access
• AS IDENTITY GENERATED BY DEFAULT in IBM DB2
• Identity column (implemented in DDL) in Teradata

Advantages

Immutability
Surrogate keys do not change while the row exists. This has the following advantages:
•• Applications cannot lose their reference to a row in the database (since the identifier never changes).
• The primary key data can always be modified, even with databases that do not support cascading updates across

related foreign keys.

Requirement changes
Attributes that uniquely identify an entity might change, which might invalidate the suitability of the natural,
compound keys. Consider the following example:

An employee's network user name is chosen as a natural key. Upon merging with another company, new
employees must be inserted. Some of the new network user names create conflicts because their user names
were generated independently (when the companies were separate).

In these cases, generally a new attribute must be added to the natural key (for example, an original_company
column). With a surrogate key, only the table that defines the surrogate key must be changed. With natural keys, all
tables (and possibly other, related software) that use the natural key will have to change.
Some problem domains do not clearly identify a suitable natural key. Surrogate key avoids choosing a natural key
that might be incorrect.
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Performance
Surrogate keys tend to be a compact data type, such as a four-byte integer. This allows the database to query the
single key column faster than it could multiple columns. Furthermore a non-redundant distribution of keys causes the
resulting b-tree index to be completely balanced. Surrogate keys are also less expensive to join (fewer columns to
compare) than compound keys.

Compatibility
While using several database application development systems, drivers, and object-relational mapping systems, such
as Ruby on Rails or Hibernate, it is much easier to use an integer or GUID surrogate keys for every table instead of
natural keys in order to support database-system-agnostic operations and object-to-row mapping.

Uniformity
When every table has a uniform surrogate key, some tasks can be easily automated by writing the code in a
table-independent way.

Validation
It is possible to design key-values that follow a well-known pattern or structure which can be automatically verified.
For instance, the keys that are intended to be used in some column of some table might be designed to "look
differently from" those that are intended to be used in another column or table, thereby simplifying the detection of
application errors in which the keys have been misplaced. However, this characteristic of the surrogate keys should
never be used to drive any of the logic of the applications themselves, as this would violate the principles of
Database normalization.

Disadvantages

Disassociation
The values of generated surrogate keys have no relationship to the real-world meaning of the data held in a row.
When inspecting a row holding a foreign key reference to another table using a surrogate key, the meaning of the
surrogate key's row cannot be discerned from the key itself. Every foreign key must be joined to see the related data
item. This can also make auditing more difficult,[citation needed] as incorrect data is not obvious.
Surrogate keys are unnatural for data that is exported and shared. A particular difficulty is that tables from two
otherwise identical schemas (for example, a test schema and a development schema) can hold records that are
equivalent in a business sense, but have different keys. This can be mitigated by not exporting surrogate keys, except
as transient data (most obviously, in executing applications that have a "live" connection to the database).

Query optimization
Relational databases assume a unique index is applied to a table's primary key. The unique index serves two
purposes: (i) to enforce entity integrity, since primary key data must be unique across rows and (ii) to quickly search
for rows when queried. Since surrogate keys replace a table's identifying attributes—the natural key—and since the
identifying attributes are likely to be those queried, then the query optimizer is forced to perform a full table scan
when fulfilling likely queries. The remedy to the full table scan is to apply indexes on the identifying attributes, or
sets of them. Where such sets are themselves a candidate key, the index can be a unique index.
These additional indexes, however, will take up disk space and slow down inserts and deletes.
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Normalization
The presence of a surrogate key can result in the database administrator forgetting to establish, or accidentally
removing, a secondary unique index on the natural key of the table. Without a unique index on the natural key,
duplicate rows can appear and once present can be difficult to identify.

Business process modeling
Because surrogate keys are unnatural, flaws can appear when modeling the business requirements. Business
requirements, relying on the natural key, then need to be translated to the surrogate key. A strategy is to draw a clear
distinction between the logical model (in which surrogate keys do not appear) and the physical implementation of
that model, to ensure that the logical model is correct and reasonably well normalised, and to ensure that the physical
model is a correct implementation of the logical model.

Inadvertent disclosure
Proprietary information can be leaked if sequential key generators are used. By subtracting a previously generated
sequential key from a recently generated sequential key, one could learn the number of rows inserted during that
time period. This could expose, for example, the number of transactions or new accounts per period. There are a few
ways to overcome this problem:
•• Increase the sequential number by a random amount.
• Generate a completely random primary key. However, to prevent duplication which would cause an insert

rejection, a randomly generated primary key must either be queried (to check that it is not already in use), or the
key must contain enough entropy that one can be confident that collisions will not happen.

Inadvertent assumptions
One might incorrectly infer from sequentially generated surrogate keys that events with a higher primary key value
occurred after events with a lower primary key value. The sequential primary key implies nothing of the kind. It is
possible for inserts to fail and leave gaps, and for those gaps to be filled at some later time. A sequential key value is
not a reliable indicator of chronology. If chronology is important, rely not upon the sequential key but upon a
timestamp. A random key would prevent a person from making the assumption that the key has some bearing to
real-world chronology only if the person making the assumption is aware that the key is indeed random and has no
bearing upon chronology. A randomly generated primary key must be queried before assigned to prevent duplication
and cause an insert rejection.[citation needed]
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Armstrong's axioms
Armstrong's axioms are a set of axioms (or, more precisely, inference rules) used for infer all the functional
dependencies on a relational database. They were developed by William W. Armstrong on his 1974 paper.[1] The
axioms are sound in generating only functional dependencies in the closure of a set of functional dependencies
(denoted as ) when applied to that set (denoted as ). They are also complete in that repeated application of
these rules will generate all functional dependencies in the closure .
More formally, let < ( ), > denote a relational scheme over the set of attributes with a set of functional
dependencies . We say that a functional dependency is logically implied by ,and denote it with if
and only if for every instance of that satisfies the functional dependencies in , r also satisfies . We
denote by the set of all functional dependencies that are logically implied by .
Furthermore, with respect to a set of inference rules , we say that a functional dependency is derivable from
the functional dependencies in by the set of inference rules , and we denote it by if and only if is
obtainable by means of repeatedly applying the inference rules in to functional dependencies in . We denote
by the set of all functional dependencies that are derivable from by inference rules in .
Then, a set of inference rules is sound if and only if the following holds:

that is to say, we cannot derive by means of functional dependencies that are not logically implied by . The
set of inference rules is said to be complete if the following holds:

more simply put, we are able to derive by all the functional dependencies that are logically implied by .

Axioms
Let ( ) be a relation scheme over the set of attributes . Henceforth we will denote by letters , , 
any subset of and, for short, the union of two sets of attributes and by instead of the usual ;
this notation is rather standard in database theory when dealing with sets of attributes.

Axiom of Reflexivity

If , then 

Axiom of augmentation
If , then for any If , then for any 
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Axiom of transitivity
If and , then 

Additional rules
These rules can be derived from above axioms.

Union
If and then 

Decomposition
If then and 

Pseudo transitivity
If and then 

Armstrong relation
Given a set of functional dependencies , the Armstrong relation is a relation which satisfies all the functional
dependencies in the closure and only those dependencies. Unfortunately, the minimum-size Armstrong relation
for a given set of dependencies can have a size which is an exponential function of the number of attributes in the
dependencies considered.

External links
• UMBC CMSC 461 Spring '99 [2]

• CS345 Lecture Notes from Stanford University [3]
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Objects

Relation (database)

Relation, tuple, and attribute represented as table,
row, and column.

In relational database theory, a relation, as originally defined by E.F.
Codd, is a set of tuples (d1, d2, ..., dn), where each element dj is a
member of Dj, a data domain. Codd's original definition
notwithstanding, and contrary to the usual definition in mathematics,
there is no ordering to the elements of the tuples of a relation. Instead,
each element is termed an attribute value. An attribute is a name
paired with a domain (nowadays more commonly referred to as type or
data type). An attribute value is an attribute name paired with an
element of that attribute's domain, and a tuple is a set of attribute
values in which no two distinct elements have the same name. Thus, in some accounts, a tuple is described as a
function, mapping names to values.

A set of attributes in which no two distinct elements have the same name is called a heading. A set of tuples having
the same heading is called a body. A relation is thus a heading paired with a body, the heading of the relation being
also the heading of each tuple in its body. The number of attributes constituting a heading is called the degree, which
term also applies to tuples and relations. The term n-tuple refers to a tuple of degree n (n>=0).
E. F. Codd used the term relation in its mathematical sense of a finitary relation, a set of tuples on some set of n sets
S1, S2, .... ,Sn. Thus, an n-ary relation is interpreted, under the Closed World Assumption, as the extension of some
n-adic predicate: all and only those n-tuples whose values, substituted for corresponding free variables in the
predicate, yield propositions that hold true, appear in the relation.
The term relation schema refers to a heading paired with a set of constraints defined in terms of that heading. A
relation can thus be seen as an instantiation of a relation schema if it has the heading of that schema and it satisfies
the applicable constraints.
Sometimes a relation schema is taken to include a name. A relational database definition (database schema,
sometimes referred to as a relational schema) can thus be thought of as a collection of named relation schemas.
In implementations, the domain of each attribute is effectively a data type and a named relation schema is effectively
a relation variable or relvar for short (see Relation Variables below).
In SQL, a database language for relational databases, relations are represented by tables, where each row of a table
represents a single tuple, and where the values of each attribute form a column.

Examples
Below is an example of a relation having three named attributes: 'ID' from the domain of integers, and 'Name' and
'Address' from the domain of strings:
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ID (Integer) Name (String) Address (String)

102 Yonezawa Akinori Naha, Okinawa

202 Murata Makoto Sendai, Miyagi

104 Sakamura Ken Kumamoto, Kumamoto

152 Matsumoto Yukihiro Okinawa, Okinawa

A predicate for this relation, using the attribute names to denote free variables, might be "Employee number ID is
known as Name and lives at Address". Examination of the relation tells us that there are just four tuples for which the
predicate holds true. So, for example, employee 102 is known only by that name, Yonezawa Akinori, and does not
live anywhere else but in Naha, Okinawa. Also, apart from the four employees shown,there is no other employee
who has both a name and an address.
Under the definition of body, the tuples of a body do not appear in any particular order - one cannot say "The tuple
of 'Murata Makoto' is above the tuple of 'Matsumoto Yukihiro'", nor can one say "The tuple of 'Yonezawa Akinori' is
the first tuple." A similar comment applies to the rows of an SQL table.
Under the definition of heading the elements of a element do not appear in any particular order either, nor, therefore
do the elements of a tuple. A similar comment does not apply here to SQL, which does define an ordering to the
columns of a table.

Relation Variables
A relational database consists of named relation variables (relvars) for the purposes of updating the database in
response to changes in the real world. An update to a single relvar causes the body of the relation assigned to that
variable to be replaced by a different set of tuples. Such variables are classified into two classes: base relation
variables and derived relation variables, the latter also known as virtual relvars but usually referred to by the
short term view.
A base relation variable is a relation variable which is not derived from any other relation variables. In SQL the
term base table equates approximately to base relation variable.
A view can be defined by an expression using the operators of the relational algebra or the relational calculus. Such
an expression operates on one or more relations and when evaluated yields another relation. The result is sometimes
referred to as a "derived" relation when the operands are relations assigned to database variables. A view is defined
by giving a name to such an expression, such that the name can subsequently be used as a variable name. (Note that
the expression must then mention at least one base relation variable.)
By using a Data Definition Language (DDL), it is able to define base relation variables. In SQL, CREATE TABLE
syntax is used to define base tables. The following is an example.

CREATE TABLE List_of_people (

 ID INTEGER,

 Name CHAR(40),

 Address CHAR(200),

 PRIMARY KEY (ID)

)

The Data Definition Language (DDL) is also used to define derived relation variables. In SQL, CREATE VIEW
syntax is used to define a derived relation variable. The following is an example.

CREATE VIEW List_of_Okinawa_people AS (

 SELECT ID, Name, Address
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  FROM List_of_people

  WHERE Address LIKE '%, Okinawa'

)

References
• Date, C. J. (2004). An Introduction to Database Systems (8 ed.). Addison–Wesley. ISBN 0-321-19784-4.

Table (database)
In relational databases and flat file databases, a table is a set of data elements (values) that is organized using a
model of vertical columns (which are identified by their name) and horizontal rows, the cell being the unit where a
row and column intersect. A table has a specified number of columns, but can have any number of rows [citation

needed]. Each row is identified by the values appearing in a particular column subset which has been identified as a
unique key index.
Table is another term for relations; although there is the difference in that a table is usually a multiset (bag) of rows
whereas a relation is a set and does not allow duplicates. Besides the actual data rows, tables generally have
associated with them some metadata, such as constraints on the table or on the values within particular
columns.Wikipedia:Disputed statement|
The data in a table does not have to be physically stored in the database. Views are also relational tables, but their
data are calculated at query time. Another example are nicknames[clarify], which represent a pointer to a table in
another database.

Comparisons with other data structures
In non-relational systems, hierarchical databases, the distant counterpart of a table is a structured file, representing
the rows of a table in each record of the file and each column in a record.This structure implies that a record can have
repeating information, Generally in the child data segments.Data are stored in sequence of records which are
equivalent to table term of a relational database.with each record having equivalent rows.
Unlike a spreadsheet, the datatype of field is ordinarily defined by the schema describing the table. Some SQL
systems, such as SQLite, are less strict about field datatype definitions.

Tables versus relations
In terms of the relational model of databases, a table can be considered a convenient representation of a relation, but
the two are not strictly equivalent. For instance, an SQL table can potentially contain duplicate rows, whereas a true
relation cannot contain duplicate tuples. Similarly, representation as a table implies a particular ordering to the rows
and columns, whereas a relation is explicitly unordered. However, the database system does not guarantee any
ordering of the rows unless an ORDER BY clause is specified in the SELECT statement that queries the table.
An equally valid representations of a relation is as an n-dimensional chart, where n is the number of attributes (a
table's columns). For example, a relation with two attributes and three values can be represented as a table with two
columns and three rows, or as a two-dimensional graph with three points. The table and graph representations are
only equivalent if the ordering of rows is not significant, and the table has no duplicate rows.
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Table types
Two types of tables exist:
• A relational table, which is the basic structure to hold user data in a relational database.
• An object table, which is a table that uses an object type to define a column. It is defined to hold instances of

objects of a defined type.
In SQL, the CREATE TABLE statement creates these tables.

References

Column (database)
In the context of a relational database table, a column is a set of data values of a particular simple type, one for each
row of the table.[1] The columns provide the structure according to which the rows are composed.
The term field is often used interchangeably with column, although many consider it more correct to use field (or
field value) to refer specifically to the single item that exists at the intersection between one row and one column.
In relational database terminology, column's equivalent is called attribute.
For example, a table that represents companies might have the following columns:
•• ID (integer identifier, unique to each row)
•• Name (text)
•• Address line 1 (text)
•• Address line 2 (text)
•• City (integer identifier, drawn from a separate table of cities, from which any state or country information would

be drawn)
•• Postal code (text)
•• Industry (integer identifier, drawn from a separate table of industries)
•• etc.
Each row would provide a data value for each column and would then be understood as a single structured data
value, in this case representing a company. More formally, each row can be interpreted as a relvar, composed of a set
of tuples, with each tuple consisting of the two items: the name of the relevant column and the value this row
provides for that column.

Column 1 Column 2

Row 1 Row 1, Column 1 Row 1, Column 2

Row 2 Row 2, Column 1 Row 2, Column 2

Row 3 Row 3, Column 1 Row 3, Column 2

Examples of database: MySQL, SQL Server, Access, Oracle, Sybase, DB2.
Coding involved: SQL [Structured Query Language]
See more at SQL.
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Row (database)
In the context of a relational database, a row—also called a record or tuple—represents a single, implicitly
structured data item in a table. In simple terms, a database table can be thought of as consisting of rows and columns
or fields. Each row in a table represents a set of related data, and every row in the table has the same structure.
For example, in a table that represents companies, each row would represent a single company. Columns might
represent things like company name, company street address, whether the company is publicly held, its VAT
number, etc.. In a table that represents the association of employees with departments, each row would associate one
employee with one department.
In a less formal usage, e.g. for a database which is not formally relational, a record is equivalent to a row as
described above, but is not usually referred to as a row.
The implicit structure of a row, and the meaning of the data values in a row, requires that the row be understood as
providing a succession of data values, one in each column of the table. The row is then interpreted as a relvar
composed of a set of tuples, with each tuple consisting of the two items: the name of the relevant column and the
value this row provides for that column.
Each column expects a data value of a particular type. For example, one column might require a unique identifier,
another might require text representing a person's name, another might require an integer representing hourly pay in
cents.

- Column 1 Column 2

Row 1 Row 1, Column 1 Row 1, Column 2

Row 2 Row 2, Column 1 Row 2, Column 2

Row 3 Row 3, Column 1 Row 3, Column 2
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View (SQL)
In database theory, a view is the result set of a stored query — or map-and-reduce functions — on the data, which
the database users can query just as they would a persistent database collection object. This pre-established query
command is kept in the database dictionary. Unlike ordinary base tables in a relational database, a view does not
form part of the physical schema: as a result set, it is a virtual table computed or collated from data in the database,
dynamically when access to that view is requested. Changes applied to the data in a relevant underlying table are
reflected in the data shown in subsequent invocations of the view. In some NoSQL databases, views are the only way
to query data.
Views can provide advantages over tables:
•• Views can represent a subset of the data contained in a table; consequently, a view can limit the degree of

exposure of the underlying tables to the outer world: a given user may have permission to query the view, while
denied access to the rest of the base table.

• Views can join and simplify multiple tables into a single virtual table
• Views can act as aggregated tables, where the database engine aggregates data (sum, average etc.) and presents

the calculated results as part of the data
• Views can hide the complexity of data; for example a view could appear as Sales2000 or Sales2001, transparently

partitioning the actual underlying table
•• Views take very little space to store; the database contains only the definition of a view, not a copy of all the data

which it presents
• Depending on the SQL engine used, views can provide extra security
Just as a function (in programming) can provide abstraction, so can a database view. In another parallel with
functions, database users can manipulate nested views, thus one view can aggregate data from other views. Without
the use of views, the normalization of databases above second normal form would become much more difficult.
Views can make it easier to create lossless join decomposition.
Just as rows in a base table lack any defined ordering, rows available through a view do not appear with any default
sorting. A view is a relational table, and the relational model defines a table as a set of rows. Since sets are not
ordered - by definition - nor are the rows of a view. Therefore, an ORDER BY clause in the view definition is
meaningless; the SQL standard (SQL:2003) does not allow an ORDER BY clause in the subquery of a CREATE
VIEW command, just as it is refused in a CREATE TABLE statement. However, sorted data can be obtained from a
view, in the same way as any other table — as part of a query statement on that view. Nevertheless, some DBMS
(such as Oracle Database) do not abide by this SQL standard restriction.

Read-only vs. updatable views
Database practitioners can define views as read-only or updatable. If the database system can determine the reverse
mapping from the view schema to the schema of the underlying base tables, then the view is updatable. INSERT,
UPDATE, and DELETE operations can be performed on updatable views. Read-only views do not support such
operations because the DBMS cannot map the changes to the underlying base tables. A view update is done by key
preservation.
Some systems support the definition of INSTEAD OF triggers on views. This technique allows the definition of
other logic for execution in place of an insert, update, or delete operation on the views. Thus database systems can
implement data modifications based on read-only views. However, an INSTEAD OF trigger does not change the
read-only or updatable property of the view itself.
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Advanced view features
Various database management systems have extended the views from read-only subsets of data.
Oracle Database introduced the concept of materialized views: pre-executed, non-virtual views commonly used in
data warehousing. They give a static snapshot of the data and may include data from remote sources. The accuracy
of a materialized view depends on the frequency of trigger mechanisms behind its updates. IBM DB2 provides
so-called "materialized query tables" (MQTs) for the same purpose. Microsoft SQL Server introduced in its 2000
version indexed views which only store a separate index from the table, but not the entire data. PostgreSQL
implemented materialized views in its 9.3 release.

Equivalence
A view is equivalent to its source query. When queries are run against views, the query is modified. For example, if
there exists a view named accounts_view with the content as follows:

accounts_view:

-------------

SELECT name,

       money_received,

       money_sent,

       (money_received - money_sent) AS balance,

       address,

         ...

  FROM table_customers c 

  JOIN accounts_table a 

    ON a.customer_id = c.customer_id

then the application could run a simple query such as:

Simple query

------------

SELECT name,

       balance

  FROM accounts_view

The RDBMS then takes the simple query, replaces the equivalent view, then sends the following to the query
optimizer:

Preprocessed query:

------------------

SELECT name,

       balance

  FROM (SELECT name,

               money_received,

               money_sent,

               (money_received - money_sent) AS balance,

               address,

                      ...

          FROM table_customers c JOIN accounts_table a

               ON a.customer_id = c.customer_id        )
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From this point on the optimizer takes the query, removes unnecessary complexity (for example: it is not necessary
to read the address, since the parent invocation does not make use of it) and then sends the query to the SQL engine
for processing.

External links
• Materialized query tables in DB2 [1]

• Views in Microsoft SQL Server [2]

• Views in MySQL [3]

• Views in PostgreSQL [4]

• Views in SQLite [5]

• Views in Oracle 11.2 [6]

• Views in CouchDB [7]

• Materialized Views in Oracle 11.2 [8]
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htm
[2] http:/ / msdn. microsoft. com/ en-us/ library/ ms187956. aspx
[3] http:/ / dev. mysql. com/ doc/ refman/ 5. 1/ en/ views. html
[4] http:/ / www. postgresql. org/ docs/ current/ interactive/ tutorial-views. html
[5] http:/ / www. sqlite. org/ lang_createview. html
[6] http:/ / download. oracle. com/ docs/ cd/ E11882_01/ server. 112/ e17118/ statements_8004. htm#SQLRF01504
[7] http:/ / wiki. apache. org/ couchdb/ Introduction_to_CouchDB_views
[8] http:/ / download. oracle. com/ docs/ cd/ E11882_01/ server. 112/ e17118/ statements_6002. htm#SQLRF01302

Database transaction
A transaction comprises a unit of work performed within a database management system (or similar system) against
a database, and treated in a coherent and reliable way independent of other transactions. Transactions in a database
environment have two main purposes:
1.1. To provide reliable units of work that allow correct recovery from failures and keep a database consistent even in

cases of system failure, when execution stops (completely or partially) and many operations upon a database
remain uncompleted, with unclear status.

2.2. To provide isolation between programs accessing a database concurrently. If this isolation is not provided, the
program's outcome are possibly erroneous.

A database transaction, by definition, must be atomic, consistent, isolated and durable.[1] Database practitioners often
refer to these properties of database transactions using the acronym ACID.
Transactions provide an "all-or-nothing" proposition, stating that each work-unit performed in a database must either
complete in its entirety or have no effect whatsoever. Further, the system must isolate each transaction from other
transactions, results must conform to existing constraints in the database, and transactions that complete successfully
must get written to durable storage.
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Purpose
Databases and other data stores which treat the integrity of data as paramount often include the ability to handle
transactions to maintain the integrity of data. A single transaction consists of one or more independent units of work,
each reading and/or writing information to a database or other data store. When this happens it is often important to
ensure that all such processing leaves the database or data store in a consistent state.
Examples from double-entry accounting systems often illustrate the concept of transactions. In double-entry
accounting every debit requires the recording of an associated credit. If one writes a check for $100 to buy groceries,
a transactional double-entry accounting system must record the following two entries to cover the single transaction:
1.1. Debit $100 to Groceries Expense Account
2.2. Credit $100 to Checking Account
A transactional system would make both entries pass or both entries would fail. By treating the recording of multiple
entries as an atomic transactional unit of work the system maintains the integrity of the data recorded. In other
words, nobody ends up with a situation in which a debit is recorded but no associated credit is recorded, or vice
versa.

Transactional databases
A transactional database is a DBMS where write transactions on the database are able to be rolled back if they are
not completed properly (e.g. due to power or connectivity loss).
Most modern[2] relational database management systems fall into the category of databases that support
transactions.
In a database system a transaction might consist of one or more data-manipulation statements and queries, each
reading and/or writing information in the database. Users of database systems consider consistency and integrity of
data as highly important. A simple transaction is usually issued to the database system in a language like SQL
wrapped in a transaction, using a pattern similar to the following:
1.1. Begin the transaction
2.2. Execute a set of data manipulations and/or queries
3.3. If no errors occur then commit the transaction and end it
4.4. If errors occur then rollback the transaction and end it
If no errors occurred during the execution of the transaction then the system commits the transaction. A transaction
commit operation applies all data manipulations within the scope of the transaction and persists the results to the
database. If an error occurs during the transaction, or if the user specifies a rollback operation, the data manipulations
within the transaction are not persisted to the database. In no case can a partial transaction be committed to the
database since that would leave the database in an inconsistent state.
Internally, multi-user databases store and process transactions, often by using a transaction ID or XID.
There are multiple varying ways for transactions to be implemented other than the simple way documented above.
Nested transactions, for example, are transactions which contain statements within them that start new transactions
(i.e. sub-transactions). Multi-level transactions are similar but have a few extra properties[citation needed]. Another type
of transaction is the compensating transaction.
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In SQL
SQL is inherently transactional, and a transaction is automatically started when another ends. Some databases extend
SQL and implement a START TRANSACTION statement, but while seemingly signifying the start of the
transaction it merely deactivates autocommit.[citation needed]

The result of any work done after this point will remain invisible to other database-users until the system processes a
COMMIT statement. A ROLLBACK statement can also occur, which will undo any work performed since the last
transaction. Both COMMIT and ROLLBACK will end the transaction, and start anew. If autocommit was disabled
using START TRANSACTION, autocommit will often also be reenabled.
Some database systems allow the synonyms BEGIN, BEGIN WORK and BEGIN TRANSACTION, and may have
other options available.

Distributed transactions
Database systems implement distributed transactions as transactions against multiple applications or hosts. A
distributed transaction enforces the ACID properties over multiple systems or data stores, and might include systems
such as databases, file systems, messaging systems, and other applications. In a distributed transaction a coordinating
service ensures that all parts of the transaction are applied to all relevant systems. As with database and other
transactions, if any part of the transaction fails, the entire transaction is rolled back across all affected systems.

Transactional filesystems
The Namesys Reiser4 filesystem for Linux[3] supports transactions, and as of Microsoft Windows Vista, the
Microsoft NTFS filesystem[4] supports distributed transactions across networks.
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[4] http:/ / msdn. microsoft. com/ library/ default. asp?url=/ library/ en-us/ fileio/ fs/ portal. asp

Further reading
• Philip A. Bernstein, Eric Newcomer (2009): Principles of Transaction Processing, 2nd Edition (http:/ / www.

elsevierdirect. com/ product. jsp?isbn=9781558606234), Morgan Kaufmann (Elsevier), ISBN 978-1-55860-623-4
• Gerhard Weikum, Gottfried Vossen (2001), Transactional information systems: theory, algorithms, and the

practice of concurrency control and recovery, Morgan Kaufmann, ISBN 1-55860-508-8
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Transaction log
In the field of databases in computer science, a transaction log (also transaction journal, database log, binary log
or audit trail) is a history of actions executed by a database management system to guarantee ACID properties over
crashes or hardware failures. Physically, a log is a file of updates done to the database, stored in stable storage.
If, after a start, the database is found in an inconsistent state or not been shut down properly, the database
management system reviews the database logs for uncommitted transactions and rolls back the changes made by
these transactions. Additionally, all transactions that are already committed but whose changes were not yet
materialized in the database are re-applied. Both are done to ensure atomicity and durability of transactions.
This term is not to be confused with other, human-readable logs that a database management system usually
provides.

Anatomy of a general database log
A database log record is made up of:
• Log Sequence Number: A unique id for a log record. With LSNs, logs can be recovered in constant time. Most

logs' LSNs are assigned in monotonically increasing order, which is useful in recovery algorithms, like ARIES.
• Prev LSN: A link to the last log record. This implies database logs are constructed in linked list form.
• Transaction ID number: A reference to the database transaction generating the log record.
• Type: Describes the type of database log record.
•• Information about the actual changes that triggered the log record to be written.

Types of database log records
All log records include the general log attributes above, and also other attributes depending on their type (which is
recorded in the Type attribute, as above).
• Update Log Record notes an update (change) to the database. It includes this extra information:

• PageID: A reference to the Page ID of the modified page.
• Length and Offset: Length in bytes and offset of the page are usually included.
• Before and After Images: Includes the value of the bytes of page before and after the page change. Some

databases may have logs which include one or both images.
• Compensation Log Record notes the rollback of a particular change to the database. Each correspond with

exactly one other Update Log Record (although the corresponding update log record is not typically stored in the
Compensation Log Record). It includes this extra information:
• undoNextLSN: This field contains the LSN of the next log record that is to be undone for transaction that wrote

the last Update Log.
• Commit Record notes a decision to commit a transaction.
• Abort Record notes a decision to abort and hence roll back a transaction.
• Checkpoint Record notes that a checkpoint has been made. These are used to speed up recovery. They record

information that eliminates the need to read a long way into the log's past. This varies according to checkpoint
algorithm. If all dirty pages are flushed while creating the checkpoint (as in PostgreSQL), it might contain:
• redoLSN: This is a reference to the first log record that corresponds to a dirty page. i.e. the first update that

wasn't flushed at checkpoint time. This is where redo must begin on recovery.
• undoLSN: This is a reference to the oldest log record of the oldest in-progress transaction. This is the oldest log

record needed to undo all in-progress transactions.
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• Completion Record notes that all work has been done for this particular transaction. (It has been fully committed
or aborted)

Tables
These tables are maintained in memory, and can be efficiently reconstructed (if not exactly, to an equivalent state)
from the log and the database:
• Transaction Table: The table contains one entry for each active transaction. This includes Transaction ID and

lastLSN, where lastLSN describes the LSN of the most recent log record for the transaction.
• Dirty Page Table: The table contains one entry for each dirty page that hasn't been written to disk. The entry

contains recLSN, where recLSN is the LSN of the first log record that caused the page to be dirty.
• Transaction Log: A DBMS uses a transaction log to keep track of all transactions that updates the database. The

information stored in this log is used by DBMS for a recovery requirement triggered by 'Roll Back' statement.

Database trigger
A database trigger is procedural code that is automatically executed in response to certain events on a particular
table or view in a database. The trigger is mostly used for maintaining the integrity of the information on the
database. For example, when a new record (representing a new worker) is added to the employees table, new records
should also be created in the tables of the taxes, vacations and salaries.

The need and the usage
Triggers are commonly used to:
•• audit changes (e.g. keep a log of the users and roles involved in changes)
•• enhance changes (e.g. ensure that every change to a record is time-stamped by the server's clock)
• enforce business rules (e.g. require that every invoice have at least one line item)
•• execute business rules (e.g. notify a manager every time an employee's bank account number changes)
•• replicate data (e.g. store a record of every change, to be shipped to another database later)
•• enhance performance (e.g. update the account balance after every detail transaction, for faster queries)
The examples above are called Data Manipulation Language (DML) triggers because the triggers are defined as part
of the Data Manipulation Language and are executed at the time the data is manipulated. SomeWikipedia:Avoid
weasel words systems also support non-data triggers, which fire in response to Data Definition Language (DDL)
events such as creating tables, or runtime events such as logon, commit and rollback. Such DDL triggers can be used
for database auditing purposes.
The following are major features of database triggers and their effects:
•• triggers do not accept parameters or arguments (but may store affected-data in temporary tables)
•• triggers cannot perform commit or rollback operations because they are part of the triggering SQL statement (only

through autonomous transactions)
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Triggers in DBMS
Below follows a series of descriptions of how some popular DBMS support triggers.

Oracle
In addition to triggers that fire when data is modified, Oracle 9i supports triggers that fire when schema objects (that
is, tables) are modified and when user logon or logoff events occur. These trigger types are referred to as
"Schema-level triggers".

Schema-level triggers

•• After Creation
•• Before Alter
•• After Alter
•• Before Drop
•• After Drop
•• Before Logoff
•• After Logon
The four main types of triggers are:
1. Row Level Trigger: This gets executed before or after any column value of a row changes
2. Column Level Trigger: This gets executed before or after the specified column changes
3.3. For Each Row Type: This trigger gets executed once for each row of the result set caused by insert/update/delete
4.4. For Each Statement Type: This trigger gets executed only once for the entire result set, but fires each time the

statement is executed.

Mutating tables

When a single SQL statement modifies several rows of a table at once, the order of the operations is not
well-defined; there is no "order by" clause on "update" statements, for example. Row-level triggers are executed as
each row is modified, so the order in which trigger code is run is also not well-defined. Oracle protects the
programmer from this uncertainty by preventing row-level triggers from modifying other rows in the same table –
this is the "mutating table" in the error message. Side-effects on other tables are allowed, however.
One solution is to have row-level triggers place information into a temporary table indicating what further changes
need to be made, and then have a statement-level trigger fire just once, at the end, to perform the requested changes
and clean up the temporary table.
Because a foreign key's referential actions are implemented via implied triggers, they are similarly restricted. This
may become a problem when defining a self-referential foreign key, or a cyclical set of such constraints, or some
other combination of triggers and CASCADE rules, e.g. user deletes a record from table A, CASCADE rule on table
A deletes a record from table B, trigger on table B attempts to SELECT from table A, error occurs.
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Microsoft SQL Server
Microsoft SQL Server supports triggers either before, after, or instead of an insert, update or delete operation. They
can be set on tables and views with the constraint that a view can be referenced only by an INSTEAD OF trigger.
Microsoft SQL Server 2005 introduced support for Data Definition Language (DDL) triggers, which can fire in
reaction to a very wide range of events, including:
•• Drop table
•• Create table
•• Alter table
•• Login events
A full list [1] is available on MSDN.
Performing conditional actions in triggers (or testing data following modification) is done through accessing the
temporary Inserted and Deleted tables.

PostgreSQL
PostgreSQL introduced support for triggers in 1997. The following functionality in SQL:2003 was previously not
implemented in PostgreSQL:
•• SQL allows triggers to fire on updates to specific columns; As of version 9.0 of PostgreSQL this feature is also

implemented in PostgreSQL.
• The standard allows the execution of a number of SQL statements other than SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, such

as CREATE TABLE as the triggered action. This can be done through creating a stored procedure or function to
call CREATE TABLE.[2]

Synopsis:

CREATE TRIGGER name { BEFORE | AFTER } { event [ OR ... ] }

    ON TABLE [ FOR [ EACH ] { ROW | STATEMENT } ]

    EXECUTE PROCEDURE funcname ( arguments )

Firebird
Firebird supports multiple row-level, BEFORE or AFTER, INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE (or any combination
thereof) triggers per table, where they are always "in addition to" the default table changes, and the order of the
triggers relative to each other can be specified where it would otherwise be ambiguous (POSITION clause.) Triggers
may also exist on views, where they are always "instead of" triggers, replacing the default updatable view logic.
(Before version 2.1, triggers on views deemed updatable would run in addition to the default logic.)
Firebird does not raise mutating table exceptions (like Oracle), and triggers will by default both nest and recurse as
required (SQL Server allows nesting but not recursion, by default.) Firebird's triggers use NEW and OLD context
variables (not Inserted and Deleted tables,) and provide UPDATING, INSERTING, and DELETING flags to
indicate the current usage of the trigger.

{CREATE | RECREATE | CREATE OR ALTER} TRIGGER name FOR {table name | 

view name}

 [ACTIVE | INACTIVE]

 {BEFORE | AFTER}

 {INSERT [OR UPDATE] [OR DELETE] | UPDATE [OR INSERT] [OR DELETE] | 

DELETE [OR UPDATE] [OR INSERT] }

 [POSITION n] AS

BEGIN
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 .....

END

As of version 2.1, Firebird additionally supports the following database-level triggers:
•• CONNECT (exceptions raised here prevent the connection from completing)
•• DISCONNECT
•• TRANSACTION START
•• TRANSACTION COMMIT (exceptions raised here prevent the transaction from committing, or preparing if a

two-phase commit is involved)
•• TRANSACTION ROLLBACK
Database-level triggers can help enforce multi-table constraints, or emulate materialized views. If an exception is
raised in a TRANSACTION COMMIT trigger, the changes made by the trigger so far are rolled back and the client
application is notified, but the transaction remains active as if COMMIT had never been requested; the client
application can continue to make changes and re-request COMMIT.
Syntax for database triggers:

{CREATE | RECREATE | CREATE OR ALTER} TRIGGER name

 [ACTIVE | INACTIVE] ON

 {CONNECT | DISCONNECT | TRANSACTION START | TRANSACTION COMMIT | 

TRANSACTION ROLLBACK}

 [POSITION n] AS

BEGIN

 .....

END

MySQL
MySQL 5.0.2 introduced support for triggers. MySQL supports these trigger types:
•• Insert Trigger
•• Update Trigger
•• Delete Trigger
Note: MySQL allows only one trigger of each type on each table (i.e. one before insert, one after insert, one before
update, one after update, one before delete and one after delete).
Note: MySQL does NOT fire triggers outside of a statement (i.e. API's, foreign key cascades)
The SQL:2003 standard mandates that triggers give programmers access to record variables by means of a syntax
such as REFERENCING NEW AS n. For example, if a trigger is monitoring for changes to a salary column one
could write a trigger like the following:

CREATE TRIGGER salary_trigger

    BEFORE UPDATE ON employee_table

    REFERENCING NEW ROW AS n, OLD ROW AS o

    FOR EACH ROW

    IF n.salary <> o.salary THEN

    END IF;

;

Sample Mytrigger as follows:
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-- First of all, drop any other trigger with the same name 

DROP TRIGGER IF EXISTS `Mytrigger`;

-- Create New Trigger

DELIMITER $$

CREATE

    /*[DEFINER = { user | CURRENT_USER }]*/

    TRIGGER `DB`.`mytriggers` BEFORE/AFTER INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE

    ON `DB`.`<Table Name>`

    FOR EACH ROW BEGIN

    END$$

DELIMITER ; 

-- Example:

DROP TRIGGER IF EXISTS `Mytrigger`;

DELIMITER $$

CREATE TRIGGER `Mytrigger`

AFTER INSERT ON Table_Current

FOR EACH ROW

BEGIN

    UPDATE Table_Record

    SET `Value` = NEW.`Value` 

    WHERE `Name` = NEW.`Name`

    AND `Value` < NEW.`Value`;

END $$

DELIMITER;

IBM DB2 LUW
IBM DB2 for distributed systems known as DB2 for LUW (LUW means Linux Unix Windows) supports three
trigger types: Before trigger, After trigger and Instead of trigger. Both statement level and row level triggers are
supported. If there are more triggers for same operation on table then firing order is determined by trigger creation
data. Since version 9.7 IBM DB2 supports autonomous transactions [3].
Before trigger is for checking data and deciding if operation should be permitted. If exception is thrown from before
trigger then operation is aborted and no data are changed. In DB2 before triggers are read only — you can't modify
data in before triggers. After triggers are designed for post processing after requested change was performed. After
triggers can write data into tables and unlike someWikipedia:Avoid weasel words other databases you can write into
any table including table on which trigger operates. Instead of triggers are for making views writeable.
Triggers are usually programmed in SQL PL language.
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SQLite
CREATE [TEMP | TEMPORARY] TRIGGER [IF NOT EXISTS] [database_name .] 

trigger_name

[BEFORE | AFTER | INSTEAD OF] {DELETE | INSERT | UPDATE [OF column_name

 [, column_name]...]} 

ON {table_name | view_name}

   [FOR EACH ROW] [WHEN condition]

BEGIN

   ...

END

SQLite only supports row-level triggers, not statement-level triggers.
Updateable views, which are not supported in SQLite, can be emulated with INSTEAD OF triggers.

XML databases
An example of implementation of triggers in non-relational database can be Sedna, that provides support for triggers
based on XQuery. Triggers in Sedna were designed to be analogous to SQL:2003 triggers, but natively base on XML
query and update languages (XPath, XQuery and XML update language).
A trigger in Sedna is set on any nodes of an XML document stored in database. When these nodes are updated, the
trigger automatically executes XQuery queries and updates specified in its body. For example, the following trigger
cancels person node deletion if there are any open auctions referenced by this person:

CREATE TRIGGER "trigger3"

    BEFORE DELETE

    ON doc("auction")/site//person

    FOR EACH NODE

    DO

    {

       if(exists($WHERE//open_auction/bidder/personref/@person=$OLD/@id))

       then ( )

       else $OLD;

    }

References
[1] http:/ / msdn2. microsoft. com/ en-us/ library/ ms189871(SQL. 90). aspx
[2] http:/ / www. postgresql. org/ docs/ 9. 0/ static/ sql-createtrigger. html
[3] http:/ / www. ibm. com/ developerworks/ data/ library/ techarticle/ dm-0907autonomoustransactions/ index. html

External links
• Microsoft SQL Server DROP TRIGGER (http:/ / msdn2. microsoft. com/ en-us/ library/ aa258846(SQL. 80).

aspx)
• MySQL Database triggers (http:/ / dev. mysql. com/ doc/ refman/ 5. 0/ en/ triggers. html)
• MySQL DB Create Triggers (http:/ / dev. mysql. com/ doc/ refman/ 5. 0/ en/ create-trigger. html)
• DB2 CREATE TRIGGER statement (http:/ / publib. boulder. ibm. com/ infocenter/ db2luw/ v9/ topic/ com. ibm.

db2. udb. admin. doc/ doc/ r0000931. htm)
• Oracle CREATE TRIGGER (http:/ / download. oracle. com/ docs/ cd/ B19306_01/ server. 102/ b14200/

statements_7004. htm#sthref7885)
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• PostgreSQL CREATE TRIGGER (http:/ / www. postgresql. org/ docs/ 8. 2/ static/ sql-createtrigger. html)
• Oracle Mutating Table Problems with DELETE CASCADE (http:/ / www. akadia. com/ services/

ora_mutating_table_problems. html)
• SQLite Query Language: CREATE TRIGGER (http:/ / www. sqlite. org/ lang_createtrigger. html)

Database index
A database index is a data structure that improves the speed of data retrieval operations on a database table at the
cost of additional writes and the use of more storage space to maintain the extra copy of data. Indexes are used to
quickly locate data without having to search every row in a database table every time a database table is accessed.
Indexes can be created using one or more columns of a database table, providing the basis for both rapid random
lookups and efficient access of ordered records.
In a relational database, indexes are used to quickly and efficiently provide the exact location of the corresponding
data. An index is a copy of select columns of data from a table that can be searched very efficiently that also includes
a low level disk block address or direct link to the complete row of data it was copied from. Some databases extend
the power of indexing by allowing indices to be created on functions or expressions. For example, an index could be
created on upper(last_name), which would only store the upper case versions of the last_name field in the
index. Another option sometimes supported is the use of "filtered" indices, where index entries are created only for
those records that satisfy some conditional expression. A further aspect of flexibility is to permit indexing on
user-defined functions, as well as expressions formed from an assortment of built-in functions.

Usage

Support for fast lookup
Most database software includes indexing technology that enables sub-linear time lookup to improve performance,
as linear search is inefficient for large databases.
Suppose a database contains N data items and it is desired to retrieve one or two of them based on the value of one of
the fields. A naive implementation would retrieve and examine each item until a match was not found. A successful
lookup would retrieve half the objects on average; an unsuccessful lookup all of them for each attempt. This means
that the number of operations in the worst case is O(N) or linear time. Since databases commonly contain millions of
objects and since lookup is a common operation, it is often desirable to improve on this performance.
An index is any data structure that improves the performance of lookup. There are many different data structures
used for this purpose, and in fact a substantial proportion of the field of Computer Science is devoted to the design
and analysis of index data structures. [citation needed] There are complex design trade-offs involving lookup
performance, index size, and index update performance. Many index designs exhibit logarithmic (O(log(N))) lookup
performance and in some applications it is possible to achieve flat (O(1)) performance.

Policing the database constraints
Indices are used to police database constraints, such as UNIQUE, EXCLUSION, PRIMARY KEY and FOREIGN
KEY. An index may be declared as UNIQUE which creates an implicit constraint on the underlying table. Database
systems usually implicitly create an index on a set of columns declared PRIMARY KEY, and some are capable of
using an already existing index to police this constraint. Many database systems require that both referencing and
referenced sets of columns in a FOREIGN KEY constraint are indexed, thus improving performance of inserts,
updates and deletes to the tables participating in the constraint.
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Some database systems support EXCLUSION constraint which ensures that for a newly inserted or updated record a
certain predicate would hold for no other record. This may be used to implement a UNIQUE constraint (with
equality predicate) or more complex constraints, like ensuring that no overlapping time ranges or no intersecting
geometry objects would be stored in the table. An index supporting fast searching for records satisfying the predicate
is required to police such a constraint.[1]

Index architecture

Non-clustered
The data is present in arbitrary order, but the logical ordering is specified by the index. The data rows may be
spread throughout the table regardless of the value of the indexed column or expression. The non-clustered index
tree contains the index keys in sorted order, with the leaf level of the index containing the pointer to the record (page
and the row number in the data page in page-organized engines; row offset in file-organized engines).
In a non-clustered index:
•• The physical order of the rows is not the same as the index order.
•• Typically created on non-primary key columns used in JOIN, WHERE, and ORDER BY clauses.
There can be more than one non-clustered index on a database table.

Clustered
Clustering alters the data block into a certain distinct order to match the index, resulting in the row data being stored
in order. Therefore, only one clustered index can be created on a given database table. Clustered indices can greatly
increase overall speed of retrieval, but usually only where the data is accessed sequentially in the same or reverse
order of the clustered index, or when a range of items is selected.
Since the physical records are in this sort order on disk, the next row item in the sequence is immediately before or
after the last one, and so fewer data block reads are required. The primary feature of a clustered index is therefore the
ordering of the physical data rows in accordance with the index blocks that point to them. Some databases separate
the data and index blocks into separate files, others put two completely different data blocks within the same
physical file(s).

Cluster
When multiple databases and multiple tables are joined, it's referred to as a cluster (not to be confused with clustered
index described above). The records for the tables sharing the value of a cluster key shall be stored together in the
same or nearby data blocks. This may improve the joins of these tables on the cluster key, since the matching records
are stored together and less I/O is required to locate them.[2] The data layout in the tables which are parts of the
cluster is defined by the cluster configuration. A cluster can be keyed with a B-Tree index or a hash table. The data
block in which the table record will be stored is defined by the value of the cluster key.
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Column order
The order in which columns are listed in the index definition is important. It is possible to retrieve a set of row
identifiers using only the first indexed column. However, it is not possible or efficient (on most databases) to retrieve
the set of row identifiers using only the second or greater indexed column.
For example, imagine a phone book that is organized by city first, then by last name, and then by first name. If you
are given the city, you can easily extract the list of all phone numbers for that city. However, in this phone book it
would be very tedious to find all the phone numbers for a given last name. You would have to look within each city's
section for the entries with that last name. Some databases can do this, others just won’t use the index.

Applications and limitations
Indices are useful for many applications but come with some limitations. Consider the following SQL statement:
SELECT first_name FROM people WHERE last_name = 'Smith';. To process this statement
without an index the database software must look at the last_name column on every row in the table (this is known
as a full table scan). With an index the database simply follows the B-tree data structure until the Smith entry has
been found; this is much less computationally expensive than a full table scan.
Consider this SQL statement: SELECT email_address FROM customers WHERE email_address
LIKE '%@yahoo.com';. This query would yield an email address for every customer whose email address ends
with "@yahoo.com", but even if the email_address column has been indexed the database must perform a full index
scan. This is because the index is built with the assumption that words go from left to right. With a wildcard at the
beginning of the search-term, the database software is unable to use the underlying B-tree data structure (in other
words, the WHERE-clause is not sargable). This problem can be solved through the addition of another index
created on reverse(email_address) and a SQL query like this: SELECT email_address FROM
customers WHERE reverse(email_address) LIKE reverse('%@yahoo.com');. This puts the
wild-card at the right-most part of the query (now moc.oohay@%) which the index on reverse(email_address) can
satisfy.

Types of indexes

Bitmap index
A bitmap index is a special kind of index that stores the bulk of its data as bit arrays (bitmaps) and answers most
queries by performing bitwise logical operations on these bitmaps. The most commonly used indexes, such as
B+trees, are most efficient if the values they index do not repeat or repeat a smaller number of times. In contrast, the
bitmap index is designed for cases where the values of a variable repeat very frequently. For example, the gender
field in a customer database usually contains two distinct values: male or female. For such variables, the bitmap
index can have a significant performance advantage over the commonly used trees.
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Dense index
A dense index in databases is a file with pairs of keys and pointers for every record in the data file. Every key in this
file is associated with a particular pointer to a record in the sorted data file. In clustered indices with duplicate keys,
the dense index points to the first record with that key.[3]

Sparse index
A sparse index in databases is a file with pairs of keys and pointers for every block in the data file. Every key in this
file is associated with a particular pointer to the block in the sorted data file. In clustered indices with duplicate keys,
the sparse index points to the lowest search key in each block.

Reverse index
A reverse key index reverses the key value before entering it in the index. E.g., the value 24538 becomes 83542 in
the index. Reversing the key value is particularly useful for indexing data such as sequence numbers, where new key
values monotonically increase.

Index implementations
Indices can be implemented using a variety of data structures. Popular indices include balanced trees, B+ trees and
hashes.
In Microsoft SQL Server, the leaf node of the clustered index corresponds to the actual data, not simply a pointer to
data that resides elsewhere, as is the case with a non-clustered index. Each relation can have a single clustered index
and many unclustered indices.

Index concurrency control
An index is typically being accessed concurrently by several transactions and processes, and thus needs concurrency
control. While in principle indexes can utilize the common database concurrency control methods, specialized
concurrency control methods for indexes exist, which are applied in conjunction with the common methods for a
substantial performance gain.

Covering index
In most cases, an index is used to quickly locate the data record(s) from which the required data is read. In other
words, the index is only used to locate data records in the table and not to return data.
A covering index is a special case where the index itself contains the required data field(s) and can return the data.
Consider the following table (other fields omitted):
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ID Name Other Fields

12 Plug ...

13 Lamp ...

14 Fuse ...

To find the Name for ID 13, an index on (ID) will be useful, but the record must still be read to get the Name.
However, an index on (ID, Name) contains the required data field and eliminates the need to look up the record.
A covering index can dramatically speed up data retrieval but may itself be large due to the additional keys, which
slow down data insertion & update. To reduce such index size, some systems allow non-key fields to be included in
the index. Non-key fields are not themselves part of the index ordering but only included at the leaf level, allowing
for a covering index with less overall index size.

Standardization
There is no standard about creating indexes because the ISO SQL Standard does not cover physical aspects. Indexes
are one of the physical parts of database conception among others like storage (tablespace or filegroups). RDBMS
vendors all give a CREATE INDEX syntax with some specific options which depends on functionalities they
provide to customers.
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Stored procedure
A stored procedure is a subroutine available to applications that access a relational database system. A stored
procedure (sometimes called a proc, sproc, StoPro, StoredProc, sp or SP) is actually stored in the database data
dictionary.
Typical use for stored procedures include data validation (integrated into the database) or access control
mechanisms. Furthermore, stored procedures can consolidate and centralize logic that was originally implemented in
applications. Extensive or complex processing that requires execution of several SQL statements is moved into
stored procedures, and all applications call the procedures. One can use nested stored procedures by executing one
stored procedure from within another.
Stored procedures are similar to user-defined functions (UDFs). The major difference is that UDFs can be used like
any other expression within SQL statements, whereas stored procedures must be invoked using the CALL
statement.[1]

CALL procedure(...)

or

EXECUTE procedure(...)

Stored procedures may return result sets, i.e. the results of a SELECT statement. Such result sets can be processed
using cursors, by other stored procedures, by associating a result set locator, or by applications. Stored procedures
may also contain declared variables for processing data and cursors that allow it to loop through multiple rows in a
table. Stored procedure flow control statements typically include IF, WHILE, LOOP, REPEAT, and CASE
statements, and more. Stored procedures can receive variables, return results or modify variables and return them,
depending on how and where the variable is declared.

Implementation
The exact and correct implementation of stored procedures varies from one database system to another. Most major
database vendors support them in some form. Depending on the database system, stored procedures can be
implemented in a variety of programming languages, for example SQL, Java, C, or C++. Stored procedures written
in non-SQL programming languages may or may not execute SQL statements themselves.
The increasing adoption of stored procedures led to the introduction of procedural elements to the SQL language in
the SQL:1999 and SQL:2003 standards in the part SQL/PSM. That made SQL an imperative programming language.
Most database systems offer proprietary and vendor-specific extensions, exceeding SQL/PSM. A standard
specification for Java stored procedures exists as well as SQL/JRT.
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Database system Implementation language

CUBRID Java

DB2 SQL PL (close to the SQL/PSM standard) or Java

Firebird PSQL (Fyracle also supports portions of Oracle's PL/SQL)

Informix SPL or Java

Microsoft SQL Server Transact-SQL and various .NET Framework languages

MySQL own stored procedures, closely adhering to SQL/PSM standard.

Oracle PL/SQL or Java

PostgreSQL PL/pgSQL, can also use own function languages such as pl/perl or pl/php

Sybase ASE Transact-SQL

Other uses
In some systems, stored procedures can be used to control transaction management; in others, stored procedures run
inside a transaction such that transactions are effectively transparent to them. Stored procedures can also be invoked
from a database trigger or a condition handler. For example, a stored procedure may be triggered by an insert on a
specific table, or update of a specific field in a table, and the code inside the stored procedure would be executed.
Writing stored procedures as condition handlers also allows database administrators to track errors in the system
with greater detail by using stored procedures to catch the errors and record some audit information in the database
or an external resource like a file.

Comparison with dynamic SQL
Overhead: Because stored procedure statements are stored directly in the database, they may remove all or part of
the compilation overhead that is typically required in situations where software applications send inline (dynamic)
SQL queries to a database. (However, most database systems implement "statement caches" and other mechanisms
to avoid repetitive compilation of dynamic SQL statements.) In addition, while they avoid some overhead,
pre-compiled SQL statements add to the complexity of creating an optimal execution plan because not all arguments
of the SQL statement are supplied at compile time. Depending on the specific database implementation and
configuration, mixed performance results will be seen from stored procedures versus generic queries or user defined
functions.
Avoidance of network traffic: A major advantage with stored procedures is that they can run directly within the
database engine. In a production system, this typically means that the procedures run entirely on a specialized
database server, which has direct access to the data being accessed. The benefit here is that network communication
costs can be avoided completely. This becomes particularly important for complex series of SQL statements.
Encapsulation of business logic: Stored procedures allow programmers to embed business logic as an API in the
database, which can simplify data management and reduce the need to encode the logic elsewhere in client programs.
This can result in a lesser likelihood of data corruption by faulty client programs. The database system can ensure
data integrity and consistency with the help of stored procedures.
Delegation of access-rights: In many systems, stored procedures can be granted access rights to the database that
users who execute those procedures do not directly have.
Some protection from SQL injection attacks: Stored procedures can be used to protect against injection attacks. 
Stored procedure parameters will be treated as data even if an attacker inserts SQL commands. Also, some DBMSs 
will check the parameter's type. A stored procedure that in turn generates dynamic SQL using the input is however
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still vulnerable to SQL injections unless proper precautions are taken.

Comparison with functions
•• A function is a subprogram written to perform certain computations
•• A scalar function returns only a single value (or NULL), whereas a table function returns a (relational) table

comprising zero or more rows, each row with one or more columns.
• Functions must return a value (using the RETURN keyword), but for stored procedures this is not compulsory.
• Stored procedures can use RETURN keyword but without any value being passed.
• Functions could be used in SELECT statements, provided they don’t do any data manipulation. However,

procedures cannot be included in SELECT statements.
• A stored procedure can return multiple values using the OUT parameter or return no value at all.
•• A stored procedure can save the query compilation time.

Comparison with prepared statements
Prepared statements take an ordinary statement or query and parameterize it so that different literal values can be
used at a later time. Like stored procedures, they are stored on the server for efficiency and provide some protection
from SQL injection attacks. Although simpler and more declarative, prepared statements are not ordinarily written to
use procedural logic and cannot operate on variables. Because of their simple interface and client-side
implementations, prepared statements are more widely reusable between DBMSs.

Disadvantages
• Stored procedure languages are quite often vendor-specific. Switching to another vendor's database most likely

requires rewriting any existing stored procedures.
•• Stored procedure languages from different vendors have different levels of sophistication.

• For example, Oracle's PL/SQL has more language features and built-in features (via packages such as DBMS_
and UTL_ and others) than Microsoft's T-SQL.[citation needed]

•• Tool support for writing and debugging stored procedures is often not as good as for other programming
languages, but this differs between vendors and languages.
•• For example, both PL/SQL and T-SQL have dedicated IDEs and debuggers. PL/PgSQL can be debugged from

various IDEs.
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Cursor (databases)
In computer science, a database cursor is a control structure that enables traversal over the records in a database.
Cursors facilitate subsequent processing in conjunction with the traversal, such as retrieval, addition and removal of
database records. The database cursor characteristic of traversal makes cursors akin to the programming language
concept of iterator.
Cursors are used by database programmers to process individual rows returned by database system queries. Cursors
enable manipulation of whole result sets at once. In this scenario, a cursor enables the rows in a result set to be
processed sequentially.
In SQL procedures, a cursor makes it possible to define a result set (a set of data rows) and perform complex logic
on a row by row basis. By using the same mechanics, a SQL procedure can also define a result set and return it
directly to the caller of the SQL procedure or to a client application.
A cursor can be viewed as a pointer to one row in a set of rows. The cursor can only reference one row at a time, but
can move to other rows of the result set as needed.

Usage
To use cursors in SQL procedures, you need to do the following:
1.1. Declare a cursor that defines a result set.
2.2. Open the cursor to establish the result set.
3.3. Fetch the data into local variables as needed from the cursor, one row at a time.
4.4. Close the cursor when done.
To work with cursors you must use the following SQL statements
This section introduces the ways the SQL:2003 standard defines how to use cursors in applications in embedded
SQL. Not all application bindings for relational database systems adhere to that standard, and some (such as CLI or
JDBC) use a different interface.
A programmer makes a cursor known to the DBMS by using a DECLARE ... CURSOR statement and assigning the
cursor a (compulsory) name:

 DECLARE cursor_name CURSOR FOR SELECT ... FROM ...

Before code can access the data, it must open the cursor with the OPEN statement. Directly following a successful
opening, the cursor is positioned before the first row in the result set.

 OPEN cursor_name

Programs position cursors on a specific row in the result set with the FETCH statement. A fetch operation transfers
the data of the row into the application.

FETCH cursor_name INTO ...

Once an application has processed all available rows or the fetch operation is to be positioned on a non-existing row
(compare scrollable cursors below), the DBMS returns a SQLSTATE '02000' (usually accompanied by an
SQLCODE +100) to indicate the end of the result set.
The final step involves closing the cursor using the CLOSE statement:

 CLOSE cursor_name

After closing a cursor, a program can open it again, which implies that the DBMS re-evaluates the same query or a
different query and builds a new result set.
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Scrollable cursors
Programmers may declare cursors as scrollable or not scrollable. The scrollability indicates the direction in which a
cursor can move.
With a non-scrollable (or forward-only) cursor, you can FETCH each row at most once, and the cursor
automatically moves to the next row. After you fetch the last row, if you fetch again, you will put the cursor after the
last row and get the following code: SQLSTATE 02000 (SQLCODE +100).
A program may position a scrollable cursor anywhere in the result set using the FETCH SQL statement. The
keyword SCROLL must be specified when declaring the cursor. The default is NO SCROLL, although different
language bindings like JDBC may apply a different default.

 DECLARE cursor_name sensitivity SCROLL CURSOR FOR SELECT ... FROM ...

The target position for a scrollable cursor can be specified relatively (from the current cursor position) or absolutely
(from the beginning of the result set).

 FETCH [ NEXT | PRIOR | FIRST | LAST ] FROM cursor_name

 FETCH ABSOLUTE n FROM cursor_name

 FETCH RELATIVE n FROM cursor_name

Scrollable cursors can potentially access the same row in the result set multiple times. Thus, data modifications
(insert, update, delete operations) from other transactions could have an impact on the result set. A cursor can be
SENSITIVE or INSENSITIVE to such data modifications. A sensitive cursor picks up data modifications impacting
the result set of the cursor, and an insensitive cursor does not. Additionally, a cursor may be ASENSITIVE, in which
case the DBMS tries to apply sensitivity as much as possible.

"WITH HOLD"
Cursors are usually closed automatically at the end of a transaction, i.e. when a COMMIT or ROLLBACK (or an
implicit termination of the transaction) occurs. That behavior can be changed if the cursor is declared using the
WITH HOLD clause. (The default is WITHOUT HOLD.) A holdable cursor is kept open over COMMIT and closed
upon ROLLBACK. (Some DBMS deviate from this standard behavior and also keep holdable cursors open over
ROLLBACK.)

 DECLARE  cursor_name CURSOR  WITH HOLD  FOR SELECT ... FROM ...

When a COMMIT occurs, a holdable cursor is positioned before the next row. Thus, a positioned UPDATE or
positioned DELETE statement will only succeed after a FETCH operation occurred first in the transaction.
Note that JDBC defines cursors as holdable per default. This is done because JDBC also activates auto-commit per
default. Due to the usual overhead associated with auto-commit and holdable cursors, both features should be
explicitly deactivated at the connection level.
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Positioned update/delete statements
Cursors can not only be used to fetch data from the DBMS into an application but also to identify a row in a table to
be updated or deleted. The SQL:2003 standard defines positioned update and positioned delete SQL statements for
that purpose. Such statements do not use a regular WHERE clause with predicates. Instead, a cursor identifies the
row. The cursor must be opened and already positioned on a row by means of FETCH statement.

 UPDATE table_name

 SET    ...

 WHERE  CURRENT OF cursor_name

 DELETE

 FROM   table_name

 WHERE  CURRENT OF cursor_name

The cursor must operate on an updatable result set in order to successfully execute a positioned update or delete
statement. Otherwise, the DBMS would not know how to apply the data changes to the underlying tables referred to
in the cursor.

Cursors in distributed transactions
Using cursors in distributed transactions (X/Open XA Environments), which are controlled using a transaction
monitor, is no different than cursors in non-distributed transactions.
One has to pay attention when using holdable cursors, however. Connections can be used by different applications.
Thus, once a transaction has been ended and committed, a subsequent transaction (running in a different application)
could inherit existing holdable cursors. Therefore, an application developer has to be aware of that situation.

Cursors in XQuery
The XQuery language allows cursors to be created using the subsequence() function.
The format is:

let $displayed-sequence := subsequence($result, $start, $item-count)

Where $result is the result of the initial XQuery, $start is the item number to start and $item-count is the number of
items to return.
Equivalently this can also be done using a predicate:

let $displayed-sequence := $result[$start to $end]

Where $end is the end sequence.
For complete examples see the XQuery Wikibook [1].
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Disadvantages of cursors
The following information may vary depending on the specific database system.
Fetching a row from the cursor may result in a network round trip each time. This uses much more network
bandwidth than would ordinarily be needed for the execution of a single SQL statement like DELETE. Repeated
network round trips can severely impact the speed of the operation using the cursor. Some DBMSs try to reduce this
impact by using block fetch. Block fetch implies that multiple rows are sent together from the server to the client.
The client stores a whole block of rows in a local buffer and retrieves the rows from there until that buffer is
exhausted.
Cursors allocate resources on the server, for instance locks, packages, processes, temporary storage, etc. For
example, Microsoft SQL Server implements cursors by creating a temporary table and populating it with the query's
result set. If a cursor is not properly closed (deallocated), the resources will not be freed until the SQL session
(connection) itself is closed. This wasting of resources on the server can not only lead to performance degradations
but also to failures.

Example
EMPLOYEES TABLE

SQL> desc EMPLOYEES_DETAILS;

 Name                                      Null?    Type

 ----------------------------------------- -------- --------------------

 EMPLOYEE_ID                               NOT NULL NUMBER(6)

 FIRST_NAME                                         VARCHAR2(20)

 LAST_NAME                                 NOT NULL VARCHAR2(25)

 EMAIL                                     NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

 PHONE_NUMBER                                       VARCHAR2(20)

 HIRE_DATE                                 NOT NULL DATE

 JOB_ID                                    NOT NULL VARCHAR2(10)

 SALARY                                             NUMBER(8,2)

 COMMISSION_PCT                                     NUMBER(2,2)

 MANAGER_ID                                         NUMBER(6)

 DEPARTMENT_ID                                      NUMBER(4)

SAMPLE CURSOR KNOWN AS EE

CREATE OR REPLACE 

PROCEDURE EE AS

BEGIN

      DECLARE

v_employeeID EMPLOYEES_DETAILS.EMPLOYEE_ID%TYPE;

v_FirstName EMPLOYEES_DETAILS.FIRST_NAME%TYPE;

v_LASTName EMPLOYEES_DETAILS.LAST_NAME%TYPE;

v_JOB_ID EMPLOYEES_DETAILS.JOB_ID%TYPE:= 'IT_PROG';

Cursor c_EMPLOYEES_DETAILS IS

SELECT EMPLOYEE_ID, FIRST_NAME, LAST_NAME
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FROM EMPLOYEES_DETAILS

WHERE JOB_ID ='v_JOB_ID';

BEGIN

OPEN c_EMPLOYEES_DETAILS;

LOOP

FETCH c_EMPLOYEES_DETAILS INTO v_employeeID,v_FirstName,v_LASTName;

DBMS_OUTPUT.put_line( v_employeeID);

DBMS_OUTPUT.put_line( v_FirstName);

DBMS_OUTPUT.put_line( v_LASTName);

EXIT WHEN c_EMPLOYEES_DETAILS%NOTFOUND;

END LOOP;

CLOSE c_EMPLOYEES_DETAILS;

END;

END;
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Partition (database)
A partition is a division of a logical database or its constituting elements into distinct independent parts. Database
partitioning is normally done for manageability, performance or availability reasons.

Benefits of multiple partitions
A popular and favourable application of partitioning is in a distributed database management system. Each partition
may be spread over multiple nodes, and users at the node can perform local transactions on the partition. This
increases performance for sites that have regular transactions involving certain views of data, whilst maintaining
availability and security.

Partitioning criteria
Current high end relational database management systems provide for different criteria to split the database. They
take a partitioning key and assign a partition based on certain criteria. Common criteria are:
Range partitioning

Selects a partition by determining if the partitioning key is inside a certain range. An example could be a
partition for all rows where the column zipcode has a value between 70000 and 79999.

List partitioning
A partition is assigned a list of values. If the partitioning key has one of these values, the partition is chosen.
For example all rows where the column Country is either Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Finland or
Denmark could build a partition for the Nordic countries.

Hash partitioning
The value of a hash function determines membership in a partition. Assuming there are four partitions, the
hash function could return a value from 0 to 3.

Composite partitioning allows for certain combinations of the above partitioning schemes, by for example first
applying a range partitioning and then a hash partitioning. Consistent hashing could be considered a composite of
hash and list partitioning where the hash reduces the key space to a size that can be listed.
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Partitioning methods
The partitioning can be done by either building separate smaller databases (each with its own tables, indices, and
transaction logs), or by splitting selected elements, for example just one table.
Horizontal partitioning (also see shard) involves putting different rows into different tables. Perhaps customers
with ZIP codes less than 50000 are stored in CustomersEast, while customers with ZIP codes greater than or equal to
50000 are stored in CustomersWest. The two partition tables are then CustomersEast and CustomersWest, while a
view with a union might be created over both of them to provide a complete view of all customers.
Vertical partitioning involves creating tables with fewer columns and using additional tables to store the remaining
columns.[1] Normalization also involves this splitting of columns across tables, but vertical partitioning goes beyond
that and partitions columns even when already normalized. Different physical storage might be used to realize
vertical partitioning as well; storing infrequently used or very wide columns on a different device, for example, is a
method of vertical partitioning. Done explicitly or implicitly, this type of partitioning is called "row splitting" (the
row is split by its columns). A common form of vertical partitioning is to split dynamic data (slow to find) from
static data (fast to find) in a table where the dynamic data is not used as often as the static. Creating a view across the
two newly created tables restores the original table with a performance penalty, however performance will increase
when accessing the static data e.g. for statistical analysis.
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Components

Concurrency control
In information technology and computer science, especially in the fields of computer programming, operating
systems, multiprocessors, and databases, concurrency control ensures that correct results for concurrent operations
are generated, while getting those results as quickly as possible.
Computer systems, both software and hardware, consist of modules, or components. Each component is designed to
operate correctly, i.e., to obey or to meet certain consistency rules. When components that operate concurrently
interact by messaging or by sharing accessed data (in memory or storage), a certain component's consistency may be
violated by another component. The general area of concurrency control provides rules, methods, design
methodologies, and theories to maintain the consistency of components operating concurrently while interacting, and
thus the consistency and correctness of the whole system. Introducing concurrency control into a system means
applying operation constraints which typically result in some performance reduction. Operation consistency and
correctness should be achieved with as good as possible efficiency, without reducing performance below reasonable.
For example, a failure in concurrency control can result in data corruption from torn read or write operations.

Concurrency control in databases
Comments:

1. This section is applicable to all transactional systems, i.e., to all systems that use database transactions (atomic
transactions; e.g., transactional objects in Systems management and in networks of smartphones which typically
implement private, dedicated database systems), not only general-purpose database management systems
(DBMSs).

2. DBMSs need to deal also with concurrency control issues not typical just to database transactions but rather to
operating systems in general. These issues (e.g., see Concurrency control in operating systems below) are out of
the scope of this section.

Concurrency control in Database management systems (DBMS; e.g., Bernstein et al. 1987, Weikum and Vossen
2001), other transactional objects, and related distributed applications (e.g., Grid computing and Cloud computing)
ensures that database transactions are performed concurrently without violating the data integrity of the respective
databases. Thus concurrency control is an essential element for correctness in any system where two database
transactions or more, executed with time overlap, can access the same data, e.g., virtually in any general-purpose
database system. Consequently a vast body of related research has been accumulated since database systems
emerged in the early 1970s. A well established concurrency control theory for database systems is outlined in the
references mentioned above: serializability theory, which allows to effectively design and analyze concurrency
control methods and mechanisms. An alternative theory for concurrency control of atomic transactions over abstract
data types is presented in (Lynch et al. 1993), and not utilized below. This theory is more refined, complex, with a
wider scope, and has been less utilized in the Database literature than the classical theory above. Each theory has its
pros and cons, emphasis and insight. To some extent they are complementary, and their merging may be useful.
To ensure correctness, a DBMS usually guarantees that only serializable transaction schedules are generated, unless 
serializability is intentionally relaxed to increase performance, but only in cases where application correctness is not 
harmed. For maintaining correctness in cases of failed (aborted) transactions (which can always happen for many 
reasons) schedules also need to have the recoverability (from abort) property. A DBMS also guarantees that no 
effect of committed transactions is lost, and no effect of aborted (rolled back) transactions remains in the related
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database. Overall transaction characterization is usually summarized by the ACID rules below. As databases have
become distributed, or needed to cooperate in distributed environments (e.g., Federated databases in the early 1990,
and Cloud computing currently), the effective distribution of concurrency control mechanisms has received special
attention.

Database transaction and the ACID rules
The concept of a database transaction (or atomic transaction) has evolved in order to enable both a well understood
database system behavior in a faulty environment where crashes can happen any time, and recovery from a crash to a
well understood database state. A database transaction is a unit of work, typically encapsulating a number of
operations over a database (e.g., reading a database object, writing, acquiring lock, etc.), an abstraction supported in
database and also other systems. Each transaction has well defined boundaries in terms of which program/code
executions are included in that transaction (determined by the transaction's programmer via special transaction
commands). Every database transaction obeys the following rules (by support in the database system; i.e., a database
system is designed to guarantee them for the transactions it runs):
• Atomicity - Either the effects of all or none of its operations remain ("all or nothing" semantics) when a

transaction is completed (committed or aborted respectively). In other words, to the outside world a committed
transaction appears (by its effects on the database) to be indivisible, atomic, and an aborted transaction does not
leave effects on the database at all, as if never existed.

• Consistency - Every transaction must leave the database in a consistent (correct) state, i.e., maintain the
predetermined integrity rules of the database (constraints upon and among the database's objects). A transaction
must transform a database from one consistent state to another consistent state (however, it is the responsibility of
the transaction's programmer to make sure that the transaction itself is correct, i.e., performs correctly what it
intends to perform (from the application's point of view) while the predefined integrity rules are enforced by the
DBMS). Thus since a database can be normally changed only by transactions, all the database's states are
consistent. An aborted transaction does not change the database state it has started from, as if it never existed
(atomicity above).

• Isolation - Transactions cannot interfere with each other (as an end result of their executions). Moreover, usually
(depending on concurrency control method) the effects of an incomplete transaction are not even visible to
another transaction. Providing isolation is the main goal of concurrency control.

• Durability - Effects of successful (committed) transactions must persist through crashes (typically by recording
the transaction's effects and its commit event in a non-volatile memory).

The concept of atomic transaction has been extended during the years to what has become Business transactions
which actually implement types of Workflow and are not atomic. However also such enhanced transactions typically
utilize atomic transactions as components.

Why is concurrency control needed?
If transactions are executed serially, i.e., sequentially with no overlap in time, no transaction concurrency exists.
However, if concurrent transactions with interleaving operations are allowed in an uncontrolled manner, some
unexpected, undesirable result may occur. Here are some typical examples:
1.1. The lost update problem: A second transaction writes a second value of a data-item (datum) on top of a first value

written by a first concurrent transaction, and the first value is lost to other transactions running concurrently
which need, by their precedence, to read the first value. The transactions that have read the wrong value end with
incorrect results.

2.2. The dirty read problem: Transactions read a value written by a transaction that has been later aborted. This value
disappears from the database upon abort, and should not have been read by any transaction ("dirty read"). The
reading transactions end with incorrect results.
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3.3. The incorrect summary problem: While one transaction takes a summary over the values of all the instances of a
repeated data-item, a second transaction updates some instances of that data-item. The resulting summary does
not reflect a correct result for any (usually needed for correctness) precedence order between the two transactions
(if one is executed before the other), but rather some random result, depending on the timing of the updates, and
whether certain update results have been included in the summary or not.

Most high-performance transactional systems need to run transactions concurrently to meet their performance
requirements. Thus, without concurrency control such systems can neither provide correct results nor maintain their
databases consistent.

Concurrency control mechanisms

Categories

The main categories of concurrency control mechanisms are:
• Optimistic - Delay the checking of whether a transaction meets the isolation and other integrity rules (e.g.,

serializability and recoverability) until its end, without blocking any of its (read, write) operations ("...and be
optimistic about the rules being met..."), and then abort a transaction to prevent the violation, if the desired rules
are to be violated upon its commit. An aborted transaction is immediately restarted and re-executed, which incurs
an obvious overhead (versus executing it to the end only once). If not too many transactions are aborted, then
being optimistic is usually a good strategy.

• Pessimistic - Block an operation of a transaction, if it may cause violation of the rules, until the possibility of
violation disappears. Blocking operations is typically involved with performance reduction.

• Semi-optimistic - Block operations in some situations, if they may cause violation of some rules, and do not
block in other situations while delaying rules checking (if needed) to transaction's end, as done with optimistic.

Different categories provide different performance, i.e., different average transaction completion rates (throughput),
depending on transaction types mix, computing level of parallelism, and other factors. If selection and knowledge
about trade-offs are available, then category and method should be chosen to provide the highest performance.
The mutual blocking between two transactions (where each one blocks the other) or more results in a deadlock,
where the transactions involved are stalled and cannot reach completion. Most non-optimistic mechanisms (with
blocking) are prone to deadlocks which are resolved by an intentional abort of a stalled transaction (which releases
the other transactions in that deadlock), and its immediate restart and re-execution. The likelihood of a deadlock is
typically low.
Both blocking, deadlocks, and aborts result in performance reduction, and hence the trade-offs between the
categories.

Methods

Many methods for concurrency control exist. Most of them can be implemented within either main category above.
The major methods,[1] which have each many variants, and in some cases may overlap or be combined, are:
1. Locking (e.g., Two-phase locking - 2PL) - Controlling access to data by locks assigned to the data. Access of a

transaction to a data item (database object) locked by another transaction may be blocked (depending on lock type
and access operation type) until lock release.

2. Serialization graph checking (also called Serializability, or Conflict, or Precedence graph checking) - Checking
for cycles in the schedule's graph and breaking them by aborts.

3. Timestamp ordering (TO) - Assigning timestamps to transactions, and controlling or checking access to data by
timestamp order.

4. Commitment ordering (or Commit ordering; CO) - Controlling or checking transactions' chronological order of
commit events to be compatible with their respective precedence order.
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Other major concurrency control types that are utilized in conjunction with the methods above include:
• Multiversion concurrency control (MVCC) - Increasing concurrency and performance by generating a new

version of a database object each time the object is written, and allowing transactions' read operations of several
last relevant versions (of each object) depending on scheduling method.

• Index concurrency control - Synchronizing access operations to indexes, rather than to user data. Specialized
methods provide substantial performance gains.

• Private workspace model (Deferred update) - Each transaction maintains a private workspace for its accessed
data, and its changed data become visible outside the transaction only upon its commit (e.g., Weikum and Vossen
2001). This model provides a different concurrency control behavior with benefits in many cases.

The most common mechanism type in database systems since their early days in the 1970s has been Strong strict
Two-phase locking (SS2PL; also called Rigorous scheduling or Rigorous 2PL) which is a special case (variant) of
both Two-phase locking (2PL) and Commitment ordering (CO). It is pessimistic. In spite of its long name (for
historical reasons) the idea of the SS2PL mechanism is simple: "Release all locks applied by a transaction only after
the transaction has ended." SS2PL (or Rigorousness) is also the name of the set of all schedules that can be generated
by this mechanism, i.e., these are SS2PL (or Rigorous) schedules, have the SS2PL (or Rigorousness) property.

Major goals of concurrency control mechanisms
Concurrency control mechanisms firstly need to operate correctly, i.e., to maintain each transaction's integrity rules
(as related to concurrency; application-specific integrity rule are out of the scope here) while transactions are running
concurrently, and thus the integrity of the entire transactional system. Correctness needs to be achieved with as good
performance as possible. In addition, increasingly a need exists to operate effectively while transactions are
distributed over processes, computers, and computer networks. Other subjects that may affect concurrency control
are recovery and replication.

Correctness

Serializability

For correctness, a common major goal of most concurrency control mechanisms is generating schedules with the
Serializability property. Without serializability undesirable phenomena may occur, e.g., money may disappear from
accounts, or be generated from nowhere. Serializability of a schedule means equivalence (in the resulting database
values) to some serial schedule with the same transactions (i.e., in which transactions are sequential with no overlap
in time, and thus completely isolated from each other: No concurrent access by any two transactions to the same data
is possible). Serializability is considered the highest level of isolation among database transactions, and the major
correctness criterion for concurrent transactions. In some cases compromised, relaxed forms of serializability are
allowed for better performance (e.g., the popular Snapshot isolation mechanism) or to meet availability requirements
in highly distributed systems (see Eventual consistency), but only if application's correctness is not violated by the
relaxation (e.g., no relaxation is allowed for money transactions, since by relaxation money can disappear, or appear
from nowhere).
Almost all implemented concurrency control mechanisms achieve serializability by providing Conflict serializablity,
a broad special case of serializability (i.e., it covers, enables most serializable schedules, and does not impose
significant additional delay-causing constraints) which can be implemented efficiently.
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Recoverability

See Recoverability in Serializability

Comment: While in the general area of systems the term "recoverability" may refer to the ability of a system to
recover from failure or from an incorrect/forbidden state, within concurrency control of database systems this term
has received a specific meaning.
Concurrency control typically also ensures the Recoverability property of schedules for maintaining correctness in
cases of aborted transactions (which can always happen for many reasons). Recoverability (from abort) means that
no committed transaction in a schedule has read data written by an aborted transaction. Such data disappear from the
database (upon the abort) and are parts of an incorrect database state. Reading such data violates the consistency rule
of ACID. Unlike Serializability, Recoverability cannot be compromised, relaxed at any case, since any relaxation
results in quick database integrity violation upon aborts. The major methods listed above provide serializability
mechanisms. None of them in its general form automatically provides recoverability, and special considerations and
mechanism enhancements are needed to support recoverability. A commonly utilized special case of recoverability is
Strictness, which allows efficient database recovery from failure (but excludes optimistic implementations; e.g.,
Strict CO (SCO) cannot have an optimistic implementation, but has semi-optimistic ones).
Comment: Note that the Recoverability property is needed even if no database failure occurs and no database
recovery from failure is needed. It is rather needed to correctly automatically handle transaction aborts, which may
be unrelated to database failure and recovery from it.

Distribution

With the fast technological development of computing the difference between local and distributed computing over
low latency networks or buses is blurring. Thus the quite effective utilization of local techniques in such distributed
environments is common, e.g., in computer clusters and multi-core processors. However the local techniques have
their limitations and use multi-processes (or threads) supported by multi-processors (or multi-cores) to scale. This
often turns transactions into distributed ones, if they themselves need to span multi-processes. In these cases most
local concurrency control techniques do not scale well.

Distributed serializability and Commitment ordering

See Distributed serializability in Serializability

As database systems have become distributed, or started to cooperate in distributed environments (e.g., Federated 
databases in the early 1990s, and nowadays Grid computing, Cloud computing, and networks with smartphones), 
some transactions have become distributed. A distributed transaction means that the transaction spans processes, and 
may span computers and geographical sites. This generates a need in effective distributed concurrency control 
mechanisms. Achieving the Serializability property of a distributed system's schedule (see Distributed serializability 
and Global serializability (Modular serializability)) effectively poses special challenges typically not met by most of 
the regular serializability mechanisms, originally designed to operate locally. This is especially due to a need in 
costly distribution of concurrency control information amid communication and computer latency. The only known 
general effective technique for distribution is Commitment ordering, which was disclosed publicly in 1991 (after 
being patented). Commitment ordering (Commit ordering, CO; Raz 1992) means that transactions' chronological 
order of commit events is kept compatible with their respective precedence order. CO does not require the 
distribution of concurrency control information and provides a general effective solution (reliable, high-performance, 
and scalable) for both distributed and global serializability, also in a heterogeneous environment with database 
systems (or other transactional objects) with different (any) concurrency control mechanisms. CO is indifferent to 
which mechanism is utilized, since it does not interfere with any transaction operation scheduling (which most 
mechanisms control), and only determines the order of commit events. Thus, CO enables the efficient distribution of 
all other mechanisms, and also the distribution of a mix of different (any) local mechanisms, for achieving
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distributed and global serializability. The existence of such a solution has been considered "unlikely" until 1991, and
by many experts also later, due to misunderstanding of the CO solution (see Quotations in Global serializability). An
important side-benefit of CO is automatic distributed deadlock resolution. Contrary to CO, virtually all other
techniques (when not combined with CO) are prone to distributed deadlocks (also called global deadlocks) which
need special handling. CO is also the name of the resulting schedule property: A schedule has the CO property if the
chronological order of its transactions' commit events is compatible with the respective transactions' precedence
(partial) order.
SS2PL mentioned above is a variant (special case) of CO and thus also effective to achieve distributed and global
serializability. It also provides automatic distributed deadlock resolution (a fact overlooked in the research literature
even after CO's publication), as well as Strictness and thus Recoverability. Possessing these desired properties
together with known efficient locking based implementations explains SS2PL's popularity. SS2PL has been utilized
to efficiently achieve Distributed and Global serializability since the 1980, and has become the de facto standard for
it. However, SS2PL is blocking and constraining (pessimistic), and with the proliferation of distribution and
utilization of systems different from traditional database systems (e.g., as in Cloud computing), less constraining
types of CO (e.g., Optimistic CO) may be needed for better performance.
Comments:

1. The Distributed conflict serializability property in its general form is difficult to achieve efficiently, but it is
achieved efficiently via its special case Distributed CO: Each local component (e.g., a local DBMS) needs both to
provide some form of CO, and enforce a special vote ordering strategy for the Two-phase commit protocol (2PC:
utilized to commit distributed transactions). Differently from the general Distributed CO, Distributed SS2PL
exists automatically when all local components are SS2PL based (in each component CO exists, implied, and the
vote ordering strategy is now met automatically). This fact has been known and utilized since the 1980s (i.e., that
SS2PL exists globally, without knowing about CO) for efficient Distributed SS2PL, which implies Distributed
serializability and strictness (e.g., see Raz 1992, page 293; it is also implied in Bernstein et al. 1987, page 78).
Less constrained Distributed serializability and strictness can be efficiently achieved by Distributed Strict CO
(SCO), or by a mix of SS2PL based and SCO based local components.

2. About the references and Commitment ordering: (Bernstein et al. 1987) was published before the discovery of
CO in 1990. The CO schedule property is called Dynamic atomicity in (Lynch et al. 1993, page 201). CO is
described in (Weikum and Vossen 2001, pages 102, 700), but the description is partial and misses CO's essence.
(Raz 1992) was the first refereed and accepted for publication article about CO algorithms (however, publications
about an equivalent Dynamic atomicity property can be traced to 1988). Other CO articles followed. (Bernstein
and Newcomer 2009) note CO as one of the four major concurrency control methods, and CO's ability to provide
interoperability among other methods.

Distributed recoverability

Unlike Serializability, Distributed recoverability and Distributed strictness can be achieved efficiently in a
straightforward way, similarly to the way Distributed CO is achieved: In each database system they have to be
applied locally, and employ a vote ordering strategy for the Two-phase commit protocol (2PC; Raz 1992, page 307).
As has been mentioned above, Distributed SS2PL, including Distributed strictness (recoverability) and Distributed
commitment ordering (serializability), automatically employs the needed vote ordering strategy, and is achieved
(globally) when employed locally in each (local) database system (as has been known and utilized for many years; as
a matter of fact locality is defined by the boundary of a 2PC participant (Raz 1992) ).
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Other major subjects of attention

The design of concurrency control mechanisms is often influenced by the following subjects:

Recovery

All systems are prone to failures, and handling recovery from failure is a must. The properties of the generated
schedules, which are dictated by the concurrency control mechanism, may have an impact on the effectiveness and
efficiency of recovery. For example, the Strictness property (mentioned in the section Recoverability above) is often
desirable for an efficient recovery.

Replication

For high availability database objects are often replicated. Updates of replicas of a same database object need to be
kept synchronized. This may affect the way concurrency control is done (e.g., Gray et al. 1996).
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Concurrency control in operating systems
Multitasking operating systems, especially real-time operating systems, need to maintain the illusion that all tasks
running on top of them are all running at the same time, even though only one or a few tasks really are running at
any given moment due to the limitations of the hardware the operating system is running on. Such multitasking is
fairly simple when all tasks are independent from each other. However, when several tasks try to use the same
resource, or when tasks try to share information, it can lead to confusion and inconsistency. The task of concurrent
computing is to solve that problem. Some solutions involve "locks" similar to the locks used in databases, but they
risk causing problems of their own such as deadlock. Other solutions are Non-blocking algorithms.
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Data dictionary
A data dictionary, or metadata repository, as defined in the IBM Dictionary of Computing, is a "centralized
repository of information about data such as meaning, relationships to other data, origin, usage, and format."[1] The
term may have one of several closely related meanings pertaining to databases and database management systems
(DBMS):
• a document describing a database or collection of databases
• an integral component of a DBMS that is required to determine its structure
• a piece of middleware that extends or supplants the native data dictionary of a DBMS

Documentation
The term data dictionary and data repository are used to indicate a more general software utility than a catalogue.
A catalogue is closely coupled with the DBMS software. It provides the information stored in it to the user and the
DBA, but it is mainly accessed by the various software modules of the DBMS itself, such as DDL and DML
compilers, the query optimiser, the transaction processor, report generators, and the constraint enforcer. On the other
hand, a data dictionary is a data structure that stores metadata, i.e., (structured) data about data. The software
package for a stand-alone data dictionary or data repository may interact with the software modules of the DBMS,
but it is mainly used by the designers, users and administrators of a computer system for information resource
management. These systems are used to maintain information on system hardware and software configuration,
documentation, application and users as well as other information relevant to system administration.[2]

If a data dictionary system is used only by the designers, users, and administrators and not by the DBMS Software, it
is called a passive data dictionary. Otherwise, it is called an active data dictionary or data dictionary. When a
passive data dictionary is updated, it is done so manually and independently from any changes to a DBMS (database)
structure. With an active data dictionary, the dictionary is updated first and changes occur in the DBMS
automatically as a result.
Database users and application developers can benefit from an authoritative data dictionary document that catalogs
the organization, contents, and conventions of one or more databases.[3] This typically includes the names and
descriptions of various tables (records or Entities) and their contents (fields) plus additional details, like the type and
length of each data element. Another important piece of information that a data dictionary can provide is the
relationship between Tables. This is sometimes referred to in Entity-Relationship diagrams, or if using Set
descriptors, identifying in which Sets database Tables participate.
In an active data dictionary constraints may be placed upon the underlying data. For instance, a Range may be
imposed on the value of numeric data in a data element (field), or a Record in a Table may be FORCED to
participate in a set relationship with another Record-Type. Additionally, a distributed DBMS may have certain
location specifics described within its active data dictionary (e.g. where Tables are physically located).
The data dictionary consists of record types (tables) created in the database by systems generated command files,
tailored for each supported back-end DBMS. Command files contain SQL Statements for CREATE TABLE,
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX, ALTER TABLE (for referential integrity), etc., using the specific statement required by
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that type of database.
There is no universal standard as to the level of detail in such a document.

Middleware
In the construction of database applications, it can be useful to introduce an additional layer of data dictionary
software, i.e. middleware, which communicates with the underlying DBMS data dictionary. Such a "high-level" data
dictionary may offer additional features and a degree of flexibility that goes beyond the limitations of the native
"low-level" data dictionary, whose primary purpose is to support the basic functions of the DBMS, not the
requirements of a typical application. For example, a high-level data dictionary can provide alternative
entity-relationship models tailored to suit different applications that share a common database.[4] Extensions to the
data dictionary also can assist in query optimization against distributed databases.[5] Additionally, DBA functions are
often automated using restructuring tools that are tightly coupled to an active data dictionary.
Software frameworks aimed at rapid application development sometimes include high-level data dictionary facilities,
which can substantially reduce the amount of programming required to build menus, forms, reports, and other
components of a database application, including the database itself. For example, PHPLens includes a PHP class
library to automate the creation of tables, indexes, and foreign key constraints portably for multiple databases.[6]

Another PHP-based data dictionary, part of the RADICORE toolkit, automatically generates program objects,
scripts, and SQL code for menus and forms with data validation and complex joins.[7] For the ASP.NET
environment, Base One's data dictionary provides cross-DBMS facilities for automated database creation, data
validation, performance enhancement (caching and index utilization), application security, and extended data
types.[8] Visual DataFlex features[9] provides the ability to use DataDictionaries as class files to form middle layer
between the user interface and the underlying database. The intent is to create standardized rules to maintain data
integrity and enforce business rules throughout one or more related applications.
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Java Database Connectivity

JDBC

Type Data Access API

Website Java SE 7 [6]

JDBC is a Java-based data access technology (Java Standard Edition platform) from Oracle Corporation. This
technology is an API for the Java programming language that defines how a client may access a database. It provides
methods for querying and updating data in a database. JDBC is oriented towards relational databases. A
JDBC-to-ODBC bridge enables connections to any ODBC-accessible data source in the JVM host environment.

History and implementation
Sun Microsystems released JDBC as part of JDK 1.1 on February 19, 1997. It has since formed part of the Java
Standard Edition.
The JDBC classes are contained in the Java package java.sql [1] and javax.sql [2].
Starting with version 3.1, JDBC has been developed under the Java Community Process. JSR 54 specifies JDBC 3.0
(included in J2SE 1.4), JSR 114 specifies the JDBC Rowset additions, and JSR 221 is the specification of JDBC 4.0
(included in Java SE 6).[3]

The latest version, JDBC 4.1, is specified by a maintenance release of JSR 221[4] and is included in Java SE 7.[5]

Functionality
JDBC allows multiple implementations to exist and be used by the same application. The API provides a mechanism
for dynamically loading the correct Java packages and registering them with the JDBC Driver Manager. The Driver
Manager is used as a connection factory for creating JDBC connections.
JDBC connections support creating and executing statements. These may be update statements such as SQL's
CREATE, INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE, or they may be query statements such as SELECT. Additionally,
stored procedures may be invoked through a JDBC connection. JDBC represents statements using one of the
following classes:
• Statement [6] – the statement is sent to the database server each and every time.
• PreparedStatement [7] – the statement is cached and then the execution path is pre-determined on the

database server allowing it to be executed multiple times in an efficient manner.
• CallableStatement [8] – used for executing stored procedures on the database.
Update statements such as INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE return an update count that indicates how many rows
were affected in the database. These statements do not return any other information.
Query statements return a JDBC row result set. The row result set is used to walk over the result set. Individual
columns in a row are retrieved either by name or by column number. There may be any number of rows in the result
set. The row result set has metadata that describes the names of the columns and their types.
There is an extension to the basic JDBC API in the javax.sql [2].
JDBC connections are often managed via a connection pool rather than obtained directly from the driver. Examples
of connection pools include BoneCP [9], C3P0 [10] and DBCP [11]
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JDBC drivers
JDBC drivers are client-side adapters (installed on the client machine, not on the server) that convert requests from
Java programs to a protocol that the DBMS can understand.

Types
There are commercial and free drivers available for most relational database servers. These drivers fall into one of
the following types:
• Type 1 that calls native code of the locally available ODBC driver.
• Type 2 that calls database vendor native library on a client side. This code then talks to database over network.
• Type 3, the pure-java driver that talks with the server-side middleware that then talks to database.
• Type 4, the pure-java driver that uses database native protocol.
There is also a type called internal JDBC driver, driver embedded with JRE in Java-enabled SQL databases. It's used
for Java stored procedures. This does not belong to the above classification, although it would likely be either a type
2 or type 4 driver (depending on whether the database itself is implemented in Java or not). An example of this is the
KPRB driver supplied with Oracle RDBMS. "jdbc:default:connection" is a relatively standard way of referring
making such a connection (at least Oracle and Apache Derby support it). The distinction here is that the JDBC client
is actually running as part of the database being accessed, so access can be made directly rather than through network
protocols.

Sources
•• SQLSummit.com publishes list of drivers, including JDBC drivers and vendors
• Oracle provides a list of some JDBC drivers and vendors [12]

• Simba Technologies ships an SDK for building custom JDBC Drivers for any custom/proprietary relational data
source

• RSSBus Type 4 JDBC Drivers for applications, databases, and web services [13].
•• DataDirect Technologies provides a comprehensive suite of fast Type 4 JDBC drivers for all major database they

advertise as Type 5
•• IDS Software provides a Type 3 JDBC driver for concurrent access to all major databases. Supported features

include resultset caching, SSL encryption, custom data source, dbShield
• OpenLink Software ships JDBC Drivers for a variety of databases, including Bridges to other data access

mechanisms (e.g., ODBC, JDBC) which can provide more functionality than the targeted mechanism
• JDBaccess is a Java persistence library for MySQL and Oracle which defines major database access operations in

an easy usable API above JDBC
•• JNetDirect provides a suite of fully Sun J2EE certified high performance JDBC drivers.
• HSQLDB is a RDBMS with a JDBC driver and is available under a BSD license.
•• SchemaCrawler is an open source API that leverages JDBC, and makes database metadata available as plain old

Java objects (POJOs)
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External links
• Java SE 7 (http:/ / download. oracle. com/ javase/ 7/ docs/ ) This documentation has examples where the JDBC

resources are not closed appropriately (swallowing primary exceptions and being able to cause
NullPointerExceptions) and has code prone to SQL injection[citation needed]

• java.sql (http:/ / download. oracle. com/ javase/ 7/ docs/ api/ java/ sql/ package-summary. html) API Javadoc
documentation

• javax.sql (http:/ / download. oracle. com/ javase/ 7/ docs/ api/ javax/ sql/ package-summary. html) API
Javadoc documentation

• O/R Broker (http:/ / www. orbroker. org) Scala JDBC framework
• SqlTool (http:/ / www. hsqldb. org/ doc/ 2. 0/ util-guide/ sqltool-chapt. html) Open source, command-line, generic

JDBC client utility. Works with any JDBC-supporting database.
• JDBC URL Strings and related information of All Databases. (http:/ / codeoftheday. blogspot. com/ 2012/ 12/

java-database-connectivity-jdbc-url. html)
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XQuery API for Java

XQJ

Developer(s) Java Community Process

Stable release 1.0 / June 24, 2009

Type Data Access API

Website JSR 225: XQuery API for Java [1]

General architecture of how an XQJ driver is used to communicate with
an XML Database from Java Applications.

XQuery API for Java (XQJ) refers to the common
Java API for the W3C XQuery 1.0 specification.

The XQJ API enables Java programmers to execute
XQuery against an XML data source (e.g. an XML
database) while reducing or eliminating vendor lock
in.

The XQJ API provides Java developers with an
interface to the XQuery Data Model.[2] Its design is
similar to the JDBC API which has a client/server
feel and as such lends itself well to Server based
XML Databases and less well to client-side XQuery
processors, although the "connection" part is a very
minor part of the entire API. Users of the XQJ API
can bind Java values to XQuery expressions,
preventing code injection attacks.[3] Also, multiple
XQuery expressions can be executed as part of an
atomic transaction.

History and implementation

The XQuery API for Java was developed at the Java
Community Process as JSR 225. It had some big
technology backers such as Oracle,[4][5][6][7] IBM,
BEA Systems,[8] Software AG,[9] Intel, Nokia and
DataDirect.

Version 1.0 of the XQuery API for Java Specification was released on June 24, 2009,[10] along with JavaDocs, a
reference implementation and a TCK (Technology Compatibility Kit) which implementing vendors must conform to.

The XQJ classes are contained in the Java package javax.xml.xquery [11]
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Functionality
XQJ allows multiple implementations to exist and be used by the same application.
XQJ connections support creating and executing XQuery expressions. Expressions may be updating[12] and may
include full text searches.[13] XQJ represents XQuery expressions using one of the following classes:
• XQExpression [14] – the expression is sent to the XQuery processor every time.
• XQPreparedExpression [15] – the expression is cached and the execution path is pre-determined allowing it

to be executed multiple times in an efficient manner.
XQuery expressions return a result sequence of XDM items which in XQJ are represented through the
XQResultSequence [16] interface. The programmer can use an XQResultSequence [16] to walk over
individual XDM items in the result sequence. Each item in the sequence has XDM type information associated with
it, such as its node type e.g. element(), document-node() or an XDM atomic type such as xs:string,
xs:integer or xs:dateTime. XDM type information in XQJ can be retrieved via the XQItemType [17]

interface.
Atomic XQuery items can be easily cast to Java primitives via XQItemAccessor [18] methods such as
getByte() [19] and getFloat() [20]. Also XQuery items and sequences can be serialized to DOM Node [21],
SAX ContentHandler [22], StAX XMLStreamReader [23] and the generic IO Reader [24] and
InputStream [25] classes.

Examples

Basic Example
The following example illustrates creating a connection to an XML Database, submitting an XQuery expression,
then processing the results in Java. Once all of the results have been processed, the connection is closed to free up all
resources associated with it.

// Create a new connection to an XML database

XQConnection conn = vendorDataSource.getConnection("myUser", "myPassword");

XQExpression expr = conn.createExpression(); // Create a reusable XQuery Expression object

XQResultSequence result = expr.executeQuery(

  "for $n in fn:collection('catalog')//item " +

  "return fn:data($n/name)"); // execute an XQuery expression

// Process the result sequence iteratively

while (result.next()) {

  // Print the current item in the sequence

  System.out.println("Product name: " + result.getItemAsString(null));

}

// Free all resources created by the connection

conn.close();
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Binding a value to an external variable
The following example illustrates how a Java value can be bound to an external variable in an XQuery expression.
Assume that the connection conn already exists

XQExpression expr = conn.createExpression();

// The XQuery expression to be executed

String es = "declare variable $x as xs:integer external;" +

            " for $n in fn:collection('catalog')//item" +

            " where $n/price <= $x" +

            " return fn:data($n/name)";

// Bind a value (21) to an external variable with the QName x

expr.bindInt(new QName("x"), 21, null);

// Execute the XQuery expression

XQResultSequence result = expr.executeQuery(es);

// Process the result (sequence) iteratively

while (result.next()) {

  // Process the result ...

}

Default data type mapping
Mapping between Java and XQuery data types is largely flexible, however the XQJ 1.0 specification does have
default mapping rules mapping data types when they are not specified by the user. These mapping rules bear great
similarities to the mapping rules found in JAXB.
The following table illustrates the default mapping rules for when binding Java values to external variables in
XQuery expressions.

Default conversion rules when mapping from Java data types to XQuery data types

Java Datatype Default XQuery Data Type(s)

boolean xs:boolean

byte xs:byte

byte[] xs:hexBinary

double xs:double

float xs:float

int xs:int

long xs:long

short xs:short

Boolean [26] xs:boolean

Byte [27] xs:byte

Float [28] xs:float
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Double [29] xs:double

Integer [30] xs:int

Long [31] xs:long

Short [32] xs:short

String [33] xs:string

BigDecimal [34] xs:decimal

BigInteger [35] xs:integer

Duration [36] xs:dayTimeDuration if the Duration Object's state is xs:dayTimeDuration

xs:yearMonthDuration if the Duration Object's state is xs:yearMonthDuration

xs:duration if the Duration Object's state is xs:duration

XMLGregorianCalendar [37] xs:date if the XMLGregorianCalendar Object's state is xs:date

xs:dateTime if the XMLGregorianCalendar Object's state is xs:dateTime

xs:gDay if the XMLGregorianCalendar Object's state is xs:gDay

xs:gMonth if the XMLGregorianCalendar Object's state is xs:gMonth

xs:gMonthDay if the XMLGregorianCalendar Object's state is xs:gMonthDay

xs:gYear if the XMLGregorianCalendar Object's state is xs:gYear

xs:gYearMonth if the XMLGregorianCalendar Object's state is xs:gYearMonth

xs:time if the XMLGregorianCalendar Object's state is xs:time

QName [38] xs:QName

Document [39] document-node(element(*, xs:untyped))

DocumentFragment [40] document-node(element(*, xs:untyped))

Element [41] element(*, xs:untyped)

Attr [42] attribute(*, xs:untypedAtomic)

Comment [43] comment()

ProcessingInstruction [44] processing-instruction()

Text [45] text()
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Known implementations

Native XML databases
The following is a list of Native XML Databases which are known to have XQuery API for Java implementations.
• MarkLogic[46]

• eXist[47]

• BaseX[48]

• Sedna[49]

• Oracle XDB [50][51]

• Tamino[52]

•• TigerLogic

Relational databases
DataDirect provide XQJ adapters for relational databases, by translating XQuery code into SQL on the fly, then
converting SQL result sets into a format suitable for XQJ to process further. The following is a couple of known
implementations.
• Oracle DB (Not XDB)

•• IBM DB2
•• Microsoft SQL Server
•• Sybase ASE
•• Informix
•• MySQL
•• PostgreSQL

Client-side implementations
The following is a list of client-side XQuery processors which provide an XQuery API for Java interface.
•• Saxon XSLT and XQuery processor
• Zorba[53]

•• MXQuery
• Oracle XQuery Processor [54]
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• XQS: XQuery for Scala (Sits on top of XQJ) (https:/ / github. com/ fancellu/ xqs)

ODBC
In computing, ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) is a standard programming language middleware API for
accessing database management systems (DBMS). The designers of ODBC aimed to make it independent of
database systems and operating systems; an application written using ODBC can be ported to other platforms, both
on the client and server side, with few changes to the data access code.
ODBC accomplishes DBMS independence by using an ODBC driver as a translation layer between the application
and the DBMS. The application uses ODBC functions through an ODBC driver manager with which it is linked,
and the driver passes the query to the DBMS. An ODBC driver can be thought of as analogous to a printer or other
driver, providing a standard set of functions for the application to use, and implementing DBMS-specific
functionality. An application that can use ODBC is referred to as "ODBC-compliant". Any ODBC-compliant
application can access any DBMS for which a driver is installed. Drivers exist for all major DBMSs, many other data
sources like address book systems and Microsoft Excel, and even for text or CSV files.
ODBC was originally developed by Microsoft during the early 1990s, and became the basis for the Call Level
Interface (CLI) standardized by SQL Access Group in the Unix and mainframe world. ODBC retained a number of
features that were removed as part of the CLI effort. Full ODBC was later ported back to those platforms, and
became a de facto standard considerably better known than CLI. The CLI remains similar to ODBC, and applications
can be ported from one platform to the other with few changes.

History

Prior to ODBC
The introduction of the mainframe-based relational database during the 1970s led to a proliferation of data access
methods. Generally these systems operated hand-in-hand with a simple command processor that allowed the user to
type in English-like commands, and receive output. The best-known examples are SEQUEL from IBM and QUEL
from the Ingres project. These systems may or may not allow other applications to access the data directly, and those
that did used a wide variety of methodologies. The introduction of SQL aimed to solve the problem of language
standardization, although substantial differences in implementation remained.
Additionally, since the SQL language had only rudimentary programming features, it was often desired to use SQL
within a program written in another language, say Fortran or C. This led to the concept of Embedded SQL, which
allowed SQL code to be "embedded" within another language. For instance, a SQL statement like SELECT *
FROM city could be inserted as text within C source code, and during compilation it would be converted into a
custom format that directly called a function within a library that would pass the statement into the SQL system.
Results returned from the statements would be interpreted back into C data formats like char * using similar
library code.
There were a number of problems with the Embedded SQL approach. Like the different varieties of SQL, the 
Embedded SQL's that used them varied widely, not only from platform to platform, but even across languages on a 
single platform - a system that allowed calls into IBM's DB2 would look entirely different than one that called into 
their own SQL/DSWikipedia:Disputed statement. Another key problem to the Embedded SQL concept was that the 
SQL code could only be changed in the program's source code, so that even small changes to the query required 
considerable programmer effort to modify. The SQL market referred to this as "static SQL", as opposed to "dynamic 
SQL" which could be changed at any time - like the command-line interfaces that shipped with almost all SQL 
systems, or a programming interface that left the SQL as plain text until it was called. Dynamic SQL systems
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became a major focus for SQL vendors during the 1980s.
Older mainframe databases, and the newer microcomputer based systems that were based on them, generally did not
have a SQL-like command processor between the user and the database engine. Instead, the data was accessed
directly by the program - a programming library in the case of large mainframe systems, or a command line interface
or interactive forms system in the case of dBASE and similar applications. Data from dBASE could not generally be
accessed directly by other programs running on the machine. Those programs may be given a way to access this
data, often through libraries, but it would not work with any other database engine, or even different databases in the
same engine. In effect, all such systems were static, which presented considerable problems.

Early efforts
By the mid-1980s the rapid improvement in microcomputers, and especially the introduction of the graphical user
interface and data-rich application programs like Lotus 1-2-3 led to an increasing interest in using personal
computers as the client-side platform of choice in client-server computing. Under this model, large mainframes and
minicomputers would be used primarily to serve up data over local area networks to microcomputers that would
interpret, display and manipulate that data. For this model to work, a data access standard was a requirement - in the
mainframe world it was highly likely that all of the computers in a shop were from a single vendor and clients were
computer terminals talking directly to them, but in the micro world there was no such standardization and any client
might access any server using any networking system.
By the late 1980s there were a number of efforts underway to provide an abstraction layer for this purpose. Some of
these were mainframe related, designed to allow programs running on those machines to translate between the
variety of SQL's and provide a single common interface which could then be called by other mainframe or
microcomputer programs. These solutions included IBM's Distributed Relational Database Architecture (DRDA)
and Apple Computer's Data Access Language. Much more common, however, were systems that ran entirely on
microcomputers, including a complete protocol stack that included any required networking or file translation
support.
One of the early examples of such a system was Lotus Development's DataLens, initially known as Blueprint.
Blueprint, developed for 1-2-3, supported a variety of data sources, including SQL/DS, DB2, FOCUS and a variety
of similar mainframe systems, as well as microcomputer systems like dBase and the early Microsoft/Ashton-Tate
efforts that would eventually develop into Microsoft SQL Server.[1] Unlike the later ODBC, Blueprint was a purely
code-based system, lacking anything approximating a command language like SQL. Instead, programmers used data
structures to store the query information, constructing a query by linking many of these structures together. Lotus
referred to these compound structures as "query trees".[2]

Around the same time, an industry team including members from Sybase, Tandem Computers and Microsoft were
working on a standardized dynamic SQL concept. Much of the system was based on Sybase's DB-Library system,
with the Sybase-specific sections removed and several additions to support other platforms.[3] DB-Library was aided
by an industry-wide move from library systems that were tightly linked to a particular language, to library systems
that were provided by the operating system and required the languages on that platform to conform to its standards.
This meant that a single library could be used with (potentially) any programming language on a given platform.
The first draft of the Microsoft Data Access API was published in April 1989, about the same time as Lotus'
announcement of Blueprint.[4] In spite of Blueprint's great lead - it was running when MSDA was still a paper
project - Lotus eventually joined the MSDA efforts as it became clear that SQL would become the de facto database
standard.[2] After considerable industry input, in the summer of 1989 the standard became SQL Connectivity, or
SQLC for short,.[5]
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SAG and CLI
In 1988 a number of vendors, mostly from the Unix and database communities, formed the SQL Access Group
(SAG) in an effort to produce a single basic standard for the SQL language. At the first meeting there was
considerable debate over whether or not the effort should work solely on the SQL language itself, or attempt a wider
standardization which included a dynamic SQL language-embedding system as well, what they called a Call Level
Interface (CLI).[6] While attending the meeting with an early draft of what was then still known as MS Data Access,
Kyle Geiger of Microsoft invited Jeff Balboni and Larry Barnes of Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) to join the
SQLC meetings as well. SQLC was a potential solution to the call for the CLI, which was being led by DEC.
The new SQLC "gang of four", MS, Lotus, DEC and Sybase, brought an updated version of SQLC to the next SAG
meeting in June 1990.[7] The SAG responded by opening the standard effort to any competing design, but of the
many proposals, only Oracle Corp had a system that presented serious competition. In the end, SQLC won the votes
and became the draft standard, but only after large portions of the API were removed - the standards document was
trimmed from 120 pages to 50 during this time. It was also during this period that the name Call Level Interface was
formally adopted.[7] In 1995 SQL/CLI became part of the international SQL standard, ISO/IEC 9075-3.[8] The SAG
itself was taken over by the X/Open group in 1996, and, over time, became part of The Open Group's Common
Application Environment.
MS continued working with the original SQLC standard, retaining many of the advanced features that were removed
from the CLI version. These included features like scrollable cursors, and metadata information queries. The
commands in the API were split into groups; the Core group was identical to the CLI, the Level 1 extensions were
commands that would be easy to implement in drivers, while Level 2 commands contained the more advanced
features like cursors. A proposed standard was released in December 1991, and industry input was gathered and
worked into the system through 1992, resulting in yet another name change to ODBC.[9]

JET and ODBC
During this time, Microsoft was in the midst of developing their Jet database system. Jet combined three primary
subsystems; an ISAM-based database engine (also known as "Jet", confusingly), a C-based interface allowing
applications to access that data, and a selection of driver DLLs that allowed the same C interface to redirect input
and output to other ISAM-based databases, like Paradox and xBase. Jet allowed programmers to use a single set of
calls to access common microcomputer databases in a fashion similar to Blueprint (by this point known as
DataLens). However, Jet did not use SQL; like DataLens, the interface was in C and consisted of data structures and
function calls.
The SAG standardization efforts presented an opportunity for Microsoft to adapt their Jet system to the new CLI
standard. This would not only make Windows a premier platform for CLI development, but also allow users to use
SQL to access both Jet and other databases as well. What was missing was the SQL parser that could convert those
calls from their text form into the C-interface used in Jet. To solve this, MS partnered with PageAhead Software to
use their existing query processor, "SIMBA". SIMBA was used as a parser above Jet's C library, turning Jet into an
SQL database. And because Jet could forward those C-based calls to other databases, this also allowed SIMBA to
query other systems. Microsoft included drivers for Excel to turn its spreadsheet documents into SQL-accessible
database tables.

Release and continued development
ODBC 1.0 was released in September 1992. At the time, there was little direct support for SQL databases (as
opposed to ISAM), and early drivers were noted for poor performance. Some of this was unavoidable due to the path
that the calls took through the Jet-based stack; ODBC calls to SQL databases were first converted from SIMBA's
SQL dialect to Jet's internal C-based format, then passed to a driver for conversion back into SQL calls for the
database. Digital Equipment and Oracle both contracted Simba to develop drivers for their databases as well.[10]
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Meanwhile the CLI standard effort dragged on, and it was not until March 1995 that the definitive version was
finalized. By this time Microsoft had already granted Visigenic Software a source code license to develop ODBC on
non-Windows platforms. Visigenic ported ODBC to a wide variety of Unix platforms, where ODBC quickly became
the de facto standard.[11] "Real" CLI is rare today. The two systems remain similar, and many applications can be
ported from ODBC to CLI with few or no changes.[12]

Over time, database vendors took over the driver interfaces and provided direct links to their products. Skipping the
intermediate conversions to and from Jet or similar wrappers often resulted in higher performance. However, by this
time Microsoft had changed focus to their OLE DB concept, which provided direct access to a wider variety of data
sources from address books to text files. Several new systems followed which further turned their attention from
ODBC, including DAO, ADO and ADO.net, which interacted more or less with ODBC over their lifetimes.
As Microsoft turned its attention away from working directly on ODBC, the Unix world was increasingly embracing
it. This was propelled by two changes within the market, the introduction of GUIs like GNOME that provided the
need for access to these sources in non-text form, and the emergence of open software database systems like
PostgreSQL and MySQL, initially under Unix. The later adoption of ODBC by Apple for Mac OS X 10.4 using the
standard Unix-side iODBC package further cemented ODBC as the standard for cross-platform data access.
Sun Microsystems used the ODBC system as the basis for their own open standard, JDBC. In most ways, JDBC can
be considered a version of ODBC for the Java programming language as opposed to C. JDBC-to-ODBC "bridges"
allow JDBC programs to access data sources through ODBC drivers on platforms lacking a native JDBC driver,
although these are now relatively rare.

ODBC today
ODBC remains largely universal today, with drivers available for most platforms and most databases. It is not
uncommon to find ODBC drivers for database engines that are meant to be embedded, like SQLite, as a way to allow
existing tools to act as front-ends to these engines for testing and debugging.[13]

However, the rise of thin client computing using HTML as an intermediate format has reduced the need for ODBC.
Many web development platforms contain direct links to target databases - MySQL being particularly common. In
these scenarios, there is no direct client-side access nor multiple client software systems to support, everything goes
through the programmer-supplied HTML application. The virtualization that ODBC offers is no longer a strong
requirement, and development of ODBC is no longer as active as it once was.

Version history
Version history:
•• 1.0: released in September 1992
•• 2.0: ca 1994
•• 2.5
• 3.0: ca 1995, John Goodson of Intersolv and Frank Pellow and Paul Cotton of IBM provided significant input to

OBDC 3.0[14]

•• 3.5: ca 1997
•• 3.8: ca 2009, with Windows 7
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Drivers and Managers

Drivers
ODBC is based on the device driver model, where the driver encapsulates the logic needed to convert a standard set
of commands and functions into the specific calls required by the underlying system. For instance, a printer driver
presents a standard set of printing commands, the API, to applications using the printing system. Calls made to those
APIs are converted by the driver into the format used by the actual hardware, say PostScript or PCL.
In the case of ODBC, the drivers encapsulate a number of functions that can be broken down into several broad
categories. One set of functions is primarily concerned with finding, connecting to and disconnecting from the
DBMS that driver talks to. A second set is used to send SQL commands from the ODBC system to the DBMS,
converting or interpreting any commands that are not supported internally. For instance, a DBMS that does not
support cursors can emulate this functionality in the driver. Finally, another set of commands, mostly used internally,
is used to convert data from the DBMS's internal formats to a set of standardized ODBC formats, which are based on
the C language formats.
An ODBC driver enables an ODBC-compliant application to use a data source, normally a DBMS. Some
non-DBMS drivers exist, for such data sources as CSV files, by implementing a small DBMS inside the driver itself.
ODBC drivers exist for most DBMSs, including Oracle, PostgreSQL, MySQL, Microsoft SQL Server (but not for
the Compact aka CE edition), Sybase ASE, and DB2. Because different technologies have different capabilities,
most ODBC drivers do not implement all functionality defined in the ODBC standard. Some drivers offer extra
functionality not defined by the standard.

Driver Manager
Device drivers are normally enumerated, set up and managed by a separate Manager layer, which may provide
additional functionality. For instance, printing systems often include functionality to provide spooling functionality
on top of the drivers, providing print spooling for any supported printer.
In ODBC the Driver Manager (DM) provides these features. The DM can enumerate the installed drivers and present
this as a list, often in a GUI-based form.
But more important to the operation of the ODBC system is the DM's concept of Data Source Names, or DSN.
DSNs collect additional information needed to connect to a particular data source, as opposed to the DBMS itself.
For instance, the same MySQL driver can be used to connect to any MySQL server, but the connection information
to connect to a local private server is different than the information needed to connect to an internet-hosted public
server. The DSN stores this information in a standardized format, and the DM provides this to the driver during
connection requests. The DM also includes functionality to present a list of DSNs using human readable names, and
to select them at run-time to connect to different resources.
The DM also includes the ability to save partially complete DSN's, with code and logic to ask the user for any
missing information at runtime. For instance, a DSN can be created without a required password. When an ODBC
application attempts to connect to the DBMS using this DSN, the system will pause and ask the user to provide the
password before continuing. This frees the application developer from having to create this sort of code, as well as
having to know which questions to ask. All of this is included in the driver and the DSNs.
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Bridging configurations
A bridge is a special kind of driver: a driver that uses another driver-based technology.

JDBC-ODBC bridges
A JDBC-ODBC bridge consists of a JDBC driver which employs an ODBC driver to connect to a target database.
This driver translates JDBC method calls into ODBC function calls. Programmers usually use such a bridge when a
particular database lacks a JDBC driver. Sun Microsystems included one such bridge in the JVM, but viewed it as a
stop-gap measure while few JDBC drivers existed. Sun never intended its bridge for production environments, and
generally recommends against its use. As of 2008[15] independent data-access vendors deliver JDBC-ODBC bridges
which support current standards for both mechanisms, and which far outperform the JVM built-in.[citation needed]

ODBC-JDBC bridges
An ODBC-JDBC bridge consists of an ODBC driver which uses the services of a JDBC driver to connect to a
database. This driver translates ODBC function-calls into JDBC method-calls. Programmers usually use such a
bridge when they lack an ODBC driver for a particular database but have access to a JDBC driver.

OLE DB
Microsoft provides an OLE DB-ODBC bridge for simplifying development in COM aware languages (e.g. Visual
Basic). This bridge forms part of the MDAC system component bundle, together with other database drivers.
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External links
• Microsoft ODBC Overview (http:/ / support. microsoft. com/ kb/ 110093)
• List of ODBC Drivers at databasedrivers.com (http:/ / www. databasedrivers. com/ odbc/ )
• List of ODBC Drivers at SQLSummit.com (http:/ / www. SQLSummit. com/ ODBCVend. htm)
• OS400 and i5OS ODBC Administration (http:/ / publib. boulder. ibm. com/ infocenter/ iseries/ v5r3/ topic/ rzaii/

rzaiiodbcadm. htm)
• Presentation slides from www.roth.net (http:/ / www. roth. net/ perl/ odbc/ conf/ sld002. htm)
• Early ODBC White Paper (http:/ / www. openlinksw. com/ info/ docs/ odbcwhp/ tableof. htm)
• Microsoft ODBC & Data Access APIs History Article (http:/ / blogs. msdn. com/ data/ archive/ 2006/ 12/ 05/

data-access-api-of-the-day-part-i. aspx)

Query language
Query languages are computer languages used to make queries into databases and information systems.
Broadly, query languages can be classified according to whether they are database query languages or information
retrieval query languages. The difference is that a database query language attempts to give factual answers to factual
questions, while an information retrieval query language attempts to find documents containing information that is
relevant to an area of inquiry.
Examples include:
• .QL is a proprietary object-oriented query language for querying relational databases; successor of Datalog;
• PL/SQL is Oracle Corporation's procedural extension language for SQL and the Oracle relational database.
• Contextual Query Language (CQL) a formal language for representing queries to information retrieval systems

such as web indexes or bibliographic catalogues.
• CQLF (CODASYL Query Language, Flat) is a query language for CODASYL-type databases;
• Concept-Oriented Query Language (COQL) is used in the concept-oriented model (COM). It is based on a novel

data modeling construct, concept, and uses such operations as projection and de-projection for multi-dimensional
analysis, analytical operations and inference;

• DMX is a query language for Data Mining models;
• Datalog is a query language for deductive databases;
• F-logic is a declarative object-oriented language for deductive databases and knowledge representation.
• Gellish English is a language that can be used for queries in Gellish English Databases, for dialogues (requests

and responses) as well as for information modeling and knowledge modeling;[1]

• HTSQL is a query language that translates HTTP queries to SQL;
• ISBL is a query language for PRTV, one of the earliest relational database management systems;
• LINQ query-expressions is a way to query various data sources from .NET languages
• LDAP is an application protocol for querying and modifying directory services running over TCP/IP;
• MQL is a cheminformatics query language for a substructure search allowing beside nominal properties also

numerical properties;
• MDX is a query language for OLAP databases;
• OQL is Object Query Language;
• OCL (Object Constraint Language). Despite its name, OCL is also an object query language and an OMG

standard;
• OPath, intended for use in querying WinFS Stores;
• OttoQL, intended for querying tables, XML, and databases;
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• Poliqarp Query Language is a special query language designed to analyze annotated text. Used in the Poliqarp
search engine;

• QUEL is a relational database access language, similar in most ways to SQL;
• RDQL is a RDF query language;
• SMARTS is the cheminformatics standard for a substructure search;
• SPARQL is a query language for RDF graphs;
• SPL is a search language for machine-generated big data, based upon Unix Piping and SQL.
• SQL is a well known query language and Data Manipulation Language for relational databases;
• SuprTool is a proprietary query language for SuprTool, a database access program used for accessing data in

Image/SQL (formerly TurboIMAGE) and Oracle databases;
• TMQL Topic Map Query Language is a query language for Topic Maps;
• Tutorial D is a query language for truly relational database management systems (TRDBMS);
• XQuery is a query language for XML data sources;
• XPath is a declarative language for navigating XML documents;
• XSPARQL is an integrated query language combining XQuery with SPARQL to query both XML and RDF data

sources at once;
• YQL is an SQL-like query language created by Yahoo!
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Query optimization
Query optimization is a function of many relational database management systems. The query optimizer attempts
to determine the most efficient way to execute a given query by considering the possible query plans.
Generally, the query optimizer cannot be accessed directly by users: once queries are submitted to database server,
and parsed by the parser, they are then passed to the query optimizer where optimization occurs. However, some
database engines allow guiding the query optimizer with hints.
A query is a request for information from a database. It can be as simple as "finding the address of a person with SS#
123-45-6789," or more complex like "finding the average salary of all the employed married men in California
between the ages 30 to 39, that earn less than their wives." Queries results are generated by accessing relevant
database data and manipulating it in a way that yields the requested information. Since database structures are
complex, in most cases, and especially for not-very-simple queries, the needed data for a query can be collected from
a database by accessing it in different ways, through different data-structures, and in different orders. Each different
way typically requires different processing time. Processing times of a same query may have large variance, from a
fraction of a second to hours, depending on the way selected. The purpose of query optimization, which is an
automated process, is to find the way to process a given query in minimum time. The large possible variance in time
justifies performing query optimization, though finding the exact optimal way to execute a query, among all
possibilities, is typically very complex, time consuming by itself, may be too costly, and often practically impossible.
Thus query optimization typically tries to approximate the optimum by comparing several common-sense
alternatives to provide in a reasonable time a "good enough" plan which typically does not deviate much from the
best possible result.
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General considerations
There is a trade-off between the amount of time spent figuring out the best query plan and the quality of the choice;
the optimizer may not choose the best answer on its own. Different qualities of database management systems have
different ways of balancing these two. Cost-based query optimizers evaluate the resource footprint of various query
plans and use this as the basis for plan selection. These assign an estimated "cost" to each possible query plan, and
choose the plan with the smallest cost. Costs are used to estimate the runtime cost of evaluating the query, in terms
of the number of I/O operations required, CPU path length, amount of disk buffer space, disk storage service time,
and interconnect usage between units of parallelism, and other factors determined from the data dictionary. The set
of query plans examined is formed by examining the possible access paths (e.g., primary index access, secondary
index access, full file scan) and various relational table join techniques (e.g., merge join, hash join, product join).
The search space can become quite large depending on the complexity of the SQL query. There are two types of
optimization. These consist of logical optimization which generates a sequence of relational algebra to solve the
query. In addition there is physical optimization which is used to determine the means of carrying out each
operation.

Implementation
Most query optimizers represent query plans as a tree of "plan nodes". A plan node encapsulates a single operation
that is required to execute the query. The nodes are arranged as a tree, in which intermediate results flow from the
bottom of the tree to the top. Each node has zero or more child nodes—those are nodes whose output is fed as input
to the parent node. For example, a join node will have two child nodes, which represent the two join operands,
whereas a sort node would have a single child node (the input to be sorted). The leaves of the tree are nodes which
produce results by scanning the disk, for example by performing an index scan or a sequential scan.

Join ordering
The performance of a query plan is determined largely by the order in which the tables are joined. For example,
when joining 3 tables A, B, C of size 10 rows, 10,000 rows, and 1,000,000 rows, respectively, a query plan that joins
B and C first can take several orders-of-magnitude more time to execute than one that joins A and C first. Most
query optimizers determine join order via a dynamic programming algorithm pioneered by IBM's System R database
project [citation needed]. This algorithm works in two stages:
1. First, all ways to access each relation in the query are computed. Every relation in the query can be accessed via a

sequential scan. If there is an index on a relation that can be used to answer a predicate in the query, an index scan
can also be used. For each relation, the optimizer records the cheapest way to scan the relation, as well as the
cheapest way to scan the relation that produces records in a particular sorted order.

2. The optimizer then considers combining each pair of relations for which a join condition exists. For each pair, the
optimizer will consider the available join algorithms implemented by the DBMS. It will preserve the cheapest
way to join each pair of relations, in addition to the cheapest way to join each pair of relations that produces its
output according to a particular sort order.

3.3. Then all three-relation query plans are computed, by joining each two-relation plan produced by the previous
phase with the remaining relations in the query.

In this manner, a query plan is eventually produced that joins all the queries in the relation. Note that the algorithm
keeps track of the sort order of the result set produced by a query plan, also called an interesting order. During
dynamic programming, one query plan is considered to beat another query plan that produces the same result, only if
they produce the same sort order. This is done for two reasons. First, a particular sort order can avoid a redundant
sort operation later on in processing the query. Second, a particular sort order can speed up a subsequent join because
it clusters the data in a particular way.
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Historically, System-R derived query optimizers would often only consider left-deep query plans, which first join
two base tables together, then join the intermediate result with another base table, and so on. This heuristic reduces
the number of plans that need to be considered (n! instead of 4^n), but may result in not considering the optimal
query plan. This heuristic is drawn from the observation that join algorithms such as nested loops only require a
single tuple (aka row) of the outer relation at a time. Therefore, a left-deep query plan means that fewer tuples need
to be held in memory at any time: the outer relation's join plan need only be executed until a single tuple is produced,
and then the inner base relation can be scanned (this technique is called "pipelining").
Subsequent query optimizers have expanded this plan space to consider "bushy" query plans, where both operands to
a join operator could be intermediate results from other joins. Such bushy plans are especially important in parallel
computers because they allow different portions of the plan to be evaluated independently.

Query planning for nested SQL queries
A SQL query to a modern relational DBMS does more than just selections and joins. In particular, SQL queries often
nest several layers of SPJ blocks (Select-Project-Join), by means of group by, exists, and not exists operators. In
some cases such nested SQL queries can be flattened into a select-project-join query, but not always. Query plans for
nested SQL queries can also be chosen using the same dynamic programming algorithm as used for join ordering,
but this can lead to an enormous escalation in query optimization time. So some database management systems use
an alternative rule-based approach that uses a query graph model.

Cost estimation
One of the hardest problems in query optimization is to accurately estimate the costs of alternative query plans.
Optimizers cost query plans using a mathematical model of query execution costs that relies heavily on estimates of
the cardinality, or number of tuples, flowing through each edge in a query plan. Cardinality estimation in turn
depends on estimates of the selection factor[1] of predicates in the query. Traditionally, database systems estimate
selectivities through fairly detailed statistics on the distribution of values in each column, such as histograms. This
technique works well for estimation of selectivities of individual predicates. However many queries have
conjunctions of predicates such as select count(*) from R where R.make='Honda' and

R.model='Accord' . Query predicates are often highly correlated (for example, model='Accord' implies
make='Honda'), and it is very hard to estimate the selectivity of the conjunct in general. Poor cardinality
estimates and uncaught correlation are one of the main reasons why query optimizers pick poor query plans. This is
one reason why a database administrator should regularly update the database statistics, especially after major data
loads/unloads.
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Query plan
A query plan (or query execution plan) is an ordered set of steps used to access data in a SQL relational database
management system. This is a specific case of the relational model concept of access plans.
Since SQL is declarative, there are typically a large number of alternative ways to execute a given query, with
widely varying performance. When a query is submitted to the database, the query optimizer evaluates some of the
different, correct possible plans for executing the query and returns what it considers the best alternative. Because
query optimizers are imperfect, database users and administrators sometimes need to manually examine and tune the
plans produced by the optimizer to get better performance.

Generating query plans
A given database management system may offer one or more mechanisms for returning the plan for a given query.
Some packages feature tools which will generate a graphical representation of a query plan. Other tools allow a
special mode to be set on the connection to cause the DBMS to return a textual description of the query plan.
Another mechanism for retrieving the query plan involves querying a virtual database table after executing the query
to be examined. In Oracle, for instance, this can be achieved using the EXPLAIN PLAN statement.

Graphical plans

The SQL Server Management Studio tool which ships with Microsoft SQL Server, for example, shows this graphical plan when executing this
two-table join against a sample database:

SELECT *

FROM HumanResources.Employee AS e

    INNER JOIN Person.Contact AS c

    ON e.ContactID = c.ContactID

ORDER BY c.LastName

The UI allows exploration of various attributes of the operators involved in the query plan, including the operator type, the number of rows each
operator consumes or produces, and the expected cost of each operator's work.

Textual plans
The textual plan given for the same query in the screenshot is shown here:

StmtText

----

  |--Sort(ORDER BY:([c].[LastName] ASC))

       |--Nested Loops(Inner Join, OUTER REFERENCES:([e].[ContactID], 

[Expr1004]) WITH UNORDERED PREFETCH)

            |--Clustered Index 
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Scan(OBJECT:([AdventureWorks].[HumanResources].[Employee].[PK_Employee_EmployeeID]

 AS [e]))

            |--Clustered Index 

Seek(OBJECT:([AdventureWorks].[Person].[Contact].[PK_Contact_ContactID]

 AS [c]),

               

SEEK:([c].[ContactID]=[AdventureWorks].[HumanResources].[Employee].[ContactID]

 as [e].[ContactID]) ORDERED FORWARD)

It indicates that the query engine will do a scan over the primary key index on the Employee table and a matching
seek through the primary key index (the ContactID column) on the Contact table to find matching rows. The
resulting rows from each side will be shown to a nested loops join operator, sorted, then returned as the result set to
the connection.
In order to tune the query, the user must understand the different operators that the database may use, and which
ones might be more efficient than others while still providing semantically correct query results.

Database tuning
Reviewing the query plan can present opportunities for new indexes or changes to existing indexes. It can also show
that the database is not properly taking advantage of existing indexes (see query optimizer).

Query tuning
The query optimizer will not always choose the best query plan for a given query. In some databases the query plan
can be reviewed, problems found, and then the query optimizer given hints on how to improve it. In other databases
alternatives to express the same query (other queries that return the same results) can be tried. Some query tools can
generate embedded hints in the query, for use by the optimizer.
Some databases like Oracle provide a Plan table for query tuning. This plan table will return the cost and time for
executing a Query. In Oracle there are 2 optimization techniques:
1.1. CBO or Cost Based Optimization
2.2. RBO or Rule Based Optimization
The RBO is slowly being deprecated. For CBO to be used, all the tables referenced by the query must be analyzed.
To analyze a table, a package DBMS_STATS can be made use of.
The others methods for query optimization include:
1.1. SQL Trace
2.2. Oracle Trace
3.3. TKPROF
• Video tutorial on how to perform SQL performance tuning with reference to Oracle [1]
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Functions

Database administration and automation
Database administration is the function of managing and maintaining database management systems (DBMS)
software. Mainstream DBMS software such as Oracle, IBM DB2 and Microsoft SQL Server need ongoing
management. As such, corporations that use DBMS software often hire specialized IT (Information Technology)
personnel called Database Administrators or DBAs.

DBA Responsibilities
•• Installation, configuration and upgrading of Database server software and related products.
•• Evaluate Database features and Database related products.
•• Establish and maintain sound backup and recovery policies and procedures.
• Take care of the Database design and implementation.
•• Implement and maintain database security (create and maintain users and roles, assign privileges).
• Database tuning and performance monitoring.
•• Application tuning and performance monitoring.
•• Setup and maintain documentation and standards.
•• Plan growth and changes (capacity planning).
•• Work as part of a team and provide 24x7 support when required.
•• Do general technical troubleshooting and give cons.
•• Database recovery.

Types of database administration
There are three types of DBAs:
1.1. Systems DBAs (also referred to as Physical DBAs, Operations DBAs or Production Support DBAs): focus on the

physical aspects of database administration such as DBMS installation, configuration, patching, upgrades,
backups, restores, refreshes, performance optimization, maintenance and disaster recovery.

2. Development DBAs: focus on the logical and development aspects of database administration such as data model
design and maintenance, DDL (data definition language) generation, SQL writing and tuning, coding stored
procedures, collaborating with developers to help choose the most appropriate DBMS feature/functionality and
other pre-production activities.

3. Application DBAs: usually found in organizations that have purchased 3rd party application software such as
ERP (enterprise resource planning) and CRM (customer relationship management) systems. Examples of such
application software includes Oracle Applications, Siebel and PeopleSoft (both now part of Oracle Corp.) and
SAP. Application DBAs straddle the fence between the DBMS and the application software and are responsible
for ensuring that the application is fully optimized for the database and vice versa. They usually manage all the
application components that interact with the database and carry out activities such as application installation and
patching, application upgrades, database cloning, building and running data cleanup routines, data load process
management, etc.

While individuals usually specialize in one type of database administration, in smaller organizations, it is not
uncommon to find a single individual or group performing more than one type of database administration.
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Nature of database administration
The degree to which the administration of a database is automated dictates the skills and personnel required to
manage databases. On one end of the spectrum, a system with minimal automation will require significant
experienced resources to manage; perhaps 5-10 databases per DBA. Alternatively an organization might choose to
automate a significant amount of the work that could be done manually therefore reducing the skills required to
perform tasks. As automation increases, the personnel needs of the organization splits into highly skilled workers to
create and manage the automation and a group of lower skilled "line" DBAs who simply execute the automation.
Database administration work is complex, repetitive, time-consuming and requires significant training. Since
databases hold valuable and mission-critical data, companies usually look for candidates with multiple years of
experience. Database administration often requires DBAs to put in work during off-hours (for example, for planned
after hours downtime, in the event of a database-related outage or if performance has been severely degraded). DBAs
are commonly well compensated for the long hours
One key skill required and often overlooked when selecting a DBA is database recovery (under disaster recovery). It
is not a case of “if” but a case of “when” a database suffers a failure, ranging from a simple failure to a full
catastrophic failure. The failure may be data corruption, media failure, or user induced errors. In either situation the
DBA must have the skills to recover the database to a given point in time to prevent a loss of data. A highly skilled
DBA can spend a few minutes or exceedingly long hours to get the database back to the operational point.

Database administration tools
Often, the DBMS software comes with certain tools to help DBAs manage the DBMS. Such tools are called native
tools. For example, Microsoft SQL Server comes with SQL Server Enterprise Manager and Oracle has tools such as
SQL*Plus and Oracle Enterprise Manager/Grid Control. In addition, 3rd parties such as BMC, Quest Software,
Embarcadero Technologies, EMS Database Management Solutions and SQL Maestro Group offer GUI tools to
monitor the DBMS and help DBAs carry out certain functions inside the database more easily.
Another kind of database software exists to manage the provisioning of new databases and the management of
existing databases and their related resources. The process of creating a new database can consist of hundreds or
thousands of unique steps from satisfying prerequisites to configuring backups where each step must be successful
before the next can start. A human cannot be expected to complete this procedure in the same exact way time after
time - exactly the goal when multiple databases exist. As the number of DBAs grows, without automation the
number of unique configurations frequently grows to be costly/difficult to support. All of these complicated
procedures can be modeled by the best DBAs into database automation software and executed by the standard
DBAs. Software has been created specifically to improve the reliability and repeatability of these procedures such as
Stratavia's Data Palette and GridApp Systems Clarity.

The impact of IT automation on database administration
Recently, automation has begun to impact this area significantly. Newer technologies such as Stratavia's Data Palette
suite and GridApp Systems Clarity have begun to increase the automation of databases causing the reduction of
database related tasks. However at best this only reduces the amount of mundane, repetitive activities and does not
eliminate the need for DBAs. The intention of DBA automation is to enable DBAs to focus on more proactive
activities around database architecture, deployment, performance and service level management.
Every database requires a database owner account that can perform all schema management operations. This 
account is specific to the database and cannot log in to Data Director. You can add database owner accounts after 
database creation. Data Director users must log in with their database-specific credentials to view the database, its 
entities, and its data or to perform database management tasks. Database administrators and application developers 
can manage databases only if they have appropriate permissions and roles granted to them by the organization
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administrator. The permissions and roles must be granted on the database group or on the database, and they only
apply within the organization in which they are granted.

Learning database administration
There are several education institutes that offer professional courses, including late-night programs, to allow
candidates to learn database administration. Also, DBMS vendors such as Oracle, Microsoft and IBM offer
certification programs to help companies to hire qualified DBA practitioners. College degree in Computer Science or
related field is helpful but not necessarily a prerequisite.

External references
• "A set theoretic data structure and retrieval language" [1]. SIGIR Forum (ACM Special Interest Group on

Information Retrieval) 7 (4): 45–55. Winter 1972.
• Thomas Haigh (June 2006). "Origins of the Data Base Management System" [2] (PDF). SIGMOD Record (ACM

Special Interest Group on Management of Data) 35 (2).
This article is based on material taken from the Free On-line Dictionary of Computing prior to 1 November 2008 and
incorporated under the "relicensing" terms of the GFDL, version 1.3 or later.
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Replication (computing)
Replication in computing involves sharing information so as to ensure consistency between redundant resources,
such as software or hardware components, to improve reliability, fault-tolerance, or accessibility.

Terminology
One speaks of:
• data replication if the same data is stored on multiple storage devices,[1]

• computation replication if the same computing task is executed many times.
A computational task is typically replicated in space, i.e. executed on separate devices, or it could be replicated in
time, if it is executed repeatedly on a single device.
The access to a replicated entity is typically uniform with access to a single, non-replicated entity. The replication
itself should be transparent to an external user. Also, in a failure scenario, a failover of replicas is hidden as much as
possible. The latter refers to data replication with respect to Quality of Service (QoS) aspects.[2]

Computer scientists talk about active and passive replication in systems that replicate data or services:
• active replication is performed by processing the same request at every replica.
• passive replication involves processing each single request on a single replica and then transferring its resultant

state to the other replicas.
If at any time one master replica is designated to process all the requests, then we are talking about the 
primary-backup scheme (master-slave scheme) predominant in high-availability clusters. On the other side, if any 
replica processes a request and then distributes a new state, then this is a multi-primary scheme (called multi-master 
in the database field). In the multi-primary scheme, some form of distributed concurrency control must be used, such
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as distributed lock manager.
Load balancing differs from task replication, since it distributes a load of different (not the same) computations
across machines, and allows a single computation to be dropped in case of failure. Load balancing, however,
sometimes uses data replication (especially multi-master replication) internally, to distribute its data among
machines.
Backup differs from replication in that it saves a copy of data unchanged for a long period of time.[citation needed]

Replicas, on the other hand, undergo frequent updates and quickly lose any historical state. Replication is one of the
oldest and most important topics in the overall area of distributed systems.
Whether one replicates data or computation, the objective is to have some group of processes that handle incoming
events. If we replicate data, these processes are passive and operate only to maintain the stored data, reply to read
requests, and apply updates. When we replicate computation, the usual goal is to provide fault-tolerance. For
example, a replicated service might be used to control a telephone switch, with the objective of ensuring that even if
the primary controller fails, the backup can take over its functions. But the underlying needs are the same in both
cases: by ensuring that the replicas see the same events in equivalent orders, they stay in consistent states and hence
any replica can respond to queries.

Replication models in distributed systems
A number of widely cited models exist for data replication, each having its own properties and performance:
1. Transactional replication. This is the model for replicating transactional data, for example a database or some

other form of transactional storage structure. The one-copy serializability model is employed in this case, which
defines legal outcomes of a transaction on replicated data in accordance with the overall ACID properties that
transactional systems seek to guarantee.

2. State machine replication. This model assumes that replicated process is a deterministic finite automaton and that
atomic broadcast of every event is possible. It is based on a distributed computing problem called distributed
consensus and has a great deal in common with the transactional replication model. This is sometimes mistakenly
used as synonym of active replication. State machine replication is usually implemented by a replicated log
consisting of multiple subsequent rounds of the Paxos algorithm. This was popularized by Google's Chubby
system, and is the core behind the open-source Keyspace data store.

3. Virtual synchrony. This computational model is used when a group of processes cooperate to replicate in-memory
data or to coordinate actions. The model defines a distributed entity called a process group. A process can join a
group, and is provided with a checkpoint containing the current state of the data replicated by group members.
Processes can then send multicasts to the group and will see incoming multicasts in the identical order.
Membership changes are handled as a special multicast that delivers a new membership view to the processes in
the group.

Database replication
Database replication can be used on many database management systems, usually with a master/slave relationship
between the original and the copies. The master logs the updates, which then ripple through to the slaves. The slave
outputs a message stating that it has received the update successfully, thus allowing the sending (and potentially
re-sending until successfully applied) of subsequent updates.
Multi-master replication, where updates can be submitted to any database node, and then ripple through to other 
servers, is often desired, but introduces substantially increased costs and complexity which may make it impractical 
in some situations. The most common challenge that exists in multi-master replication is transactional conflict 
prevention or resolution. Most synchronous or eager replication solutions do conflict prevention, while asynchronous 
solutions have to do conflict resolution. For instance, if a record is changed on two nodes simultaneously, an eager
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replication system would detect the conflict before confirming the commit and abort one of the transactions. A lazy
replication system would allow both transactions to commit and run a conflict resolution during resynchronization.
The resolution of such a conflict may be based on a timestamp of the transaction, on the hierarchy of the origin
nodes or on much more complex logic, which decides consistently on all nodes.
Database replication becomes difficult when it scales up. Usually, the scale up goes with two dimensions, horizontal
and vertical: horizontal scale-up has more data replicas, vertical scale-up has data replicas located further away in
distance. Problems raised by horizontal scale-up can be alleviated by a multi-layer multi-view access protocol.
Vertical scale-up causes fewer problems in that internet reliability and performance are improving.
When data is replicated between database servers, so that the information remains consistent throughout the database
system and users cannot tell or even know which server in the DBMS they are using, the system is said to exhibit
replication transparency.

Disk storage replication

Storage replication

Active (real-time) storage replication is usually implemented by
distributing updates of a block device to several physical hard disks.
This way, any file system supported by the operating system can be
replicated without modification, as the file system code works on a
level above the block device driver layer. It is implemented either in
hardware (in a disk array controller) or in software (in a device driver).

The most basic method is disk mirroring, typical for locally-connected
disks. The storage industry narrows the definitions, so mirroring is a
local (short-distance) operation. A replication is extendable across a
computer network, so the disks can be located in physically distant
locations, and the master-slave database replication model is usually
applied. The purpose of replication is to prevent damage from failures
or disasters that may occur in one location, or in case such events do occur, improve the ability to recover. For
replication, latency is the key factor because it determines either how far apart the sites can be or the type of
replication that can be employed.

The main characteristic of such cross-site replication is how write operations are handled:
• Synchronous replication - guarantees "zero data loss" by the means of atomic write operation, i.e. write either

completes on both sides or not at all. Write is not considered complete until acknowledgement by both local and
remote storage. Most applications wait for a write transaction to complete before proceeding with further work,
hence overall performance decreases considerably. Inherently, performance drops proportionally to distance, as
latency is caused by speed of light. For 10 km distance, the fastest possible roundtrip takes 67 μs, whereas
nowadays a whole local cached write completes in about 10-20 μs.
• An often-overlooked aspect of synchronous replication is the fact that failure of remote replica, or even just the

interconnection, stops by definition any and all writes (freezing the local storage system). This is the behaviour
that guarantees zero data loss. However, many commercial systems at such potentially dangerous point do not
freeze, but just proceed with local writes, losing the desired zero recovery point objective.

• The main difference between synchronous and asynchronous volume replication is that synchronous
replication needs to wait for the destination server in any write operation.[3]

• Asynchronous replication - write is considered complete as soon as local storage acknowledges it. Remote storage
is updated, but probably with a small lag. Performance is greatly increased, but in case of losing a local storage,
the remote storage is not guaranteed to have the current copy of data and most recent data may be lost.
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• Semi-synchronous replication - this usually means[citation needed] that a write is considered complete as soon as
local storage acknowledges it and a remote server acknowledges that it has received the write either into memory
or to a dedicated log file. The actual remote write is not performed immediately but is performed asynchronously,
resulting in better performance than synchronous replication but offering no guarantee of durability.
• Point-in-time replication - introduces periodic snapshots that are replicated instead of primary storage. If the

replicated snapshots are pointer-based, then during replication only the changed data is moved not the entire
volume. Using this method, replication can occur over smaller, less expensive bandwidth links such as iSCSI
or T1 instead of fiber optic lines.

To address the limits imposed by latency, techniques of WAN optimization can be applied to the link.

Notable implementations
Many distributed filesystems use replication to ensure fault tolerance and avoid a single point of failure. See the lists
of distributed fault-tolerant file systems and distributed parallel fault-tolerant file systems.
Other notable storage replication software includes:
• CA - ARCserve [4] Replication and High Availability RHA [5]

• Dell - AppAssure Backup, replication and disaster recovery
• Dell - Compellent Remote Instant Replay
• EMC - EMC RecoverPoint
• EMC - EMC SRDF
• EMC - EMC VPLEX
• DataCore SANsymphony & SANmelody
• StarWind iSCSI SAN & NAS
• FalconStor Replication & Mirroring (sub-block heterogeneous point-in-time, async, sync)
• FreeNas - Replication handled by ssh + zfs file system [6]

•• Hitachi TrueCopy
•• Hewlett-Packard - Continuous Access (HP CA)
• IBM - Peer to Peer Remote Copy (PPRC) and Global Mirror (known together as IBM Copy Services)
• Linux - DRBD - open source module
• HAST DRBD-like Open Source solution for FreeBSD.
• MapR volume mirroring
• NetApp SyncMirror
• NetApp SnapMirror
• Symantec Veritas Volume Replicator (VVR)
• VMware - Site Recovery Manager (SRM) [7]

File-based replication
File-based replication is replicating files at a logical level rather than replicating at the storage block level. There are
many different ways of performing this. Unlike with storage-level replication, the solutions almost exclusively rely
on software.

Capture with a kernel driver
With the use of a kernel driver (specifically a filter driver), that intercepts calls to the filesystem functions, any 
activity is captured immediately as it occurs. This utilises the same type of technology that real time active virus 
checkers employ. At this level, logical file operations are captured like file open, write, delete, etc. The kernel driver 
transmits these commands to another process, generally over a network to a different machine, which will mimic the
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operations of the source machine. Like block-level storage replication, the file-level replication allows both
synchronous and asynchronous modes. In synchronous mode, write operations on the source machine are held and
not allowed to occur until the destination machine has acknowledged the successful replication. Synchronous mode
is less common with file replication products although a few solutions exists.[8]

File level replication solution yield a few benefits. Firstly because data is captured at a file level it can make an
informed decision on whether to replicate based on the location of the file and the type of file. Hence unlike
block-level storage replication where a whole volume needs to be replicated, file replication products have the ability
to exclude temporary files or parts of a filesystem that hold no business value. This can substantially reduce the
amount of data sent from the source machine as well as decrease the storage burden on the destination machine. A
further benefit to decreasing bandwidth is the data transmitted can be more granular than with block-level
replication. If an application writes 100 bytes, only the 100 bytes are transmitted not a complete disk block which is
generally 4096 bytes.
On a negative side, as this is a software only solution, it requires implementation and maintenance on the operating
system level, and uses some of machine's processing power (CPU).
Notable implementations:
• CA ARCserve [4] Replication [5]

• Cofio Software AIMstor Replication [9]

• Double-Take Software Availability [10]

• EDpCloud Software EDpCloud Real Time Replication [11]

Filesystem journal replication

In many ways working like a database journal, many filesystems have the ability to journal their activity. The journal
can be sent to another machine, either periodically or in real time. It can be used there to play back events.
Notable implementations:
• Microsoft DPM (periodical updates, not in real time)

Batch replication
This is the process of comparing the source and destination filesystems and ensuring that the destination matches the
source. The key benefit is that such solutions are generally free or inexpensive. The downside is that the process of
synchronizing them is quite system-intensive, and consequently this process generally runs infrequently.
Notable implementations:
•• rsync

Distributed shared memory replication
Another example of using replication appears in distributed shared memory systems, where it may happen that many
nodes of the system share the same page of the memory - which usually means, that each node has a separate copy
(replica) of this page.

Primary-backup and multi-primary replication
Many classical approaches to replication are based on a primary/backup model where one device or process has
unilateral control over one or more other processes or devices. For example, the primary might perform some
computation, streaming a log of updates to a backup (standby) process, which can then take over if the primary fails.
This approach is the most common one for replicating databases, despite the risk that if a portion of the log is lost
during a failure, the backup might not be in a state identical to the one the primary was in, and transactions could
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then be lost.
A weakness of primary/backup schemes is that in settings where both processes could have been active, only one is
actually performing operations. We're gaining fault-tolerance but spending twice as much money to get this property.
For this reason, starting in the period around 1985, the distributed systems research community began to explore
alternative methods of replicating data. An outgrowth of this work was the emergence of schemes in which a group
of replicas could cooperate, with each process backup up the others, and each handling some share of the workload.
Jim Gray, a towering figure[12] within the database community, analyzed multi-primary replication schemes under
the transactional model and ultimately published a widely cited paper skeptical of the approach "The Dangers of
Replication and a Solution [13]". In a nutshell, he argued that unless data splits in some natural way so that the
database can be treated as n disjoint sub-databases, concurrency control conflicts will result in seriously degraded
performance and the group of replicas will probably slow down as a function of n. Indeed, he suggests that the most
common approaches are likely to result in degradation that scales as O(n³). His solution, which is to partition the
data, is only viable in situations where data actually has a natural partitioning key.
The situation is not always so bleak. For example, in the 1985-1987 period, the virtual synchrony model was
proposed and emerged as a widely adopted standard (it was used in the Isis Toolkit, Horus, Transis, Ensemble,
Totem, Spread, C-Ensemble, Phoenix and Quicksilver systems, and is the basis for the CORBA fault-tolerant
computing standard; the model is also used in IBM Websphere to replicate business logic and in Microsoft's
Windows Server 2008 enterprise clustering technology). Virtual synchrony permits a multi-primary approach in
which a group of processes cooperate to parallelize some aspects of request processing. The scheme can only be used
for some forms of in-memory data, but when feasible, provides linear speedups in the size of the group.
A number of modern products support similar schemes. For example, the Spread Toolkit supports this same virtual
synchrony model and can be used to implement a multi-primary replication scheme; it would also be possible to use
C-Ensemble or Quicksilver in this manner. WANdisco permits active replication where every node on a network is
an exact copy or replica and hence every node on the network is active at one time; this scheme is optimized for use
in a wide area network.
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Database Products

Comparison of object database management
systems
This is a comparison of notable object database management systems, showing what fundamental object
database features are implemented natively.

Name Current
Stable

Version

Language(s) SQL support Datatypes License Description

Caché 2012.1 ObjectScript
(dynamic

language), Basic.
Java/.NET object

mapping supported.

SQL subset. Object
notation allowed.

Supports
embedded SQL,

dynamic SQL and
xDBC access.

Proprietary MUMPS ancestry. Includes built-in
support for XML, Web/AJAX and an

EMB system called Ensemble.
Supports embedded, client/server and

distributed implementations.

ConceptBase Telos CBQL (based on
Datalog)

no types
but classes

open source,
FreeBSD-style

license

historical db, active rules,
meta-modeling, deductive rules

Db4o 8.0 C#, Java db4o-sql [1] .NET and
Java data

types

GPL,
custom,[2]

proprietary

Native Queries, LINQ support,
automatic schema evolution,

Transparent Activation/Persistence,
replication to RDBMS, Object

Manager plugin for Visual Studio and
Eclipse

Gemstone Smalltalk, Java

NeoDatis ODB C#, Java, Mono LGPL Embedded and Client/Server

ObjectDatabase++ 3.4 C++, TScript,
.NET

Proprietary Embedded

ObjectDB 2.4.6 Java None, uses JPA or
JDO

Proprietary

Objectivity/DB 10.2.1 C++, C#, Java,
Python, Smalltalk

and XML

SQL superset Proprietary Distributed, Parallel Query Engine

ObjectStore 7.2 (July
2011)

C++, Java,
interoperable with

.NET

SQL subset (also
has own object
query language)

Proprietary Embedded database supporting
efficient, distributed management of

C++ and Java objects. Avoids the
complexities and limitations of ORM
products such as Hibernate by storing

objects directly with their relationships
intact. Uses a page-based mapping

system for fast locking and efficient,
distributed, client-side caching.

ODABA C++, .NET GPL Terminology-oriented database

OpenAccess 2.2 C++ no Proprietary EDA database
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OpenLink
Virtuoso

5.0.11 C++, Java/JSP,
ASP, ASPX,
Mono, RDF,
SPARQL,

SPARUL, SQL,
Perl, Python, PHP,

Ruby, XML,
ODBC, JDBC,

ADO.NET, more

SQL 9x/200x GPL or
proprietary

Perst 4.2 Java (including
Java SE, Java ME
& Android), C#
(including .NET,
.NET Compact

Framework, Mono
& Silverlight)

JSQL -
object-oriented
subset of SQL

Java and
.NET data

types

GPL,
Proprietary

Small footprint embedded database.
Diverse indexes and specialized

collection classes; LINQ; replication;
ACID transactions; native full text

search; includes Silverlight, Android
and Java ME demo apps.

Picolisp 3.1.1 Picolisp MIT License DB built into the language

Twig Java Apache license
2.0

Built on Google App Engine's
low-level Datastore API

Versant Object
Database

Proprietary

WakandaDB 4 JavaScript, C++ No support. Use
REST & SSJS

instead

JavaScript
and 4D

data types

AGPL,
proprietary[3]

NoSQL REST / Server-Side JavaScript
engine. Integrates Webkit

JavaScriptCore engine with HTML5 JS
APIs supported on the server. Tables

and columns are replaced by JavaScript
DataClasses and attributes.

Zope Object
Database

Python, C No support. Object
indexing and

searching is done
through ZCatalog

facility.

Zope Public
License

References
[1] http:/ / code. google. com/ p/ db4o-sql/
[2] http:/ / www. db4o. com/ about/ company/ legalpolicies/ docl. aspx
[3] Wakanda Commercial license (http:/ / www. wakanda. org/ license/ commercial)
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Comparison of object-relational database
management systems
This is a comparison of object-relational database management systems (ORDBMSs). Each system has at least
some features of an object-relational database; they vary widely in their completeness and the approaches taken.
The following tables compare general and technical information; please see the individual products' articles for
further information. This article is not all-inclusive nor necessarily up to date. Unless otherwise specified in
footnotes, comparisons are based on the stable versions without any add-ons, extensions or external programs.

Basic data

Name Vendor License OS Notes

Adaptive Server Enterprise SAP Proprietary Cross-platform

CUBRID NHN Corporation GPL/BSD Linux, Windows

DB2 IBM Proprietary Cross-platform

GigaBASE knizhnik MIT Various SourceForge download page [1]

Greenplum Database Greenplum division of
EMC Corporation

Proprietary ? Uses PostgreSQL codebase

Informix IBM Proprietary Cross-platform

Caché InterSystems Proprietary

LogicSQL Shanghai Shifang
Software, Inc.

unknown license Download page [2]

Microsoft SQL Server Microsoft Corporation Proprietary Windows Supports data objects in .NET
languages

Oracle Database Oracle Corporation Proprietary Linux, Windows,
Unix

PostgreSQL PostgreSQL Global
Development Group

Postgres Cross-platform

OpenEdge Advanced Business
Language (formerly Progress 4GL)

Progress Software
Corporation

Proprietary Cross-platform

Valentina Paradigma Software Proprietary Windows, Linux,
Mac OS X

Web site [3]

Virtuoso Universal Server OpenLink Software GPLv2 or
proprietary

Cross-platform

VMDS (Version Managed Data Store) GE Energy, a division of
General Electric

Proprietary ? GIS for public utilities; can be
stored inside Oracle Database

WakandaDB 4D AGPLv3 or
proprietary

Windows, Linux,
Mac OS X

Based on REST and Server-Side
JavaScript

Zope Object Database Zope Corporation Zope Public
License

Cross-platform For Python, also included in Zope
web application server
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Object features
Information about what fundamental ORDBMSes features are implemented natively.

Type Method Type inheritance Table inheritance

CUBRID Yes Yes Yes Yes

LogicSQL
[4] ? ? ? ?

Oracle Yes Yes[5] Yes Yes

OpenLink Virtuoso Yes Yes Yes Yes

PostgreSQL Yes Yes Yes Yes

Informix Yes Yes Yes Yes

WakandaDB Yes Yes Yes Yes

Data types
Information about what data types are implemented natively.

Array List Set Multiset Object reference

CUBRID Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

LogicSQL ? ? ? ? ?

Oracle Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

OpenLink Virtuoso Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

PostgreSQL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Informix No Yes Yes Yes Yes

References
[1] http:/ / sourceforge. net/ projects/ gigabase/
[2] http:/ / webdocs. cs. ualberta. ca/ ~yuan/ databases/ index. html
[3] http:/ / www. valentina-db. com/
[4] http:/ / webdocs. cs. ualberta. ca/ ~yuan/ databases/ index. html
[5][5] No private methods, no way to call super method from a child.

External links
• Arvin.dk (http:/ / troels. arvin. dk/ db/ rdbms/ ), Comparison of different SQL implementations
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List of relational database management systems
This is a list of relational database management systems.

List of Software
•• 4th Dimension
•• Adabas D
•• Alpha Five
•• Apache Cassandra
•• Apache Derby
•• Aster Data
•• Altibase
•• BlackRay
•• CA-Datacom
•• Clarion
•• Clustrix
•• CSQL
•• CUBRID
•• Daffodil database
•• DataEase
•• Database Management Library
•• Dataphor
•• dBase
• Derby aka Java DB
•• Empress Embedded Database
•• EXASolution
•• EnterpriseDB
•• eXtremeDB
•• FileMaker Pro
•• Firebird
•• Greenplum
•• GroveSite
•• H2
•• Helix database
•• HSQLDB
•• IBM DB2
•• IBM Lotus Approach
•• IBM DB2 Express-C
•• Infobright
•• Informix
•• Ingres
•• InterBase
•• InterSystems Caché
•• GT.M
•• Linter
•• MariaDB
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•• MaxDB
•• MemSQL
•• Microsoft Access
• Microsoft Jet Database Engine (part of Microsoft Access)
•• Microsoft SQL Server
•• Microsoft SQL Server Express
•• Microsoft Visual FoxPro
•• Mimer SQL
•• MonetDB
•• mSQL
•• MySQL
•• Netezza
•• NexusDB
•• NonStop SQL
•• Openbase
•• OpenLink Virtuoso (Open Source Edition)
•• OpenLink Virtuoso Universal Server
•• OpenOffice.org Base
•• Oracle
• Oracle Rdb for OpenVMS
•• Panorama
•• Pervasive PSQL
•• Polyhedra
•• PostgreSQL
•• Postgres Plus Advanced Server
•• Progress Software
•• RDM Embedded
•• RDM Server
•• The SAS system
•• SAND CDBMS
•• SAP HANA
•• SAP Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise
•• SAP Sybase IQ
• SQL Anywhere (formerly known as Sybase Adaptive Server Anywhere and Watcom SQL)
•• ScimoreDB
•• SmallSQL
•• solidDB
•• SQLBase
•• SQLite
•• Sybase Advantage Database Server
•• Teradata
•• TimesTen
•• txtSQL
•• mizanSQL
•• Unisys RDMS 2200
•• UniData
•• UniVerse
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•• Vertica
•• VMDS

Historical
• Britton Lee IDMs
•• Cornerstone
•• IBM System R
•• MICRO Information Management System
•• Oracle Rdb
•• Paradox
•• Pick
•• PRTV
•• QBE
•• IBM SQL/DS
•• Sybase SQL Server

Relational by the Date-Darwen-Pascal Model

Current
• Alphora Dataphor (a proprietary virtual, federated DBMS and RAD MS .Net IDE).
• Rel (free Java implementation).

Obsolete
• IBM Business System 12
• IBM IS1
• IBM PRTV (ISBL)
•• Multics Relational Data Store
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Comparison of relational database management
systems
The following tables compare general and technical information for a number of relational database management
systems. Please see the individual products' articles for further information. This article is not all-inclusive or
necessarily up to date. Unless otherwise specified in footnotes, comparisons are based on the stable versions without
any add-ons, extensions or external programs.

General information

Maintainer First public
release date

Latest stable
version

Latest release
date

Software license

4D (4th Dimension) 4D S.A.S. 1984 v13.2 2012-11-12 Proprietary

ADABAS Software AG 1970 8.1 2013-06 Proprietary

Adaptive Server Enterprise Sybase 1987 15.7 Proprietary

Advantage Database Server
(ADS)

Sybase 1992 11.1 2012 Proprietary

Altibase Altibase Corp. 2000 6.1.1 2012-04-01 Proprietary

Apache Derby Apache 2004 10.10.1.1 2013-04-15 Apache License

Clustrix Clustrix 2010 v5.0 2013-05-01 Proprietary

CUBRID NHN Corporation 2008-11 8.4.1 2012-02-24 GPL v2

Datacom CA, Inc. ? 11.2 Proprietary

DB2 IBM 1983 10.5 2013-04-23 Proprietary

Drizzle Brian Aker 2008 7.1.36 2012-05-23 BSD, GPL v2

Empress Embedded Database Empress Software Inc 1979 10.20 2010-03 Proprietary

EXASolution EXASOL AG 2004 4.1 2012-07-17 Proprietary

Firebird Firebird project 2000-07-25 2.5.2 2013-03-24 IPL and IDPL

HSQLDB HSQL Development Group 2001 2.2.9[1] 2013-07-08 BSD

H2 H2 Software 2005 1.3.171 2013-03-17 EPL and modified MPL

Informix Dynamic Server IBM 1980 12.10.xC1 2013-03-26 Proprietary

Ingres Ingres Corp. 1974 Ingres
Database 10

2010-10-12 GPL and Proprietary

InterBase Embarcadero 1984 InterBase XE 2010-09-21 Proprietary

Linter SQL RDBMS RELEX Group 1990 6.x 2013-08-26 Proprietary

LucidDB The Eigenbase Project 2007-01 0.9.3 GPL v2

MariaDB MariaDB Community 2010-02-01 5.5.30 2013-03-12 GPL v2

MaxDB SAP AG 2003-05 7.6 2008-01 Proprietary

Microsoft Access (JET) Microsoft 1992 15 (2013) 2012-10-02 Proprietary

Microsoft Visual Foxpro Microsoft 1984 9 (2005) 2007-10-11 Proprietary

Microsoft SQL Server Microsoft 1989 2012 (v11) Proprietary
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Microsoft SQL Server
Compact (Embedded
Database)

Microsoft 2000 2011 (v4.0) Proprietary

MonetDB/SQL The MonetDB Developer
Team

2004 11.9.1 2012-04 MonetDB Public License
v1.1

mSQL Hughes Technologies 1994 3.9 2011-02 Proprietary

MySQL Sun Microsystems (now
Oracle Corporation)

1995-11 5.6.31 2013-07-30 GPL or Proprietary

MemSQL MemSQL 2012-06 1.8 (2012) 2012-12 Proprietary

Nexusdb Nexus Database Systems
Pty Ltd

2003-09 3.04 2010-05-08 Proprietary

HP NonStop SQL Hewlett-Packard 1987 SQL/MX 2.3 Proprietary

Omnis Studio TigerLogic Inc 1982-07 4.3.1 Release
1no

2008-05 Proprietary

OpenBase SQL OpenBase International 1991 11.0.0 Proprietary

OpenEdge Progress Software
Corporation

1984 11.0 Proprietary

OpenLink Virtuoso OpenLink Software 1998 7.x 2013-08-05 GPL or Proprietary

Oracle Oracle Corporation 1979-11 12c Release 1 2013-06-25 Proprietary

Oracle Rdb Oracle Corporation 1984 7.2.5.3.0 2013-07-16 Proprietary

Paradox Corel Corporation 1985 11 2003 Proprietary

Pervasive PSQL Pervasive Software 1982 v11 SP3 2013 Proprietary

Polyhedra DBMS ENEA AB 1993 8.7 2013-03 Proprietary

PostgreSQL PostgreSQL Global
Development Group

1989-06 9.3.1 2013-10-10 PostgreSQL Licence (a
liberal Open Source license)

R:Base R:BASE Technologies 1982 9.5 Proprietary

RDM Raima Inc. 1984 11.0 2012-06-29 Proprietary

RDM Server Raima Inc. 1993 8.4 2012-10-31 Proprietary

SAP HANA SAP AG 2010 1.0 Proprietary

ScimoreDB Scimore 2005 3.0 2008-03-03 Proprietary

SmallSQL SmallSQL 2005-04-16 0.20 2008-12 LGPL

SQL Anywhere Sybase 1992 12.0 2010-07-09 Proprietary

SQLBase Unify Corp. 1982 11.5 2008-11 Proprietary

SQLite D. Richard Hipp 2000-08-17 3.8.0.2 2013-09-03 Public domain

Superbase Superbase 1984 Scientific
(2004)

Proprietary

Teradata Teradata 1984 14.10 Proprietary

UniData Rocket Software 1988 7.2.12 2011-10 Proprietary

Xeround Cloud Database Xeround Systems 2010 3.1 2011-10-11 SaaS
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Operating system support
The operating systems that the RDBMSes can run on.

Windows OS X Linux BSD UNIX AmigaOS Symbian z/OS iOS Android

4th Dimension Yes Yes No No No No No No No No

ADABAS Yes No Yes No Yes No No Yes No No

Adaptive Server Enterprise Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes

Advantage Database Server Yes No Yes No No No No No No No

Altibase Yes No Yes No Yes No No No No No

Apache Derby Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes ? No

Clustrix No No Yes No Yes No No No No No

CUBRID Yes Partial Yes No No No No No No No

Drizzle No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No

DB2
Yes

Yes
(Express C)

Yes No Yes No No Yes Yes No

Empress Embedded Database Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No Yes

EXASolution No No Yes No No No No No No No

Firebird Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Maybe No No

HSQLDB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes ? ?

H2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes ? Yes

FileMaker Yes Yes No No No No No No Yes No

Informix Dynamic Server Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No No

Ingres Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Partial No No

InterBase
Yes Yes Yes No

Yes
(Solaris)

No No No No No

Linter SQL RDBMS
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Under Linux on
System z

No Yes

LucidDB Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No No

MariaDB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No ? ?

MaxDB Yes No Yes No Yes No No Maybe No No

Microsoft Access (JET) Yes No No No No No No No No No

Microsoft Visual Foxpro Yes No No No No No No No No No

Microsoft SQL Server Yes No No No No No No No No No

Microsoft SQL Server Compact
(Embedded Database)

Yes No No No No No No No No No

MonetDB/SQL Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No ? ?

MySQL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes ? Yes[2]

Omnis Studio Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No No

OpenBase SQL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No

OpenEdge Yes No Yes No Yes No No No No No

OpenLink Virtuoso Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No No
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Oracle Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes No No

Oracle Rdb No No No No No No No No No No

Pervasive PSQL
Yes

Yes (OEM
only)

Yes No No No No No No No

Polyhedra Yes No Yes No Yes No No No No No

PostgreSQL
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Under Linux on

System z[3] No Yes

R:Base Yes No No No No No No No No No

RDM Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes No

RDM Server Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No

ScimoreDB Yes No No No No No No No No No

SmallSQL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No No

SQL Anywhere Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No No Yes

SQLBase Yes No Yes No No No No No No No

SQLite Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Maybe Yes Yes

Superbase Yes No No No No Yes No No No No

Teradata Yes No Yes No Yes No No No No No

UniData Yes No Yes No Yes No No No No No

UniVerse Yes No Yes No Yes No No No No No

Xeround Cloud Database Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fundamental features
Information about what fundamental RDBMS features are implemented natively.

ACID Referential
integrity

Transactions Unicode Interface

4th Dimension Yes Yes Yes Yes GUI & SQL

ADABAS
Yes No Yes Yes

proprietary direct call & SQL (via
3rd party)

Adaptive Server Enterprise Yes Yes Yes Yes SQL

Advantage Database Server Yes Yes Yes Yes4 API & SQL

Altibase Yes Yes Yes Yes API & GUI & SQL

Apache Derby Yes Yes Yes Yes SQL

Clustrix Yes Yes Yes Yes SQL

CUBRID Yes Yes Yes Yes GUI & SQL

Drizzle Yes Yes Yes Yes SQL

DB2 Yes Yes Yes Yes GUI & SQL

Empress Embedded Database Yes Yes Yes Yes API & SQL

EXASolution Yes Yes Yes Yes API & GUI & SQL

Firebird Yes Yes Yes Yes SQL
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HSQLDB Yes Yes Yes Yes SQL

H2 Yes Yes Yes Yes SQL

Informix Dynamic Server Yes Yes Yes Yes SQL

Ingres Yes Yes Yes Yes SQL & QUEL

InterBase Yes Yes Yes Yes SQL

Linter SQL RDBMS Yes Yes Yes Yes GUI & SQL

LucidDB Yes No No Yes SQL

MariaDB
Yes2 Partial3

Yes2 except for
DDL[4] Yes

SQL

MaxDB Yes Yes Yes Yes SQL

Microsoft Access (JET) Yes Yes Yes Yes GUI & SQL

Microsoft Visual FoxPro No Yes Yes No GUI & SQL

Microsoft SQL Server Yes Yes Yes Yes GUI & SQL

Microsoft SQL Server Compact
(Embedded Database)

Yes Yes Yes Yes
GUI & SQL

MonetDB/SQL Yes Yes Yes Yes SQL

MySQL
Yes2 Partial3

Yes2 except for
DDL

Yes GUI 5 & SQL

OpenBase SQL Yes Yes Yes Yes GUI & SQL

Oracle Yes Yes Yes except for DDL Yes API & GUI & SQL

Oracle Rdb Yes Yes Yes Yes SQL

OpenLink Virtuoso Yes Yes Yes Yes API & GUI & SQL

Pervasive PSQL Yes Yes Yes Yes6 API & GUI & SQL

Polyhedra DBMS Yes Yes Yes Yes API & SQL

PostgreSQL Yes Yes Yes Yes API & GUI & SQL

RDM Yes Yes Yes Yes SQL & API

RDM Server Yes Yes Yes Yes SQL & API

ScimoreDB Yes Yes Yes Partial SQL

SQL Anywhere Yes Yes Yes Yes SQL

SQLBase Yes Yes Yes Yes API & GUI & SQL

SQLite Yes Yes Yes Optional[5] API & SQL

Teradata Yes Yes Yes Yes SQL

UniData Yes No Yes Yes Multiple

UniVerse Yes No Yes Yes Multiple

Xeround Cloud Database Yes No Yes Yes SQL

ACID Referential
integrity

Transactions Unicode Interface

Note (1): Currently only supports read uncommited transaction isolation. Version 1.9 adds serializable isolation and
version 2.0 will be fully ACID compliant.
Note (2): MySQL provides ACID compliance through the default InnoDB storage engine.
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Note (3): "For other [than InnoDB] storage engines, MySQL Server parses and ignores the FOREIGN KEY and
REFERENCES syntax in CREATE TABLE statements. The CHECK clause is parsed but ignored by all storage
engines."
Note (4): Support for Unicode is new in version 10.0.
Note (5): MySQL provides GUI interface through MySQL Workbench.
Note (6): Pervasive PSQL provides UTF-8 storage.

Limits
Information about data size limits.

Max DB
size

Max table
size

Max row
size

Max columns per
row

Max Blob/Clob
size

Max
CHAR size

Max
NUMBER

size

Min DATE
value

Max DATE
value

Max
column

name size

4th
Dimension

Limited ? ? 65,135 200 GB (2 GiB
Unicode)

200 GB (2
GiB

Unicode)

64 bits ? ? ?

Advantage
Database
Server

Unlimited 16 EiB 65,530 B 65,135 / (10+
AvgFieldNameLength)

4 GiB ? 64 bits ? ? 128

Apache
Derby

Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited 1,012 (5,000 in views) 2,147,483,647
chars

254
(VARCHAR:

32,672)

64 bits 0001-01-01 9999-12-31 128

Clustrix Unlimited Unlimited 64 MB on
Appliance,
4 MB on

AWS

? 64 MB 64 MB 64 MB 0001-01-01 9999-12-31 254

CUBRID 2 EB 2 EB Unlimited 6400 Unlimited 1 GB 64 bits 0001-01-01 9999-12-31 254

Drizzle Unlimited 64 TB 8 KB 1,000 4 GB (longtext,
longblob)

64 KB
(text)

64 bits 0001 9999 64

DB2 Unlimited 2 ZB 32,677 B 1,012 2 GB 32 KiB) 64 bits 0001-01-01 9999-12-31 128

Empress
Embedded
Database

Unlimited 263-1
bytes

2 GB 32,767 2 GB 2 GB 64 bits 0000-01-01 9999-12-31 32

EXASolution Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited 10,000 N/A 2 MB 128 bits 0001-01-01 9999-12-31 256

FileMaker 8 TB 8 TB 8 TB 256,000,000 4 GB 10^9
characters

10^9
numbers
w/ range

10^-400 to
10^400

0001-01-01 4000-12-31 100

Firebird Unlimited1 ~32 TB 65,536 B Depends on data types
used

2 GB 32,767 B 64 bits 100 32768 31

HSQLDB 64 TB Unlimited8 Unlimited8 Unlimited8 64 TB7 Unlimited8 Unlimited8 0001-01-01 9999-12-31 128

H2 64 TB Unlimited8 Unlimited8 Unlimited8 64 TB7 Unlimited8 64 bits -99999999 99999999 Unlimited8

Max DB
size

Max table
size

Max row
size

Max columns per
row

Max Blob/Clob
size

Max
CHAR size

Max
NUMBER

size

Min DATE
value

Max DATE
value

Max
column

name size
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Informix
Dynamic
Server

~128 PB ~128 PB 32,765
bytes

(exclusive
of large
objects)

32,765 4 TB 32,765 1032 01/01/000110 12/31/9999 128 bytes

Ingres Unlimited Unlimited 256 KB 1,024 2 GB 32 000 B 64 bits 0001 9999 256

InterBase Unlimited1 ~32 TB 65,536 B Depends on data types
used

2 GB 32,767 B 64 bits 100 32768 31

Linter SQL
RDBMS

Unlimited 230 rows 64 KB (w/o
BLOBs), 4

GB (BLOB)

250 4 GB 4 KB 64 bits 0001-01-01 9999-12-31 66

Microsoft
Access
(JET)

2 GB 2 GB 16 MB 255 64 KB (memo
field), 1 GB

("OLE Object"
field)

255 B (text
field)

32 bits 0100 9999 64

Microsoft
Visual
Foxpro

Unlimited 2 GB 65,500 B 255 2 GB 16 MB 32 bits 0001 9999 10

Microsoft
SQL Server

524,272
TB (32

767 files *
16 TB

max file
size)

524,272
TB

8,060 bytes
(Unlimited)6

30,000 2 GB 2 GB6 126 bits2 0001 9999 128

Microsoft
SQL Server
Compact
(Embedded
Database)

4 GB 4 GB 8,060 bytes 1024 2 GB 4000 154 bits 0001 9999 128

MySQL 5 Unlimited MyISAM
storage

limits: 256
TB;

Innodb
storage

limits: 64
TB

64 KB3 4,0964 4 GB (longtext,
longblob)

64 KB
(text)

64 bits 1000 9999 64

OpenLink
Virtuoso

32 TB per
instance

(Unlimited
via elastic

cluster)

DB size
(or 32 TB)

4 KB 200 2 GB 2 GB 231 0 9999 100

Oracle Unlimited
(4 GB *

block size
per

tablespace)

4 GB *
block size

(with
BIGFILE

tablespace)

8 KB 1,000 Unlimited 32,767 B11 126 bits −4712 9999 30

Max DB
size

Max table
size

Max row
size

Max columns per
row

Max Blob/Clob
size

Max
CHAR size

Max
NUMBER

size

Min DATE
value

Max DATE
value

Max
column

name size

Pervasive
PSQL

4 billion
objects

256 GB 2 GB 1,536 2 GB 8,000 bytes 64 bits 01-01-0001 12-31-9999 128 bytes
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Polyhedra Limited
by

available
RAM,
address
space

232 rows Unlimited 65,536 4 GB (subject to
RAM)

4 GB
(subject to

RAM)

32 bits 0001-01-01 8000-12-31 255

PostgreSQL Unlimited 32 TB 1.6 TB 250–1600 depending
on type

1 GB (text,
bytea)[6] - stored

inline or 4 TB
(stored in

pg_largeobject)[7]

1 GB Unlimited −4,713 5,874,897 63

RDM
Embedded

Unlimited 248-1 rows 32 KB 1,000 4 GB char: 256,
varchar: 4

KB

64 bits 0001-01-01 11758978-12-31 31

RDM Server Unlimited 264-1 rows 32 KB 32,768 Unlimited 32 KB 64 bits 0001-01-01 11758978-12-31 32

ScimoreDB Unlimited 16 EB 8,050 B 255 16 TB 8,000 B 64 bits ? ? ?

SQL
Anywhere

104 TB
(13 files,
each file

up to 8 TB
(32 KB
pages))

Limited
by file size

Limited by
file size

45,000 2 GB 2 GB 64 bits 0001-01-01 9999-12-31 ?

SQLite 128 TB
(231 pages
* 64 KB
max page

size)

Limited
by file size

Limited by
file size

32,767 2 GB 2 GB 64 bits No DATE
type9

No DATE type9 Unlimited

Teradata Unlimited Unlimited 64 KB
wo/lobs (64
GB w/lobs)

2,048 2 GB 10,000 64 bits ? 9999-12-31
Select

80991231
(date);

30

UniVerse Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited

Xeround
Cloud
Database

Unlimited Unlimited 32 GB,
depending

on available
memory

1,000 4 GB 64 KB 64 bits 1000 9999 64

Max DB
size

Max table
size

Max row
size

Max columns per
row

Max Blob/Clob
size

Max
CHAR size

Max
NUMBER

size

Min DATE
value

Max DATE
value

Max
column

name size

Note (1): Firebird 2.x maximum database size is effectively unlimited with the largest known database size >980
GB. Firebird 1.5.x maximum database size: 32 TB.
Note (2): Limit is 1038 using DECIMAL datatype.
Note (3): InnoDB is limited to 8,000 bytes (excluding VARBINARY, VARCHAR, BLOB, or TEXT columns).
Note (4): InnoDB is limited to 1,000 columns.
Note (6): Using VARCHAR (MAX) in SQL 2005 and later.
Note (7): When using a page size of 32 KB, and when BLOB/CLOB data is stored in the database file.
Note (8): Java array size limit of 2,147,483,648 (231) objects per array applies. This limit applies to number of
characters in names, rows per table, columns per table, and characters per CHAR/VARCHAR.
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Note (9): Despite the lack of a date datatype, SQLite does include date and time functions, which work for
timestamps between 0000-01-01 00:00:00 and 5352-11-01 10:52:47.
Note (10): Informix DATETIME type has adjustable range from YEAR only through 1/10000th second.
DATETIME date range is 0001-01-01 00:00:00.00000 through 9999-12-31 23:59:59.99999.
Note (11): Since version 12c. Earlier versions support up to 4000 B.

Tables and views
Information about what tables and views (other than basic ones) are supported natively.

Temporary table Materialized view

4th Dimension Yes Planned for inclusion in next major release

ADABAS ? ?

Adaptive Server Enterprise Yes1 Yes - see precomputed result sets

Advantage Database Server Yes No (only common views)

Altibase Yes No (only common views)

Apache Derby Yes No

Clustrix Yes No

CUBRID No No

Drizzle Yes No4

DB2 Yes Yes

Empress Embedded Database Yes Yes

EXASolution Yes No

Firebird Yes No (only common views)

HSQLDB Yes No

H2 Yes No

Informix Dynamic Server Yes No2

Ingres Yes Planned for inclusion in next major release

InterBase Yes No

Linter SQL RDBMS Yes Yes

LucidDB No No

MaxDB Yes No

Microsoft Access (JET) No No

Microsoft Visual Foxpro Yes Yes

Microsoft SQL Server Yes Yes3

Microsoft SQL Server Compact (Embedded Database) Yes No

MonetDB/SQL Yes No

MySQL Yes No4

OpenBase SQL Yes Yes

Oracle Yes Yes
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Oracle Rdb Yes Yes

OpenLink Virtuoso Yes Yes

Pervasive PSQL Yes No

Polyhedra DBMS No No (only common views)

PostgreSQL Yes Yes5

RDM Embedded Yes No

RDM Server Yes No

SQL Anywhere Yes Yes

ScimoreDB No No

SQLite Yes No

Teradata Yes Yes

UniData Yes No

UniVerse Yes No

Xeround Cloud Database Yes No

Note (1): Server provides tempdb, which can be used for public and private (for the session) temp tables.
Note (2): Materialized views are not supported in Informix; the term is used in IBM’s documentation to refer to a
temporary table created to run the view’s query when it is too complex, but one cannot for example define the way it
is refreshed or build an index on it. The term is defined in the Informix Performance Guide.
Note (3): Query optimizer support only in Developer and Enterprise Editions. In other versions, a direct reference to
materialized view and a query hint are required.
Note (4): Materialized views can be emulated using stored procedures and triggers.
Note (5): Materialized views are now standard but can be emulated in versions prior to 9.3 with stored procedures
and triggers using PL/pgSQL, PL/Perl, PL/Python, or other procedural languages.

Indexes
Information about what indexes (other than basic B-/B+ tree indexes) are supported natively.

R-/R+
tree

Hash Expression Partial Reverse Bitmap GiST GIN Full-text Spatial FOT

4th Dimension ? Cluster ? ? ? ? ? ? Yes ? ?

ADABAS ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Adaptive Server
Enterprise

No No Yes No Yes No No No Yes
? ?

Advantage
Database Server

No No Yes No Yes Yes No No Yes
? ?

Apache Derby No No No No No No No No No ? ?

Clustrix No Yes No No No No No No No No ?

CUBRID No No Yes Yes Yes No No No ? ? ?

Drizzle No No No No No No No No No ? ?

DB2 No ? Yes No Yes Yes No No Yes ? ?
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Empress
Embedded
Database

Yes No No Yes No Yes No No No
? ?

EXASolution No Yes No No No No No No No ? ?

Firebird No No Yes No Yes 1 No No No No ? ?

HSQLDB No No No No No No No No No ? ?

H2 No Yes No No No No No No Yes ? ?

Informix Dynamic
Server

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Ingres
Yes Yes Ingres v10 No No

Ingres
v10

No No No
? ?

InterBase No No No No No No No No No ? ?

Linter SQL
RDBMS10

No No No No No No No No Yes No No

LucidDB No No No No No Yes No No No ? ?

MaxDB No No No No No No No No No ? ?

Microsoft Access
(JET)

No No No No No No No No No
? ?

Microsoft Visual
Foxpro

No No Yes Yes Yes2 Yes No No No
? ?

Microsoft SQL
Server

? Non/Cluster &
fill factor Yes3 Yes4 No3 No No No Yes Yes

?

Microsoft SQL
Server Compact
(Embedded
Database)

No No No No No No No No No

? ?

MonetDB/SQL No Yes No No No No No No ? ? ?

MySQL MyISAM
tables only

MEMORY,
Cluster (NDB),
InnoDB,5 tables

only

No No No No No No

MyISAM
tables and,

since v5.6.4,
InnoDB
tables

MyISAM
tables only

?

Oracle Yes 11 Cluster Tables Yes Yes 6 Yes Yes No No Yes Yes ?

Oracle Rdb No Yes ? No No ? No No ? ? ?

OpenLink
Virtuoso Yes

Cluster
Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes

Yes
(Commercial

only)
No

Pervasive PSQL No No No No No No No No No No No

Polyhedra DBMS No Yes No No No No No No No No ?

PostgreSQL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes7 Yes8 Yes Yes Yes PostGIS ?

RDM Embedded No Yes No Yes Yes No No No No No No

RDM Server No No No Yes Yes No No No No No No

ScimoreDB No No No No No No No No Yes ? ?

SQL Anywhere No No No No No No No No Yes ? ?
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SQLite Yes[8] No No Yes[9] Yes No No No Yes[10] SpatiaLite ?

Teradata No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No ? ? ?

UniVerse Yes Yes Yes3 Yes3 Yes3 No No No ? Yes[11] ?

Xeround Cloud
Database

No Yes No No No No No No No No
?

R-/R+
tree

Hash Expression Partial Reverse Bitmap GiST GIN Full-text Spatial FOT

Note (1): The users need to use a function from freeAdhocUDF library or similar.
Note (2): Can be implemented for most data types using expression-based indexes.
Note (3): Can be emulated by indexing a computed column (doesn't easily update) or by using an "Indexed View"
(proper name not just any view works).
Note (4): Can be implemented by using an indexed view.
Note (5): InnoDB automatically generates adaptive hash index entries as needed.
Note (6): Can be implemented using Function-based Indexes in Oracle 8i and higher, but the function needs to be
used in the sql for the index to be used.
Note (7): A PostgreSQL functional index can be used to reverse the order of a field.
Note (8): PostgreSQL will likely support on-disk bitmap indexes in a future version. Version 8.2 supports a related
technique known as "in-memory bitmap scans".
Note (10): B+ tree and full-text only for now.
Note (11): R-Tree indexing available in base edition with Locator but some functionality requires Personal Edition
or Enterprise Edition with Spatial option.

Database capabilities

Union Intersect Except Inner
joins

Outer
joins

Inner
selects

Merge
joins

Blobs
and

Clobs

Common Table
Expressions

Windowing
Functions

Parallel
Query

4th Dimension Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes ? ? ?

ADABAS Yes ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Adaptive Server
Enterprise

Yes
? ?

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
? ?

Yes

Advantage
Database Server

Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
?

No
?

Altibase
Yes Yes

Yes, via
MINUS

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No

Apache Derby Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes ? ? Yes No No ?

Clustrix Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

CUBRID Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes ?

Drizzle Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No[12]

DB2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Empress
Embedded
Database

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
? ? ?

EXASolution Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Firebird Yes ? ? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes ?

HSQLDB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes[13] Yes Yes No Yes

H2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes experimental[14] No[15] ?

Informix Dynamic
Server

Yes Yes
Yes, via
MINUS

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes[16]

Ingres Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No ?

InterBase Yes ? ? Yes Yes ? ? Yes ? ? ?

Linter SQL
RDBMS

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

LucidDB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No ? ? ?

MaxDB Yes ? ? Yes Yes Yes No Yes ? ? ?

Microsoft Access
(JET)

Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No
?

Microsoft Visual
Foxpro

Yes
? ?

Yes Yes Yes
?

Yes
? ? ?

Microsoft SQL
Server

Yes
Yes (2005

and
beyond)

Yes
(2005
and

beyond)

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Microsoft SQL
Server Compact
(Embedded
Database)

Yes No No Yes Yes

?

No Yes No No

?

MonetDB/SQL ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

MySQL Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No

OpenBase SQL No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes ? ? ?

OpenLink Virtuoso Yes ? ? Yes Yes Yes ? Yes ? ? ?

Oracle
Yes Yes

Yes, via
MINUS

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 1 Yes Yes

Oracle Rdb Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes ? ? ?

Pervasive PSQL Yes No No Yes Yes ? ? Yes No No No

Polyhedra DBMS Yes Yes Yes Yes No ? ? Yes ? ? ?

PostgreSQL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

RDM Embedded No No No Yes Yes No No Yes No No No

RDM Server Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No

ScimoreDB
Yes

? ?
Yes

LEFT
only

Yes Yes Yes
? ? ?

SmallSQL ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

SQL Anywhere Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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SQLite
Yes Yes Yes Yes

LEFT
only

Yes No Yes No No No

Teradata Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

UniVerse Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No ?

Xeround Cloud
Database

Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No

Union Intersect Except Inner
joins

Outer
joins

Inner
selects

Merge
joins

Blobs
and

Clobs

Common Table
Expressions

Windowing
Functions

Parallel
Query

Note (1): Recursive CTEs introduced in 11gR2 supersedes similar construct called CONNECT BY.

Data types

Type

system

Integer Floating point Decimal String Binary Date/Time Boolean Other

4th

Dimension

Static UUID (16-bit),

SMALLINT

(16-bit), INT

(32-bit), BIGINT

(64-bit),

NUMERIC

(64-bit)

REAL, FLOAT REAL, FLOAT CLOB, TEXT,

VARCHAR

BIT, BIT VARYING,

BLOB

DURATION,

INTERVAL,

TIMESTAMP

BOOLEAN PICTURE

Altibase Static SMALLINT

(16-bit),

INTEGER

(32-bit), BIGINT

(64-bit)

REAL(32-bit),

DOUBLE(64-bit)

DECIMAL, NUMERIC, NUMBER,

FLOAT

CHAR, VARCHAR,

NCHAR, NVARCHAR,

CLOB

BLOB, BYTE,

NIBBLE, BIT,

VARBIT

DATE GEOMETRY

Clustrix Static TINYINT (8-bit),

SMALLINT

(16-bit),

MEDIUMINT

(24-bit), INT

(32-bit), BIGINT

(64-bit)

FLOAT (32-bit),

DOUBLE

DECIMAL CHAR, BINARY,

VARCHAR,

VARBINARY, TEXT,

TINYTEXT,

MEDIUMTEXT,

LONGTEXT

TINYBLOB, BLOB,

MEDIUMBLOB,

LONGBLOB

DATETIME, DATE,

TIMESTAMP,

YEAR

BIT(1),

BOOLEAN

ENUM, SET,

CUBRID Static SMALLINT

(16-bit),

INTEGER

(32-bit), BIGINT

(64-bit)

FLOAT,

REAL(32-bit),

DOUBLE(64-bit)

DECIMAL, NUMERIC CHAR, VARCHAR,

NCHAR, NVARCHAR,

CLOB

BLOB DATE, DATETIME,

TIME, TIMESTAMP

BIT MONETARY, BIT

VARYING, SET,

MULTISET,

SEQUENCE, ENUM

Drizzle Static INT (32-bit),

BIGINT (64-bit)

DOUBLE (aka

REAL) (64-bit)

DECIMAL BINARY, VARCHAR,

VARBINARY, TEXT,

BLOB DATETIME, DATE,

TIMESTAMP

ENUM, SERIAL
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Empress

Embedded

Database

Static TINYINT,

SQL_TINYINT,

or INTEGER8;

SMALLINT,

SQL_SMALLINT,

or INTEGER16;

INTEGER, INT,

SQL_INTEGER,

or INTEGER32;

BIGINT,

SQL_BIGINT, or

INTEGER64

REAL, SQL_REAL,

or FLOAT32;

DOUBLE

PRECISION,

SQL_DOUBLE, or

FLOAT64; FLOAT,

or SQL_FLOAT;

EFLOAT

DECIMAL, DEC, NUMERIC,

SQL_DECIMAL, or

SQL_NUMERIC; DOLLAR

CHARACTER,

ECHARACTER,

CHARACTER

VARYING, NATIONAL

CHARACTER,

NATIONAL

CHARACTER

VARYING,

NLSCHARACTER,

CHARACTER LARGE

OBJECT, TEXT,

NATIONAL

CHARACTER LARGE

OBJECT, NLSTEXT

BINARY LARGE

OBJECT or BLOB;

BULK

DATE, EDATE,

TIME, ETIME,

EPOCH_TIME,

TIMESTAMP,

MICROTIMESTAMP

BOOLEAN SEQUENCE 32,

SEQUENCE

EXASolution Static TINYINT,

SMALLINT,

INTEGER,

BIGINT,

REAL, FLOAT,

DOUBLE

DECIMAL, DEC, NUMERIC,

NUMBER

CHAR, NCHAR,

VARCHAR,

VARCHAR2,

NVARCHAR,

NVARCHAR2, CLOB,

NCLOB

N/A DATE,

TIMESTAMP,

INTERVAL

BOOLEAN,

BOOL

GEOMETRY

HSQLDB Static TINYINT (8-bit),

SMALLINT

(16-bit),

INTEGER

(32-bit), BIGINT

(64-bit)

DOUBLE (64-bit) DECIMAL, NUMERIC CHAR, VARCHAR,

LONGVARCHAR,

CLOB

BINARY,

VARBINARY,

LONGVARBINARY,

BLOB

DATE, TIME,

TIMESTAMP,

INTERVAL

BOOLEAN OTHER (object), BIT,

BIT VARYING,

ARRAY

Informix

Dynamic

Server

Static SMALLINT

(16-bit), INT

(32-bit), INT8

(64-bit

proprietary),

BIGINT (64-bit)

SMALLFLOAT

(32-bit), FLOAT

(64-bit)

DECIMAL (32 digits float/fixed),

MONEY

CHAR, VARCHAR,

NCHAR, NVARCHAR,

LVARCHAR, CLOB,

TEXT

TEXT, BYTE,

BLOB, CLOB

DATE, DATETIME,

INTERVAL

BOOLEAN SET, LIST,

MULTISET, ROW,

TIMESERIES,

SPATIAL, USER

DEFINED TYPES

Ingres Static TINYINT (8-bit),

SMALLINT

(16-bit),

INTEGER

(32-bit), BIGINT

(64-bit)

FLOAT4 (32-bit),

FLOAT (64-bit)

DECIMAL C, CHAR, VARCHAR,

LONG VARCHAR,

NCHAR, NVARCHAR,

LONG NVARCHAR,

TEXT

BYTE, VARBYTE,

LONG VARBYTE

(BLOB)

DATE, ANSIDATE,

INGRESDATE,

TIME, TIMESTAMP,

INTERVAL

N/A MONEY,

OBJECT_KEY,

TABLE_KEY,

USER-DEFINED

DATA TYPES (via

OME)

Linter SQL

RDBMS

Static SMALLINT

(16-bit),

INTEGER

(32-bit), BIGINT

(64-bit)

REAL(32-bit),

DOUBLE(64-bit)

DECIMAL, NUMERIC CHAR, VARCHAR,

NCHAR, NVARCHAR,

BLOB

BYTE, VARBYTE,

BLOB

DATE BOOLEAN GEOMETRY,

EXTFILE

Microsoft

SQL Server

Static TINYINT,

SMALLINT, INT,

BIGINT

FLOAT, REAL NUMERIC, DECIMAL,

SMALLMONEY, MONEY

CHAR, VARCHAR,

TEXT, NCHAR,

NVARCHAR, NTEXT

BINARY,

VARBINARY,

IMAGE,

FILESTREAM

DATE,

DATETIMEOFFSET,

DATETIME2,

SMALLDATETIME,

DATETIME, TIME

BIT CURSOR,

TIMESTAMP,

HIERARCHYID,

UNIQUEIDENTIFIER,

SQL_VARIANT,

XML, TABLE

Microsoft

SQL Server

Compact

(Embedded

Database)

Static TINYINT,

SMALLINT, INT,

BIGINT

FLOAT, REAL NUMERIC, DECIMAL, MONEY NCHAR, NVARCHAR,

NTEXT

BINARY,

VARBINARY,

IMAGE

DATETIME BIT TIMESTAMP,

ROWVERSION,

UNIQUEIDENTIFIER,

IDENTITY,

ROWGUIDCOL
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MySQL Static TINYINT (8-bit),

SMALLINT

(16-bit),

MEDIUMINT

(24-bit), INT

(32-bit), BIGINT

(64-bit)

FLOAT (32-bit),

DOUBLE (aka

REAL) (64-bit)

DECIMAL CHAR, BINARY,

VARCHAR,

VARBINARY, TEXT,

TINYTEXT,

MEDIUMTEXT,

LONGTEXT

TINYBLOB, BLOB,

MEDIUMBLOB,

LONGBLOB

DATETIME, DATE,

TIMESTAMP,

YEAR

BIT(1),

BOOLEAN

(aka

BOOL) =

synonym

for

TINYINT

ENUM, SET, GIS data

types (Geometry,

Point, Curve,

LineString, Surface,

Polygon,

GeometryCollection,

MultiPoint,

MultiCurve,

MultiLineString,

MultiSurface,

MultiPolygon)

OpenLink

Virtuoso

Static +

Dynamic

INT, INTEGER,

SMALLINT

REAL, DOUBLE

PRECISION,

FLOAT,

FLOAT'('INTNUM')'

DECIMAL,

DECIMAL'('INTNUM')',

DECIMAL'('INTNUM','INTNUM')',

NUMERIC,

NUMERIC'('INTNUM')',

NUMERIC'('INTNUM','INTNUM')'

CHARACTER,

CHAR'('INTNUM')',

VARCHAR,

VARCHAR'('INTNUM')',

NVARCHAR,

NVARCHAR'('INTNUM')'

BLOB TIMESTAMP,

DATETIME, TIME,

DATE

n/a GEOMETRY,

REFERENCE (URI),

UDT (User Defined

Type)

Oracle Static +

Dynamic

(through

ANYDATA)

NUMBER BINARY_FLOAT,

BINARY_DOUBLE

NUMBER CHAR, VARCHAR2,

CLOB, NCLOB,

NVARCHAR2, NCHAR,

LONG (deprecated)

BLOB, RAW, LONG

RAW (deprecated),

BFILE

DATE, TIMESTAMP

(with/without

TIMEZONE),

INTERVAL

N/A SPATIAL, IMAGE,

AUDIO, VIDEO,

DICOM, XMLType

Pervasive

PSQL

Static BIGINT,

INTEGER,

SMALLINT,

TINYINT,

UBIGINT,

UINTEGER,

USMALLINT,

UTINYINT

BFLOAT4,

BFLOAT8,

DOUBLE, FLOAT

DECIMAL, NUMERIC,

NUMERICSA, NUMERICSLB,

NUMERICSLS, NUMERICSTB,

NUMERICSTS

CHAR,

LONGVARCHAR,

VARCHAR

BINARY,

LONGVARBINARY,

VARBINARY

DATE, DATETIME,

TIME

BIT CURRENCY,

IDENTITY,

SMALLIDENTITY,

TIMESTAMP,

UNIQUEIDENTIFIER

Polyhedra Static INTEGER8

(8-bit),

INTEGER(16-bit),

INTEGER

(32-bit),

INTEGER64

(64-bit)

FLOAT32 (32-bit),

FLOAT (aka REAL;

64-bit)

N/A VARCHAR, LARGE

VARCHAR (aka

CHARACTER LARGE

OBJECT)

LARGE BINARY

(aka BINARY

LARGE OBJECT)

DATETIME BOOLEAN N/A

PostgreSQL Static SMALLINT

(16-bit),

INTEGER

(32-bit), BIGINT

(64-bit)

REAL (32-bit),

DOUBLE

PRECISION (64-bit)

DECIMAL, NUMERIC CHAR, VARCHAR,

TEXT

BYTEA DATE, TIME

(with/without

TIMEZONE),

TIMESTAMP

(with/without

TIMEZONE),

INTERVAL

BOOLEAN ENUM, POINT, LINE,

LSEG, BOX, PATH,

POLYGON, CIRCLE,

CIDR, INET,

MACADDR, BIT,

UUID, XML, JSON,

arrays, composites,

ranges, custom

RDM

Embedded

Static tinyint, smallint,

integer, bigint

real, float, double N/A char, varchar, wchar,

varwchar, long varchar,

long varwchar

binary, varbinary,

long varbinary

date, time, timestamp bit N/A

RDM Server Static tinyint, smallint,

integer, bigint

real, float, double decimal, numeric char, varchar, wchar,

varwchar, long varchar,

long varwchar

binary, varbinary,

long varbinary

date, time, timestamp bit rowid

SQLite Dynamic INTEGER

(64-bit)

REAL (aka FLOAT,

DOUBLE) (64-bit)

N/A TEXT (aka CHAR,

CLOB)

BLOB N/A N/A N/A

UniData Dynamic N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

UniVerse Dynamic N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=MySQL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Virtuoso_Universal_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Virtuoso_Universal_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Oracle_Database
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Pervasive_PSQL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Pervasive_PSQL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Polyhedra_DBMS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=PostgreSQL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=RDM_Embedded
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=RDM_Embedded
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=RDM_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=SQLite
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=UniData
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=UniVerse
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Xeround

Cloud

Database

Static TINYINT (8-bit),

SMALLINT

(16-bit),

MEDIUMINT

(24-bit), INT

(32-bit), BIGINT

(64-bit)

FLOAT (32-bit),

DOUBLE (aka

REAL) (64-bit)

DECIMAL CHAR, BINARY,

VARCHAR,

VARBINARY, TEXT,

TINYTEXT,

MEDIUMTEXT,

LONGTEXT

TINYBLOB, BLOB,

MEDIUMBLOB,

LONGBLOB

DATETIME, DATE,

TIMESTAMP,

YEAR

BOOLEAN

(aka

BOOL) =

synonym

for

TINYINT

ENUM, SET

Type

system

Integer Floating point Decimal String Binary Date/Time Boolean Other

Other objects
Information about what other objects are supported natively.

Data Domain Cursor Trigger Function 1 Procedure 1  External
routine 1

4th Dimension Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

ADABAS ? Yes ? Yes? Yes? Yes

Adaptive Server Enterprise Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Advantage Database Server Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Altibase Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Apache Derby No Yes Yes Yes 2 Yes 2 Yes 2

Clustrix No Yes No Yes Yes Yes

CUBRID Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 2 Yes

Drizzle Yes Yes Yes 4 Yes 4 Yes 4 Yes 4

Empress Embedded Database Yes via RANGE CHECK Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

EXASolution Yes No No Yes Yes Yes

DB2 Yes via CHECK
CONSTRAINT

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firebird Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

HSQLDB Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

H2 Yes No Yes 2 Yes 2 Yes 2 Yes

Informix Dynamic Server Yes via CHECK Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes  5

Ingres Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

InterBase Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Linter SQL RDBMS No Yes Yes Yes Yes No

LucidDB No Yes No Yes 2 Yes 2 Yes 2

MaxDB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes ?

Microsoft Access (JET)
Yes No No No

Yes, But single DML/DDL
Operation

Yes

Microsoft Visual Foxpro No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Microsoft SQL Server Yes (2000 and beyond) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Xeround
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Xeround
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Xeround
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Type_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Type_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Integer_%28computer_science%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Floating_point
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=String_%28computer_science%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Binary_large_object
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Boolean_data_type
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Data_Domain
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Function_%28programming%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Subroutine
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=4th_Dimension_%28Software%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=ADABAS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Adaptive_Server_Enterprise
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Advantage_Database_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Altibase
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Apache_Derby
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Clustrix
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=CUBRID
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Drizzle_%28database_server%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Empress_database
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=EXASOL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=IBM_DB2
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Firebird_%28database_server%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=HSQLDB
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=H2_%28DBMS%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Informix_Dynamic_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ingres_%28database%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=InterBase
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Linter_SQL_RDBMS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=LucidDB
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=MaxDB
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Microsoft_Access
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Microsoft_Visual_Foxpro
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Microsoft_SQL_Server
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Microsoft SQL Server Compact
(Embedded Database)

No Yes No No No No

MonetDB No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

MySQL  No  3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

OpenBase SQL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Oracle Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Oracle Rdb Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

OpenLink Virtuoso Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Pervasive PSQL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Polyhedra DBMS No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

PostgreSQL Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

RDM Embedded No Yes No No Yes Yes

RDM Server No Yes Yes No Yes Yes

ScimoreDB No No No No Yes Yes

SQL Anywhere Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SQLite No No Yes No No Yes

Teradata No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

UniData No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

UniVerse No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Xeround Cloud Database  No  3 Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Data Domain Cursor Trigger Function 1 Procedure 1  External
routine 1

Note (1): Both function and procedure refer to internal routines written in SQL and/or procedural language like
PL/SQL. External routine refers to the one written in the host languages, such as C, Java, Cobol, etc. "Stored
procedure" is a commonly used term for these routine types. However, its definition varies between different
database vendors.
Note (2): In Derby, H2, LucidDB, and CUBRID, users code functions and procedures in Java.
Note (3): ENUM datatype exist. CHECK clause is parsed, but not enforced in runtime.
Note (4): In Drizzle the user codes functions and procedures in C++.
Note (5): Informix supports external functions written in Java, C, & C++.

Partitioning
Information about what partitioning methods are supported natively.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=SQL_Server_Compact
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=SQL_Server_Compact
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=MonetDB
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=MySQL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=OpenBase
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Oracle_Database
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Oracle_Rdb
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Virtuoso_Universal_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Pervasive_PSQL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Polyhedra_DBMS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=PostgreSQL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=RDM_Embedded
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=RDM_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=ScimoreDB
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=SQL_Anywhere
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=SQLite
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Teradata
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=UniData
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=UniVerse
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Xeround
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Data_Domain
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Function_%28programming%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Subroutine
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=PL/SQL
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Range Hash Composite
(Range+Hash)

List Expression

4th Dimension ? ? ? ? ?

ADABAS ? ? ? ? ?

Adaptive Server
Enterprise

Yes Yes No Yes
?

Advantage Database
Server

No No No No
?

Altibase Yes Yes No Yes ?

Apache Derby No No No No ?

Clustrix Yes No No No No

CUBRID Yes Yes No Yes ?

IBM DB2 Yes Yes Yes Yes ?

Empress Embedded
Database

No No No No
?

EXASolution No Yes No No No

Firebird No No No No ?

HSQLDB No No No No ?

H2 No No No No ?

Informix Dynamic Server Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Ingres Yes Yes Yes Yes ?

InterBase No No No No ?

Linter SQL RDBMS No No No No ?

MaxDB No No No No ?

Microsoft Access (JET) No No No No ?

Microsoft Visual Foxpro No No No No ?

Microsoft SQL Server Yes No No No ?

Microsoft SQL Server
Compact (Embedded
Database)

No No No No
?

MonetDB Yes (M5) Yes (M5) Yes (M5) No ?

MySQL Yes Yes Yes Yes ?

OpenBase SQL ? ? ? ? ?

Oracle Yes Yes Yes Yes ?

Oracle Rdb Yes Yes ? ? ?

OpenLink Virtuoso Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Pervasive PSQL No No No No No

Polyhedra DBMS No No No No No

PostgreSQL Yes1 Yes1 Yes1 Yes1 ?

RDM Embedded Yes2 Yes2 Yes2 No ?

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=4th_Dimension_%28Software%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=ADABAS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Adaptive_Server_Enterprise
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Adaptive_Server_Enterprise
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Advantage_Database_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Advantage_Database_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Altibase
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Apache_Derby
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Clustrix
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=CUBRID
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=IBM_DB2
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Empress_database
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Empress_database
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=EXASOL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Firebird_%28database_server%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=HSQLDB
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=H2_%28DBMS%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Informix_Dynamic_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ingres_%28database%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=InterBase
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Linter_SQL_RDBMS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=MaxDB
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Microsoft_Access
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Microsoft_Visual_Foxpro
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Microsoft_SQL_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=SQL_Server_Compact
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=SQL_Server_Compact
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=SQL_Server_Compact
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=MonetDB
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=MySQL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=OpenBase
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Oracle_Database
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Oracle_Rdb
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Virtuoso_Universal_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Pervasive_PSQL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Polyhedra_DBMS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=PostgreSQL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=RDM_Embedded
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RDM Server No No No No ?

ScimoreDB No Yes No No ?

SQL Anywhere No No No No ?

SQLite No No No No ?

Teradata Yes Yes Yes Yes ?

UniVerse Yes Yes Yes Yes ?

Xeround Cloud Database N/A - partitioning
provided

transparently

N/A - partitioning
provided

transparently

N/A - partitioning
provided transparently

N/A - partitioning
provided

transparently

N/A - partitioning
provided

transparently

Range Hash Composite
(Range+Hash)

List Expression

Note (1): PostgreSQL 8.1 provides partitioning support through check constraints. Range, List and Hash methods
can be emulated with PL/pgSQL or other procedural languages.
Note (2): RDM Embedded 10.1 requires the application programs to select the correct partition (using range, hash or
composite techniques) when adding data, but the database union functionality allows all partitions to be read as a
single database.

Access control
Information about access control functionalities (work in progress).

Native
network

encryption1

Brute-force
protection

Enterprise
directory

compatibility

Password
complexity

rules2

Patch
access3

Run
unprivileged4

Audit Resource
limit

Separation
of duties
(RBAC)5

Security
Certification

Label
Based
Access

Control
(LBAC)

4D Yes (with
SSL)

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Adaptive
Server
Enterprise

Yes
(optional; to

pay)
Yes

Yes (optional
?)

Yes

Partial
(need to
register;
depend

on which
product)

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
(EAL4+ 1)

?

Advantage
Database
Server

Yes No No No Yes Yes No No Yes
? ?

DB2
Yes

? Yes (LDAP,
Kerberos…)

Yes
?

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
(EAL4+6)

?

Empress
Embedded
Database

? ?
No No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No

?

EXASolution No No Yes (LDAP) No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No ?

Firebird

No Yes
Yes (Windows

trusted
authenification)

No

Partial
(no

security
page)

Yes No No No7

? ?

HSQLDB Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No ?

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=RDM_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=ScimoreDB
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=SQL_Anywhere
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=SQLite
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Teradata
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=UniVerse
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Xeround
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=PL/pgSQL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Role-based_access_control
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=4th_Dimension_%28software%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Adaptive_Server_Enterprise
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Adaptive_Server_Enterprise
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Adaptive_Server_Enterprise
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Advantage_Database_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Advantage_Database_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Advantage_Database_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=IBM_DB2
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Empress_database
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Empress_database
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Empress_database
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=EXASOL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Firebird_%28database_server%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=HSQLDB
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H2 Yes Yes ? No ? Yes ? Yes Yes No ?

Informix
Dynamic
Server

Yes
?

Yes10
?10

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
?

Yes

Linter SQL
RDBMS

Yes (with
SSL)

Yes Yes
Yes (length

only)
No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

MariaDB

Yes (SSL) No

Yes (with 5.2,
but not on
Windows
servers)

No

Partial
(no

security
page)

Yes

? ? ?8

No

?

Microsoft
SQL Server Yes

? Yes (Microsoft
Active

Directory)
Yes Yes Yes

Yes
(From
2008)

Yes Yes Yes
(EAL4+11)

?

Microsoft
SQL Server
Compact
(Embedded
Database)

No (not
relevant,
only file

permissions)

No (not
relevant)

No (not
relevant)

No (not
relevant)

Yes
Yes (file
access)

Yes Yes No

? ?

MySQL
Yes (SSL
with 4.0)

No

Yes (with 5.5,
but only in
commercial

edition)

No

Partial
(no

security
page)

Yes

? ? ?8

No

?

OpenBase
SQL Yes

? Yes (Open
Directory,

LDAP)
No

? ? ? ? ? ? ?

OpenLink
Virtuoso

Yes Yes Yes Yes (optional)
Yes

(optional)
Yes

Yes
(optional)

Yes
(optional)

Yes No
?

Oracle
Yes Yes Yes Yes

?
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

(EAL4+1)

?

Pervasive
PSQL

Yes
?

No No Yes Yes Yes 12 No No No
?

Polyhedra
DBMS

No No No No No Yes Yes 13 Yes Yes 13 No
?

PostgreSQL

Yes
Yes (for

9.1)
Yes (LDAP,
Kerberos…9)

Yes (as of 9.0
with

passwordcheck
module)

Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes (EAL11)

?

RDM
Embedded

No No No No No Yes No No No No
?

RDM Server Yes No No No No Yes Yes No Yes No ?

SQL
Anywhere

Yes

?

Yes (Kerberos) Yes

?

Yes Yes No Yes

Yes
(EAL3+1 as

Adaptive
Server

Anywhere)

?

SQLite No (not
relevant,
only file

permissions)

No (not
relevant)

No (not
relevant)

No (not
relevant)

Partial
(no

security
page)

Yes (file
access)

Yes Yes No No

?

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=H2_%28DBMS%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Informix_Dynamic_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Informix_Dynamic_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Informix_Dynamic_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Linter_SQL_RDBMS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Linter_SQL_RDBMS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=MariaDB
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Microsoft_SQL_Server
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http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=SQL_Server_Compact
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http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=OpenBase
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Xeround
Cloud
Database

Yes (SSL
with 4.0)

No No No

N/A -
database

as a
service

Yes No No No No

?

Native
network

encryption1

Brute-force
protection

Enterprise
directory

compatibility

Password
complexity

rules2

Patch
access3

Run
unprivileged4

Audit Resource
limit

Separation
of duties
(RBAC)5

Security
Certification

Label
Based
Access

Control
(LBAC)

Note (1): Network traffic could be transmitted in a secure way (not clear-text, in general SSL encryption). Precise if
option is default, included option or an extra modules to buy.
Note (2): Options are present to set a minimum size for password, respect complexity like presence of numbers or
special characters.
Note (3): How do you get security updates? Is it free access, do you need a login or to pay? Is there easy access
through a Web/FTP portal or RSS feed or only through offline access (mail CD-ROM, phone).
Note (4): Does database process run as root/administrator or unprivileged user? What is default configuration?
Note (5): Is there a separate user to manage special operation like backup (only dump/restore permissions), security
officer (audit), administrator (add user/create database), etc.? Is it default or optional?
Note (6): Common Criteria certified product list.
Note (7): FirebirdSQL seems to only have SYSDBA user and DB owner. There are no separate roles for backup
operator and security administrator.
Note (8): User can define a dedicated backup user but nothing particular in default install.
Note (9): Authentication methods.
Note (10): Informix Dynamic Server supports PAM and other configurable authentication. By default uses OS
authentication.
Note (11): Authentication methods.
Note (12): With the use of Pervasive AuditMaster.
Note (13): User-based security is optional in Polyhedra, but when enabled can be enhanced to a role-based model
with auditing.

Databases vs schemas (terminology)
The SQL specification makes clear what an "SQL schema" is; however, different databases implement it incorrectly.
To compound this confusion the functionality can, when incorrectly implemented, overlap with that of the
parent-database. An SQL schema is simply a namespace within a database, things within this namespace are
addressed using the member operator dot ".". This seems to be a universal amongst all of the implementations.
A true fully (database, schema, and table) qualified query is exemplified as such: SELECT * FROM

database.schema.table

Now, the issue, both a schema and a database can be used to isolate one table, "foo" from another like named table
"foo". The following is pseudo code:
• SELECT * FROM db1.foo vs. SELECT * FROM db2.foo (no explicit schema between db and table)
• SELECT * FROM [db1.]default.foo vs. SELECT * FROM [db1.]alternate.foo (no explicit

db prefix)
The problem that arises is that former MySQL users will create multiple databases for one project. In this context, 
MySQL databases are analogous in function to Postgres-schemas, insomuch as Postgres lacks off-the-shelf
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cross-database functionality that MySQL has. Conversely, PostgreSQL has applied more of the specification
implementing cross-table, cross-schema, and then left room for future cross-database functionality.
MySQL aliases schema with database behind the scenes, such that CREATE SCHEMA and CREATE DATABASE
are analogs. It can therefore be said that MySQL has implemented cross-database functionality, skipped schema
functionality entirely, and provided similar functionality into their implementation of a database. In summary,
Postgres fully supports schemas but lacks some functionality MySQL has with databases, while MySQL does not
even attempt to support true schemas.
Oracle has its own spin where creating a user is synonymous with creating a schema. Thus a database administrator
can create a user called PROJECT and then create a table PROJECT.TABLE. Users can exist without schema
objects, but an object is always associated with an owner (though that owner may not have privileges to connect to
the database). With the Oracle 'shared-everything' RAC architecture, the same database can be opened by multiple
servers concurrently. This is independent of replication, which can also be used, whereby the data is copied for use
by different server. In the Oracle view, the 'database' is a set of files which contains the data while the 'instance' is a
set of processes (and memory) through which a database is accessed.
Informix supports multiple databases in a server instance, like MySQL. It supports the CREATE SCHEMA syntax
as a way to group DDL statements into a single unit creating all objects created as a part of the schema as a single
owner. Informix supports a database mode called ANSI mode which supports creating objects with the same name
but owned by different users.
The end result is confusion between the database factions. The Postgres and Oracle communities maintain that one
database is all that is needed for one project, per the definition of database. MySQL and Informix proponents
maintain that schemas have no legitimate purpose when the functionality can be achieved with databases. Postgres
adheres to the SQL specification, in a more intuitive fashion (bottom-up), while MySQL’s pragmatic
counterargument allows their users to get the job done while creating conceptual confusion.
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External links
• Comparison of different SQL implementations against SQL standards (http:/ / troels. arvin. dk/ db/ rdbms/ ).

Includes Oracle, DB2, Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL and PostgreSQL. (08/Jun/2007)

• Features, strengths and weaknesses comparison between Oracle and MSSQL (independent). (http:/ / www.
wisdomforce. com/ resources/ docs/ MSSQL2005_ORACLE10g_compare. pdf)

• The SQL92 standard (http:/ / www. contrib. andrew. cmu. edu/ ~shadow/ sql/ sql1992. txt)
• MetaMarket Druid IMDB (http:/ / metamarkets. com/ druid/ )
• VM-Ware Redis IMDB (http:/ / redis. io/ )
• CSQL DB (http:/ / www. csqldb. com)

Document-oriented database
A document-oriented database is a computer program designed for storing, retrieving, and managing
document-oriented information, also known as semi-structured data. Document-oriented databases are one of the
main categories of so-called NoSQL databases and the popularity of the term "document-oriented database" (or
"document store") has grown[citation needed] with the use of the term NoSQL itself. In contrast to well-known
relational databases and their notions of "Relations" (or "Tables"), these systems are designed around an abstract
notion of a "Document".

Documents
The central concept of a document-oriented database is the notion of a Document. While each document-oriented
database implementation differs on the details of this definition, in general, they all assume documents encapsulate
and encode data (or information) in some standard formats or encodings. Encodings in use include XML, YAML,
JSON, and BSON, as well as binary forms like PDF and Microsoft Office documents (MS Word, Excel, and so on).
Documents inside a document-oriented database are similar, in some ways, to records or rows in relational databases,
but they are less rigid. They are not required to adhere to a standard schema, nor will they have all the same sections,
slots, parts, or keys. For example, the following is a document:

  {

     FirstName: "Bob", 

     Address: "5 Oak St.", 

     Hobby: "sailing"

  }

A second document might be:

  {

      FirstName: "Jonathan", 

      Address: "15 Wanamassa Point Road", 

      Children: [

         {Name: "Michael", Age: 10}, 

         {Name: "Jennifer", Age: 8}, 

         {Name: "Samantha", Age: 5}, 

         {Name: "Elena", Age: 2}

    ]

   }
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These two documents share some structural elements with one another, but each also has unique elements. Unlike a
relational database where every record contains the same fields, leaving unused fields empty; there are no empty
'fields' in either document (record) in the above example. This approach allows new information to be added to some
records without requiring that every other record in the database shares the same structure.

Keys
Documents are addressed in the database via a unique key that represents that document. This key is often a simple
string, a URI, or a path. The key can be used to retrieve the document from the database. Typically, the database
retains an index on the key to speed up document retrieval.

Retrieval
Another defining characteristic of a document-oriented database is that, beyond the simple key-document (or
key-value) lookup that can be used to retrieve a document, the database offers an API or query language that allows
the user to retrieve documents based on their content. For example, you may want a query that retrieves all the
documents with a certain field set to a certain value. The set of query APIs or query language features available, as
well as the expected performance of the queries, varies significantly from one implementation to the next.

Organization
Implementations offer a variety of ways of organizing documents, including notions of
•• Collections
•• Tags
•• Non-visible Metadata
•• Directory hierarchies
•• Buckets

Implementations

Name Publisher License Language Notes RESTful
API

ArangoDB [1] triAGENS [2] Apache 2 License C, C++ &
Javascript

A multi model, high-performance document store
and graph database.

Yes [3]

BaseX BaseX Team [4] BSD License Java, XQuery Support for XML, JSON and binary formats;
client-/server based architecture; concurrent
structural and full-text searches and updates; REST
APIs.

Yes

Cassandra Apache
Software
Foundation

Apache License Java JSON over HTTP Yes

Cloudant Cloudant, Inc.
[5]

Proprietary Erlang, Java,
Scala, and C

Distributed database service based on BigCouch, the
company's open source fork of the Apache-backed
CouchDB project.

Yes

Clusterpoint Clusterpoint
Ltd. [6]

Free community license /
Commercial[7]

C++ Schema-free, document-oriented database
management system platform with server based data
storage, full text search engine functionality,
information ranking for search relevance and
clustering.

Yes

Couchbase
Server

Couchbase, Inc. Apache License Erlang and C Distributed NoSQL Document Database. Yes [8]
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CouchDB Apache
Software
Foundation

Apache License Erlang JSON over REST/HTTP with Multi-Version
Concurrency Control and limited ACID properties.
Uses map and reduce for views and queries.[9]

Yes [10]

eXist eXist, [11] GPL XQuery, Java XML over REST/HTTP, WebDAV, Lucene Fulltext
search, validation, versioning, clustering, triggers,
URL rewriting, collections, ACLS, XQuery Update

Yes [12]

FleetDB FleetDB [13] MIT License Clojure A JSON-based [14] schema-free database optimized
for agile development.

(unknown)

Jackrabbit Apache
Software
Foundation

Apache License Java (unknown)

Inquire Infodata
Systems, Inc.

Proprietary unknown In the mid-80's this was the dominant
document-oriented commercial database, widely
successful. The company seems to have gone out of
business in 2005.

(unknown)

Lotus Notes IBM Proprietary LotusScript,
Java, Lotus
@Formula

(unknown)

MarkLogic MarkLogic
Corporation

Free Express license [15]

or Commercial [15]
REST, Java,
XQuery, XSLT,
C++

Distributed document-oriented database with
Multi-Version Concurrency Control, integrated Full
text search and ACID-compliant transaction
semantics

Yes

MongoDB MongoDB, Inc GNU AGPL v3.0[16] C++ Document-oriented database optimized for highly
transient data

Optional
[17]

MUMPS
Database[18]

Proprietary and Affero
GPL[19]

MUMPS Commonly used in health applications. (unknown)

OrientDB Orient
Technologies
[20]

Apache License Java JSON over HTTP Yes

RavenDB Hibernating
Rhinos LTD
[21]

Proprietary and modified
Affero GPL[22]

C#, JavaScript Yes

Redis BSD License ANSI C Key-value store supporting lists and sets with
binary-safe protocol

(unknown)

RethinkDB GNU APGL for the
DBMS, Apache 2
License for the client
drivers

C++ (unknown)

Rocket U2 Rocket
Software

Proprietary UniData, UniVerse Yes (Beta)

Sqrrl
Enterprise [23]

sqrrl Proprietary Java Distributed, real-time database featuring cell-level
security and massive scalability.

Yes
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XML database implementations
Most XML databases are document-oriented databases.
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head!

External links
• http:/ / solprovider. com/ articles/ 20020612& cat=Lotus/ IBM

http://www.arangodb.org/
http://www.triagens.com/
http://www.arangodb.org/manuals/current/ImplementorManual.html
http://basex.org/
https://cloudant.com/
http://www.clusterpoint.com
http://www.clusterpoint.com/licensing/
http://www.couchbase.com/docs/
http://couchdb.apache.org/docs/overview.html
http://wiki.apache.org/couchdb/HTTP_Document_API
http://exist-db.org
http://exist-db.org
http://fleetdb.org/
http://fleetdb.org/docs/protocol.html
http://developer.marklogic.com/licensing
http://www.mongodb.org/display/DOCS/Licensing
http://www.mongodb.org/display/DOCS/Http+Interface#HttpInterface-RESTInterfaces
http://gradvs1.mgateway.com/download/extreme1.pdf
http://sourceforge.net/projects/fis-gtm/
http://www.orientechnologies.com/
http://hibernatingrhinos.com
http://ravendb.net/licensing
http://sqrrl.com/
http://blog.labnotes.org/2007/09/20/read-consistency-dumb-databases-smart-services/
http://blog.labnotes.org/2007/09/20/read-consistency-dumb-databases-smart-services/
http://solprovider.com/articles/20020612&cat=Lotus/IBM
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Graph database
A graph database is a database that uses graph structures with nodes, edges, and properties to represent and store
data. By definition, a graph database is any storage system that provides index-free adjacency. This means that every
element contains a direct pointer to its adjacent element and no index lookups are necessary. General graph
databases that can store any graph are distinct from specialized graph databases such as triplestores and network
databases.

Structure
Graph databases are based on graph theory. Graph databases employ nodes, properties, and edges. Nodes are very
similar in nature to the objects that object-oriented programmers will be familiar with.

Nodes represent entities such as people, businesses, accounts, or any other item you might want to keep track of.
Properties are pertinent information that relate to nodes. For instance, if "Wikipedia" were one of the nodes, one
might have it tied to properties such as "website", "reference material", or "word that starts with the letter 'w'",
depending on which aspects of "Wikipedia" are pertinent to the particular database.
Edges are the lines that connect nodes to nodes or nodes to properties and they represent the relationship between the
two. Most of the important information is really stored in the edges. Meaningful patterns emerge when one examines
the connections and interconnections of nodes, properties, and edges.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Graph_%28data_structure%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Storage_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Pointer_%28computer_programming%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Lookup
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Triplestore
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Network_database_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Network_database_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Graph_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Object-oriented
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:GraphDatabase_PropertyGraph.png
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Properties
Compared with relational databases, graph databases are often faster for associative data sets[citation needed], and map
more directly to the structure of object-oriented applications. They can scale more naturally to large data sets as they
do not typically require expensive join operations. As they depend less on a rigid schema, they are more suitable to
manage ad hoc and changing data with evolving schemas. Conversely, relational databases are typically faster at
performing the same operation on large numbers of data elements.
Graph databases are a powerful tool for graph-like queries, for example computing the shortest path between two
nodes in the graph. Other graph-like queries can be performed over a graph database in a natural way (for example
graph's diameter computations or community detection).

Graph database projects
The following is a list of several well-known graph database projects:[1]

Name Version License Language Description

AllegroGraph 4.11
(June
2013)

Proprietary, Clients - Eclipse
Public License v1

C, Common
Lisp, Java,
Python

A RDF and graph database.

ArangoDB [2] 1.3.2
(June
2013)

Apache 2 C, C++ &
Javascript

A multi-model document store and graph database.

Bigdata [3] GPL Java A RDF/graph database capable of clustered deployment.

Bitsy [4] 1.5.0 AGPL, Enterprise license
(unlimited use,
annual/perpetual)

Java A small, embeddable, durable in-memory graph database

BrightstarDB [5] MIT License [6] C# An embeddable NoSQL database for the .NET platform with
code-first data model generation.

DEX[7] 4.8
(2013)

evaluation, research or
development use (free) /
commercial use

C++ A high-performance and scalable graph database management
system from Sparsity Technologies [8], a technology transition
company from DAMA-UPC [9]. Its main characteristics is its
query performance for the retrieval & exploration of large
networks

Filament [10] BSD Java A graph persistence framework and associated toolkits based on a
navigational query style.

GraphBase [11] 1.0.03a Proprietary Java A customizable, distributed, small-footprint graph store with a rich
tool set from FactNexus [12].

Graphd Proprietary The proprietary back-end of Freebase.

Horton [13] Proprietary C# A graph database from Microsoft Research Extreme Computing
Group (XCG) [14] based on the cloud programming infrastructure
Orleans [15].

HyperGraphDB
[16]

1.2
(2012)

LGPL Java A graph database supporting generalized hypergraphs where edges
can point to other edges.

InfiniteGraph
[17]

3.0
(January
2013)

GPLv3 Java A distributed and cloud-enabled commercial product with flexible
licensing.

InfoGrid [18] 2.9.5
(2011)

AGPLv3, free for small
entities[19]

Java A graph database with web front end and configurable storage
engines (MySQL, PostgreSQL, Files, Hadoop).

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Relational_databases
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Citation_needed
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Join_%28SQL%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=AllegroGraph
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Proprietary_software
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=C_%28programming_language%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Common_Lisp_%28programming_language%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Common_Lisp_%28programming_language%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Java_%28programming_language%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Python_%28programming_language%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Resource_Description_Framework
http://www.arangodb.org
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Apache_2_License
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=C_%28programming_language%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=C%2B%2B
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Javascript
http://www.bigdata.com/blog
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=GPL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Java_%28programming_language%29
http://bitbucket.org/lambdazen/bitsy
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=AGPL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Java_%28programming_language%29
http://www.brightstardb.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=MIT_License
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=C_Sharp_%28programming_language%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=DEX_%28Graph_database%29
http://sparsity-technologies.com
http://www.dama.upc.edu/technology-transfer/dex
http://filament.sourceforge.net/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=BSD_licenses
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Java_%28programming_language%29
http://graphbase.net/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Proprietary_software
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Java_%28programming_language%29
http://factnexus.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Proprietary_software
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Freebase
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/ldg
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/labs/xcg
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/orleans/default.aspx
http://www.hypergraphdb.org
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=LGPL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Java_%28programming_language%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Hypergraph
http://infinitegraph.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=GPLv3
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Java_%28programming_language%29
http://infogrid.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=AGPLv3
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Java_%28programming_language%29
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jCoreDB Graph
[20]

An extensible database engine with a graph database subproject.

Neo4j 1.9.2 [21]

(July
2013)

GPLv3 Community Edition.
Commercial & AGPLv3 options
for Enterprise and
Advanced editions[22]

Java A highly scalable open source graph database that supports ACID,
has high-availability clustering for enterprise deployments, and
comes with a web-based administration tool that includes full
transaction support and visual node-link graph explorer.[23] Neo4j
is accessible from most programming languages using its built-in
REST web API interface. Neo4j is the most popular graph
database in use today.[24]

OpenLink
Virtuoso

A RDF graph database server, deployable as a local embedded
instance (as used in the Nepomuk Semantic Desktop), a
single-instance network server, or a shared-nothing network
cluster instance.

Oracle Spatial
and Graph [25]

11.2
(2012)

Proprietary Java,
PL/SQL

1) RDF Semantic Graph: comprehensive W3C RDF graph
management in Oracle Database with native reasoning and
triple-level label security. 2) Network Data Model property graph:
for physical/logical networks with persistent storage and a Java
API for in-memory graph analytics.

Oracle NoSQL
Database [26]

2.0.39
(2013)

Proprietary Java RDF Graph for Oracle NoSQL Database is a feature of Enterprise
Edition providing W3C RDF graph capabilities in NoSQL
Database.

OrientDB 1.3
(2012)

Apache 2 Java A document-graph database.

OQGRAPH [27] GPLv2 A graph computation engine for MySQL, MariaDB and Drizzle.

Ontotext
OWLIM [28]

5.3 OWLIM Lite is free
OWLIM SE and Enterprise are
commercially licenced

Java A graph database engine, based entirely on Semantic Web
standards from W3C: RDF, RDFS, OWL, SPARQL. OWLIM Lite
is an "in memory" engine. OWLIM SE is robust standalone
database engine. OWLIM Enterprise is a clustered version which
offers horizontal scalability and failover support and other
enterprise features.

R2DF [29] R2DF framework for ranked path queries over weighted RDF
graphs.

ROIS [30] Freeware Modula-2 A programmable knowledge server that supports inheritance and
transitivity. Used in OpenGALEN as a Terminology Server.

sones GraphDB AGPLv3[31] C# A graph database and universal access layer (funded by Deutsche
Telekom).

Sqrrl Enterprise
[23]

v1.1
(2013)

Proprietary Java Distributed, real-time graph database featuring cell-level security
and massive scalability.

Teradata Aster
[32]

v6 (2013) Proprietary Java, SQL,
Python,
C++, R

A high performance, multi-purpose, highly scalable and extensible
MPP database incorporating patented engines supporting native
SQL, MapReduce and Graph data storage and manipulation. An
extensive set of analytical function libraries and data visualization
capabilities are also provided.

Titan [33] 0.3
(2013)

Apache 2 Java A distributed, real-time, transactional graph database developed by
Aurelius [34].

VelocityGraph
[35]

Open source with proprietary
back-end

C# High performance, scalable & flexible graph database build with
VelocityDB [36] object database.

VertexDB [37] Revised BSD C A graph database server that supports automatic garbage
collection.

http://www.jcoredb.org
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Neo4j
http://www.neo4j.org/download
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Java_%28programming_language%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=REST
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Web_API
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=OpenLink_Software
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Virtuoso_Universal_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=NEPOMUK_%28framework%29
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database-options/spatialandgraph/overview/index.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Proprietary_software
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Java_%28programming_language%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Java_%28programming_language%29
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/products/nosqldb/overview/index.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Proprietary_software
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Java_%28programming_language%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=OrientDB
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Apache_2_License
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Java_%28programming_language%29
http://openquery.com/graph
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=GPLv2
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=MySQL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=MariaDB
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Drizzle_%28database_server%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ontotext
http://www.ontotext.com/owlim
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Java_%28programming_language%29
http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1988736/
http://rois.eggbird.eu/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Freeware
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Modula-2
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Inheritance_%28computer_science%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Transitive_relation
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=OpenGALEN
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Terminology_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Sones_GraphDB
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=AGPLv3
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=C_Sharp_%28programming_language%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Deutsche_Telekom
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Deutsche_Telekom
http://sqrrl.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Java_%28programming_language%29
http://www.asterdata.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Proprietary_software
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Java_%28programming_language%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=SQL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Python_%28programming_language%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=C%2B%2B_%28programming_language%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=R_%28programming_language%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Massive_parallel_processing
http://titan.thinkaurelius.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Apache_2_License
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Java_%28programming_language%29
http://thinkaurelius.com
http://www.VelocityGraph.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=C_Sharp_%28programming_language%29
http://www.VelocityDB.com
http://www.dekorte.com/projects/opensource/vertexdb/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=BSD_licenses
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=C_%28programming_language%29
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Graph database features
The following table compares the features of the above graph databases.

Name Graph Model API Query Methods Visualizer Consistency Backend Scalability

AllegroGraph RDF Java,
Java:Sesame,
JavaJena,
Python,
Ruby, Perl,
C#, Clojure,
Lisp, Scala,
REST

SPARQL 1.1,
Prolog, JIG,
JavaScript

Gruff - View
Graphs, Visual
Query Builder for
SPARQL and
Prolog

ACID Native Graph
Storage

1 Trillion RDF
triples

ArangoDB [2] Property Graph [38] JavaScript,
Blueprints,
REST

Graph Traversals
via JavaScript,
Gremlin

MVCC/ACID native C/C++

Bigdata [3]

Bitsy [4] Property Graph Blueprints Gremlin, Pixy
[39]

ACID with
optimistic
concurrency
control

Human-readable
JSON-encoded
text files with
checksums and
markers for
recovery

DEX[40] Labeled and directed
attributed multigraph

Java, C++,
.NET

Native Java, C#
and C++ APIs,
Blueprints,
Gremlin

Exporting
functionality to
visualization
formats

Consistency,
durability and
partial
isolation and
atomicity

Native graph.
light and
independent
data structures
with a small
memory
footprint for
storage

Master/Slave
replication

Filament [10]

GraphBase
Enterprise(1)
[41] GraphBase
Agility(2) [42]

(1) mixed, (2)
Framework-managed
Simple Graph

Java Bounds
Language,
embedded java

GraphPad,
BoundsPad,
Navigator

ACID,
graph-based
transactions

proprietary
native

(1) shared
nothing
distributed, (2)
simple
replication,
100+ Billion
arcs per server

Graphd

Horton [13] Attributed
multigraph

Horton Query
Language
(Regular
Language
Expression +
SQL)

C#, .Net
Framework,
Asynchronous
communication
protocols

HyperGraphDB
[16]

Object-oriented
multi-relational
labeled hypergraph

Custom,Java MVCC/STM

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=AllegroGraph
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=RDF
http://www.arangodb.org
https://github.com/tinkerpop/blueprints/wiki/Property-Graph-Model
http://www.bigdata.com/blog
http://bitbucket.org/lambdazen/bitsy
https://github.com/lambdazen/pixy/wiki
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=DEX_%28Graph_database%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Java_%28programming_language%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=C%2B%2B
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=.NET_Framework
http://filament.sourceforge.net/
http://graphbase.net/Enterprise.html/
http://graphbase.net/Agility.html/
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/ldg
http://www.hypergraphdb.org
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InfiniteGraph
[17]

Labeled and directed
multi-property graph

Java,
Blueprints

Java (with
parallel,
distributed
queries), Gremlin

Graph browser for
developers. Plugins
to allow use of
external libraries.

ACID. There
is also a
parallel,
loosely
synchronized
batch loader.

Objectivity/DB
on standard
filesystems

Distributed &
Sharded.
Objectivity/DB
was the first
DBMS to store
a Petabyte of
objects.

InfoGrid [18] Dynamically typed,
object-oriented
graph, multigraphs,
semantic models

jCoreDB Graph
[20]

Neo4j Property Graph Java,
Python,
JPython,
Ruby,
JRuby,
JavaScript
(Node.js),
PHP, .NET,
Django,
Clojure,
Spring,
Scala, or
REST (any
language)

Cypher
(native/preferred),
Native Java APIs
(special cases),
Traverser API,
REST,
Blueprints,
Gremlin

Data Browser
included. Supports
a variety of 3rd
party tools: Gephi,
Linkurio.us,
Cytoscape, Tom
Sawyer, Keylines,
etc.

ACID Native graph
storage with
native graph
processing
engine

Horizontal
read scaling
via
master-slave
clustering
with cache
sharding.

OpenLink

Oracle Spatial
and Graph [25]

RDF graph: Triple &
Quad (named
graphs); Network
Data Model property
graph

Java;
Apache
Jena;
PL/SQL

SPARQL 1.1;
SPARQL web
service end point;
SQL

SPARQL-compliant
tools; Apache
Jena-based tools;
XML &
JSON-based tools;
SQL based tools

ACID Efficient,
compressed,
partitioned
graph storage;
Native persisted
in-database
inferencing;
SPARQL 1.1 &
SQL
integration;
Triple-level
label security;
Semantic
indexing of
documents

Parallel load,
query,
inference;
Query
controls;
Scales from
PC to Oracle
Exadata;
Supports
Oracle Real
Application
Clusters and
Oracle
Database 8
exabytes

Oracle NoSQL
Database [26]

RDF graph: Triple
default graph, Triple
& Quad named
graphs

Java
(Apache
Jena)

SPARQL 1.1;
SPARQL web
service end point

SPARQL-compliant
tools; Apache
Jena-based tools;
XML &
JSON-based tools

ACID;
Configurable
consistency
& durability
policies

Key/value store;
W3C SPARQL
1.1 & Update;
In-memory
RDFS/OWL
inferencing

Parallel
load/query;
Query controls
for: parallel
execution,
timeout, query
optimization
hints

http://infinitegraph.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Objectivity/DB
http://infogrid.org/
http://www.jcoredb.org
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Neo4j
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=OpenLink_Software
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database-options/spatialandgraph/overview/index.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/products/nosqldb/overview/index.html
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OrientDB Property Graph Java
Traverser
API,
Blueprints,
Rexster

Own SQL-like
Query Language,
Gremlin

ACID,
MVCC

Custom on disc
or in memory

OQGRAPH
[27]

R2DF [29]

ROIS [30]

sones GraphDB

Sqrrl Enterprise
[43]

Property Graph Thrift,
Blueprint

Gremlin Integrates with 3rd
party tools

Eventually
Consistent

Accumulo Distributed
cluster with
tens of trillions
of edges [44]

Titan [45] Property Graph Java,
Blueprints,
REST,
RexPro
binary
protocol
(any
language)

Gremlin,
SPARQL

Integrates with 3rd
party tools

ACID or
Eventually
Consistent

Cassandra,
HBase,
Berkeley DB

Distributed
cluster (120
billion+ edges)
or single
server.

VertexDB [37]

Distributed Graph Processing
• Angrapa [46] - graph package in Hama [47], a bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) platform
• Apache Hama [47] - a pure BSP(Bulk Synchronous Parallel) computing framework on top of HDFS (Hadoop

Distributed File System) for massive scientific computations such as matrix, graph and network algorithms.
• Bigdata [3] - a RDF/graph database capable of clustered deployment.
• Faunus [48] - a Hadoop-based graph computing framework that uses Gremlin as its query language. Faunus

provides connectivity to Titan, Rexster-fronted graph databases, and to text/binary graph formats stored in HDFS.
Faunus is developed by Aurelius [34].

• FlockDB - an open source distributed, fault-tolerant graph database based on MySQL and the Gizzard framework
for managing Twitter-like graph data (single-hop relationships) FlockDB on GitHub [49].

• Giraph [50] - a Graph processing infrastructure that runs on Hadoop (see Pregel).
• GraphBase [51] - Enterprise Edition supports embedding of callable Java Agents within the vertices of a

distributed graph.
• GoldenOrb [52] - Pregel implementation built on top of Apache Hadoop
• GraphLab [53] - A framework for machine learning and data mining in the cloud
• HipG [54] - a library for high-level parallel processing of large-scale graphs. HipG is implemented in Java and is

designed for distributed-memory machine
• InfiniteGraph [17] - a commercially available distributed graph database that supports parallel load and parallel

queries.
• JPregel [55] - In-memory java based Pregel implementation
• KDT [56] - An open-source distributed graph library with a Python front-end and C++/MPI backend

(Combinatorial BLAS [57]).

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=OrientDB
http://openquery.com/graph
http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1988736/
http://rois.eggbird.eu/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Sones_GraphDB
http://sqrrl.com
http://www.pdl.cmu.edu/SDI/2013/slides/big_graph_nsa_rd_2013_56002v1.pdf
http://thinkaurelius.github.com/titan/
http://www.dekorte.com/projects/opensource/vertexdb/
http://wiki.apache.org/hama/GraphPackage
http://incubator.apache.org/hama/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Bulk_Synchronous_Parallel
http://incubator.apache.org/hama/
http://www.bigdata.com/blog
http://thinkaurelius.github.com/faunus/
http://thinkaurelius.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=FlockDB
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=MySQL
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Gizzard_%28Scala_framework%29
https://github.com/twitter/flockdb
http://incubator.apache.org/giraph/
http://graphbase.net/Enterprise.html
http://www.goldenorbos.org
http://graphlab.org
http://www.cs.vu.nl/~ekr/hipg/
http://infinitegraph.com
http://kowshik.github.com/JPregel/
http://kdt.sourceforge.net
http://gauss.cs.ucsb.edu/~aydin/CombBLAS/html/index.html
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• OpenLink Virtuoso - the shared-nothing Cluster Edition supports distributed graph data processing.
• Oracle Spatial and Graph [25] - loading, inferencing, and querying workloads are automatically and transparently

distributed across the nodes in an Oracle Real Application Cluster, Oracle Exadata Database Machine, and Oracle
Database Appliance.

• Phoebus [58] - Pregel implementation written in Erlang
• Pregel [59] - Google's internal graph processing platform, released details in ACM paper.
• Powergraph [60] - Distributed graph-parallel computation on natural graphs.
• Sedge [61] - A framework for distributed large graph processing and graph partition management (including an

open source version of Google's Pregel)
• Signal/Collect [62] - a framework for parallel graph processing written in Scala
• Sqrrl Enterprise - distributed graph processing utilizing Apache Accumulo and featuring cell-level security,

massive scalability, and JSON support
• Titan [45] - A distributed, disk-based graph database developed by Aurelius [34].
• Trinity [63] - Distributed in-memory graph engine under development at Microsoft Research Labs.
• Parallel Boost Graph Library (PBGL) [64] - a C++ library for graph processing on distributed machines, part of

Boost framework.
• Mizan [65] - An optimized Pregel clone that can be deployed easily on Amazon EC2, or local clusters, or

stand-alone Linux systems.

APIs and Graph Query/Programming Languages
• Bounds Language [66] - terse C-style syntax which initiates concurrent traversals in GraphBase and supports

interaction between them.
• Blueprints [67] - a Java API for Property Graphs from TinkerPop [68] and supported by a few graph database

vendors.
• Blueprints.NET [69] - a C#/.NET API for generic Property Graphs.
• Bulbflow [70] - a Python persistence framework for Rexster, Titan, and Neo4j Server.
• Cypher [71] - a declarative graph query language for Neo4j that enables ad hoc as well as programmatic

(SQL-like) access to the graph
• Gremlin [72] - an open-source graph programming language that works over various graph database systems.
• Neo4jClient [73] - a .NET client for accessing Neo4j.
• Neography [74] - a thin Ruby wrapper that provides access to Neo4j via REST.
• Neo4jPHP [75] - a PHP library wrapping the Neo4j graph database.
• NodeNeo4j [76] - a Node.js driver for Neo4j that provides access to Neo4j via REST
• Pacer [77] - a Ruby dialect/implementation of the Gremlin graph traversal language.
• Pipes [78] - a lazy dataflow framework written in Java that forms the foundation for various property graph

traversal languages.
• Pixy [39] - a declarative graph query language that works on any Blueprints-compatible graph database
• PYBlueprints [79] - a Python API for Property Graphs.
• Pygr [80] - a Python API for large-scale analysis of biological sequences and genomes, with alignments

represented as graphs.
• Rexster [81] - a graph database server that provides a REST or binary protocol API (RexPro). Supports Titan,

Neo4j, OrientDB, Dex, and any TinkerPop/Blueprints-enabled graph.
• SPARQL - a query language for databases, able to retrieve and manipulate data stored in Resource Description

Framework format.
• SPASQL [82] - an extension of the SQL standard, allowing execution of SPARQL queries within SQL statements,

typically by treating them as subquery or function clauses. This also allows SPARQL queries to be issued through
"traditional" data access APIs (ODBC, JDBC, OLE DB, ADO.NET, etc.)
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• Spring Data Neo4j [83] - an extension to Spring Data [84] (part of the Spring Framework), providing direct/native
access to Neo4j

• Oracle SQL and PL/SQL APIs [25] - have graph extensions for Oracle Spatial and Graph.
• Styx [85] (previously named Pipes.Net) - a data flow framework for C#/.NET for processing generic graphs and

Property Graphs.
• Thunderdome [86] - a Titan Rexster Object-Graph Mapper for Python
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NoSQL
A NoSQL database provides a mechanism for storage and retrieval of data that employs less constrained consistency
models than traditional relational databases. Motivations for this approach include simplicity of design, horizontal
scaling and finer control over availability. NoSQL databases are often highly optimized key–value stores intended
for simple retrieval and appending operations, with the goal being significant performance benefits in terms of
latency and throughput. NoSQL databases are finding significant and growing industry use in big data and real-time
web applications. NoSQL systems are also referred to as "Not only SQL" to emphasize that they do in fact allow
SQL-like query languages to be used.

History
Carlo Strozzi used the term NoSQL in 1998 to name his lightweight, open-source relational database that did not
expose the standard SQL interface. Strozzi suggests that, as the current NoSQL movement "departs from the
relational model altogether; it should therefore have been called more appropriately 'NoREL'.
Eric Evans (then a Rackspace employee) reintroduced the term NoSQL in early 2009 when Johan Oskarsson of
Last.fm wanted to organize an event to discuss open-source distributed databases. The name attempted to label the
emergence of a growing number of non-relational, distributed data stores that often did not attempt to provide
atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability guarantees that are key attributes of classic relational database
systems.

Taxonomy
There have been various approaches to classify NoSQL databases, each with different categories and subcategories.
Because of the variety of approaches and overlaps it is difficult to get and maintain an overview of non-relational
databases. Nevertheless, the basic classification that most would agree on is based on data model. A few of these and
their prototypes are:
• Column: HBase, Accumulo
• Document: MongoDB, Couchbase
• Key-value : Dynamo, Riak, Redis, Cache, Project Voldemort
• Graph: Neo4J, Allegro, Virtuoso

Classification based on data model
Stephen Yen in his blog post "NoSQL is a Horseless Carriage" suggests the following:[1]
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Term Matching Database

KV Store Keyspace, Flare, SchemaFree, RAMCloud, Oracle NoSQL Database (OnDB)

KV Store - Eventually
consistent

Dynamo, Voldemort, Dynomite, SubRecord, Mo8onDb, DovetailDB

KV Store - Hierarchical GT.m, Cache

KV Store - Ordered TokyoTyrant, Lightcloud, NMDB, Luxio, MemcacheDB, Actord

KV Cache Memcached, Repcached, Coherence, Hazelcast, Infinispan, EXtremeScale, JBossCache, Velocity, Terracoqua

Tuple Store Gigaspaces, Coord, Apache River

Object Database ZopeDB, DB40, Shoal

Document Store CouchDB, Cloudant, Couchbase, MongoDB, Jackrabbit, XML-Databases, ThruDB, CloudKit, Prsevere,
Riak-Basho, Scalaris

Wide Columnar Store BigTable, HBase, Apache Cassandra, Hypertable, KAI, OpenNeptune, Qbase, KDI

Classification based on feature
Ben Scofield categorized NoSQL databases based on nonfunctional categories (“(il)ities“) plus a rating of their
feature coverage: [citation needed]

Data Model Performance Scalability Flexibility Complexity Functionality

Key–value Stores high high high none variable (none)

Column Store high high moderate low minimal

Document Store high variable (high) high low variable (low)

Graph Database variable variable high high graph theory

Relational Database variable variable low moderate relational algebra.

Examples

Document store
The central concept of a document store is the notion of a "document". While each document-oriented database
implementation differs on the details of this definition, in general, they all assume that documents encapsulate and
encode data (or information) in some standard formats or encodings. Encodings in use include XML, YAML, and
JSON as well as binary forms like BSON, PDF and Microsoft Office documents (MS Word, Excel, and so on).
Different implementations offer different ways of organizing and/or grouping documents:
•• Collections
•• Tags
•• Non-visible Metadata
•• Directory hierarchies
Compared to relational databases, for example, collections could be considered as tables as well as documents could
be considered as records. But they are different: every record in a table has the same sequence of fields, while
documents in a collection may have fields that are completely different.
Documents are addressed in the database via a unique key that represents that document. One of the other defining 
characteristics of a document-oriented database is that, beyond the simple key-document (or key–value) lookup that 
you can use to retrieve a document, the database will offer an API or query language that will allow retrieval of
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documents based on their contents. Some NoSQL document stores offer an alternative way to retrieve information
using MapReduce techniques, in CouchDB the usage of MapReduce is mandatory if you want to retrieve documents
based on the contents, this is called "Views" and it's an indexed collection with the results of the MapReduce
algorithms.

Name Language Notes

BaseX Java, XQuery XML database

Cloudant Erlang, Java, Scala, C JSON store (online service)

Clusterpoint C++ XML, geared for Full text search

Couchbase Server Erlang, C, C++ Support for JSON and binary documents

Apache CouchDB Erlang JSON database

djondb[2][3][4] C++ JSON, ACID Document Store

ElasticSearch Java JSON, Search engine

eXist Java, XQuery XML database

Jackrabbit Java Java Content Repository implementation

IBM Lotus Notes and Lotus Domino LotusScript, Java, IBM X Pages, others MultiValue

MarkLogic Server XQuery, Java, REST XML database with support for JSON, text, and binaries

MongoDB C++, C#, Go BSON store (binary format JSON)

Oracle NoSQL Database Java, C

OrientDB Java JSON, SQL support

CoreFoundation Property list C, C++, Objective-C JSON, XML, binary

Sedna XQuery, C++ XML database

SimpleDB Erlang online service

TokuMX C++, C#, Go MongoDB with Fractal Tree indexing

OpenLink Virtuoso C++, C#, Java, SPARQL middleware and database engine hybrid

Graph
This kind of database is designed for data whose relations are well represented as a graph (elements interconnected
with an undetermined number of relations between them). The kind of data could be social relations, public transport
links, road maps or network topologies, for example.

Name Language Notes

AllegroGraph SPARQL RDF GraphStore

IBM DB2 SPARQL RDF GraphStore added in DB2 10

DEX Java, C++, .NET High-performance graph database

FlockDB Scala

InfiniteGraph Java High-performance, scalable, distributed graph database

Neo4j Java

OpenLink Virtuoso C++, C#, Java, SPARQL middleware and database engine hybrid

OrientDB Java

Sones GraphDB C#
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Sqrrl Enterprise Java Distributed, real-time graph database featuring cell-level security

OWLIM Java, SPARQL 1.1 RDF graph store with reasoning

VelocityGraph [5] C# Fully Tinkerpop Blueprints [6] compliant. Scalable hybrid object database and graph database

Key–value stores
Key–value stores allow the application to store its data in a schema-less way. The data could be stored in a datatype
of a programming language or an object. Because of this, there is no need for a fixed data model. The following
types exist:

KV - eventually consistent

•• Apache Cassandra
•• Dynamo
•• Hibari
•• OpenLink Virtuoso
•• Project Voldemort
•• Riak

KV - hierarchical

•• GT.M
•• InterSystems Caché

KV - cache in RAM

•• memcached
•• OpenLink Virtuoso
•• Hazelcast
•• Oracle Coherence

KV - solid state or rotating disk

•• Aerospike
•• BigTable
•• CDB
•• Couchbase Server
•• Keyspace
•• LevelDB
• MemcacheDB (using Berkeley DB)
•• MongoDB
•• OpenLink Virtuoso
•• phpFastCache
•• Tarantool
•• Tokyo Cabinet
•• Tuple space
•• Oracle NoSQL Database
•• IBM WebSphere DataPower XC10 Appliance
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KV - ordered

•• Berkeley DB
•• FoundationDB
•• IBM Informix C-ISAM
•• InfinityDB
•• MemcacheDB
•• NDBM

Object database
•• db4o
•• GemStone/S
•• InterSystems Caché
•• JADE
•• NeoDatis ODB
•• ObjectDB
•• Objectivity/DB
•• ObjectStore
•• ODABA
•• OpenLink Virtuoso
•• Versant Object Database
•• WakandaDB
•• ZODB

Tabular
•• Apache Accumulo
•• BigTable
•• Apache Hbase
•• Hypertable
•• Mnesia
•• OpenLink Virtuoso

Tuple store
•• Apache River
•• OpenLink Virtuoso
•• Tarantool

Triple/Quad Store (RDF) database
•• Meronymy SPARQL Database Server
•• Virtuoso Universal Server
•• Ontotext-OWLIM
•• Apache JENA
•• Oracle NoSQL database
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Hosted
•• Freebase
•• OpenLink Virtuoso
•• Datastore on Google Appengine
•• Amazon DynamoDB
•• Cloudant Data Layer (CouchDB)

Multivalue databases
• Northgate Information Solutions Reality, the original Pick/MV Database
• Extensible Storage Engine (ESE/NT)
•• OpenQM
• Revelation Software's OpenInsight
•• Rocket U2
• D3 Pick database
•• InterSystems Caché
•• InfinityDB

Cell database
• [] Boardwalk
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NewSQL
NewSQL is a class of modern relational database management systems that seek to provide the same scalable
performance of NoSQL systems for online transaction processing (read-write) workloads while still maintaining the
ACID guarantees of a traditional database system.

History
The term was first used by 451 Group analyst Matthew Aslett in a 2011 research paper discussing the rise of new
database systems as challengers to established vendors. Many enterprise systems that handle high-profile data (e.g.,
financial and order processing systems) also need to be able to scale but are unable to use NoSQL solutions because
they cannot give up strong transactional and consistency requirements. The only options previously available for
these organizations were to either purchase a more powerful single-node machine or develop custom middleware
that distributes queries over traditional DBMS nodes. Both approaches are prohibitively expensive and thus are not
an option for many. Thus, in this paper, Aslett discusses how NewSQL upstarts are poised to challenge the
supremacy of commercial vendors, in particular Oracle.

Systems
Although NewSQL systems vary greatly in their internal architectures, the two distinguishing features common
amongst them is that they all support the relational data model and use SQL as their primary interface. One of the
first known NewSQL systems is the H-Store parallel database system.
NewSQL systems can be loosely grouped into three categories:

New architectures
The first type of NewSQL systems are completely new database platforms. These are designed to operate in a
distributed cluster of shared-nothing nodes, in which each node owns a subset of the data. Though many of the new
databases have taken different design approaches, there are two primary categories evolving. The first type of system
sends the execution of transactions and queries to the nodes that contain the needed data. SQL queries are split into
query fragments and sent to the nodes that own the data. These databases are able to scale linearly as additional
nodes are added.
• General-purpose databases — These maintain the full functionality of traditional databases, handling all types of

queries. These databases are often written from scratch with a distributed architecture in mind, and include
components such as distributed concurrency control, flow control, and distributed query processing. This includes
Google Spanner, Clustrix, NuoDB and TransLattice.
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• In-memory databases — The applications targeted by these NewSQL systems are characterized as having a large
number of transactions that (1) are short-lived (i.e., no user stalls), (2) touch a small subset of data using index
lookups (i.e., no full table scans or large distributed joins), and (3) are repetitive (i.e., executing the same queries
with different inputs). These NewSQL systems achieve high performance and scalability by eschewing much of
the legacy architecture of the original System R design, such as heavyweight recovery or concurrency control
algorithms. Two example systems in this category are VoltDB and GoPivotal's SQLFire.

MySQL Engines
The second category are highly optimized storage engines for SQL. These systems provide the same programming
interface as MySQL, but scale better than built-in engines, such as InnoDB. Examples of these new storage engines
include TokuDB, MemSQL, and Akiban.

Transparent sharding
These systems provide a sharding middleware layer to automatically split databases across multiple nodes. Examples
of this type of system includes dbShards, Scalearc, ScaleBase and MySQL Cluster.
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